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Editor’s Foreword

The ‘western borderland’ of the Tripolye culture, appearing in the title of this volume
of the ‘Baltic-Pontic Studies’, refers to the cyrcle of neighbouring cultural systems of the
Upper Tisza and Vistula drainages. As neighbours of the Tripolye culture such groups are
discussed as Lengyel-Polgár, Funnel Beaker and, albeit to a much narrower extent, the
Globular Amphora (cf. B-PS vol. 8) and the Corded Ware cultures. The papers discuss
the reception of ‘western’ traditions by Tripolye communities as well as the ‘western
borderland’ mentioned in the title.
Defined in this way, these questions have been only cursorily treated in the literature.
The consequences of accumulated omissions in the study of the cultural surroundings of
‘Tripolye’ have been felt by us when we worked on this issue. Thus, we submit a greatly
limited work as far as its subject matter is concerned hoping that it will open a sequence
of necessary studies. Such studies should, in the first place, focus on the co-ordination
of the ‘languages’ of taxonomy and then they should investigate different aspects of the
mechanisms of the outlined processes of the ‘cultural contact’.

Baltic-Pontic Studies
vol. 9: 1999, 7-12
PL ISSN 1231-0344

Mihailo Y. Videiko

STUDYING WESTERN CONTEXT OF THE TRIPOLYE
CULTURE. HISTORY AND PERSPECTIVES

In reviewing the history of research over decades of varied scientiﬁc studies into the
archaeological cultures of the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age, we can see that hypotheses
are constantly being revised and updated. With the passage of time, it becomes necessary
to return to neglected conclusions, and those which until recently appeared irrefutable,
now become doubtful and open to question.
The Tripolye culture (TC) lasted over two thousand years. Thirty years ago, in ‘Prehistoric Russia’, T. Sulimirski noted that: “During the two millennia of its existence,
the TC underwent several changes, that mark consecutive stages in its evolution. They
are important for the understanding of the Neolithic and Bronze Age development of
the whole south-west of Eastern Europe, and also to a considerable extent for the study
of conditions in the neighbouring areas” [Sulimirski 1970:108]. Today, the TC is also
considered to be an aggregate of separate cultural types, especially during its late developmental stages. Archaeologists generally concur that neighbouring archaeological
cultures had considerable inﬂuence on the formation of these types, and that this process ultimately brought about the disappearance of the TC. However, views diﬀer with
regard to the concrete contributions of individual cultures to this process. Another view
contests that the TC was a self-suﬃcient cultural system, all the changes in which can be
explained by processes of internal development. All these considerations vary according
to such factors as the appearance of new archaeological sources and specialist orientation
on particular scientiﬁc issues.
Of interest to us here is the historiographic aspect of this question: namely, alternative conceptions of the TC evolution of the B I-II, B II, C I and C II stages in the
context of the cultures of Central Europe.
In research beginning in the 1930s into TC types belonging to the ﬁnal (C II) stage,
questions began to emerge concerning the origins of these types. Following excavations in
Gorodsk in the 1930s, E.Y. Krichevskiy classiﬁed ceramic materials from this settlement
according to their production technology. In addition to TC forms, also present in this
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complex were new forms of ceramics, which E.Y. Krichevskiy considered as evidence
of the disappearance of the TC [Krichevskiy 1940:393-419; 1941:253].
Interestingly, T.S. Passek, in characterising the ceramics of late TC settlements in
Volhynia, focuses on its diﬀerentiated, multicultural origin, and considers that imported
cultural types prevail over traditional TC forms. In her opinion, late TC complexes
combined “their own ceramic types with those of cultural variants of the Copper Age
and Early Bronze Age of the Forest-Steppe zone”. She thus emphasised the participation
of ‘steppe’ complexes in the cultural process of the C II stage [Passek 1949:164, 189].
By contrast, T. Sulimirski claims that it is not possible to attribute Gorodsk type
complexes to the TC, considering them as representative of another culture which was
inﬂuenced by the TC [Sulimirski 1950:44]. He considered the Bronze Age as a period of
‘western dominance’, and pointed to what he saw as many ‘western’ traits in late TC types
[Sulimirski 1970:154]. A.Y. Bryusov went further still, considering the Gorodsk type
culture to represent new ethnic formations, the development of which was signiﬁcantly
inﬂuenced by TC tribes [Bryusov 1952:242]. Y.M. Zakharuk, investigating C II stage
materials from Volhynia, arrived at the conclusion that pottery which had been considered
as the result of innovation within the TC actually belongs to other archaeological cultures
[Zakharuk 1954:22-23]. In researching the Soﬁevka type of the late TC on the Dnieper, he
accepted it as being genetically associated with Kolomiyshchina, but noted the presence
of some non-Tripolye components [Zakharuk 1954:26-27].
At the beginning of the 1950s, a number of hypotheses appeared which postulated
the strictly autochthonous development of TC types of the C-II phase, whilst diﬀering
opinions existed concerning the determination of the non-Tripolye component. V.M.
Danilenko noted in complexes of the Soﬁevka (or Kiev) type of the late TC a phenomenon
which occurred as a result of a merger between the TC population and the Neolithic
population [Danilenko 1953:81-82].
In research in the early 1960s, M.M. Shmagliy claimed that all the Gorodsk type
features derived from previous phases of the TC, identifying all the types and ornamentive motifs in materials from TC B or C I. He further suggested that all changes
simply characterised “a further process of cultural development” [Shmagliy 1966:35-36],
attributing the initial essential changes in the ceramic complex to a change in “old agricultural traditions”: a decrease in hoe agriculture, and an increase in the mobility of the
population. This did not support previous deductions concerning the disposition of mixed
and non-TC components [Shmagliy 1961:36-37], as did A.Y. Bryusov [1952:230-234], T.
Sulimirski [1950:42-51], and M. Gimbutas [1956:105-110]. At the same time, Shmagliy
noted a role played in the formation of the Gorodsk-Volhynia TC by civilised intercourse
with Funnel Beaker culture (FBC) tribes [Shmagliy 1966:35-36].
Also at this time, a strand of thought was developing concerning the role of the
steppe population in the appearance of the late TC types. This theme has been developed
by T.G. Movsha over the last 40 years. In her last article, published in 1998, T.G. Movsha
“substantiates and develops her formerly advanced assumption about the penetration of
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the steppe population into the Tripolye environment” [Movsha 1998:153], attributing to
this penetration the appearance of late TC types in Volhynia and Moldova, with reference
to the transmission of traditions of various steppe cultures in the forms of ceramics, an
admixture of crushed shell, and cord ornamentation. However, the author unfortunately
does not provide concrete examples of materials which would conﬁrm these conclusions
[Movsha 1998:148].
This theme became extraordinarily popular, and ‘steppe’ traces began to be sought
not only in the TC, but in many European regions and cultures to the west and even
the north of the Carpathians. It should be noted, however, that there may be another
explanation for the similarity in some types of ceramic ornamentation (e.g. cord) between
the cultures of the Steppe, Forest-Steppe and Forest zones. A number of features which
T.G. Movsha considers as ‘steppe’ traits are relatively widespread in both the forest and
forest-steppe cultures of Europe. The comparative analysis carried out by N.S. Kotova
into ceramics from steppe settlements of the Dnieper region and materials of cultures of
Central Europe showed that the sources of ceramic styles of some steppe cultures can be
found precisely in Central Europe, including forms, admixtures and cord ornamentation
(!). The available data rather testify to a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on steppe cultures from the
side of the TC and of cultures of Central Europe, at least prior to the beginning of the
Early Bronze Age [Videiko 1994:27-28].
In the opinion of V.A. Kruts, the formation of late TC types, and speciﬁcally of
the Soﬁevka type, was associated with migratory movements of the Yamnaya culture
and the westward migration of the population of forest-steppe regions from the territory
between the Southern Bug and the Dnieper. He noted the inﬂuence of “steppe tribes”
in the diﬀusion on TC pottery made from clay containing admixtures of pounded shells
[Kruts 1977:153]. V.A. Kruts considers that continual pressure from ‘steppe’ tribes ﬁnally
brought about the migration to Volhynia of the TC population from the Middle Dnieper,
which in turn led to the formation of local TC types [Kruts 1977:155-156].
The role of ‘southern’ cultures in the development of FBC societies has been addressed by A. Kośko [Kośko 1981], who also touched on the inﬂuences of FBC communities
on the TC. In his opinion, we can note the contribution to TC development of exogenous
cultural factors possibly linked to FBC participation. The chronology of the inﬂuence
of the structure of FBC societies on the TC of the territory between the rivers Horyn,
Sluch and Teteriv is not quite clear, particularly in the case of the speciﬁcally western
inﬂuences which have been identiﬁed in the Neolithic Dnieper-Donets culture (DDC) in
the Forest zone. FBC inﬂuences have been ﬁxed in the second DDC phase of the end of
V — ﬁrst half of IV millennium BC and could not have originated earlier than the B-II
phase of the TC, approx. 3700 BC [Kośko 1981:114].
The few later TC inﬂuences on the south-eastern FBC boundaries which have been
identiﬁed have been deﬁned as ‘Gorodsk-Volhynian’. Bearing in mind the absence of
‘early’ (IV millennium BC) indications of FBC inﬁltration into the Forest-Steppe zone
and evidence of the adoption of FBC elements by the TC, it would seem more reaso-
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nable to hypothesise that this inﬂuence was mediated rather than direct. In any event,
one can verify the presence in TC communities, which were more acquainted with
Central European cultural tradition, of factors prompting an easterly migration [Kośko
1981:115-116]. The author considers that migratory movements could be attributed to
a ‘billiard ball eﬀect’, with the initial stimulus coming from the Sredni Stog culture of
the ‘steppe phase’ of the second half of V millennium BC. This was followed, at the
middle of IV millennium BC by the TC. This phase can be called the ‘Tripolye’ phase,
and it includes two distinct sub-phases: the older ‘Gorodsk-Volhynian’ and the younger
‘Podolia-Volhynian’, connected with the Globular Amphora culture (GAC) and the Corded Ware culture. The subsequent ‘Central European’ phase determines the diﬀusion of
populations and of standards of the Steppe-Tripolye in the Central European environment
[Kośko 1981:116-117]. Based on the ﬁnds from Gródek Nadbużny, one could say that
the period of the height of TC inﬂuences corresponds to the C II phase. One can be told
about process the transformations under ‘Tripolye’ inﬂuences (deduction is by attempt to
carry a process autogenesis of FBC from determined on Bronocice IV — V materials),
replacing the ‘Baden’ transformation factor on ‘Tripolye’ [Kośko 1981:119].
At the same time, new archaeological research has provided a considerable amount
of ‘original’ TC materials, or materials which can at least be related to the TC, mostly
found on FBC settlements. A contemporary study of the state of intercourse between
the late TC and the FBC in Volhynia is presented in an article of J. Ścibior, which
considers both archaeological material and the isotope chronology of the two cultures.
In the opinion of the author, the beginning of cultural impulses moving in a western
direction from the TC can be traced to the presence of painted pottery on Lublin —
Volhynian culture settlements in Volhynia. Cultural exchange between the FBC and TC
groups from the area of the Dniester can be linked to the end of the C I — the C II
stage. The participation of the Gorodsk type is considered to be insigniﬁcant. This all
coincides in time with the period of the ‘badenisation’ of FBC complexes in southern
Poland (Bronocice). Changes in the TC environment under FBC inﬂuence is considerably
less marked, although further conclusions require more information [Ścibior 1994].
In the 1980s, O.V. Tsvek turned attention to Lengyel-Polgár elements in materials
from TC settlements situated to the east of the Southern Bug River. She deduced the
inﬂuence of cultures of the Lengyel-Polgár circle on autochthonous traditions, and investigated their participation in the formation of TC types, referring to a separate ‘eastern
Tripolye culture’ [Tsvek 1980; 1985; 1989].
Research on the Upper Dniester carried out by V.A. Kruts and S.M. Ryzhov provided
further material for the discussion of TC contacts with cultures of Lengyel-Polgár circle,
from the B I-II stage to the beginning of C II [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997:26]. They elucidated
in detail the diﬀerent aspects and inﬂuences of these contacts, considering the majority
of ﬁnds of Lengyel and Polgár ‘imported’ ceramics to have been produced by craftsmen
from the West. In their opinion, the TC also had a reverse inﬂuence on the population
of the Polgár and Lengyel cultures, which is evident in the diﬀusion of the ‘western’
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ceremony of cremation. On the basis of all this evidence, these authors postulated a
two-way population inﬁltration through marital relations [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997:27-30].
The question of possible Tripolye-Cucuteni interaction with the populations of the
Carpathian region and Central Europe has been addressed for some time by T.G. Movsha,
who considers this issue to be “little developed”. She has brought together a considerable
amount of material evidence of such interaction from TC settlements on diﬀerent territories — from the Dniester to the Dnieper — belonging to all of the TC stages, with the
exception of the early phases. This has made it possible to deﬁne the circle of cultures
with which the TC interacted, such as the Tiszapolgár, Bodrogkeresztúr, several Polgár
and Lengyel cultural types, the FBC and the GAC. She also identiﬁed the wide circle of
interests which in some way stimulated this interaction: for western cultures — Volhynian
ﬂint; for the TC — metal objects, salt deposits and copper [Movsha 1999:59-60]. An
examination of these materials enabled T.G. Movsha to revise the synchronisation of the
Tiszapolgár with the TC, considering Tiszapolgár culture complexes to be synchronous
with the TC phases C I — C II [Movsha 1999:60].
It should be noted that the chronological deductions of V.A. Kruts, S.M. Ryzhov
and T.G. Movsha do not tally with the synchronisation and isotope chronology of the
Lengyel and Tiszapolgár cultures, which, at best, survived to the B II stage of the TC,
not to the C I or C II stage [see Videiko 1999].
The problems of the history of the TC tribes in western Volhynia and the areas
between the Western Bug and the Dniester rivers have been analysed by M.A. Peleshchyshyn. In his last article, he hypothesised that the disappearance of the TC in western
Volhynia was connected with the inﬁltration of small new ethnic groups, which mixed with TC inhabitants. In his opinion, the situation on the Vinniki settlement in the
Lvov area testiﬁes to the creation of a settlement with a mixed TC and FBC population
[Peleshchyshyn 1998b:191-192].
In the third B-PS volume, devoted to cemeteries of the Soﬁevka type, the question
was posed about the contacts and mutual inﬂuences of diﬀerent cultures from the Neolithic to the Early Bronze Age in the region between the Baltic and the Pontic. Articles
published in that volume showed that in many respects the features of the Soﬁevka
type (pottery, weaponry, funerary customs) developed under the inﬂuence of cultures
of Central Europe [Budziszewski 1995:188-189; Klochko 1995:242; Klochko, Kośko
1995:233-234; Kośko, Videiko 1995; Petrougne 1995:199]. It has since become obvious
that similar processes also took place at an earlier time, and were not limited to the C II
phase [Kadrow, Kośko, Videiko 1995:202-207]. This research has enabled us to see that
the TC was not a closed cultural system, numerous conﬁrmations of which were presented. Further research by Polish and Ukrainian archaeologists, which found reverberation
in articles contained in the given volume, has resulted in the revision or reﬁnement of
some views on the origin and evolution of TC types from the B I-II phase onwards.
Until recently, the problem has been that investigations associated with questions of
the interactions of Copper Age and Early Bronze Age cultures in the region of Central
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and Eastern Europe were of limited scope, due to a number of well-known factors, such as
the incomplete publication of materials from excavations, and the resulting impossibility
of using these materials in order to formulate direct comparisons. All of this brought
about the formation of some myths (named ‘autochthonous’ and ‘steppe’), and discord
in the synchronisation of cultures (e.g. the correlation of the Tiszapolgár and TC C II).
If we continue the former line of research, we shall long be reading the abstracts of
old publications, with the result that few settlements will be investigated, and excavated
materials incompletely published. The present volume is intended to focus on overcoming
these problems and to propose new ways of inquiry, which may appear to be perspective.

Translated by author and John Comber
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Mihailo Y. Videiko

TRIPOLYE AND THE CULTURES OF CENTRAL EUROPE.
FACTS AND THE CHARACTER OF INTERACTIONS:
4200–2750 BC
The Tripolye-Cucuteni culture is the most eastwardly-advanced outpost of the early
agricultural cultures of Balkan origin in Europe. Its eastward expansion, up to the Dnieper, was a protracted process. The objective of our research consists in deﬁning the
components of other cultures which are reﬂected in materials of the Tripolye-Cucuteni
culture (period between 4200-2750 BC). Research has provided data which enables us
to deﬁne the economic and ideological factors which lay behind this process. We have
limited the territorial scope of our research to the Forest-Steppe zone between the rivers
Dniester and Dnieper, and this article will discuss the inﬂuence of cultures of Central
Europe.
We will not examine the Steppe zone here: the origin of Tripolye culture types in
this area is a subject for separate research.
It is possible to select two sequential stages of cultural interaction between 4200-2750 BC. The ﬁrst is dated between 4200-3800 BC and can conditionally be referred
to as the period of ‘polgárisation’ of Tripolye-Cucuteni cultures. The second period is
dated between 3500-2750 BC and can be deﬁned as the period of ‘badenisation’.

1. THE PERIOD OF ‘POLGÁRISATION’: 4200–3800 BC

For this ﬁrst stage, it is possible to distinguish two major events, the ﬁrst being the
rising inﬂuence of cultures of the Lengyel-Polgár circle. The second phenomenon was
the initiation of contacts with groups from the Vistula basin belonging to the Funnel
Beaker culture (FBC). Below, we shall consider the evidence of contacts between the
cultures listed above (Fig. 1, 2).
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1.1.

CONTACTS WITH THE LENGYEL-POLGÁR CIRCLE OF CULTURES

1.1.1.

THE DNIESTER REGION

The cultural contact zone was probably the area of the Upper Dniester, where there
is a widespread occurrence of settlements of the Zalishchyky type (Fig. 1). The form
of ceramics characteristic for settlements of this type have prototypes in the Polgár and
Lengyel cultures (Fig. 3). In addition, on one Zalishchyky settlement was found the top
of a ﬁgurine which has direct analogies in plastics of the Lengyel culture (LC) in terms
of the form of the head, the gesture of the hands and the proﬁle of the torso (Fig. 4).
Also found on this settlement were ﬁgurines, the form and decoration of which also
have analogies in the LC. A similar piece was discovered on the Vorvulintsy settlement
situated in the same area.
Contemporaneous with complexes of the Zalishchyky type on the Dniester were
settlements of the Soloncheny type (Fig. 1). Here, ceramic forms characteristic for the
Lengyel and Tisa cultures were also widespread, including such vessel forms as dishes,
lids, bowls with handles, pots with decorative relief (Fig. 5), and the anthropomorphic
ﬁgurines in sitting position (Fig. 5:10).
V. Kruts and S. Ryzhov have recently distinguished a new local group of the Tripolye culture (TC) on the Upper Dniester, which also displays evidence of contacts with
the Lengyel and Polgár cultures [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997]. These authors considered that
the adherence of these cultures to one cultural type promoted intercultural links, reﬂected mainly in the exchange of raw materials — ﬂint and obsidian. They also consider
that the majority of selected ﬁnds are not real imports, but were produced by craftsmen using motifs with which they were personally familiar. In their opinion, one may
speak about a two-sided inﬁltration of the population [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997:29-30]. In
the same work, the authors also put forward the hypothesis that the use of cremation
in the Tiszapolgár culture was of Tripolye origin [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997:28-29]. In our
opinion, this hypothesis appears somewhat unsatisfactory when taking into account the
history of the distribution of this funeral rite across Central Europe [Kośko, Videiko
1995].
The latest traces of contacts with the LC were detected on Tripolye C I monuments in materials of Koshylivtsy (Koshylovtsy, Koszyłowce) type. This issue has been
addressed by such authors as K.K. Chernysh and T.M. Tkachuk, who have noted the
Lengyel features, such as white colour and geometrical ornamentive motifs on a range of
ceramics, as well as a similarity in anthropomorphic and zoomorphic plastics [Chernysh
1982; Tkachuk 1998:15]. It is also worth remarking that some features of a range of
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F i g . 1. Tripolye culture, phases B I-II, B II, C I and other Copper Age cultures: I - Polgàr culture; II - Baden
culture; III - Tripolye culture; IV-V - Sredni Stog Unity; VI - Nizhna Mikhailovka culture; VII - Copper Age
of Crimea (after Arkheologiya 1985: Map 6).

ceramics from settlements of Koshylivtsy type have analogies in ornamentation patterns
of the Baden culture (we shall return to this issue later).

1.1.2.

THE SOUTHERN BUG REGION

The distribution of materials displaying traits of the Lengyel and Tiszapolgár cultures in complexes of the Zalishchyky, Soloncheny and Koshylivtsy types was mentioned
above. In the area between the Southern Bug and the Dnieper of the ‘eastern Tripolye’
culture, we can observe a new phenomenon in ceramics production, present in a group of
vessels featuring forms typical for the Lengyel and Polgár cultures. They have a glossy
surface, are black or dark brown in colour, and are not ornamented. The researchers have
classiﬁed this type of ceramics in a separate, third category.
A number of these vessels were made of clay, characteristic of the painted pottery.
Less frequent was a ceramic mass with an admixture of sand, crushed shell or stone. The
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F i g . 2. Tripolye culture, phases C I, C II and other Copper Age cultures: I - Funnel Beaker culture; II - early
Yamnaya culture; III - Tripolye C I and C II; IV - Pit- and Comb-Pottery culture (after Arkheologiya 1985: Map
7). Tripolye culture: 1-5 - Koshylivtsy type (end C I); 6-17 - Zhvaniets type (C II); 18-35 - Tomashivka type
(C I): 18 - Teplik, 19 - Popudnia, 20 - Mankivka, 21 - Dmitrushki, 22 - Uman (Pankivka), 23 - Tomashivka*,
24 - Stary Babany, 25 - Sushivka*, 26 - Dobrovody*, 27 - Talyanki*, 28 - Talne-1, 29 - Maydanetskoye*, 30
- Kolodiste*, 31 - Rozsokhuvatka*, 32 - Chichirkozivka*, 33 - Stara Buda, 34 - Vasilkove*, 35 - Kaytanivka;
36-39 - Kanev type (C I); 40-51 - Kolomiyshchyna type (C I); 52-57 - Lukashi type (end C I); 58-71 - Soﬁevka
type; 72-76 - Troyaniv type; 77-92 - Gorodsk type; 93-112 - Usatovo type; 113-120 - Tripolye materials in
mound burials (C II: 113 - Yermolayevka, 114 - Olshanka, 115 - Serezlievka, 116 - Zhivotilivka, 117 Bilozirka, 118 - Libimivka, 119 - Krivy Rig, 120 - Sokolivka). * - Tripolye protocities

surface of the ceramics is covered with a thin engobe layer, and traces of glossing. Six
types of vessels have been distinguished: dishes, bowls, bi-conical and pear-shaped vessels, lids, ‘binocular-shaped’ vessels and pots [Zayets, Ryzhov 1992:115-117]. A number
of these forms (Fig. 6) have analogies in ceramics of the Lengyel and Polgár cultures.
In addition to these, I. Zayets and S. Ryzhov distinguished a vessel with a rounded top,
from the Klishchiv settlement assemblage. On the surface of this vessel, loop handles are
placed within a pattern of circles (Fig. 6-8). In the opinion of the authors, this vessel has
analogies in the latest complexes of the Tiszapolgár culture [Zayets, Ryzhov 1992:161].
Similar vessels have also been found on settlements of the Tripolye periods A I-II and
A II on the Dniester, namely those in Buchach, Viktoriv, Komariv and Odaiv [Zayets,
Ryzhov 1992:161; Konopla, Kruts, Ryzhov 1989:104]. The researchers link the origins
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F i g . 3. Types of pottery, from Tripolye culture phase B I-II on Dniester, type Zalishchyky: 1,4,6,8,10 Zalishchyky; 2,11,13 - Polivaniv Yar; 3,5,9,7 - Buchach (after Vinogradova 1983).
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F i g . 4. Tripolye culture phase B I-II. Zalishchyky. Figurines with features of Lengyel culture (after Pogozeva
1985).
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F i g . 5. Types of pottery, ﬁgurines and painted ornaments from Tripolye culture phase B I-II on Dniester,
type Soloncheny: 1,9,10,15 - Floreshty; 2 - 8, 12 - Stari Orkhei; 11, 13, 14 - Soloncheny II (after Vinogradova
1983).
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F i g . 6. Tripolye culture phase B I-II. Types of non-ornamented pottery (‘the third category’) 1,9,10,14 Floreshty (after Vinogradova 1983); 2-8, 11-13 - Klishchiv (after Zayets, Ryzhov 1992).
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of monuments of the Klishchiv type to settlements of the Soloncheny and Zalishchyky
types on the Dniester [Zayets, Ryzhov 1992:162]. The presence of features of the Lengyel
and Tiszapolgár cultures in this region has already been discussed above.

1.1.3.

THE AREA BETWEEN THE SOUTHERN BUG AND THE DNIEPER

A great deal of data concerning the contacts between the population of this region
and the Lengyel and Tiszapolgár cultures can be found in the works of O.V. Tsvek
[Tsvek 1985, 1989]. This author has identiﬁed a number of imported ceramic artifacts,
as well as imitations of imported specimens [Tsvek 1985:Fig. 1; 1989:Fig. 5]. On the
Miropil settlement, located in the Ros River basin, tools made from obsidian were found.
This material must have been imported directly from the Carpathian Mountains [Tsvek
1985:40]. On the Vesely Kut settlement was found a copper eyeglass-shaped pendant.
Pendants of this type also are widespread throughout Central Europe [Tsvek 1989].
We propose to focus attention here also on the presence of utensils of the third
category among the ceramics of the settlements of this region. Such ﬁnds were mentioned above in relation to the Klishchiv settlement. According to data presented by O.V.
Tsvek, such ceramics comprise between 20% — 30% of the ceramic ﬁnds on particular
settlements [Tsvek 1980:Fig. 8], making this group the second most important in terms
of quantity on settlements of this region.
Thus there are data that enable to trace contacts and exchanges between the populations of the Carpathian Mountains region and the area between the Bug and the Dnieper.
In addition, the available data make possible to consider the eastern range of penetration
of the population from Central Europe. In the opinion of O.V. Tsvek, the cultures of the
Lengyel-Polgár circle participated in the creation of the eastern TC.

1.1.4.

THE MIDDLE DNIEPER REGION

At the B I-II stages, a settlement of the TC appeared on the Middle Dnieper which
represented one of the variants of the eastern TC. We also ﬁnd here ceramics which
have analogies in the Tiszapolgár culture (Fig. 7), namely amphorae with pens under the
rim, cover with rounded cover, anthropomorphic beakers, a bowl with pens, plain and
proﬁled handles on pots, and a bowl with hanging indents on rims. In this period, there
are also ceramics of the third category. These comprise from 30% to 70% of the total
amount of ceramics in settlements in this region during various periods.
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F i g . 7. Tripolye culture phase B I-II. Middle Dnieper region. Types of pottery, related to Central Europe
region: 1,2 - Veremya (after Passek 1949).
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F i g . 8. Tripolye culture phase C I. Middle Dnieper region. Types of pottery, related to Central Europe region:
1-5 - Khomine, 6-8 - Ignatenkova Gora.
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F i g . 9. Tripolye culture phase B II. Middle Dnieper region. The clay model of house from Kolomiyshchina
II (after Passek 1949).

The anthropomorphic ﬁgurines, representing a seated ﬁgure with arms extended
forwards, also display traits which are reminiscent of the LC.
On the Veremya and Shcherbanivtsy settlements, plain copper axes were found,
attributed by N.V. Ryndina to the Sakalkhat type. Such axes are widespread in complexes of the Bodrogkeresztúr culture in Hungary and Slovakia. However, N.V. Ryndina
considers that the production technology of axes found on the Dnieper diﬀers from Bodrogkeresztúr culture traditions, judging that these products were made by local artisans,
and their designs based on imported specimens [Ryndina 1998].
Later, at the B II stage, ceramics of the third category (Fig. 8) were widespread on
TC settlements on the Middle Dnieper. On settlements such as Grebeny, Chapaevka and
Kolomiyshchina II ceramics of this category make up between 20-30% and 60-70% of
the total ceramic assemblage.
There is a distinct similarity in the construction of houses of the LC to some of
the settlements of the TC on the Dnieper, as can be judged from the clay model of a
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F i g . 10. Tripolye culture phases B II and C I. Middle Dnieper region. Decoration of kitchen pottery by cord.

dwelling found on the Kolomiyshchina II TC settlement. The walls of this dwelling’s
model are ‘ornamented’ by deeply incised lines that suggest the vertically-positioned
split tree trunks. Fragments of a similar model are also found on the Grebeny settlement
[Bibikov, Shmagliy 1964].
Such wall constructions are not characteristic of TC constructions in other regions.
On models of dwellings which were found in the TC settlements in Rozsokhuvatka and
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Voroshilivka [Southern Bug region], the walls are of a pillar construction [Arkheologiya
1971:192; Gusev 1995:72].
Houses typical of the LC are known to have walls consisting of trunks driven vertically into the ground. For this purpose, a ditch not less than one metre in depth was sunk
around the perimeter of a house [Pavuk, Batora 1995]. No such ditches were detected
on settlements of the TC. Nevertheless, TC clay models from settlements on the Middle
Dnieper display similar constructions of the walls of dwellings, although the method of
constructing could diﬀer from LC traditions (Fig. 9).
Attention should also be drawn to a rather small amount of vessels discovered
among the remains of houses on settlements of the Kolomiyshchina type and especially
the Chapaevka type. Whilst between 30 and 150-200 vessels are found in dwellings on
settlements of other types, here we have only 4-15 vessels. It is connected, most probably,
with the rites which were practised. It may be assumed that the inﬂuence of a population
with a distinct cult practice aﬀected the customs of the middle TC on the Middle Dnieper.
At the C I stage in the Dnieper basin, there were monuments of both the Kolomiyshchina I and Lukashi types. On the Kolomiyshchina I, Ignatenkova Gora and Khomine
settlements of this period, ceramics with features traditional for cultures of the Polgár
circle and the Lublin-Volhynia culture were discovered, including such forms as bowls
with wavy edges and large vessels with many handles (Fig. 8-13).
It is also important to note the similarity in the economic systems of the above-mentioned cultures. Scientists have previously noted a variety of ecological conditions
of the population of the TC on the Middle Dnieper. To the north of the River Stugna,
where settlements of both the Chapaevka and the Lukashi type are located, loess and
podzol soils are most common, and there are many woods and wide river valleys. This
area is favourable for cattle breeding, hunting and ﬁshing. To the south of the Stugna,
in territory occupied by settlements of the Kolomiyshchina type, chernozem soils are
common, whilst there are signiﬁcantly fewer woods. The natural conditions here are
more favourable for agriculture.
As the TC population inhabited both zones simultaneously, possibly we deal with
two groups with diﬀerent types of economy. It is necessary to clarify all the reasons for
these distinctions.
As a benchmark for the northern area, one could take the Kazarovichi settlement
(excavated by V.A. Kruts), located on the Dnieper. Here, the materials of three types
— Chapaevka, Lukashi and Soﬁevka — are all found within a distance of 600 meters
along the river. This means that this location was occupied three times between the B II
stage and the C II stage. All the settlements were built up by dwellings sunk deep into
the ground. The soil here is loess. The remains of fauna have shown that both hunting
and ﬁshing played an important role in the economy, whilst cattle breeding was less
developed.
Cultures such as the Lublin-Volhynia culture and the FBC inhabited territory with
similar ecological conditions typical for the loess plateau of the Vistula basin. For them,
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cattle breeding, hunting and ﬁshing all played an important economic role, whilst agriculture was not signiﬁcant. Settlements were periodically transferred from one place to
another, returning from time to time to their former locations. This economic model
would seem to be similar to that described above for the settlement in Kazarovichi. It
should be noted that the most common ceramics on settlements of the northern Dnieper
zone are those with features of Central European cultures. In our opinion, their inﬂuence
is reﬂected not only in the material culture of the population on the Dnieper, but also
in their economic model. This is suggested by the evidence of penetration into the TC
environment on the Dnieper of population groups of the Lublin-Volhynia and FBC.
At the CI stage, the history of interaction with cultures of the Lengyel-Polgár circle
comes to an end. The latest traces of their contacts on the Middle Dnieper can be seen
in materials of the Lukashi type.

1.2.

THE FUNNEL BEAKER CULTURE AND THE B II–C I STAGES OF THE TRIPOLYE
CULTURE

In this period, only a few types of ornamentation characteristic for the FBC ceramics
on settlements of Tripolye-Cucuteni culture are testiﬁed (Fig. 11-14).
On the Ignatenkova Gora settlement on the Dnieper, a small fragment of a pot was
found. It is decorated with incised polygonal lines and both round and rectangular stamp
impressions (Fig. 11:3) — a common ornamentation for FBC ceramics.
A ‘polygonal line’ motif is encountered on ceramics typical for the TC of the CI
stage from the Middle Dnieper. Large vessels with such decoration around the top (Fig.
13:2) were found on the settlements in Kolomiyshchina I and Pidgirtsy 2. On one vessel
from Kolomiyshchina I, this ornamentation is tripled (Fig. 13:1). Such decoration also
appears on kitchen ceramics from the Khomine and Ignatenkova Gora settlements (Fig.
10:1; 11:10, 15), along with local imitations (Fig. 11:9, 11).
Incised polygonal line ornamentation is also detected on fragments of a kitchen pot
found in the Tirpeşti settlement in Romania (Fig. 11:12, 13). This horizon is dated to
the Cucuteni stage B, which corresponds to the Tripolye C I stage.
Analogies of ornamentive motifs made using round and triangular stamp impressions, incised lines, and festoons can also be found in FBC materials, such as vessels and
kitchen pots from settlements of the Kolomiyshchina I type (Fig. 11:1, 2, 4-8; 12:3-7;
13:4).
From the B II and C I stages, ornamentation made using cord impressions occurs
widely on ceramics from Chapaevka and Kolomiyshchina type settlements (Fig. 10; 14:1,
2). In the opinion of the Polish researchers, this type of ornamentation was distributed
in the FBC about 3500-3400 BC, under the sole inﬂuence of the TC. We consider that
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F i g . 11. Tripolye culture phase C I. Middle Dnieper region. Types of decoration of the kitchen pottery, related
to Northern region.
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F i g . 12. Tripolye culture phase C I. Middle Dnieper region. Types of decoration of the kitchen pottery, related
to Northern region.
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F i g . 13. Tripolye culture phase C I. Middle Dnieper region. Pottery from Kolomiyshchina I with FBC features
(after Passek 1940, 1949).
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F i g . 14. Tripolye culture phase C I. Middle Dnieper region. Pottery from Kolomiyshchina I with FBC features
(after Passek 1940, 1949).

the similarity of ornamentive motifs and their details deserves much closer attention, in
the form of further research.
Also worth noting is the distribution on ceramics from the territory of the Middle
Dnieper of the drawn inverted image of a tree (or plant). Such images are known from
settlements of the Kolomiyshchina I and Lukashi types, for example on FBC pots found
in the basin of the Vistula. This inverted tree motif is typical for the TC, and so probably
appeared in the area of the Dnieper under the inﬂuence of FBC communities.
Thus, the ﬁrst TC materials with features typical for the FBC can be ﬁxed at the CI
stage, found mostly on the Middle Dnieper.
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2. THE SECOND PERIOD: 3500–2750 BC (TRIPOLYE C II)

In this period, the cultural situation on territories occupied by the Tripolye-Cucuteni
culture is radically changed. First of all, a number of cultural types of painted pottery
disappeared. Moreover, because of the diﬃculties with identiﬁcation of many types characteristic for the phases C I and C II, for example between the Lukashi and Soﬁevka
types on the Middle Dnieper, one may surmise that on a number of territories, ‘pure’
TC traditions were broken.
Exceptions to this trend are found in regions on the Middle Dniester and to the
east, as well as in a small enclave of Kosenivka type between the Southern Bug and the
Dnieper (Fig. 2). In new cultural types of the C II phase from the previous period there
are elements such as painted pottery, anthropomorphic plastic ornamentation, and types
of house construction. However, these were gradually transformed or almost completely
disappeared.
The cultural transformations which took place at approximately the middle of the
IV millennium BC, at the beginning of the Copper Age (according to a periodisation
adopted in Central Europe) resulted in the distribution of cultures of the Baden-Kostolac-Cernavoda III circle. Already at the initial stage, representatives of these cultures enjoyed
strong contacts with eastern territories.
The territories to the east of the Carpathians have conventionally been considered as
a source of raw materials — ﬂint and probably copper — what eﬀected the populations’
movements. These factors could also be connected with the appearance at the C II stage
of such cultural types as Usatovo, Gordineşti, Troyaniv, Gorodsk and Soﬁevka (Fig. 2).
This period also witnessed the penetration to the east of representatives of the FBC
and the Globular Amphora culture (GAC). Their traces in cultural types of the Tripolye
C II phase can be indicated (Fig. 15-32). The appearance of northern types of the C
II phase seems to have been deﬁned by the inﬂuence of the Baden, FBC and GAC,
with the involvement of a Tripolye cultural component. Below, we shall consider the
archaeological materials connected with this question.

2.1.

THE ‘BADENISATION’ OF TRIPOLYE CII

The issue of the involvement of the Baden culture in the creation of Tripolye C II
types was ﬁrst raised during examinations of materials from cemeteries of the Soﬁevka
type [Kadrow, Kośko, Videiko 1995]. The further examination of publications and of
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F i g . 15. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Troyaniv type. Pottery with the FBC motives of decoration.
Troyaniv (excavated by M. Shmagliy).
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F i g . 16. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Troyaniv type. Handles of amphoraes from Troyaniv (excavated
by M. Shmagliy).
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F i g . 17. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Troyaniv type. 1 - 6 Troyaniv; 1-4 - clay models of
hammer-axes; 5-6 - stone hammer-axes (excavated by M. Shmagliy).
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materials from other monument types excavated in Volhynia has shown that Baden cultural elements are present in the Troyaniv, Gorodsk, Gordineşti and Koshylivtsy types.
We consider the point of departure of the processes of the ‘badenisation’ of the TC to
have been the Gordineşti type (Fig. 2).
Below, we will consider the documented types of the late TC (C II), from the west
to the east.

2.1.1.

THE DNIESTER REGION

Traits indicative of the Baden culture are present in materials of the Koshylivtsy
type, which existed at the end of the C I stage. They include vessels forms, such as
beakers with loop handles (Fig. 32), and ornamentation motifs applied to painted pottery
(Fig. 32:4-6). Beakers from Koshylivtsy are decorated with an oblique grid pattern (Fig.
32), which in the Baden culture was made by incised lines. Analogies to this same culture
are also known for composition consisting of oblique lines (Fig. 32:5, 7).
Also found in Koshylivtsy were fragments of so-called ‘kitchen’ ceramics similar to
Baden pottery (Fig. 18). One fragment belongs to a small goblet with a rounded form. It
was decorated with three lines converging at an angle (Fig. 18:1). Similar goblets, together
with vessels with ‘horned’ handles, are found on another Koshylivtsy type monument
— in Bilche Zolote (Verteba cave). Similar types of pottery and ornamentive motifs
are characteristic of the Baden culture from phase 1b [Němejcová-Pavúková 1981:Fig.
11:B2; Fig. 12:O a, c, d; P a, c, d, etc.].
The most distinctive Baden culture features can be observed in ceramics from settlements of the Gordineşti type. At the C II stage, Gordineşti type ceramics were widespread
across the area between the Prut and Dniester rivers, and also between the Dniester and
the Southern Bug (Fig. 2). According to V.A. Dergachev, this type was generated as a
result of interaction between the late TC and the late LC [Dergachev, Manzura 1991:13].
However, the LC ceased to exist long before the beginning of the C II phase of the TC.
In the ﬁrst half of the III millennium BC, the Carpathian Mountains region was inhabited
by a Baden culture, with which one should link the creation of a number of features of
material culture of the Gordineşti type, such as kitchen ceramics, ceramics decorated with
incised lines, and also vessel forms and ornamentive motifs [see Dergachev 1980:Fig. 31].
On the territory of Ukraine, monuments of Gordineşti type are rare: the settlements
in Sandraki and Nova Chartorya in the basin of the Southern Bug (Fig. 2) are among
the most closely investigated. The ceramic of these sites reveals numerous traits of the
Baden culture, which are presented below.
1.Shoulder-placed and profiled handles.
This type of handle is recorded in the late Baden, both in the Carpathian Basin
[Kalicz 1963:Fig. VI:4 — Center] and in Małopolska [Godłowska 1968:Fig. XXVI:6;
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F i g . 18. Tripolye culture phase C II. Pottery with features of Baden culture: 1-2 - Koshylyvtsi , 3-6 - Troyaniv
(excavated by N. Shmagliy).
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F i g . 19. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gorodsk type. Pottery with features of Baden culture: Gorodsk
(after Makarevich 1952; Petrov 1940; Krichevskiy 1940).
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F i g . 20. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gorodsk type. Pottery with features of Baden culture: Gorodsk
(after Makarevich 1952; Petrov 1940; Krichevskiy 1940)
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1979:Fig. l87:7 — Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesławice], as well as in the material from Sandraki (Fig. 24:1-5) and Nova Chartorya (Fig. 28:2).
2.Ornamentation applied around and below the rim.
Such ornamentation was found at settlements of Gordineşti type in Moldova [Dergachev 1980:Fig. 31] and Ukraine — at Sandraki and Nova Chartorya (Fig. 25:12), and
analogous decorations can be observed in the late Baden in the Carpathian Basin [Kalicz 1963:Fig. V:l — Center; Roman, Nemeti 1978:Fig. 62:l, 2, 7, 8 — Cehalut] and in
Małopolska [Godłowska 1968:Fig. XXVIII:27].
3. Belly and shoulder ornamentation, most often in the form of horizontal lines (less
frequently in the form of more complicated patterns) pressed using a ‘point-like’ die.
This type of ornamentation was recorded in the late Baden of the Carpathian Basin [Novotný 1958:Fig. XLVI:3-5 — Nitranski Hrádok; XLVIII:4 — Hurbanowo; Kalicz
1963:Fig. VI:5 — Center; Roman, Nemeti 1978:Fig. 3;6-11, 14, 15, 20 — Arad ‘Gai’;
17:4-6; 18:1, 2 — Berea; 46:1, 3-5 — Salacea ‘Dealul Vida’] and of Małopolska [Kozłowski 1966:Fig. IV:37; 10:h, k, l, — Witkowice II; Godłowska 1968:Fig. III:5; IV:13;
XIII:5, 12 ], as well as in the Kostolac and Coţofeni cultures.
Ornamentation of this type is present in the Gordineşti type settlements in Sandraki
and Nova Chartorya.
4. Belly decorations, mainly on the shoulders, in the form of ‘points’, ‘bars’ or ‘line
sections’.
Dome-like, conical, elongated and corrugated bosses are observed on vessels of the
Lublin-Volhynia culture and the whole Polgár circle.
This type of decoration was also recorded in the late Baden of the Carpathian
Basin [Novotný 1958:Fig. XLIX:1 — Drevenik, Roman, Nemeti 1978:Fig. 4:7] and of
Małopolska [Kozłowski 1966:Fig. IV:2; Godłowska 1968:Fig. II:13; XIII:5, 12; XXVII:3
— Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesławice], as well as in the Kostolac and Coţofeni cultures. An
unusual abundance of this type of decoration was recorded at sites of the last of the
above-mentioned cultures.
Such bosses also appear in the cemetery in Soﬁevka [Kadrow, Kośko, Videiko
1995:Fig. 2:10-13], and are attributed to the Gordineşti, Troyaniv and Gorodsk types
(Fig. 15:2, 5, 9; 18:4; 19:8-11; 21:9; 22:8).
All of the above-mentioned elements (1-4) occur quite frequently on the settlement
in Cernavoda of the Cernavoda II culture [Berciu, Morintz, Roman 1973].
5. Ceramics covered by red engobe or red paint. A similar ﬁnishing process is characteristic of utensils of the Baden culture.
Large quantities of such ceramics are present on settlements of the Gordineşti,
Troyaniv and Gorodsk types, such as Sandraki, Gorodsk, Lozy and Nova Chartorya (Fig.
18:5-6; 23:7-8; 24:7-16). Among the forms, bowls of conical and hemispherical form
predominate. There are fragments of large vessels with externally curved rims (Fig. 23:7,
8; 24:8, 11, 16), and also bowls, amphorae and pots (Fig. 18:5, 6; 24:9, 10, 15). On some
of the large vessels, there are poorly executed ﬂutes (Fig. 24:11). A fragment of a dish
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has also been found (Fig. 24:7). Pottery forms close to those described above are known
in the Baden culture, from phases I-II onwards [Němejcová-Pavúková 1981:Fig. 11:h, j,
n, o; Fig. 12:g, h, o; Fig. 33:g, n].
The above-mentioned analogies indicate some connections of the Gordineşti type
of the late TC with a broad circle of Balkan-Carpathian cultures, most probably with the
horizon of the Baden-Kostolac-Coţofeni-Cernavoda II. It is possible to speak about the
‘eligibility’ of a number of traditions of the previous, Polgár circle of cultures.

2.1.2.

THE DNIESTER-DNIEPER REGION. VOLHYNIA.

The Troyaniv type. This type of monument is considered to be the basis of the
Gorodsk type. It is widespread in eastern Volhynia along the upper reaches of the rivers
Rostavitsya, Teteriv, Sluch and Horyn. In total, about 25 settlements have been identiﬁed.
The majority are situated in high, naturally protected locations, for example Troyaniv and
Pavoloch. The features of their topography and designs have been described in detail by
M.M. Shmagliy [Shmagliy 1960]. Such topography is characteristic of monuments of
the Baden culture [Točik 1987:5-29].
Of particular interest is the distribution of settlements with unconventional dwelling
constructions sunk into the ground. These are from 6 to 15 metres in length and 2-4
metres in width, and sunk at a depth of up to 1,2 m below the present surface. Such
constructions were excavated by M.M. Shmagliy in Troyaniv [Shmagliy 1966]. They
were heated by open ﬁreplaces. Such dwellings are typical of settlements of the Baden
culture in Slovakia.
The ceramics of settlements of the Troyaniv type also display characteristic Baden
traits. All the features 1-5 described above and devoted to the Gordineşti type are present
here. A large number of ‘horned’ handles (Fig. 16) were found. In one of the dwellings
there were found large amphorae with two such handles and belly ornamentation (Fig.
18:5). Similar vessels, although without handles and with truncated rims are known from
the excavation of settlements of the early Baden culture [Němejcová-Pavúková 1981:Fig.
11 n, o; Fig. 12:o; Fig. 33:n, o].
The Troyaniv settlement revealed a bi-conical vessel with belly ornamentation, reminiscent of Baden specimens (Fig. 18:6), and characteristically Baden ornamentations
of triple conical sticks (Fig. 18:4). There are also vessels with stuck beads (Fig. 15:9;
18:5). A large number of ceramics are covered by red engobe or paint. Also of interest
is the ﬁnd of typically Baden bowls with handles like a closed loop (Fig. 18:3).
The Gorodsk type. This type of monument inherited many features characteristic of
the Troyaniv type, which preceded it on the territory of eastern Volhynia, including a
similarity with the Baden culture. In total, about 10 settlements of this type are known
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(Fig. 2). They also had a topography which was selected with the interests of defence in
mind, even including artiﬁcial fortiﬁcations. The Zhorniv and Lozy settlements possessed ditch defences [Dergachev 1980:127]. On settlements of the Gorodsk type, sunken
dwellings of the ‘Baden’ type predominate.
About 86% of pottery belongs to so-called ‘kitchen’ ceramics. It displays a number
of characteristic features of the Baden culture: a layer of red engobe or paint, a polished
surface, and vessel forms — pots, bowls, and amphorae with ‘horned’ handles (Fig. 19:2,
3; 23:1-3, 7). Vessels with belly ornamentations divided by ‘pinches’ (Fig. 19:8, 9, 10),
and vessels with ‘pinched’ ornamentation rims are also found (Fig. 20).
On the Gorodsk settlement, during the excavation of 1936-1940, many fragments
of ceramics decorated with incised ornamentations (Fig. 19:1, 4, 5, 7) were discovered.
Such ornamentation is also known in the Baden culture [Němejcová-Pavúková 1981:Fig.
12:O — a, c; P — a, c, d; Fig. 33:H-5, 7; N-3; Fig. 34:O — a, c, d, e-g; P — a, c-e;
Cheben 1984:Fig. 9:14; Fig. 10:15; Šiška 1997:Fig. 1:1-5; Fig. 3:2].
Also on the settlement in Gorodsk were found fragments of pottery which, in our
opinion, can be considered as direct Baden imports. They include a fragment of the
rim of a kitchen pot decorated with three ‘pinched’ shoulder ornamentations (Fig. 19:6).
Such ornamentation is known among ﬁnds from Baden settlements in Slovakia [Cheben
1984:Fig 7:3; Němejcová-Pavúková, 1981:Fig. 11:P:6; Fig. 33:P:5, 6; Šiška 1997:Fig.
2:1, 2, 6]. In the collections of the National Museum of History in Kiev, there is a large
fragment of the upper part of a vessel decorated with ﬂutes (Fig. 18:11). The vessel is
of black colour and made of clay with quartz and sand admixtures. Four examples of
ﬂutes were preserved. On the rim, there are die impressions. The body of the vessel has
two horn-like ornamentations on the shoulders. The lower part of the vessel is decorated
with vertical ﬂutes. There was also a fragment with four horizontal ﬂutes from another,
similar vessel. Similar vessels and receptions of their ornamentation are known in the
Baden culture and in cultures which came under its inﬂuence, for example on the Bronocice IV-V settlement [Cheben 1984:Fig. 2:O-4; Fig. 3:11; Fig. 4:1, 7; Fig. 8:16; Fig.
9:2-4; Němejcová-Pavúková 1981:Fig. 33:G; Kruk, Miliskauskas 1983]. These analogies
are not contradicted by the isotope dating, which places the Gorodsk settlement at the
second half of the IV millennium.

2.1.3.

THE MIDDLE DNIEPER REGION

It is worth noting the ﬁnds of vessels with proﬁled handles (Fig. 32:3) on settlements of the Kolomiyshchina type at the C I phase of Tripolye. Such handles are typical
of vessels from the early phases of the Baden culture in Slovakia [Němejcová-Pavúková
1981:Fig. 12:B-G-c, d, e].
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In the period under consideration, monuments of the Soﬁevka type (Fig. 2) were
widespread along the Dnieper. Experts consider this type of monument to have been
generated under the inﬂuence of the Gordineşti and Troyaniv types [Dergachev 1980].
This could explain the presence in one complex in this region of pottery of practically all
the types characteristic of the Baden culture in western territories, i.e. types 1-4 described
above. Such materials from cemeteries of the Soﬁevka type were considered in detail
at the time of their publication in B-PS [Kadrow, Kośko, Videiko 1995]. It should also
be noted that similar materials are known from excavations of Soﬁevka type settlements
[Kruts 1977:Fig. 54:1, 3, 4, 13, 14; Fig. 55:11, 12, 16 and others].
In addition to parallels in ceramics, one should also note similarities in weapon
forms, funeral rite [cf. Kośko, Videiko 1995], types of fortiﬁcations (round ditches, such
as those in Kazarovichi), and dwellings types (sunken constructions with open ﬁreplaces).
The available 14 C dates indicate a chronological gap between monuments of the Soﬁevka type and the earlier Lukashi type. It may suggest the complete or almost complete
changes in populating the Dnieper area during the C II phase. According V.O. Dergachev,
pottery forms characteristic of the Troyaniv and Gorodsk types account for up to 50% of
the whole pottery collection in complexes of the Soﬁevka type [Dergachev 1980:142].
Therefore, the Soﬁevka type on the Dnieper can be considered as a secondary derivation
with features of Baden circle cultures.

2.2.

THE TRIPOLYE CULTURE AND THE FUNNEL BEAKER CULTURE

Earlier researchers noted the absence of any return inﬂuence of the FBC on the
TC. However, in our opinion, it is based on the questionable synchronisation of these
cultures and on limited representations of FBC ceramics. In addition, on the territory
of Ukraine, FBC settlements of deﬁned chronological horizons have been investigated
which do not reﬂect the complete range of materials of this culture. The incomplete
nature of the publications of materials from excavations of FBC settlements in Volhynia
makes such comparisons problematic.
Despite this, there are numerous materials which reﬂect the relations between the
TC and the FBC. These include painted pottery, ceramics with cord impressions, and
the remains of houses, all based on TC technology. The problem concerns the inﬂuence
of TC copper metallurgy and ﬂint industry.
The examination of materials from excavations of FBC sites on the territory of
Poland, combined with the analyses of numerous publications and collections from excavation and archival materials of M.M Shmagliy, led M.L. Makarevich to the idea to
expand the range of sources relevant to the issue of FBC inﬂuence on the TC at the C
II stage.
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2.2.1.

THE DNIESTER REGION

The ﬁnds of painted ceramics imported onto FBC territory from the Dniester area
suggest that it would be logical to search for evidence of a reverse inﬂuence. It should
be pointed out, however, such traces can be observed in limited ﬁnds from the settlement
in Zhvaniets. T.G. Movsha, who investigated this spectacular monument, found here a
number of pots and fragments [Movsha 1985a] which are direct imports from the FBC
environment (Fig. 30). She also opened, on this same settlement, a large complex of
furnaces for painted pottery of that type, which was exported to adjacent territories,
including the territory of the FBC [Jastrzębski 1985:Fig. 2-4; Gumiński 1989:Fig. 40,
53, 54].
Unfortunately, the incomplete publication of materials from TC monuments located
on the Dniester provides an inadequate basis on which to speak about the presence
of pure FBC inﬂuence on TC ceramics. The TC on the Dniester appears to be rather
monolithic, which allows one to assume that it was resistant to penetration or to serious
inﬂuence from the outside.

2.2.2.

THE DNIESTER-DNIEPER REGION. VOLHYNIA.

The FBC materials on settlements of the TC here are represented primarily by ﬁnds
of ceramics on several settlements, which were published by Y.M. Zakharuk 1959.
On examining the ceramics from excavations of O.F. Lagodovska, M.M. Shmagliy
and others on settlements of the Troyaniv and Gorodsk types, we ﬁnd a number of
imitations of FBC ceramics.
These can be divided into ﬁve groups.
1. Ceramics with impressions of a circular or a rectangular form, typical for FBC
Similar vessels or their fragments are found on settlements of the Troyaniv, Gorodsk
and Gordineşti types. They originate from excavations on the settlements in Troyaniv
(Fig. 15:1, 7), Gorodsk (Fig. 21:10, 14), Lozy (Fig. 23:6), Sandraki (Fig. 25:6, 7, 10)
and Nova Chartorya (Fig. 28:3).
2. Broken line ornamentation under the rims or on the body of a vessel
This ornamentive motif is characteristic of the FBC, and also widespread in the GAC
[Jankowska 1980:Fig. 15:9, 16; Fig. 20:16; Rybicka 1995:Fig. 11:23; Fig. 12:57-62; Fig.
30:23; Szmyt 1996:Fig. 15:2; 19:6,7; 25:1 and others].
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Fragments of pottery with such ornamentive motifs have been found on Gorodsk
type settlements (Fig. 15:1, 7).
3. Rims with a ‘collar’
These are characteristic for the whole period of FBC existence [Czerniak 1994:Fig.
27:4, 14; Fig. 32:18; Rybicka 1995:Tab. I:3; Tab. XL:8, etc.].
Similar fragments of rims with a ‘collar’ have been found on settlements of the
Gordineşti type in Nova Chartorya (Fig. 28:1) and also of the Troyaniv type (Fig. 15:8).
4. Bowls with rectangular die ornamentation under the rim
Such bowls are characteristic for the whole period of FBC existence [Czerniak
1994:Fig. 28:21; Fig. 32:13, 17; Rybicka 1995:Tab. V:3, 6; Tab. VI:4; Tab. XXVII etc.].
Fragments with such ornamentation have been found on settlements of the Gordineşti, Troyaniv and Gorodsk types — i.e. Sandraki (Fig. 25:8, 9); Lozy (Fig. 23:5);
and Gorodsk (Fig. 21:11, 12).
5. Ceramics decorated with cord impressions
It deals with the following two types of pottery and ornamentation compositions:
a) Bowls with rims decorated with parallel or two-stranded oblique cord impressions
Such specimens are found on settlements of the Gordineşti type — Sandraki (Fig.
26:7, 8, 9) and Nova Chartorya (Fig. 29:5) — and have analogies in pottery from FBC
settlements [Rybicka 1995:163; Tab. XI, XII, XXV, XXXII, LX, LXI, LXV].
b) Motifs consisting of several parallel lines of cord impressions (3-4 and more), which
are divided by die impressions
Such motifs have been found on settlements of the Gordineşti and Gorodsk types,
such as Sandraki (Fig. 26:1, 3, 4-6), Nova Chartorya (Fig. 29:2) and Gorodsk (Fig. 26:5)
[Passek 1949:Fig. 82, 94; Dergachev 1980:Fig. 31-33 and others], and have analogies in
pottery from FBC and GAC settlements [Rybicka 1995:Fig. 12:116, ; Fig. 31:31; Tab.
XXII:14; LXI:4].
This type of ornamentation has conventionally been considered by scientists studying
the FBC as the result of TC inﬂuences. For example, fragments were found on the
FBC settlement in Gródek Nadbużny which referred to the Gorodsk type [Gumiński
1989:Fig. 55:e-j; Jastrzębski 1991:Fig. 5:6, 8, 10]. I personally consider that the issue of
the appearance in the C II phase of the TC of ceramics decorated with cord impressions
cannot yet be unambiguously solved.
M.M. Shmagliy, Y.M. Zakharuk and V.A. Kruts have all considered the use of cord
ornamentation at the C II stage as a continuation of traditions of the TC of the stages B
II and C II. Thus, they linked the appearance of corded ornamentation in the TC with the
inﬂuence of ‘steppe’ cultures. The steppe cultures of an appropriate time are represented
by materials from the settlements in Molukhiv Bugor, Alexandria and Dereivka. These
have all been attributed to the Seredni Stog culture, or cultural group [Telegin 1973:120].
In such circumstances, it is diﬃcult to explain the appearance of cord ornamentation on
settlements of Chapaevka type of the B II stage and of Kolomiyshchina type of the C I
stage. It is signiﬁcant that these types, as has recently become clear, are slightly earlier
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than the settlements of the Seredni Stog culture listed above. As regards a solution to
the problem of the origins of cord ornamentation, we propose to clarify on what types
of vessels and in what compositions it is present on TC ceramics.
Initially, we shall consider research into FBC ceramics on the territory of Poland.
A. Bronicki and S. Kadrow, studying pottery from the settlement in Nowy Majdan in
the Chełm Region, selected traits which appeared under the inﬂuence of the TC, i.e.
centrally-sheared bowl rims and cord impression ornamentation. The authors synchronise this complex with phases Bronocice II-III, and date it to 3600-3500 BC [2800-2700
conv. BC — Bronicki, Kadrow 1988:128]. However, this being the case, the ceramic
traits listed above could not have appeared under the inﬂuence of the TC. It is important
to note that the bowls with such rims and cord ornamentation have analogies among
materials of the Gordineşti and Gorodsk types, attributed to the C II phase and dated
between 3000-2750 BC. Therefore, it seems more likely that the bowls in question here
appeared in the TC under the inﬂuence of the FBC.
This conclusion is supported in the works of other Polish researchers. D. Jankowska
considers that the tradition of cord ornamentation observed in the settlements of the
northern group of the FBC began approximately 3700 BC [3000 conv. BC — Jankowska
1990:Fig. 29:1, 49]. The forms of bowls and cord ornament, similar to TC traits, are present among materials from the Radziejów region in Kujawy. These settlements have been
dated by M. Rybicka at between 3600/3500-3350/3150 BC — [2800/2700-2600/2500 BC
- conv. Rybicka 1995:163], which means that FBC materials also occurred at an earlier
period than ceramics of the Gorodsk and Gordineşti types.
If we accept that the origins of this type of cord ornamentation on FBC ceramics
predate the TC, it would seem more logical to connect its appearance on monuments of
the Gorodsk and Gordineşti types with inﬂuences from the Vistula basin and bordering
territories.
A number of types of cord impressions, such as a sinuous line, or slanting bars,
have analogies in the Złota and Rzucewo cultures and in the GAC. Fragments featuring
such ornamentation have been found on the settlements in Sandraki (Fig. 27:1, 2) and
Nova Chartorya (Fig. 29:6).
The appearance of dishes with proﬁled rims should probably be linked to the FBC,
since they are known from ﬁnds on FBC settlements [Kukawka 1991:Tab. XV:11; Tab.
XIX:6; Tab. XXI:5]. Such dishes, either unornamented or with cord impressions, are
found on TC settlements (Fig. 26:1, 2; 25:1, 3).
Rarer ﬁnds are also worth noting. On the Nova Chartorya settlement, a fragment of
a vessel decorated using a cylindrical stick and impressions of a narrow rectangular die
was found (Fig. 28:6). An analogy to this fragment was found far from TC territory on
a settlement of the FBC in the Vistula basin [Rączkowski 1987:Tab. XIII:9-10, 12].
More widespread are ﬁnds of clay models of battle-hammer-axes, typical for the
FBC [Gurba 1957:114-115], on the Troyaniv and Gorodsk type settlements of the C II
phase of the TC (Fig. 17:1-4) in Lozy [Peleshchyshyn 1973:Fig. 4:15, p. 62] and Nova
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Chartorya [Zakharuk 1959:66]. During excavations in Troyaniv, in addition to clay models of axes and their fragments, there were found numerous fragments of full-scale stone
battle-axes (Fig. 17:5, 6). M.M. Shmagliy considered these ﬁnds as evidence of contacts
with the FBC of the population which left monuments of the Troyaniv and Gorodsk
types [Shmagliy 1966]. It should be noted that prototypes of such battle-hammer-axes
are known not only in the FBC environment, but also to the east of the Carpathians
[Klochko, Kośko 1995:Fig. 1, 2]. Thus, we have much evidence of interaction between
the FBC and the Gordineşti, Troyaniv and Gorodsk types, reﬂected in pottery forms
and ornamentation, as well as in other categories of ﬁnds. There are reasonable grounds
to speak about mutual inﬂuence between Tripolye cultures and the FBC. The problem
consists in diﬀerentiating between traits of FBC and GAC Tripolye materials coexisting
within a deﬁned interval of time (above all in ceramics).

2.3.

THE TRIPOLYE CULTURE AND THE GLOBULAR AMPHORA CULTURE

Previous publications have presented some materials which could testify to the coexistence of the TC and GAC. They were found on territory from the Prut up to the
Dnieper. T.G. Movsha and Y.N. Zakharuk have published details of fragments of GAC
ceramics found in the TC settlements of Tovtri (Bramka), Verkhnya Slobidka (Khreshchate II) and Costeşti IV (Fig. 31). Contacts between the GAC and the TC were later
considered by T.G. Movsha [Movsha 1985:27-29].
A small number of materials which are possibly connected with the GAC have been
discovered from an examination of ceramics from cemeteries of the Soﬁevka type on
the Middle Dnieper [Kadrow, Kośko, Videiko 1995:Fig. 5]. We discovered additional
materials which could be relevant to this issue on examining a number of collections of
the Institute of Archaeology in Kiev.

2.3.1.

THE PRUT-DNIESTER REGION. VOLHYNIA

The authors discovered the following GAC traits on ceramics of TC types (C II
stage) at Gordineşti, Troyaniv and Gorodsk.
1. Ornamentation of handles of amphorae and vessels using cord impressions or round-headed die
This type of ornamentation is characteristic of the GAC [Czebreszuk, Szmyt 1992:
Fig. 31:2; Fig. 37:5; Rybicka 1995:Tab. LXXXI:1; Szmyt 1996:Fig. 4:5].
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F i g . 21. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gorodsk type. Pottery with features of Northern cultures.
Gorodsk (after Makarevich 1952; Petrov 1940; Krichevskiy 1940)
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F i g . 22. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gorodsk type. Pottery with cord ornament. Gorodsk (after
Makarevich 1952; Petrov 1940; Krichevskiy 1940)
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F i g . 23. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gorodsk type. Pottery with Baden and Northern features.
Lozy (after Shmagliy).
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F i g . 24. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gordineşti type. Pottery with Baden features. Sandraki
(excavated by O. Lagodovska).
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F i g . 25. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gordineşti type. Pottery with Northern features. Sandraki
(excavated by O. Lagodovska).
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F i g . 26. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gordineşti type. Pottery with cord ornament. Sandraki (excavated by O. Lagodovska).
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Known in the Gordineşti, Troyaniv and Gorodsk types, it is present on amphorae
from Troyaniv (Fig. 16:12), Lozy (Fig. 23:1), Gorodsk (Fig. 22:7), Stina I [Movsha
1971:Fig. 2] and others.
2. Round die impressions in one or more lines
This type of ornamentation is known in the GAC [Czebreszuk, Szmyt 1992:Fig.
34:2; Fig. 40:2; Szmyt 1996:Fig. 4:2, 8; Rybicka 1995:Fig. 31:4], and is present on fragments found on the settlements in Troyaniv (Fig. 15:6, 7) and Gorodsk (Fig. 21:3, 5, 7).
3. An ornamentive composition of horizontal cord impressions and vertical closed loops
— ‘bows’
This type of ornamentation is characteristic of the GAC [Czebreszuk, Szmyt 1992:
Fig. 40:1; Rybicka 1995:Fig. 31:17, 18; Tab. LXXXI:4; Szmyt 1996:Fig. 4:5].
The earliest samples of ‘bows’ originate from the Troyaniv settlement. They are also
present on ceramics from settlements and cemeteries of both the Gordineşti and, later,
Usatovo types. It deals with ﬁnds on the Stina I settlement [Movsha 1971:Fig. 2:8] and
the Danku I cemetery [Dergachev, Manzura 1991:Fig. 28:4, Fig. 29:5, 6].
4. Ornamentive ‘slanting grid’ motifs made using cord impressions
This kind of motif is found on ceramics from monuments of the Gordineşti type:
a fragment of a bowl from Sandraki (Fig. 26:2) and fragments of bowl and dish from
Nova Chartorya (Fig. 29:1, 4).
5. Profiled dishes decorated externally with an incised ‘broken line’
Dishes with such a motif are known in the GAC.
On the Sandraki settlement of the Gordineşti type, a fragment of a bowl whose
top was decorated externally with such ornamentation was found (Fig. 25:4), as well as
a fragment of a dish on which such a line is drawn directly on the rim (Fig. 26:6). It
is possible that the fragments of ceramics from Gorodsk which were described in the
previous section are linked with GAC inﬂuence (Fig. 21:1, 2).
6. Vessels with a rounded body and a ledge over the bottom, sometimes decorated at the
top with rectangular die impressions
Pots of this type are characteristic of the GAC [Czebreszuk, Szmyt 1992:Fig. 28:d,
e, f; Szmyt 1996:Fig. 17:15, 16; Fig. 19:8, 9].
Fragments and the bottom parts of such vessels have been found on settlements of
the Gordineşti, Troyaniv and Gorodsk types, such as a fragment from the Nova Chartorya
settlement (Fig. 28:5).
7. Horizontal ‘horned’ handles
This type of handle is known in the GAC [Szmyt 1996:Fig. 2:9, 10; Fig. 19:8, 9],
and was found in the Gordineşti type settlement in Sandraki on kitchen pots and painted
vessels (Fig. 24:5).
8. Horizontal lines of surface ‘pinches’
Such ornamentation is known in the GAC [Czebreszuk, Szmyt 1992:Fig. 42:17-21;
Fig. 43:6, 7, 10, 22, 27; Rybicka 1995:Tab. LXXXVII:7, 8], and was also found on
kitchen pots in Sandraki (Fig. 25:11).
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2.3.2.

THE MIDDLE DNIEPER REGION

On the Middle Dnieper, settlements and cemeteries of the Soﬁevka type have been
found which are connected with GAC inﬂuence. Fragments of pottery displaying the traits
1, 2, 6 and 8 listed above were discovered on the settlements in Pidgirtsy, Kazarovichi
and Bortnichi.
The set of traits which are classiﬁed as ‘circumbaltic’, found in cemeteries of Soﬁevka type, includes relatively few ornamentive elements: incised zigzag and ‘bird’s feather’
motifs on the vessel belly, and motifs of a ‘hole’ made mainly under the rim. The widest
assortment of the abovementioned elements was found at the cemetery in Krasny Khutor
and at locations in Chernin and Soﬁevka [Kadrow, Kośko, Videiko 1995:Fig. 5].
Materials with GAC traits in the TC environment are rare. However, taking into
account the current state of research into this question, it appears possible that new
evidence may be found. In any case, the contribution of the ‘northern’ cultures to the
creation of the Gordineşti, Troyaniv, Gorodsk and Soﬁevka types seems to be more
substantial than has previously been assumed.

3. THE BASIS OF THE PROCESSES OF ‘POLGÁRISATION’ AND ‘BADENISATION’
IN THE TRIPOLYE CULTURE

Previous researchers have already determined a number of reasons which could
have led to the wide distribution in the east of cultural units of Central Europe in the
period between 4200-2750 BC. It should be remembered that the most ancient evidence
of contacts between the populations of West and East relate to the exchange of raw
materials — ﬂint, stone and metal. At the same time, a similarity has been noted in
separate units of material culture, such as elements of exchange, ceramics and plastics.
The process of the creation of TC A — Pre-Cucuteni is considered to be a synthesis
of a number of cultural traditions, as is indicated by the inﬂuence of cultures from the
Carpathian Basin and of its environment (Tisza, Lengyel, Petreşti and Malice) on the
phases A and B I of the TC.
Traits of cultures from Central Europe are also present later in the TC. At the
beginning of the Lengyel-Polgár cultural circle, a range of these materials are known
— from imports to imitations. Thus, TC complexes can be divided into two groups: the
ﬁrst where imports and imitations are present in the context of a purely Tripolye cultural
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F i g . 27. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gordineşti type. Pottery with cord ornament. Sandraki.
(excavated by O. Lagodovska).
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F i g . 28. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gordineşti type. Pottery with Baden and Northern features.
Nova Chartorya (excavated by O. Lagodovska).
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F i g . 29. Tripolye culture phase C II. Volhynia, Gordineşti type. Pottery with cord ornament. Nova Chartorya
(excavated by O. Lagodovska).
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F i g . 30. Tripolye culture phase C II. Dniester region. FBC pottery from Zhvaniets-Shchovb (after Movsha
1985).

appearance; and the second where the units of adjacent cultures are integrated into the
cultural complex of the TC.
In the opinion of the authors, the period between the B I-II and C I phases of
the TC witnessed an integration of populations from western territories (cultures of the
Lengyel-Polgár circle) in Tripolye, with a similar process occurring in the C II period
concerning populations from territories of the Bodrogkeresztúr, Baden, FBC and GAC
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F i g . 31. Tripolye culture phase C II. Dniester region. GAC pottery from Tripolye culture settlements (after
Movsha 1985).

cultures. These processes occurred initially between the Prut and Dniester rivers, later
spreading into Volhynia and further up to the Middle Dnieper.
It concerns the traits of material culture (types of settlements and dwellings, the
form and ornamentation of ceramics, weapon and tools) and traditions (cult practice and
burial customs). In some territories, the newcomers signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced the purely
TC traditions. This is manifest mainly in the large proportion of ceramics made with
clear Baden culture traits (up to 70%), as well as in the transformation of dwelling types.
Between 4200-2750 BC, we can distinguish the following waves of migration, which are
connected with particular cultures in the West:
1. Lengyel — Polgár; 2. Bodrogkeresztúr; 3. FBC; 4. Baden; 5. GAC.
The scale of these migratory movements, and thus their inﬂuence on types of the
TC, was various. The last three waves almost coincided in time. As a result, there were
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a number of TC types with similar features — the Gordineşti, Troyaniv, Gorodsk and
Soﬁevka types.
V.O. Dergachev united these types in a ‘common Tripolye’ horizon, with common
types of ceramics and weapons being distinguished. He considered the appearance of
this horizon as a corollary of the consolidation of the TC in the face of external threat
[Dergachev 1980:154], usually considered as coming from cultures of the Steppe zone.
The Baden culture and adjacent cultures (with the exception of the GAC) were not
considered to be a source of threat or of serious cultural impulses for the Tripolye of the
C II phase.
The processes of the ‘badenisation’ of cultures in the region of the Carpathians,
especially to north, have been well examined, especially in the areas of the FBC, GAC
and Złota culture [Kruk, Miliskauskas 1983; Sochacki 1980:171; Szmyt 1996:257-261].
It is now clear that similar process took place to the east of the Carpathians, in the
Forest-Steppe zone on the territory of Ukraine. Traits of the late Tripolye types in this
region were also deﬁned by the involvement of the FBC and GAC, as well as of the TC
population from the Prut-Dniester region.
There is a signiﬁcant amount of evidence of contacts and interaction of a broad
circle of cultures on the territories to the east of the Carpathians and to the south of the
Upper Vistula, the reasons behind which require further study. A set of possible factors
in these processes were long ago deﬁned:
(1) the search for sources of raw materials (stone, ﬂint, metal) and the exchange processes;
(2) the exchange of copper artifacts;
(3) agrarian colonisation;
(4) the inﬂuence of cult practice (ideology) and customs.
Below, we will try to analyse these factors in the light of the results of our previous
research.

3.1.

THE SEARCHES FOR SOURCES OF RAW MATERIALS (STONE, FLINT, METAL) AND
THE EXCHANGE PROCESSES

a) Flint. From an early phase, the representatives of TC territories with large deposits
of high-quality ﬂint on the Dniester are recorded [Petrougne 1995:Fig. 1]. Later, at the
B I-II stage, the exploitation of ﬂint deposits in Volhynia began. These deposits were
heavily exploited by the Tripolye population [Bibikov 1966:3-6; Konopla 1990a:21-25;
1998; Peleschishin 1990:27, 32-34; 1998a:95].
According to A. Zakościelna and S. Jastrzębski, cultures from the region of the
Vistula sent ﬂint deposits to Volhynia earlier than the TC. They consider it improbable
that ﬂint was distributed to the north and west of the TC region. Only the export of tech-
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F i g . 32. Tripolye culture phase C I and C II. Simulation in painting and forms features of Northern (FBC,
GAC) (1 - 2) and Baden cultures (4-7): 1- Sandraki, 2- Gorodsk, 3- Khomine, 4-7 - Koshylivtsy.
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F i g . 33. Cultural situation and interactions between cultures in period 4200 - 3500 BC. Time of Tripolye
culture, phases B I-II, B II, C I. Key: 1 - Lengyel and Polgár cultures, 2 - Tripolye culture, 3 - directions of
interactions.

nology expressed in the macrolithisation of the ﬂint industry does not raise doubts. The
ﬂint mining in Volhynia is claimed to have been undertaken by diﬀerent cultures, with a
key role being played by the Lublin-Volhynia culture [Jastrzębski 1985:101; Zakościelna
1985]. This reasoning appears to be quite justiﬁed.
There is a great deal of evidence concerning the distribution of ﬂint raw material
from the territory between the Prut and the Dniester to the east of the Carpathians.
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F i g . 34. Cultural situation and interactions between cultures in period 3500 - 2750 BC. Time of Tripolye
culture, phase C II (base on the map from Kośko 1981). Key: 1 - FBC; 2 - Late Tripolye culture; 3 - Tripolye
inﬂuences; 4 - Tripolye cultural samples spreading; 5 - ways of Tripolye samples inﬁltration; 6 - supposed
road of Tripolye samples inﬁltration; 7 - morings of Mątwy cultural complex; 8 - Baden culture; 9 - Coţofeni
culture; 10 - Černavoda culture; 11 - centres of regions; 12 - Tripolye sites (with “western traditions”); 13 supposed roades of central and south European cultures inﬁltration.

This is supported by the absence there of high-quality ﬂint. For this reason, ﬂint from
Prut and Dniester deposits became a major component of the Neolithic ﬂint industries
of Carpathian Basin cultures. Later, in the period of the Baden culture, Dniester ﬂint
is represented by single tools or blades [Kaczanowska, Kozłowski, Šiška 1993:110].
Experts indicate the important role of the TC in the development of the ﬂint production
[Balcer 1983].
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In our opinion, the ﬂint deposits in the Prut-Dniester region were an important factor
that eﬀected the ‘polgarisation’ processes of the TC in the phases BI-II.
b) Stone. Stone raw materials were never so important as ﬂint deposits for the industry of
the Copper Age cultures. There is much evidence of imported stone artifacts [Petrougne
1995:195-199].
c) Copper. It has traditionally been considered that the raw material for the manufacture of copper artifacts was imported onto TC territory from Balkan and Carpathian
regions. This is indicated by the spectral analysis of the copper products which have
been found. However, recent evidence suggests that the copper metallurgy in the TC,
from the B I stage onwards, could partially be oriented towards local raw material. Such
a conclusion was reached by N.V. Ryndina, following an examination of Tripolye copper products [Ryndina 1998:193-195]. This conclusion has been conﬁrmed by research
into artifacts discovered on the Glibochok settlement of the B I stage (excavated by M.
Sokhatskiy), located on the Middle Dniester. As new research has revealed, deposits of
copper ore of an excellent quality, as well as of native copper are broadly represented
from Volhynia up to Dniester. Only a part of the copper objects found on Soﬁevka type
settlements and cemeteries is made from this metal [Klochko et al., Issues. . . , in this
volume].
We would like to focus particular attention on the numerous evidence of contacts
on the Middle Dniester between the TC and western regions, especially with Transylvania, from the TC A phase onwards. The role of Transylvania in the development of
ancient metallurgy is well known. It may be assumed that populations spanning two thousand years, represented by the various archaeological cultures of the Carpathian region,
were very interested in the copper ore deposits in the region of the Dniester River and
Volhynia.

3.2.

THE EXCHANGE OF COPPER ARTIFACTS

It has long been known that the majority of copper objects found on settlements
and cemeteries of the TC of various stages have prototypes in Central Europe [Ryndina 1998:126-136, 193-195]. At the same time, there are numerous records of the local
production of imported traits. Thus, the types of product are identical, the only diﬀerence lying in the technology applied. As N.V. Ryndina considered, external contacts
became the stimulus for the development of local metal processing in the TC [Ryndina
1998:190-192].
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3.3.

AGRARIAN COLONISATION

Due to the sizeable amount of traits of other cultures in the material culture of
separate types of the TC, we can probably speak about a ‘seeping-in’ of the population
from the outside. It should be noted that the above-mentioned waves of migration are
connected to cultures with similar economic models to Tripolye. Their economy was
based on agriculture and animal husbandry. The constant corollary of such an economic
system was the growth of the population. At the same time, practically all the listed
cultures were located in regions where the biological resources necessary for a complex
production economy were limited.
Whilst it may have been possible to make up a lack of raw resources with the help
of exchange or occasional ‘trade’ expeditions, the problem of poor soil could only be
solved by migration to the east. Most probably, it was these expeditions in search of raw
materials that led to routes being opened from Central Europe to the East, and created
the basis for the interaction of a wide circle of cultures in VI-III millennia BC.
The scale of migrations was diﬀerent at diﬀerent periods. The most sizeable can
be connected to cultures of the Lengyel-Polgár circle and the Baden culture. The region
of the Middle Dnieper could also have been the object of expansion of the Lublin-Volhynia, FBC and GAC cultures. It is indicative, that the mixed cultural types placed
on the frontiers of the most powerful TC groups, which as a rule are located to the south
of a particular region, substantially inﬂuenced the Central European cultures.

3.4.

THE INFLUENCE OF CULT PRACTICE (IDEOLOGY) AND CUSTOMS

An explanation for some ﬁnds can be found in the spheres of cult practice (ideology)
and ancient customs. This may be the case with the distribution in the TC of deﬁned
types of anthropomorphic clay plastics, whose prototypes are to be found in the Lengyel
and Vinča cultures (it deals with the forms and ornamentation of clay ﬁgurines, particular
their poses and the gestures of their hands). The same refers to the ornamentation, mostly
in the painted form, adopted from other cultural systems, like the LC, Tiszapolgár, FBC,
Baden and GAC. It is likely that all these elements were related to deﬁned cult practice
or ancient magic.
The same explanation should be given for the distribution of some artifacts, such as
clay models of battle-hammer-axes, which are characteristic of complexes of FBC cult
practice. This was accompanied by the broad distribution of their stone prototypes in
the TC.
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The outlined picture, thus, makes it possible to consider the appearance of TC
inﬂuences in adjacent cultures: for example, TC houses — ‘ploshchadka’ type — on the
FBC settlement in Gródek Nadbużny. It is signiﬁcant that the houses have links to the
TC not only in their construction, but also in the ideology associated with their burning.
Thus, the transformation of customs on the Middle Dnieper could reﬂect the loss of
ancient tradition under the inﬂuence of the newcomers with other cultural norms.

CONCLUSIONS

First of all, it is important to note the mutual nature of the process of exchange
in the ﬁelds of economy and culture between ancient societies and communities in
Central Europe belonging to diﬀerent cultural groups. After close examination of materials of the Lengyel-Polgár circle, Baden, FBC and GAC in Poland and Slovakia, I
was able to perceive interesting new sources for further detailed research into the intercultural processes in the Forest-Steppe zone from the Carpathians up to the Middle
Dnieper.
During the Middle and Late Copper Age in the region of TC distribution, processes
occurred which periodically resulted in the creation of new cultural types. It is possible
to distinguish two main stages of this process.
1. The stage of ‘polgárisation’ (Fig. 33). This is connected to cultures of the Lengyel-Polgár circle, and covers the phases B I-II, B II and C I of the TC. The ﬁnal phase
saw the inﬂuence of early phases of the Baden culture. There was probably migration
from the territory of the eastern Carpathian Basin, and later from the territory of the
Lublin-Volhynia culture in western Volhynia.
2. The stage of ‘badenisation’ (Fig. 34). This covers the C II phase of the TC. Migratory
processes, mainly of the population of the Carpathian Basin, resulted in the appearance
of the Gordineşti, Troyaniv and Gorodsk cultural types. Their subsequent translocation
to the east gave rise to the Soﬁevka type. The FBC and GAC participated in these
intercultural processes.
Similar processes occurred to the north of the Carpathians, on territory of the
distribution of the FBC and GAC [Kruk, Miliskauskas 1983; Sochacki 1980:171; Szmyt
1996:257-261].
All these processes had economic causes. As A. Kośko considers, during the Late
Copper Age, economic systems became more extensive. The increasing role of cattle
breeding in the economy of ‘boundary’ communities resulted in less settled way of life
and, consequently, peoples‘ movements (Fig. 34). Also important was the growth and
development of exchange [Kośko 1981:165].
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In our opinion, in the Late Copper Age, the main role in the creation of new cultural
types in the East was played by the interaction between the TC and cultures of Central
Europe. The role in these processes of the so-called ‘steppe’ cultures of this period was
more modest than has previously been considered. But the question of the interaction of
high civilisations with the steppe environment is a subject for separate research.

Translated by author and John Comber
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THE KOSHYLIVTSY GROUP AS A SYNTHESIS OF THE
TRIPOLYE AND POLGÁR TRADITIONS

The Koshylivtsy (Koshylovtsy, Koszyłowce) monuments have been known for a
relatively long time, particularly thanks to the complete publication of materials from
the settlement in Koshylivtsy-Oboz [Hadaczek 1914]. Moreover, the stratigraphy of the
cave in Bilche Zolote-Verteba permitted researchers to determine the disposition of these
monuments within the Tripolye culture (TC) of the Upper Dniester territory [Kandyba
1937:9].
The problems of the chronology and synchronisation of the Koshylivtsy monuments
have previously been addressed in general research works regarding the TC or in summarising statements.
Some researchers tend to consider that the Koshylivtsy settlements existed at the end
of the C I stage (according to the periodisation of T.S. Passek), being replaced during the
C II stage by monuments of the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets type [Dergachev 1980:147; Kruts
1993:224].
K.K. Chernysh, basing on the evaluation on pottery forms, horn daggers and a vessel
with a bovine image discovered in Bilche Zolote-Verteba, synchronises this monument
according to analogies with the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets settlements and, correspondingly,
dates it back to the C II stage [Chernysh 1982:224].
T.G. Movsha considers that the Koshylivtsy vessels and anthropomorphic and zoomorphic plastics bear Zhvaniets (Brynzeny) features. However, she also states that the
dissemination of the Zhvaniets (Brynzeny) communities resulted in the assimilation of
the Koshylivtsy group [Movsha 1994:34-35].
In all of the above-mentioned cases, researchers clearly agree that the Koshylivtsy
and the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets groups are close to each other in time. The only question still
open to consideration is whether the Koshylivtsy monuments preceded and were replaced
by the Brynzeny monuments, or whether these two groups could have been synchronous
with one another. Yet there is still no accordance among archaeologists concerning the
synchronisation of the Koshylivtsy monuments with other local TC groups, and the
question of their origin remains, in eﬀect, undeveloped.
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Correspondingly, there appears to be an urgent necessity for more detailed analysis
of the Koshylivtsy materials in order to ﬁx this group more precisely in space and in
time, and to specify the component elements of its distinctive ceramic complex, which
will, in turn, allow an understanding of its origin to be developed.
Of key signiﬁcance to these tasks are the excavations and publications of the new
Koshylivtsy materials from the settlements in Blishchanka [Kruts, Konopla, Ryzhov
1990:42; Konopla 1997:77-98) and the village of Bilshivtsy [Pereklita, Kochkin, Tkachuk
2000].
Additionally, thanks to the kind permission of Polish, Moldovan and Ukrainian
archaeologists, the author had the possibility to become acquainted with a number of
collections of ceramics, which were also crucial to the study of these problems.
The most important of these were the unpublished late Shypintsy and Koshylivtsy
materials from Bilche Zolote-Verteba1 and the ceramics from the Koshylivtsy layer of
Bily Potik (Biały Potok)2. The examination of these collections has considerably increased the range of sources for this research and eliminated all the misunderstandings
which had previously appeared in connection with the interpretation of materials from
Bilche Zolote-Verteba. In the summarising research works on the Eneolithic of the Upper
Dniester basin, these were mistakenly attributed either to the earlier period [Zakharuk
1971:180], or to the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets stage [Chernysh 1982:224]. Consequently, as
had previously been correctly determined by O. Kandyba, there were two layers in the
cave. The ﬁrst layer contained the Bilche (late Shypintsy) ceramics and the second (upper) layer contained Koshylivtsy pottery. The two layers had been separated from each
other by a sterile stratum [Kandyba 1937:7-9]. In all probability, earlier researchers into
this problem were confused by the remarkable Brynzeny-Zhvaniets imports from the
second layer of the cave.
The materials from Varvarivka XV, Stari Badrazhy, Khankautsy I3 , Konivka (sites
1 and 2)4 and Blishchanka (prospects and excavations by Y.N. Maleyev) are of great
importance to the studies of the synchronisation of the late Shypintsy monuments with
the settlements in northern Moldova.
Before proceeding to a detailed analysis of the Koshylivtsy ceramic complexes, it
is necessary to outline the territory which was occupied by these monuments. This can
presently be achieved more accurately using the materials of prospects and (unfortunately)
brief reports on the excavations and on ﬁnds of layers featuring original Koshylivtsy
pottery.
The prospects along the Gnyla Lypa basin (a left tributary of the Dniester) re1

The author would like to take this opportunity to express his gratitude to Late Dr. Ewa Rook (Cracow), for the
possibility to study this unique collection.
2
The author expresses his deepest gratitude to Mrs. Danuta Prinke (Poznań) for the possibility to study the collection
of materials from Bily Potik.
3
The author would like to express his gratitude to V.I. Markevich and V.M. Bikbayev (Chisinau) for the possibility to
study the collection of monuments of northern Moldova.
4
The author would like to express his gratitude to M.M. Shmagliy and S.N. Ryzhov (Kiev) for permission to study the
collection from Konivka.
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sulted in the discovery of the most westerly Koshylivtsy settlement located to date,
situated near the village of Bilshivtsy (Galich District, Ivano-Frankivsk Region). It is
located much further west than the centre of the presently-known settlements of this local group, namely Koshylivtsy-Oboz, Blishchanka, Sykhostav and Kunysivtsy [Zakharuk
1971:180], and seemingly outlines the western borderline of the territory occupied by
this group.
Its northern border is presently considered to have been somewhere in the area
of the Semeniv-Zelenche settlements (Terebovla District, Ternopil Region) [Sudakov
1952:104-111], the eastern border near the village of Kozin (Gusyatyn District, Ternopil
Region) [Movsha 1990:39], and the southern limit along the Dniester or, sometimes,
reaching the right bank of this river in the Kunysivtsy settlement in the Gorodenka
District of the Ivano-Frankivsk Region. It is worth mentioning in this context that the
borders of this group will be more clearly deﬁned in the future. The cartography of the
Koshylivtsy monuments permits us to determine that they occupied the larger part of the
territory which had previously appertained to the Shypintsy communities (Fig. 1). Both
groups were located in the north-western limits of the TC territory, which, to a certain
extent, had determined the peculiarity of their pottery and other cultural phenomena,
in particular the preservation of elements which had already disappeared from other
territorial groups.
The Koshylivtsy pottery possessed many features which it had inherited from the
earlier Shypintsy ceramics. Some conical (or spherical) bowls discovered in Koshylivtsy-Oboz were internally painted with schemes resembling a ﬁgure eight, also observed on
bowls from Shypintsy (Fig. 2) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. VIII, p. 55; Vol. IX, p. 64]. On one
of the bowls with such a decorative scheme, the wave-shaped lines are placed in large
ovals. The tradition of internally decorating bowls with such lines is very ancient: in the
region under consideration here, it reaches back as far as the B II stage (Nezvysko III,
Bilche Zolote).
A second conical bowl is decorated with intersecting arcs (so-called ‘comets’), deﬁned against a white background, their ends adorned with black circles. Smaller arcs lead
oﬀ from these larger forms, and also end with black circles [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. VIII,
p. 52]. A bowl featuring such ornamentation was discovered in Bilche Zolote-Verteba I.
However, it should be noted that this vessel bore additional elements in the form of a
cross with black circles in the centre, two pairs of moons and an animal image [Gimbutas
1996:174, Fig. 125].
A further conical bowl found in Koshylivtsy-Oboz was painted dichromatically in
the Shypintsy style, in which groups of thin red lines were placed inside wide bands,
bordered by black lines. Between these bands were placed moon-shaped ﬁgures (Fig.
2) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. IX, p. 62] which have direct analogies in the amphora from
Shypintsy B [Kandyba 1937:73, Vol. 77].
As far as can be determined from the materials available, it is conical, rather than
spherical bowls which dominated in the Koshylivtsy ceramic complexes, similarly to
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F i g . 1. Location of the Shypintsy and Koshylivtsy monuments of the B II - beginning of the C II stages. 1
- border of the Tripolye culture of the C I - γ I stages (by V. Kruts); 2 - border of the TC of the C II - γ II
stages (V. Kruts); 3 - monuments of the B II stage (the early Shypintsy type); 4 - monuments of the C I stage
(the middle and the late Shypintsy); 5 - the Koshylivtsy monuments (beginning of the C II stage); 6 - border
of the Lengyel culture (the culture of Lublin-Volhynian Painted Ceramics) (by A. Zakościelna); 7 - border of
the Polgár culture (by M.F. Potushnyak).

the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets complexes, which, presumably, were the heirs of the Shypintsy
traditions.
All Koshylivtsy beakers, in common with Shypintsy specimens, possessed ﬁnely-developed edges. They were divided into metopes by vertical lines, but did not possess
the characteristic ‘protuberances’ of the Shypintsy beakers (Fig. 2) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol.
XII, pp. 101, 105, 106; Vol. XIII, pp. 109, 110, 111-113]. Beakers with handles could
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F i g . 2. The Shypintsy traditions in the Koshylivtsy group.
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possibly be connected with the Shypintsy prototypes (Fig. 3) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XIII,
pp. 116-118]; their paintings, however, are attributed to completely diﬀerent traditions.
The amphorae with two horizontal handles from Koshylivtsy-Oboz [Hadaczek 1914:
Vol. XVII, pp. 150-151; Vol. XVIII, p. 152) also have analogies in the Shypintsy complexes.
The origin of the Koshylivtsy pots with moulded attachments under the rims is most
probably connected with the evolution of Shypintsy forms (Fig. 3) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol.
X, pp. 81-82; Vol. XI, pp. 83-84; Konopla 1997:88, Fig. 4, 9].
The crater with ‘star’ found in Koshylivtsy-Oboz (Fig. 3) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XI, p.
86] has numerous analogies among the pottery from all the monuments of Shypintsy type.
The presence of such craters is one of the distinctive features of the Shypintsy ceramic
complexes. Consequently, it is highly signiﬁcant that such a crater, with a slightly altered
four-pointed star, was encountered among the Koshylivtsy vessels.
The binocular-shaped vessel with large upper and small lower sockets discovered
in Koshylivtsy-Oboz is also very typical in form for the Shypintsy ‘binoculars’, whose
upper sockets were often signiﬁcantly larger than the lower ones.
One of the covers of the ‘pear-shaped’ vessels from Koshylivtsy-Oboz is painted in
the centre of the upper part with a cross (Fig. 3) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XI, p. 92], which
consists of thin red lines. This type of cover is frequently encountered among the pottery
from the Shypintsy settlements (Shypintsy B, Bilche Zolote-Verteba 1, Blishchanka).
The elements of the ‘tangentenkreisband’ pattern, in the form of black circles connected
with upper and lower limiting borders, belong to the Shypintsy decorative traditions.
They were located inside the metopes, consisting of vertical stripes, on the turnip-shaped
vessels (Fig. 4) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XV, pp. 128, 130; Konopla 1997:85, Fig. 3, 11].
The decorative technique of ﬁlling the lower painted circles on the turnip-shaped
Koshylivtsy vessels with images in the form of horizontally placed half-moons, plants
and wavy lines is also attributed to the heritage of the Shypintsy traditions (Fig. 4)
[Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XVI, pp. 139-142]. Diﬀerent images were outlined in the lower
circle on the bi-conical Shypintsy vessels more often than on similar pottery from other
local groups.
The placing of plant images inside the lower large circles on the vessels from
Koshylivtsy-Oboz [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XVI, p. 138) and Blishchanka is another feature
which can be traced back to the Shypintsy traditions, in which a plant image is depicted
in the same area as on the vessel from Bilche Zolote-Verteba I [Kandyba 1936:Fig. 14].
Two survivors of the original Shypintsy ornamentation found in Koshylivtsy-Oboz
are the superposition of one painting onto another, which is occasionally encountered on
the Koshylivtsy vessels (Fig. 2) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. X, p. 81; Vol. XI, p. 83; Vol. XIII,
p. 101; Vol. XVI, p. 142; Vol. XVII, p. 147], and the ‘bird-shaped’ vessel [Konopla,
Mikhalchyshyn, Pitsyshyn 1989:17].
The second component of the Koshylivtsy complexes is represented by morphological and stylistic traits whose origins can be traced back to the Cucuteni stage of
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F i g . 3. The Shypintsy traditions in the Koshylivtsy group.
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F i g . 4. 1-5 - the Shypintsy traditions in the Koshylivtsy group; 6-10 - the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets inﬂuence on
the Koshylivtsy group.
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the late Tripolye in Moldova, found in such monuments as Varvarivka XV [Markevich
1981:26-30, Fig. 33, 34] and Shura I [Bikbayev 1989:50-61, Fig. 2-3].
The spherical, externally painted bowls, found together with the conical bowls in the
Koshylivtsy monuments (Fig. 4) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. IX, p. 61, 63, 64, 68, 69], display
an external ornamentation, also present on the conical bowls, which does not occur on
the similar Shypintsy vessels. Occasionally, they are painted with borders consisting of
triangles, which are sometimes broken (Fig. 5) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. VIII, p. 54, 56,
57]. Such painted ornamentation had been applied since the period of existence of Stari
Badrazhy and is encountered in the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets materials.
The cross-shaped painted motifs with ovals, outlined in the middle of some spherical bowls found in Bilche Zolote-Verteba II, possess analogies in the settlements of
Varvarivka XV [Markevich 1981:32, Fig. 35:5] and the later Badrazhy monuments, but
also in Brynzeny-Zhvaniets monuments.
The Koshylivtsy amphorae forms with handles placed well below the mouths possibly go back to the Badrazhy traditions (Fig. 5) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XVII, pp. 146-149;
Markevich 1981:34, Fig. 40:23].
The globular (turnip-shaped) vessels with externally curved rims, predominating
among the larger ceramic forms from Koshylivtsy-Oboz, Bilche Zolote-Verteba II, Blishchanka5 and other Koshylivtsy monuments, were widespread in the monuments of northern Moldova from the end of the C I stage till the end of the C II stage.
The painted ornamentation encountered on the Koshylivtsy vessels in the form of
large, vertical, oval-shaped lenses, connected by tangents, as well as the hook-shaped
ends of some stripes in a number of ornamentation schemes, can be attributed to characteristic forms common to Cucuteni, Badrazhy and Brynzeny-Zhvaniets monuments (Fig.
5) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XVII, pp. 142, 144, 151; Vol. XVIII, p. 154; Vol. XVII, pp.
142, 155, 156].
The presence of the large number of ‘open type’ vessels (pots) in the Koshylivtsy
monuments could presumably be explained by the inﬂuence of the late TC monuments
of Moldova and Ukraine (Fig. 5).
Consequently, it is possible to state that the majority of the non-Shypintsy stylistic
and morphological features of the Koshylivtsy pottery are present over a relatively long
period of time. They are encountered in the monuments of northern Moldova, beginning from the end of the CI stage (the Cucuteni stage) through the Badrazhy stage to
the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets settlements of the beginning of the C II stage. This extensive
temporal range was the reason why some researchers attributed the Koshylivtsy type of
monuments to the end of the C I stage.
The imports and mutual inﬂuences traced in the ceramics permit this situation to be
clariﬁed. For instance, vessels decorated with ‘tangentenkreisband’ ornamentation schemes with large black circles, typical for late Shypintsy monuments, were found in the
5
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F i g . 5. The Brynzeny-Zhvaniets inﬂuence on the Koshylivtsy group.
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settlements in Varvarivka XV. This kind of circle ornamentation is completely uncharacteristic for the painted decoration of the preceding Petreny group. Furthermore, diagonal
stripes — a remarkable feature of late Shypintsy painted decoration, well represented
in the ceramics from Bilche Zolote-Verteba I — are placed between the circles connected by tangents in one such ornamentation scheme on the vessel from Varvarivka XV
[Kozłowski 1939:Vol. X, pp. 1-5].
Some of the large Bilche vessels have high, externally curved rims, characteristic
of the pottery of the Cucuteni stage, but at the same time their ornamentation schemes
are generally conventional.
Despite the preservation of middle Shypintsy traditions, additional elements in the
form of animals, snake ﬁgures, and white rectangles, placed in wide parts of the pots,
appeared in many painted schemes of the Bilche vessels. A similar phenomenon is
encountered in the pottery painting of the Cucuteni stage of northern Moldova.
On the basis of the above-mentioned observations, it appears possible to synchronise
the late Shypintsy and the Cucuteni monuments. Consequently, the Koshylivtsy group
can be attributed to the post — Cucuteni period. Once again, we face the problem of whether the Badrazhy settlements coexisted with the late Shypintsy or with the Koshylivtsy
monuments.
By that time, the territory occupied by the Shypintsy monuments had been considerably reduced. Badrazhy type settlements occupied their territory on the right bank
of the Dniester (Konivka, sites No 1 and 2), and reached the Dniester left bank area
(Ustye).
Certain vessels from Stari Badrazhy and Khankauts I, on which typical Shypintsy
‘tangentenkreisband’ schemes with black circles are outlined inside vertical bands (an
ornamentive scheme which is absent from the Koshylivtsy decorative paintings), testify
to the contacts of the late Shypintsy communities with the Badrazhy population.
Two vessels from the late Shypintsy type monument in Bilche Zolote-Verteba I can
possibly be attributed to the Badrazhy imports [Chernysh 1982:308; Gimbutas 1996:67,
107]. A bovine ﬁgure with horns in the shape of a lyre is reproduced in one of these
vessels. Unfortunately, the micro-chronology of the Badrazhy monuments has not yet
been developed, which explains why it was diﬃcult to attribute these vessels to a particular stage in the development of this group. However, it should be noted that bovine
forms with such a horn shape were not reproduced in the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets type of
ornamentation.
Accordingly, the Koshylivtsy group can be attributed to an even later period than
the Badrazhy stage, i.e. to the period of existence of the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets type of
settlements.
The correctness of this synchronism is indicated by the presence in Koshylivtsy-Oboz and Bilche Zolote-Verteba II of such articles as ivory daggers [Zakharuk 1971:180,
182]. Similar daggers were discovered in settlements of the beginning of the C II stage
of Brynzeny III, Costeşti IV and Varatyk (Kholm) [Markevich 1981:38, Fig. 50].
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The metal dagger found in Bilche Zolote [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. I, p. 32] has analogies
among the daggers from Usatovo [Zbenovich 1974:76].
The anthropomorphic ﬁgure appearing on a vessel from Koshylivtsy-Oboz is attributable to the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets inﬂuence (Fig. 6) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XVIII, p.
154]. Analogous to the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets painted ornamentations, it is placed inside
a large lens-shaped oval. Such decorative ﬁgures in the late TC of the Dniester and Prut
rivers basins are known only on Brynzeny-Zhvaniets vessels [Movsha 1991:46]. The anthropomorphic images from Varvarivka XV are attributed to the second, Brynzeny layer
of the settlement, rather than to the Cucuteni one, as is mistakenly indicated in research
literature6.
The characteristic covers of the Koshylivtsy pear-shaped vessels are typical of Brynzeny-Zhvaniets forms. Some of them are of a stocky shape, with two protruding ‘ears’
[Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XII, p. 94; Markevich 1981:42, Fig. 58:29], whilst others are
tall, and semi-oval in cross-section (Fig. 6) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XI, p. 97; Markevich
1981:42, Fig. 58:30].
The Koshylivtsy globular amphorae are distinguished from the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets
vessels by the lower part, which was generally unornamented. The Brynzeny type vessels were decorated from top to bottom, whereas only a few Koshylivtsy beakers were
decorated from bottom to brim.
All of the above observations enable us to conclude that the formation of the Koshylivtsy group came under a strong Brynzeny-Zhvaniets inﬂuence against a local late
Shypintsy background. At the same time, there is no evidence that the late Shypintsy
communities were assimilated by the Brynzeny-Zhvaniets population. The Brynzeny-Zhvaniets and Koshylivtsy settlements are simultaneous and can be dated back to the
beginning of the C II stage.
The Koshylivtsy group of the territory of the Upper Dniester basin, occupying the
limits of the TC area, preserved such vessel forms as bi-conical (edge) beakers and
‘binoculars’, which had disappeared from other TC monuments.
This region was the environment not only of the Tripolye world, but also of cultures
connected with Central Europe. Contacts between these two cultural areas were maintained from approximately the beginning of the B I — B II stages. The appearance of such
elements as black circles in the early Shypintsy decorative ‘tangentenkreisband’ scheme
at the B II stage (or possibly even in the earlier Rakivets monuments) is therefore worth
mentioning in this context.
However, this kind of painted ornamentive scheme, on other types of pottery, is also
encountered on the vessels of the early Lengyel culture (the Lužianky group).
There is evidence that globular vessels, occasionally with moulded attachments
along the broadest part of the belly or slightly higher, and with externally curved rims,
appeared at the end of the C I stage in the Tripolye-Cucuteni under Polgár inﬂuence.

6

Information submitted by V.M. Bikbayev.
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F i g . 6. 1-4 - The Brynzeny-Zhvaniets inﬂuence on the the Koshylivtsy group, 5-7 - Inﬂuence of traditions
of the Lublin-Volhynian Painted Ceramics culture on the Koshylivtsy group.

The earliest representation of this kind of form has been recorded in the settlements in
Valea Lupului II, Varvarivka XV and Shury I.
The presence of handles with moulded attachments (bosses) on some vessels from
Bilche Zolote-Verteba I could be explained by the inﬂuence of Polgár cultural circle
traditions [Kadrow, Kośko, Videiko 1995:204].
The idea of dividing the ornamentation ﬁelds of the Koshylivtsy turnip-shaped and
pear-shaped vessels into metopes using wide bands (Fig. 6) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. XIV,
p. 124; Vol. XV, pp. 127, 128, 130-134; Vol. XVI, pp. 136, 139; Vol. XVII, p. 142] is
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F i g . 7. Inﬂuence of traditions of the Lublin-Volhynian Painted Ceramics culture on the Koshylivtsy group.
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F i g . 8. Vessels of the Lublin-Volhynian Painted Ceramics culture 1-3 Grodzisko I (aftet Podkowińska 1953);
4 - Ornatowice (foll Gurba, Jasinski 1963); 5 - Wąwolnica (after Zakościelna 1986); 6 - Husynne (after
Zakościelna, Gurba 1996).
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possibly connected with the traditions of the Lublin-Volhynia painted ceramics culture.
The post-ﬁring division of the ornamentation schemes into metopes, with additional white
paint ﬁlling, is a characteristic feature of Lublin-Volhynia ornamentation traditions (Fig.
6) [Podkowińska 1953:12, 14]. Here, white paint had supposedly appeared under the
inﬂuence of the Tiszapolgár — Csöszhalom — Oborin culture [Zakościelna 1996:102].
The Koshylivtsy metopes were ﬁlled with a white paint analogous to that on vessels
of the Lublin-Volhynia painted ceramics, but were ﬁlled before ﬁring.
The red ﬁlling paint used by the TC population is believed to be an extension of this
idea. The metopes on vessels predating the Koshylivtsy (late Shypintsy) vessels of the
end of the C I stage from the settlements in Bilche Zolote-Verteba I, ﬁlled exclusively
with white paint, support this supposition.
Certain Koshylivtsy beaker-shaped oblong vessels and pots have large attachments
on the bellies identical to Lublin-Volhynia pottery (Fig. 7) [Hadaczek 1914: Vol. XII,
pp. 102, 104; Vol. XIV, p. 122].
Bowls and covers of the Koshylivtsy vessels are decorated with crosses of wide red
and white bands (Fig. 7) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. IX, pp. 60, 66-67]. White crosses have
analogies among Lublin-Volhynia ceramics. They are placed at the bottom of certain
beakers. The triangle is one of the major elements of Koshylivtsy decorative painting.
Such a high quantity of triangles is atypical for the contemporaneous Brynzeny-Zhvaniets
or Badrazhy ornamentation technique (Fig. 7) [Hadaczek 1914:Vol. VIII, pp. 51, 53; Vol.
IX, p. 61; Vol. X, pp. 74, 75, 77, 78, 81; Vol. XII, p. 106; Vol. XV, pp. 130-134; Vol.
XIV, p. 124; Vol. XVI, p. 136; Vol. XVIII, p. 163]. Nevertheless, triangles are frequently
encountered in Lublin-Volhynia painted ornamentive schemes [Gurba, Jasiński 1963:362,
Fig. 1; Zakościelna, Gurba 1995:4, Fig. 3; Zakościelna 1986:176].
The large open vessels, with handles placed in a chess-board arrangement, which
were found in Koshylivtsy-Oboz, appeared as the result of the Polgár inﬂuence [Kruts,
Ryzhov 1997:27-28, Fig. 3, 4; Hadaczek 1914:Vol. X, p. 71-73].
Some Koshylivtsy ﬁnds have rather strange analogies in the early Lengyel period.
For instance, the zoomorphic vessel on four legs, and the two bovine heads on long
legs discovered in Koshylivtsy-Oboz have no analogies in Tripolye plastics [Chernysh
1982:308, Vol. LXXXVII, p. 4], but are encountered in the Lengyel culture [Poulik
1956:56-57].
The stamp technique used for the female ﬁgure fashioned on the bone article of
a bovine silhouette with lyre-shaped horns from Bilche Zolote-Verteba I (?) is also
uncharacteristic for the TC7 , but is encountered on bone artifacts from the Lengyel
culture. One notable example here is the bone phallic artifact from Boguslavitse featuring
the stamped image of a snake [Gimbutas 1996:218, 220].
In summarising, it is reasonable to say that the local, imported, and developed
Brynzeny-Zhvaniets elements do not reﬂect the speciﬁcs of the Koshylivtsy complexes.
Features atypical for Tripolye-Cucuteni monuments, which are present on the Koshylivtsy
7

Information submitted to the author by N.B. Burdo.
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vessels, pottery and bone plastics, oblige us to look for their sources in other cultures. Due
to the chronological gap which exists between the usage of white paint on the pottery of
the Lublin-Volhynia painted ceramics culture and its appearance in the late Shypintsy and,
later, in great amounts as a white colour ﬁlling of rectangular and triangular ornamentive
elements on Koshylivtsy pots, this ornamentive device should be regarded as a remnant
of decorative motifs of this culture, which had been preserved in the settlements of the
Upper Dniester.
The peculiar receptiveness of the Koshylivtsy group to diverse external inﬂuences
deserves particular attention, since it coincided with the beginning of the disintegration
of the traditions of Tripolye painted ornamentation. After the Koshylivtsy group, the
territory of the Upper Dniester basin was occupied by the tribes of the Kasperivtsy
group, which had almost never painted their ceramics.

Translated by Maria Ogiyenko
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TRIPOLYE CULTURE IN VOLHYNIA
(GORODSK-VOLHYNIAN GROUP)
Before the appearance of monuments of the Tripolye culture (TC), the territory of
Volhynia was one of the key territories of contacts of the agricultural population of the
Baltic and Black Sea basins [Kośko 1991]. The research presented here considered the
monuments of the western border of the distribution of the TC territory and evidence of
contacts between the TC population and inhabitants of the Baltic Sea basin.

1. VOLHYNIA SETTLEMENTS OF THE TRIPOLYE CULTURE. A BRIEF HISTORY
OF RESEARCH

The investigation of TC monuments was begun in the 1920s-30s. The joint expedition of VUAK1 and Berdychiv Museum discovered the Raiky settlement in 1925. As
the materials discovered here diﬀered from those of previously-opened TC settlements
of the region of the Dniester and Dnieper basins, the authors of the published excavation
results distinguished a special Raiky type of the TC [Kurinny 1927].
The ﬁrst TC ﬁnds on the territory of western Volhynia were made in the 1930s by A.
Cynkałowski in the northern part of the Ternopil Region (Shumsk, Brykov, Borky etc.)
and in the Rivne Region (Kostyanets, Lystvyn etc.) [Cynkałowski 1960]. In the same
period, ceramics of the TC were discovered in the Funnel Beaker culture (FBC) settlements in Mali Grybovychi, Lezhnytsa (Leżnica) and on the outskirts of Sokal (Zavyshne
— Zawisznia).
A new stage in the research into the TC of Volhynia was the discovery and investigation of the settlement near the village of Gorodsk in the Zhytomyr Region, located
on a high cape on the left bank of the Teterev River in Chervona Gora site. V.P. Petrov
discovered this settlement in 1936. Its materials permitted the author to attribute it to
1

Vsieukrainskaya arkheologicheskaya komissya [Editor’s comment].
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the late stage of the TC, to its threshold with the Bronze Age, and to synchronize it with
the well-known settlement in Usatovo [Petrov 1940:339-379].
In the post — war years, the accumulation of materials from the Late TC settlements
of Volhynia continued. V.K. Goncharov investigated a range of TC settlements along the
Rostavytsa River (Pavoloch, Belylivka, Yagnyatyn) [Goncharov 1949]. In 1947, M. L.
Makarevich carried out excavations of the settlement near the village of Pavoloch in
the Popelna District of Zhytomyr Region [Makarevich 1952a]. In the same year, TC
settlements previously opened in Raiky and Slobodysche were examined, and a new
settlement near the village of Troyaniv was opened [Vezzhayev 1952]. In 1949, Y.M.
Zakharuk held excavations of the late TC settlement near the village of Nova Chartorya
on the Sluch river [Zakharuk 1956]. Material from this settlement permitted the leader
of the excavations to state, in particular, that the TC and the FBC were interrelated and
simultaneous.
In works published at the beginning of the 1950s, particular attention was given to
the issue of the attribution of monuments of Gorodsk and Usatovo types to the TC. The
diﬃculties with this interpretation were caused by the speciﬁcities of these monuments,
which were distinguished according to the loss of speciﬁc features peculiar to the TC displayed in dwelling construction, ceramics and fauna composition. For some researchers
[Krichevskiy 1941; Petrov 1940; Passek 1949; Lagodovska 1953; Zakharuk 1954], the appearance of new features in the culture simply testiﬁed to the late character of monuments
at the edge of the ‘disappearance’ of the TC, whilst for others they represented new cultures of the post — TC (Early Bronze Age) period and were regarded as branches of the Volhynia Megalithic [Bryusov 1952:248] and Corded Ware [Sulimirski 1960:303] cultures.
New research and excavations of monuments in the area of the distribution of monuments of the Gorodsk-Volhynian group were necessary, in order to detect the existence
in this area of earlier monuments which, on the one hand, were genetically connected
with the TC of other territories, and on the other hand were essential to the creation of
later settlements in Volhynia. Another issue of paramount importance was an attempted
chronological division of the already known settlements of the C-II stage.
In 1952-1953, as a consequence of the formulation of this question, Y.M. Zakharuk
investigated settlements near the villages of Zhorniv and Lystvyn in the Dubno District
of Rivne Region. In 1956, T.D. Belanovska and N.M. Shmagliy began to prospect,
and subsequently examined around 30 settlements along the rivers Rostavytsa (Pavoloch,
Karabcheivka, Ruzhyn, Yagnyatyn, Belylivka etc), Sluch (Kolodyazhyn, Nova Chartorya,
Voytsekhivka etc.), Teterev (Gorodsk) and Gnylopyat (Raiky, Bystryk, Slobodysche, Troyaniv etc.). Following these initial examinations, the site in Troyaniv was selected as being
suitable for stationary excavations [Zakharuk 1952; Belanovska, Shmagliy 1956, 1959].
The excavations in Troyaniv were carried out over three ﬁeld seasons (1956-1958).
About 2000 m2 of settlement area were opened, and the researchers investigated 35
dwellings. The results obtained enabled N.M. Shmagliy to regard Troyaniv as being genetically related to monuments of the developed TC and to eliminate any possibility of
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the transformation of the late TC of Volhynia into some other form of culture of the Early
Bronze Age. N.M. Shmagliy also emphasised that cultural relations with neighbouring
tribes, in particular with the population of the FBC, had played a distinct role in the
formation of the Gorodsk Volhynian culture. Additionally, the analysis of materials from
settlements known at that time permitted him to distinguish two chronological groups:
the earlier settlements — Kolodyazhyn, Troyaniv, Voytsekhivka and Raiky; and later settlements — Gorodsk and Nova Chartorya [Belanovska, Shmagliy 1959; Shmagliy 1959,
1961, 1966]. Information received in 1956 concerning the discovery of the settlement
near the village of Kazenna Gromada on the Sluch river, which pre-dated Kolodyazhyn,
led N.M. Shmagliy to presume the existence of earlier TC settlements in eastern Volhynia
and to outline migration routes of the TC population to Volhynia from the region of the
basin of the Southern Bug and Dnieper rivers [Shmagliy 1971].
In the 1950s, TC ceramics were discovered in the settlements of the FBC in Gródek
Nadbużny [Kowalczyk 1956] and Zimno [Zakharuk 1959]. The late TC and the FBC
were deemed to be simultaneous.
In the 1960s, activity connected with the examination of TC monuments in western
Volhynia became more intensive. In 1961, N.A. Peleshchyshyn carried out minor excavations near the village of Khoriv (Ozhogoshcha site). In 1967, he excavated the settlement
near the village of Kostyanets [Sveshnikov 1952; Peleshchyshyn 1967], and in 1969 the
settlement near the village of Lozy [Peleschyshyn 1973]. As a result of these excavations,
vast collections of materials and stratigraphic evidence of interrelations between the TC
and the FBC were obtained.
The interest in examining TC monuments in Volhynia reached its peak in the 1970s,
when long-term excavations were carried out at settlements near the villages of Lystvyn
in the Dubno District, Khoriv (Pidluzzhya site, Za Ozerom site, Ozhogoshcha site) in
the Ostrog District of Rivne Region, Golyshiv in the Lutsk District of Volhynia Region [Peleschyshyn 1973a, 1976, 1976a 1978], and Mali Dorogostai and Yaroslavychi
in the Mlyniv District of Rivne Region [Konopla 1978; Konopla, Nikolchenko 1979].
As a result, materials were obtained which characterised the north-western area of the
distribution of the late TC, as well as reliable data permitting an evaluation of the chronological correlation of the late TC with the Lengyel culture, the FBC and the Globular
Amphora culture (GAC). New monuments were discovered in the upper reaches of the
Styr River [Konopla, Okhrimenko 1978]. In 1975, in eastern Volhynia, in the basin of the
Sluch River, on the land between the village of Gubin in the Starokonstyantyniv District
of Khmelnytskiy Region and the town of Lubar in the Zhytomyr Region, the authors of
this work investigated settlements previously known from the prospects of S.A. Lipko
[Lipko 1983] and discovered new TC settlements near the villages of Gubin, Samchyky,
Makharyntsy (south-eastern outskirts, Step site, the Popovka river mouth) and Korzhivka
(Selisko-2 site) of Starokonstyantyniv District, and the town of Lubar (Biynya) and the
village of Pedynky (embankment of an old bridge) in the Lubar District (Fig. 2). In
1976-77, in several sites there, the stroking and collection of material was carried out in
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F i g . 1. Monuments of the Tripolye culture in Volhynia. 1 - Golyshiv; 2 - Yaroslavychi; 3 - Stavriv; 4 Mali Dorogostai; 5 - Zhorniv; 6 - Gosch; 7 - Kostyanets; 8 - Varkovychi; 9 - Lystvyn; 10 - Steblivka; 11
- Khoriv; 12 - Mogylyany; 13 - Stara Moschanytsa; 14 - Buderazh; 15 - Ostrog; 16 - Obych; 17 - Vaskivtsy; 18 - Shumsk; 19 - Brykiv; 20 - Slovyta; 21 - Pidgirtsy; 22 - Popovtsy; 23 - Lozy; 24 - Bodaky; 25
- Lanovtsy; 26 - Kolodyazhyn; 27 - Nova Chartorya; 28 - Stara Chartorya; 29 - Mala Derevychka; 30 Glezno; 31 - Velyki Derevychi; 32 - Korostky; 33 - Kazenna Hromada; 34 - Ozerne; 35 - Yurivka; 36 Stryzhivka-Ivanove; 37 - Stryzhivka-Bukhta-Vyr; 38 - Lubar (slaughter-house); 39 - Lubar-Melnytske; 40 - Pedynky; 41 - Vygnanka-Zastavok; 42 - Vygnanka-Grabovtsy; 43 - Makharyntsy-Step; 44 - Korzhivka-Selysko;
45 - Korzhivka-Selysko-2; 46 - Korzhivka-Bashtan; 47 - Gubin 1; 48 - Samchyky; 49 - Gorodsk; 50 - Troyaniv;
51 - Slobodysche; 52 - Raiky; 53 - Bystryk; 54 - Zhezheliv; 55 - Belilivka; 56 - Ruzhyn; 57 - Yagnyatyn; 58
- Karabchiyivka; 59 - Pavoloch; 60 - Pyski.

minor excavations at six settlements (the village of Korzhivka, Bashtan site, Pasychysko
site, Selysko-2 site; Makharyntsy village, Step site: Vygnanka village, Grabovtsy site;
Kazenna Gromada village) [Kruts, Ryzhov 1988].
In the 1980s, the investigation of TC monuments were held only in western Volhynia.
New settlements were discovered notably near the village of Popovtsy in the upper reaches
of the Ikva, Pidgirtsy village in the upper reaches of the Western Bug and Slovyta village
in Lviv Region. These short-term settlements determined the north-western borderline
of the distribution of the TC population (Fig. 1).
Throughout the whole history of studies of TC monuments on the territory of Volhynia, the problems of origin, period division, chronological correlation and the relations
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F i g . 2. New monuments in the upper reaches of the Sluch.
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Table 1
Chronological correlation of groups of monuments of the Tripolye culture in Volhynia
Stage
C II

Eastern Volhynia
Gorodsk
Troyaniv
Korzhivka (Selysko-2)

Western Volhynia
Lystvyn
Khoriv

Kolodyazhyn
CI

Vygnanka (Grabovtsy site)
Pedynky

B II

Kazenna Hromada
Korzhivka (Pasychisko site)

of the TC population with the populations of neighbouring territories were of paramount interest. Y.M. Zakharuk [1959, 1962], N.M. Shmagliy [1961, 1966]. V.G. Zbenovich
[1976], N.A. Peleschyshyn [1985, 1989], V.A. Dergachev [1980] and T.G. Movsha [1972,
1985] devoted their summarising works to these issues. On the territory of Volhynia, the
above-mentioned authors distinguished three chronological groups of monuments. The
earliest group included monuments of the Kolodyazhyn type, synchronised with monuments of the Zhvaniets type in the Dniester basin and of the Lukashi type in the Dnieper
basin. These were followed chronologically by monuments of the Troyaniv type in eastern
Volhynia and of the Khoriv type in western Volhynia, contemporary to Vykhvatyntsy in
the Dniester basin area and to Sandraki I in the Upper Bug basin, and of the Soﬁevka type
in the Dnieper basin. The development of the TC is completed in eastern Volhynia by the
monuments of Gorodsk type, and in western Volhynia by the Lystvyn type, contemporary
to monuments in Tsviklivtsy and Kasperivtsy on the Dniester, Gordineşti on the Prut,
Sandraki II on the Southern Bug and Usatovo in the Northern Pontic region. In addition, monuments of the Troyaniv-Khoriv and Gorodsk-Lystvyn types are chronologically
contemporaneous to the monuments of the FBC and precede those of the GAC.
The specialists did not take into consideration the monuments pre-dating Kolodyazhyn which were discovered at the end of the 1970s, only limited details of which have
been published [Kruts, Ryzhov 1988]. Nevertheless, based on these earlier monuments,
it is presently possible to imagine a more complete chronological table of monuments,
which will enable us to state that TC tribes populated the eastern part of Volhynia, from
the upper reaches of the Sluch river, at the end of the B II stage. In the western part, they
appeared only at the Khoriv stage. This table can be represented as follows (Table 1).
In this context, recent studies allow us to state that TC tribes began to populate the
territory of Volhynia at the end of the B II stage. Analysis of the materials of settlements
of B II and C I stages represented by the range of monuments of Korzhivka — Pasychisko
— Kazenna Hromada — Pedynki — Vygnanka-Grabovtsy makes it possible to outline the
initial migration routes into eastern Volhynia. Presumably, the TC population, moving east
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from the Upper Dniester basin area along the left tributaries of the Dniester, cultivated
the upper reaches of the Southern Bug and then gradually populated the upper reaches
of the Sluch River. In the South, the TC population had circumvented the basins of the
Styr and the Horyn, occupied by the tribes of the Lengyel culture. However, judging by
the Bodaky settlement, situated at the source of the Horyn, an attempt to occupy this
territory had most likely been undertaken.
Having populated eastern Volhynia, the northern outskirts of the TC area, TC tribes
found themselves in a certain isolation. This inevitably left traces in material culture and
is revealed, ﬁrst and foremost, in the preservation of features of the preceding periods.
At the same time, the population of Volhynia did not suspend contacts with the rest
of the TC world, and general regularities of development were consequently distributed
across this outlying District. With regard to later periods, the similarity in the material
culture of all Districts of the TC became so strong that it is possible to suppose that
a consolidation of the TC population took place, presumably caused by changes in the
historical environment [Dergachev 1980:154].

2. THE GORODSK VOLHYNIAN GROUP (STAGE C II) AS A STAGE IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CONTACTS OF VOLHYNIAN TRIPOLYE WITH THE CULTURES OF
THE BALTIC BASIN

Traditionally, the Gorodsk-Volhynian group of monuments has been considered as
beginning with the monuments of Kolodyazhyn type, which represented a transition
from stage C I to stage C II. An outline is presented below of the characteristics of the
monuments of that group, taking into account new discoveries and based primarily on
the materials from the settlements of eastern Volhynia. Information concerning the monuments of western Volhynia was fragmentary, and presented only in short publications
and in reports on ﬁeld research used exclusively for chronological correlation and certain
historical conclusions.

2.1.

KOLODYAZHYN TYPE MONUMENTS

The settlement near Kolodyazhyn in the Dzerzhynski District of Zhytomyr Region,
situated on the left bank of the Tukhterivka river near its concourse with the Sluch, is a
somewhat unique phenomenon, as no other monuments of this sort have yet been discovered. The materials from the excavations in Kolodyazhyn were only partially published
by T.S. Passek [1949:171-176], whilst complete information on materials from the expedition operating under the management of S.S. Gamchenko has never been published.
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Kolodyazhyn is characterised by overland clay dwellings similar to TC ‘grounds’
of the preceding periods in Volhynia and in other regions of the distribution of this culture. Ceramics can be subdivided into two categories, according to major technological,
morphological and stylistic features: table and kitchen pottery. The opinion proﬀered in
scientiﬁc literature was that the predominant pottery in Kolodyazhyn was kitchen pottery,
constituting 80% of the whole ceramic assemblage [Passek 1949:173; Shmagliy 1961:23;
Zbenovich 1972:14]. However, it is worth noting that vessels were only attributed to table
pottery if they were produced from puriﬁed clay and decorated with painting (if preserved), yet at the C I stage of development of the TC, one can clearly observe a process
of uniﬁcation in the technological methods used and, to a lesser degree, of ‘levelling’ of
form types in the production of table and kitchen pottery.
a. The table pottery (Fig. 3:6-16) was produced from red burnt clay. The ceramic
mass was either of a thin structure or contained an admixture of ﬁne-grained sand. Occasionally, fragments of mica or limestone and quartz grains were observed. The colour of
the pottery mass is light yellow and grey-and-red. The baking is oxidising, at a high temperature, and even. As for the shapes, they are the following: conical plates; hemispherical
platters (sometimes with ‘ears’ under the rim or standing on four legs); tall ‘beakers’; sharply-edged cups with a high, concave, cylindrical mouth; spherical-conical vessels with a
narrow mouth and short, externally-curved brim; globular vessels with a relatively wide
mouth and short, externally-curved brim (usually with conical attachments and ‘ear-like’
handles on the shoulders); ‘pear-like’ vessels with rounded shoulders, short cylindrical
mouth and internally bent brim; high vessels with rounded shoulders, wide-cut conical
mouth and short, externally-curved brim; and squat pots. The table pottery was decorated
with monochrome black ornamentation, although in the majority of cases decorative patterns are indistinguishable. A signiﬁcant part of the table pottery was not decorated at all.
b. In the ceramic mass of the kitchen pottery (Fig. 3:1-5), a signiﬁcant admixture
of coarse-grained sand, quartz grains, mica particles, and occasionally crushed shells is
encountered. The vessels are of regular modelling shape, and the walls are relatively thin.
The surface is either well polished or rough. Occasionally, the external surface is covered
with egnobe layer made from a clay diﬀerent in composition to the clay of the base.
Among the shapes are distinguished the following: conical plates; hemispherical platters
with vertical or slightly internally-bent brim; spherical-conical and globular vessels with
high, externally-curved brim; vessels with rounded shoulders, wide-cut conical mouth
and short, slightly externally-bent brim; and pots with high, rounded shoulders, wide
mouth and short, almost straight brim. The kitchen pottery is lightly ornamented, with
the following decorations being applied: a row of incisions, prints of diﬀerent shapes and
nail prints around the brim. One or two lines of cord impressions, short strokes and small
points were also made under the brim. The more complex decoration consisted of strips
of ‘caterpillar’ mouldings, zigzags and ‘herring-bone’ ornamentation. Occasionally, there
were encountered single or twin conical mouldings on the vessel shoulders. A signiﬁcant
part of the kitchen pottery was unormamented.
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F i g . 3. Pottery (1-16) and plastics (17) from the settlement in Kolodyazhyn
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The question of the origin of the monuments of Kolodyazhyn type is still debatable,
since a chronological break probably exists between them and the monuments of Vygnanka-Grabovtsi type, with possibly even an absence of any genetic connection. Their
appearance on the territory of eastern Volhynia could possibly be connected with the
inﬂux of the new TC population.
Over the course of time, certain spherical-conical vessels (‘pear-shaped’ urns) from
Kolodyazhyn were compared to so-called ‘Koshylivtsy urns’ (T.S. Passek, N.M. Shmagliy). However, it is worth noting that vessels of this form were rather widespread —
occurring in the settlements of Varvarivka-XV, Krutoborodyntsy-II, Stari Badrazhy and
Khankautsy-I, as well as in Koshylivtsy-Oboz. According to T.G. Movsha, the Kolodyazhyn settlements appeared in eastern Volhynia as a result of the migration of a number
of the Dniester basin tribes of the Zhvaniets local group. Presumably, this process was
not connected directly with the Zhvaniets group, but with one of the latest stages of
the Kosenivka local group (genetically connected with the Zhvaniets group), when the
area of its distribution in the region of the Southern Bug and Dnieper rivers basin was
reduced, and part of the population had migrated — supposedly to eastern Volhynia.

2.2

TROYANIV TYPE MONUMENTS

The appearance of monuments of the Troyaniv type in eastern Volhynia coincides
with the period of the occupation by the TC population of western Volhynia, where they
have chronological analogies in Khoriv type monuments.
At present, approximately one dozen monuments that can undoubtedly be attributed
to this period are known in eastern Volhynia, among which the following settlements
have been examined to a greater or lesser degree: Troyaniv, Raiky, Pavoloch, Korzhivka-Selysko 2, Korzhivka-Bashtan and Makharyntsy-Step. These are situated in the basins
of the Sluch and the Teterev rivers. The settlements were built up with overland clay
dwellings and with hollowed dug-outs and semi-dug-outs.
An analysis of the ceramics permits one to distinguish between earlier and later
Troyaniv type monuments. In other words, these monuments should be regarded not as a
single type of monuments, as deﬁned by Y.M. Zakharuk, but rather as a group consisting
of several monument types.
As in the previously considered monuments, the ceramics of the settlements of
Troyaniv type can be subdivided into two types: table and kitchen pottery. In analysing
ceramic assemblages of individual settlements it is, however, worth considering a certain
peculiarity of the monuments of Troyaniv type, namely the elimination of distinctions
between the quality of production of table and kitchen pottery, underlined previously in
the description of Kolodyazhyn pottery.
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a. Table pottery (Fig. 4:1-22; 6:1-9; 7:5-9; 8:4-19) was modelled from a mixture of
white burnt and red burnt clay. The ceramic mass is highly rareﬁed or with an admixture
of ﬁne-grained sand, occasionally with quartz grains, chamotte, mica, and kaolin particles. The pottery is generally thin-walled, and of a regular modelling shape. The surface
is well polished, frequently covered with egnobe, and is painted a pale yellow, sometimes
light red colour. The baking is oxidising, at a high temperature, and even. Conical and
hemispherical platters represent a signiﬁcant proportion of the pottery. Painting has been
preserved predominantly on the hemispherical vessels, which were decorated on both
sides. The conical vessels were decorated only internally. Ornamentation is generally
monochrome — in black paint — although occasionally dichromatic, using black and
red paints, where the red colour was used to paint wide bands. Turnip-shaped vessels
with wide, rounded shoulders, high cut conical mouth and straight, almost vertical brims
are frequently encountered. These are also decorated with monochrome or dichromatic ornamentation. Spherical-conical vessels, pots, beakers and ‘pear-shaped’ vessels are
encountered less frequently, and are usually accompanied by conical or hemispherical covers. A signiﬁcant proportion of the table pottery was unornamented, but it was covered
with the egnobe layer and painted over its whole surface.
b. Kitchen pottery (35% in the settlement Korzhivka-Selysko 2, about 50% in Makharyntsy-Step and 90% in Troyaniv) (Fig. 5; 6:10-17; 7:3-4; 8:1-3) was produced from
red burnt clay. The ceramic mass contained an admixture of coarse-grained sand, mica,
feldspar, pyrites etc. and occasionally crushed shells, limestone, graphite (Pavoloch) or a
herbal admixture. There are examples of a well-mixed mass, but the majority of vessels
are made from a lumpy, unevenly-kneaded paste. The surface is frequently well polished,
sometimes even glossy, and sometimes rough. One can also ﬁnd rare examples of egnobe
covering and ochre painting. The baking was at a low temperature and uneven. There is
a signiﬁcant quantity of platters, particularly hemispherical platters, with a thoroughly
smoothed but unornamented surface. The most common form of kitchen pottery are pots,
decorated with small incisions, and circular or triangular impressions over the brim. Further ornamentations include single or double horizontal lines of incisions or impressions
of a round, oval, rectangular or triangular shape, as well as sickle-shaped prints. Approximately 10-12% of all ornamented kitchen pottery is decorated with cord impressions
in the form of horizontal ‘caterpillar’ lines. The majority of pots are unornamented.
Spherical-conical and turnip-like vessels are found among kitchen pottery, as well as
occasionally small, unornamented ‘beaker’ vessels (Troyaniv), and some specimens of
conical and hemispherical covers.
Korzhivka-Selysko 2 settlement should be considered as the earliest of the Troyaniv
type monuments, due to the high percentage of table pottery (65%), among which only
20% was unpainted.
The next in chronological sequence are Korzhivka-Bashtan — Makharyntsy-Step
and probably Yagnyatyn. In the ceramic assemblages of these settlements, table pottery
comprised only 50%, and there was a greater occurrence of unpainted pottery.
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F i g . 4. Pottery from the settlement in Korzhivka-Selysko 2.
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F i g . 5. Kitchen pottery from the settlement in Korzhivka-Selysko 2.
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F i g . 6. Table pottery (1-9), kitchen pottery (10-17) and tools (18-26) from the settlement in Korzhivka
-Bashtan.
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F i g . 7. Kitchen pottery (1-4), table pottery (5-9) and tools (10-13) from the settlement Makharyntsy-Step.
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F i g . 8. Pottery from the settlements in Troyaniv (1-13) and Yagnyatyn (14-19).
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F i g . 9. Pottery from the settlement in Gorodsk.
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F i g . 10. Pottery from the settlement in Gorodsk.
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The sites in Troyaniv, Raiky, Pavoloch and probably Voytsekhivka were the latest.
Their ceramic assemblages display signiﬁcant changes. The quantity of table pottery is
reduced to 10-12%.
In western Volhynia, Khoriv-Pidluzzhya corresponds chronologically to Korzhivka-Selisko 2. The pottery of these settlements is similar in terms of the quantitative composition of categories and the range of forms of table pottery. They diﬀer only in certain
elements of ornamentation. In Khoriv, for example, the occurrence of dichromatic decoration is extremely rare. Kitchen vessels are also similar in terms of shapes and production
methods, although in Khoriv site cord ornamentation is very rare.
The monument in Kostyanets-Lystvenschyna in western Volhynia most probably
corresponds to the settlements of Korzhivka-Bashtan and Makharyntsy-Step, whilst the
latest monuments (Troyaniv, Raiky, Pavoloch) of this region correspond to the settlements
of Lozy and Mali Dorogostai-I. In the pottery of these monuments, local peculiarities are
already clearly present, most distinctively in kitchen pottery. Point incision ornamentation
is predominant in the decorative technology, whereas the pottery of eastern Volhynia was
more frequently decorated with cord ornamentation.
The formation of the monuments of Troyaniv type was carried out on a local basis,
but under the strong inﬂuence of the Brynzeny (Zhvaniets) circle. It should be noted
that the pottery traditions in the Prut and the Dniester region appeared to be more
diverse and pronounced than the local traditions [Dergachev 1980:131]. The settlements
of Kolodyazhyn and Korzhivka-Selysko were separated by no more than an insigniﬁcant
chronological gap. Most probably, in the region contiguous to Kolodyazhyn, a small
number of local communities continued to exist, alongside the late-migrating Brynzeny
tribes, which had probably assimilated into their environment. A comparison of materials
from the settlements of Korzhivka-Selysko 2 and Khoriv allows us to assume that western
Volhynia was occupied by late TC tribes, particularly those arriving via the territory of
eastern Volhynia.
In passing through three stages in their development, the Troyaniv tribes gradually
forfeited the Prut and the Dniester features of ‘Brynzeny image’. In pottery, original local
traditions began to dominate.

2.3.

GORODSK TYPE MONUMENTS

The monuments of Gorodsk type, attributed to the ﬁnal stage in the existence of the
TC, are spread over the territory of eastern Volhynia, whereas in western Volhynia they
represent analogies with the monuments of Lystvyn type. Presently, only two settlements
of Gorodsk type can be distinguished with certainty: Gorodsk on the Teterev River and
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Nova Chartorya on the River Sluch. They are small in size, and were built up with
overland and half-buried dwellings.
The materials from the excavations of these settlements are represented by tools
made of ﬂint and other rocks, as well as from bone and horn, by ceramics and ceramic
plastics (Fig. 11:11-18). Among the ﬂint artifacts, there occurred diﬀerent points ranging
from perforators to spear points, arrowheads with a ﬂat or concave base, wedge axes,
rectangular in cross-section and with wide blades, hammer-axes with perforated inlet
handles, grain graters, and grinders.
The pottery of Gorodsk type monuments is represented by the same types as those
of Troyaniv type monuments: table and kitchen pottery. However, kitchen pottery in
Gorodsk and Nova Chartorya already represents 90% of all pottery, and has experienced
certain changes.
a. In the group of table pottery (Fig. 11:1-10; 12:13-14), the predominant vessel
forms are hemispherical platters, vessels with a deeply-cut conical mouth and ‘horn-shaped’ handles, globular ‘pear-shaped’ vessels, hemispherical or conical covers with
‘mushroom-shaped’ upper handle, and earthenware pots. Platters are decorated with
scallops in metopes and with oval compositions of crosses. The painting of vessels
with closed shapes had signiﬁcantly changed: arched, crossing strips or areas ﬁlled with
‘nets’ occur in a wide frieze, usually divided into metopes, and dichromatic painting is
more frequent. The new decorative element is wide bands, composed of thin parallel
lines.
b. In the group of kitchen pottery (Fig. 9; 10; 12:1-12), a characteristic form is that of
hemispherical platters with rather thick, moulded brims, with a diagonally or horizontally-cut edge. The ornamentation is outlined not only on the ﬂat edge of the brims, but also
on the walls of the platters. A distinctive type of decoration is a design of wide bands
formed by cord impressions, frequently broken up by short vertical cord imprints, lines
of small points and ‘sickle-shaped’ impressions. Occasionally, platters were decorated
with a band of slanting net, formed using cord. Rich cord ornamentation is predominant:
developed cord ornamentation appears in complex compositions on globular vessels with
high cylindrical mouths, and occasionally on amphorae with cut, conical mouths. It is
worth noting that ‘horn- shaped’ handles, modelled with pronounced contours and with
various ‘horn-shaped’ attachments, are also decorated with cord ornamentation. Pots
generally preserve a plain ornamentation, with lines of variously-shaped impressions,
small points and grooving predominating. At the same time, the kitchen pottery of
Gorodsk type settlements inherited certain locally-speciﬁc technological peculiarities
from the preceding stage. In particular, an admixture of sand, mica and graphite is
frequently encountered, and rarely a crushed shell admixture.
A comparison of ceramics from the settlements of Gorodsk type and the Lystvyn
type monuments of western Volhynia reveals many common features, particularly in the
kitchen pottery. This principally concerns the composition of the ceramic mass (including virtually identical admixtures), the type of processing applied to the vessel surface
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F i g . 11. Table pottery (1-10), plastics (11) and tools (12-18) from the settlement in Gorodsk.
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F i g . 12. Pottery from the settlement in Chartorya.
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F i g . 13. Map of distribution of Eneolithic cultures on the territory of Volhynia (1 - Tripolye culture; 2 Lengyel culture; 3 - Funnel Beaker culture).

(egnobe covering, painting, polishing) and the range of the main vessel shapes. Where
they diﬀer is in their ornamentation. The vessels of Lystvyn type settlements are distinguished by cord ornamentation on pots and amphorae, frequently in combination with lines
of point prints, and triangular and circular incisions, sometimes arranged in staggered
lines. Generally speaking, the cord ornamentation of western Volhynian pottery is noted
for its diversity.
The formation of the monuments of Gorodsk and Lystvyn type was most probably
carried out on a local basis (monuments of Troyaniv and Khoriv type), under the inﬂuence
of the population known through Gordineşti [Dergachev 1980:130-133]. Nevertheless,
vessels have been discovered with a similar painted ornamentation to the pottery of
the monuments of Kyrylen type, occupying an intermediate position between the earlier
vessels of the Brynzeny and Vykhvatyntsy types and the later vessels of Gordineşti type
monuments [Bikbayev 1994].
Although the monuments of Lystvyn type can preliminary be subdivided chronologically into earlier (Lystvyn) and later (Golyshiv) monuments, such a subdivision is not
observed in Gorodsk type monuments.
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3. THE QUESTION OF CONTACTS BETWEEN THE VOLHYNIAN TRIPOLYE AND
THE CULTURES OF THE BALTIC SEA BASIN

Taking into account all the information mentioned above, it is possible to determine
that the population of the TC in Volhynia began to develop during the B II stage.
Evidence of the initial stage of development is provided by the monuments of Korzhivka-Pasychysko type on the Sluch River, with the following stage being represented by the
monuments of Kazenna Hromada type. The materials of Kazenna Hromada settlement,
especially the table pottery with painted ornamentation, show that connections with the
original TC territory (above all, with the population of the Southern Bug basin) had not
been severed (Fig. 13). The discovery of the narrow-mouthed vessel with ‘knee’ handles,
distinctive to the Lengyel culture, determined the simultaneity of these two cultures, as
well as the existence of cultural relations between their populations. A similar type of
ornamentation was probably preserved into the C I stage (monuments of Pedynky and
Vygnanka-Grabovtsy).
The appearance of monuments of Kolodyazhyn type, attributed to the threshold of
the C-I and C-II stages, should probably be linked to the migration to eastern Volhynia
of part of the population of the Kosenivka local group, which was forced to leave certain
territories in the area of the Bug and Dniester basins, most probably due to external
reasons.
From the beginning of the C II stage, the region of the Prut and the Dniester basins
started to acquire more and more inﬂuence. It was during this period that the region was
occupied by the population known through the monuments of the Brynzeny and later of
the Gordineşti types. In addition to cultural contacts, this inﬂuence is also assumed to
have been marked by the periodical migration of certain groups from the basins of the
Prut and the Dniester rivers to eastern Volhynia. Thus, the territory of western Volhynia,
previously occupied by tribes of the Lengyel culture, was divided between TC peoples and
the population of the FBC (Fig. 13). The western area was occupied by the FBC tribes,
whilst the TC tribes (Fig. 4) settled the eastern part. Evidence of the contemporanity of
the FBC and the late TC and of relations between them is provided by artifacts mutually
imported and exported between the two cultures which were found in the settlements,
as repeatedly underlined by researchers [Kowalczyk 1956; Zakharuk 1962; Peleschyshyn
1985; Movsha 1985 and others]. Small clay votive axes of the Lengyel culture were found,
in particular, in the TC settlements of Lozy, Golyshiv, Kostyanets and Nova Chartorya;
FBC pottery and its emulations were found in Khoriv-Pidluzzhya, Korzhivka-Selysko
2 (Fig. 4:23-24), Brynzeny-Tsyganka and Zhvaniets-Schovb. In the FBC settlements in
Zimno, Lezhnytsa, Gródek Nadbużny and Tadani, fragments of late TC ceramics were
reliably ﬁxed in the stratigraphical sequence.
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The earlier age of the Lengyel monuments is conﬁrmed by the stratigraphy of
the FBC settlement in Zimno [Zakharuk 1957:50], by the TC settlements in Golyshiv,
Kostyanets and Lystvyn [Peleschyshyn 1989], and by the ﬁnds of Lengyel pottery in the
settlements of the end of the Middle TC in Gorodnitsa-Gorodysche [Zakharuk 1962:51]
and Kazenna Hromada [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997].
With regard to the question of the late TC and the FBC populations in Volhynia,
it may be reasonably argued that it was connected with the advent from the north-west
of the GAC tribes that had assimilated local populations, what resulted in the fact that
the Eneolithic cultures inhabiting this territory had transformed into the early Corded
cultures.
The research work presented here represents an attempt to summarise all the data
presently available on the TC in Volhynia. During its preparation, the authors faced
signiﬁcant problems, particularly the satisfactory elucidation of published results of ﬁeld
research. With the exception of Y.M. Zakharuk, N.M. Shmagliy and N.A. Peleschyshyn,
there were virtually no scientists dealing particularly with issues connected with the TC
in Volhynia, and the results of their studies were reﬂected only in several short articles.
Other authors touched upon this problem only in relation to general issues concerning
the TC. The materials of the majority of excavated monuments have not been published
and are not available for further studies. The choice of sites for ﬁeld research was made
in an accidental manner, and the amount of work carried out on the monuments was
often extremely poor. Therefore, only 15 of the 60 monuments examined (Fig. 1) are
represented by more or less suﬃcient collections. The full publication of the materials of
examined monuments and of target-oriented studies is necessary in order to determine the
chronological sequence of the monuments for certain, and to solve a range of problems
connected with the history of the TC population of the region in question, including its
interrelations with the population of the Baltic Sea basin.
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THE EASTERN TRIPOLYE CULTURE AND ITS CONTACTS
WITH THE ENEOLITHIC TRIBES OF EUROPE
The migratory processes taking place in south-eastern Europe during the Eneolithic
epoch resulted in the creation of several large historico-cultural communities. In the
opinion of a number of researchers, the Boian Neolithic culture was one of the genetic
components of two large Eneolithic cultures — the Gumelniţa culture (GC) and the Pre-Cucuteni — early Tripolye culture. On the late stage of development of the formerly
monolithic culture of ‘Pre-Cucuteni — early Tripolye’ there appeared a tendency to its
diﬀerentiation [Zbenovich 1989:187-200].
To the west of the Dniester, the inﬂux of new ethnic elements resulted in the
formation of the new Cucuteni culture (CC), in which the attributes of the Pre-Cucuteni
culture very quickly disappeared [Sorokin 1991:83-85]. Fundamental among the features
of the CC were the decoration of 60-80% of vessels with polychrome or monochrome
ornamentation and the high quantity of anthropomorphic plastics in the ceramic complex.
The evolution from the early Tripolye to the middle Tripolye on the territory of the
eastern area (the basins of the Southern Bug and the Dnieper) proceeded more slowly.
The early Tripolye traditions were gradually substituted by innovations connected
with the appearance of imported ceramics and with changes in ideology, the method
of dwelling construction and economy. The new cultural phenomenon, simultaneous but
diﬀerent to the western CC, appeared in the East. In terms of ‘archaeological culture’,
a conventional deﬁnition in Russian and Ukrainian archaeology, it is possible to speak
about the appearance of a separate eastern Tripolye culture within the Cucuteni-Tripolye
(CT) community and to trace its structure and the process of its development [Tsvek
1989, 1999].
The term ‘Tripolye culture’ (TC) is a broader concept, frequently used by researchers
as an equivalent to the CC and to refer to CC monuments located on the territory of
Ukraine and Moldova. The introduction of the new term ‘eastern Tripolye culture’ (ETC)
allows us to determine more precisely the circle of original monuments of the eastern
area of the CT community, to arrange them systematically and to distinguish them from
settlements of the CC.
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The author recently carried out large-scale excavations on the territory of the eastern
region, opening and investigating many new monuments. The systematic division and
generalisation of the archaeological material obtained allows us to deﬁne the appearance
and development of the qualitatively new phenomenon — the ETC in the CT community
— whose monuments occupied the territory between the Southern Bug and the Dnieper
(Fig. 1). These monuments shared a common identity in terms of origin and ideology, and
common traditions in economy and manufacturing, especially in ceramics. For centuries,
its population continually preserved the tradition of engraved ornamentation of pottery
(40-50%). Anthropomorphic plastics were not used during ritual ceremonies. Diﬀerences
existed in dwelling construction and in the lay-out of settlements. At the height of their
ﬂourishing, the tribes of the ETC had achieved a signiﬁcant level of economic development. Their world outlook became more complex, with rituals connected to the cult of
fertility, and to other beliefs, being carried out in settlement sanctuaries or at home altars (Fig. 2:2) [Tsvek 1993:74-76]. During this period, largescale settlements, featuring a
complex lay-out of streets and a signiﬁcant number of inhabitants, became wide-spread.
They played the role of the economic and cultural centres of the TC community of the
eastern region. One of these settlements — Vesely Kut — covered an area of about 150
hectares (Fig. 2:1) [Tsvek 1985:33-44] The settlements were built up with enclosures,
including both dwellings and economic buildings. The construction type was a clay,
one-storey building, with two or three chambers (Fig. 2:4). Inside, they contained beds,
dome furnaces and altars. Of particular interest are the large number of special tanning,
bone-carving, and stone-processing workshops, the most signiﬁcant being the ceramic
industrial complex, with its perfect two-levelled pottery furnaces (Fig. 2:3). The ceramics
of monuments of the ETC also supports the hypothesis of a highly developed pottery
craft. A particularly high degree of excellence was achieved in pottery with incised ﬂute
and ‘canelure’ ornamentation. Typical forms featuring the ﬁrst of these were pear-shaped
vessels with covers, craters and ‘binocular-shaped’ vessels. Their incised ornamentation,
with a white paste ﬁlling, has an extremely striking appearance on a polished pale yellow
or dark grey surface. As regards ornamentive motifs, spiral ribbons, anthropomorphic
elements, and lunar and solar symbols are occasionally encountered (Fig. 3).
The tribes of the ETC came to painted ceramics early: imports from the CC and
the Gumelniţa monuments are believed to be evidence of this. However, this form was
alien to local cultural traditions and from this reason was not adopted in the ETC area.
The incised ornamentation was a way of transferring representations of ancient traditions
and ideology to future generations — one which promoted the preservation of cultural
unity. The comparative analysis performed on characteristic traits of the CC and the ETC
reveals signiﬁcant diﬀerences in material and spiritual life, and further emphasises the
independence of the ETC (Fig. 4).
Within its territorial limits, and over the course of its existence, the ETC did not
remain one constant cultural unit. Appreciable distinctions between separate groups of
communities became more intense and signiﬁcant as the process of populating and further
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F i g . 1. Map of monuments of the Eastern Tripolye culture: 1 - monuments of the Dnieper local variant; 2 monuments of the Bug-Dnieper local variant; 3 - monuments of the Middle Bug local variant; 4 - monuments
of the Southern Bug local variant; 5 - monuments of the Vladymirovka type.

development progressed, and under the inﬂuence of contacts with related and foreign
ethnic tribes. Four local variants have been distinguished within the framework of the
ETC [Tsvek 1999; Fig. 1].
The majority of monuments of the Southern Bug and Dnieper variant were located
in the basins of the Ros, the Gorny Tikich and the Gnily Tikich rivers. The major settle-
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F i g . 2. 1 - Plan of the settlement in Vesely Kut; 2 - Shkarovka sanctuary. Reconstruction; 3 - Furnace
complex of the Vesely Kut settlement. Reconstruction; 4 - Lay-out of dwellings in the settlement Vesely Kut.
Key: a - stoves; b - eminences made of baked clay; c - altar; d - pit; e - open hearth; f - adobe wall on wooden
framework; g - adobe wall.
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ments were located in Zarubyntsy, Krasnostavka, Onopryivka, Vesely Kut, Myropilla and
Garbuzyn. The material obtained reveals the internal structure, consisting of six groups
of monuments, reﬂecting the development of a separate social group over the course of
the existence of communities of this local variant [Tsvek 1985:44].
The second variant — on the Northern Bug (according to I. Zayets) or the Middle Bug (according to S. Gusev) — consisted of monuments of the northern area of
the middle part of the Southern Bug, also including the basin of the River Sob. The
settlements of this local variant (Borysivka, Pechera, Klishchiv etc.) were of a common
genetic origin with the monuments of the Southern Bug and Dnieper rivers basins, but
in the course of their development they had acquired an original ethnographic form.
The territory of distribution of the third local variant on the Southern Bug was
insigniﬁcant, limited by the middle part of the Southern Bug to the south, by the River
Udich in the west and by the lower reaches of the Sinyukha River in the east. The
Bolshaya Vys River supposedly formed the northern border. Settlements were located in
Berezivka, Sabatynivka 1, Kosharyntsy and Kolodyste.
The formation of the fourth Dnieper variant is connected with the middle of the
developed TC. The internal development and penetration of the CC population into the
Bug and the Dnieper rivers basin resulted in the migration of the ETC population towards
the Dnieper.
The local variants of the ETC were analogous in origin, but each of them had
clear distinctive features in terms of spiritual and material culture. Their contacts with
neighbouring related and alien ethnic tribes of Europe are reﬂected in their speciﬁc traits.
Basing on the described below archaeological data an attempt at tracing the direction of
these connections has been taken up.
The Lengyel culture (LC) covered a large historico-cultural region of the Danube
River basin of the Eneolithic epoch which contained local groups represented in the
monuments in western Slovakia, Poland, western Volhynia and northern Trans-Carpathia
[Peleschyshyn 1974a:104-116; 1985:263-268]. The tribes of the ETC communicated with
one another almost from the very beginning of their development. In the LC monuments
of Krasnostavka type, a group of thin-walled, grey polished vessels with globular bellies was found, which displayed a spiral ornamentation fashioned in one or two lines
and complemented with round holes [Tsvek 1985:33-35]. The system and style of this
engraved ornamentation is reminiscent of decoration of the pottery of the Danube circle
of cultures.
Evidence of interrelations with the LC in the second half of the B I stage are
provided by the materials from the settlements in Tarascha, Greblya, Krasnostavka etc.
Among the traits of this type were identiﬁed a group of thin-walled vessels with point
hole ornamentation (Fig. 5:4). The holes were placed below the rim, their compositions
decorating vessel shoulders. This was a new group of ceramics, unconnected to the Pre-Cucuteni — ETC. N.B. Burdo published the results of the excavations of one more
monument of the Krasnostavka-Sokoltsy type on the Southern Bug River, which she
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F i g . 3. Main types of vessels of the Eastern Tripolye culture. 1-3, 5-14 - Vesely Kut; 4 - Shkarovka.
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F i g . 4. Comparison of ceramic complexes of the Eastern Tripolye and the Cucuteni cultures. Key: A pottery with inised ornamentation; B - painted pottery; C - kitchen pottery. 1 - Myropilla; 2 - Vesely Kut; 3 Krasnostavka; 4 - Nezvysko, upper stratum; 5 - Polivaniv Yar; 6 - Nezvysko, lower stratum. 1-3 - settlements
of Eastern region; 4-6 - settlements of Western region.
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F i g . 5. Imports of ceramics of the Lengyel cultural circle. 1,7-10,11,13,15-17 - Vesely Kut; 2 - Orlyk; 4,14
- Krasnostavka; 5,6,8,9,10,12 - Shkarivka.
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connected — reasonably — with the LC [Burdo 1998:10]. Analogies for this monument
have been traced in the Eneolithic of Poland [Kamieńska, Kozłowski 1966:Fig. 9:4;
8:1; 11:5; 15:5; 28:5; 24:16]. All of the monuments of the Krasnostavka type contained
obsidian implements and cores. This material was most probably imported from the
region of western Slovakia, where monuments of the Brodzany-Nitra group, attributed
to the Lengyel III period, existed at this time.
Cultural relations developed further. The tribes of the ETC became closely linked
with the Eneolithic population of Volhynia, with which they communicated. The LC
tribes on the territory of Volhynia settled on the banks of the Western Bug, the Styr
and the Horyn rivers. There are dozens of monuments known in these areas, such as
Zimno, Golyshiv and Lystvyn. The ﬂint which was used by the LC population in the
manufacture of various implements was mined in the Świętokrzyskie Mountains and on
the right bank of the Western Bug. Flint gradually superseded obsidian. Implements and
accessories were forged from imported copper. A nozzle from a copper forging furnace
was found in the monument in Złota (Poland). Certain individual groups undertook long-distance expeditions (Baltic region, Slovakia) in search of raw material and outlets for
exchange. The ETC was involved in these relations, as is testiﬁed to by the appearance
of new groups of pottery with characteristic traits of the LC in the monuments of the
Shkarivka type. Here, we encountered beakers and spherical vessels with two loop-like
handles on the brim, analogous to forms found in LC monuments in Slovakia [Farkas
1986:9-19; Fig. 3,7] and in Volhynia [Peleschyshyn 1974:104-116, 1985:263, 268], where
bowls displayed ledges symmetrically placed on the brim. Also acquired by the ETC from
the LC was the jug form (Fig. 5:1, 4), as discovered in Shkarivka. The vessel surface
was frequently covered with white paint or ochre, also distinctive for the LC. Parallels to
such vessels can be found in the materials from the cemetery in Zvenygorod [Sveshnikov
1956:Fig. 3] and in other monuments of western Volhynia and southern Poland. Worth
noting in this context is a fragment of a thin-walled cup from Shkarivka, decorated with
adjoining triangles ﬁlled with a slanting grid. This ornamentation was applied in red
paint (Fig. 6:8), and its scheme is reminiscent of the decoration of a cup found in the
settlement near Zimno village [Zakharuk 1971b:219].
Evidence of reverse cultural inﬂuence is present in ﬁnds of ceramics with incised
spiral ornamentation, typical for monuments of the ETC, from Eneolithic settlements of
Volhynia in Medzhybozha, near the village of Melen, in the Korosten District.
The interrelations of the LC and ETC populations, outlined at the early stage of the
LC in Volhynia (Zimno-Złota), continued (the Werbkowice — Kostyanets types). A cup
was found in the settlement of this period near the village of Mogylany in the Rivne
Region (excavations of Y.N. Zakharuk). In the settlements near the village of Ostriv, in
the Chervonoarmiysk District of the same Region, a bowl with horn-like projections in
the corners was discovered. Equivalents to this vessel can be found among materials of
settlements of the ETC near the villages of Shkarivka, Lyschynivka etc. (Fig 5:5, 6, 9,
10, 12).
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Wide-mouthed vessels with relief projections, and proﬁled bowls with incised hole
ornamentation were distributed in the monuments of the Werbkowice-Kostyanets stage.
Vessels of a similar shape and ornamentation, in which the development of LC examples
is observed, were frequently encountered in dwellings on the settlement in Vesely Kut,
especially in its south-eastern part (Fig. 5:13, 15, 16).
According to the conclusions of Polish archaeologists, the settlement in Werbkowice appears to have existed simultaneously with monuments of the LC of the Brześć
Kujawski and the Jordanów types [Sulimirski 1957-1959:140-142]. Of particular note in
this context, in terms of specifying the nature of the contacts between the LC and the
ETC, are two fragments of a round copper suspension bracket discovered on the ﬂoor of
dwelling No 11 in the Vesely Kut settlement (Fig. 5:5). The structural analysis carried
out by N.V. Ryndina in the laboratory of Moscow University (MGU) conﬁrmed that the
fragments belonged to the same object. They consisted of tight spirals of round wire
with slightly bent ends.
The spectral and structural analysis of these fragments revealed that they are of an
identical structure (copper II chemical group and structure 69:5, 6). The microstructure
analysis conﬁrmed that ﬁrst the rounded rod was forged at 600-800 0 C, then its ends
were twisted round a peg and pulled down by a forging hammer. The ﬁnal shaping and
forging were also carried out at high temperature [Ryndyna 1998:143, 144]. A similar
round suspension bracket was found in the hoard in Hlinsko near Lipnik (southern Czech
Republic). Adornments of this type were concentrated in the basins of the Morava, the
Vistula, and the Oder and also encountered in the area of the Danube basin and in the
upper reaches of the River Elbe. An early manifestation of similar suspension brackets
is connected by I. Pavelčik with the eastern Alps and the western Carpathians, and dated
back to Lengyel IV (V) [Pavelčik 1979:33]. L. Czerniak attributed the beginning of the
IIIa stage of the Late Band Pottery culture in Kujawy to the same period [Czerniak
1980:87, Fig. 36:1, 39:3].
Contacts with the LC inﬂuenced the world outlook of the population of the eastern
region. Researchers have repeatedly mentioned animal cemeteries in settlements of the
LC [Pavúk, Šiška 1981:42; Kuchinko, Okhrimenko 1985:40]. A sheep grave was revealed
under the ﬂoor of one of the dwellings in the Vesely Kut settlement. A rite of the
population of the Vesely Kut type of monument involved placing zoomorphic plastic
images under the ﬂoor of future dwellings (Fig. 5:12). A three part ceremonial vessel
was found on the altar of a ceramic workshop in Vesely Kut; it is analogous to some
forms found in the LC (Glyboki Mosuvsky), but its composition and painting style is
distinctive to settlements of the TC [Tsvek 1993:81, Fig. 3,2; 84].
In summarising the above, we tend to consider that the beginning of contacts between ETC communities and the LC population can be attributed to the B I stage of
Tripolye — Lengyel III, continuing into Lengyel IV. Such close and durable relations
were probably due to the geographical proximity of these cultural units, and their similar
economic systems.
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The end of the Lengyel IV period saw the appearance in northern-central Europe
of the Funnel Beaker culture (FBC), with their pottery characterised by externally bent
brims. Such vessels are distinguished by a perfected manufacturing technique. They are
dark or brown in colour, well smoothed, and with a sand admixture in the ceramic mass.
The vessels are decorated with diﬀerent handle shapes, such as butterﬂy wings, horns
and relief images of people or rams. The decline of the monuments of Werbkowice-Kostyanets type on the territory of western Volhynia can be linked to their appearance
in the beginning of the CII Tripolye stage [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997:26]. We have already
mentioned the close relations of the ETC tribes with the population of the Werbkowice-Kostyanets monuments. It is even possible to assume that their population was inﬁltrated
at the Vesely Kut stage in the Bug and the Dnieper rivers basin.
Some very interesting observations can be made in relation to monuments of the
Myropilla type, which chronologically succeeded Vesely Kut. Vessel forms typical for
the ETC changed their proportions, with bellies and funnel mouths being extended.
The incised ribbon ornamentation typical for craters disappeared, substituted by separate
elements of deeply incised lines or holes, or else the vessel remained unornamented.
The ceramic mass contained a sand admixture. A new handle shape appeared (Fig. 5:7),
and the pottery was decorated with anthropomorphic and zoomorphic reliefs (so-called
‘masks’; Vesely Kut, Myropilla, Veremya — Fig. 5:17). Kitchen pottery is decorated
with bucrania.
The details above mentioned were distinctive, to some extent, for the ornamentation
of funnel beakers. The cults of thunder, lightning, wind, and sun began to play an important role in the world outlook in the above-mentioned cultures. Clay or amber votive axes
of diﬀerent shapes discovered in Poland and in Volhynia (Novoselky on the Styr River)
were attributed by M.M. Peleschyshyn to speciﬁc features of the FBC [Peleschyshyn
1990:42]. During the excavation of one of the dwellings in Myropilla, we discovered
a clay votive axe. In the Garbuzyn site of the period succeeding that of the Myropilla
settlement were found buildings with ‘cellars’, previously rare in the TC. Equivalents
to these dwellings are present in the FBC. Taking the above into consideration, we can
assume that the population of the FBC had some inﬂuence on the ETC tribes of the
Southern Bug and Dnieper rivers basin, although the nature of these relations is not yet
clear. Researchers have attributed the FBC to the threshold of the C I — C II stages.
The monuments of Myropilla-Garbuzyn type are dated back to the BII stage of the TC.
According to W. Hensel, the representatives of that culture had a more mobile life-style
than representatives of the LC [Hensel 1980:82]. There is evidence to suggest that at the
end of the developed TC, representatives of the LC inﬁltrated the Bug and the Dnieper
rivers basin from the territory of Poland, where the monuments of the FBC are dated
back to earlier periods.
Another destination for migration was the area of the Carpathian basin. Contacts
were established with the ETC tribes from the B I stage. Monuments of Krasnostavka
type (Krasnostavka, Greblya, Lisove) have revealed a group of ceramics whose chief
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ornamentation is of compositions combining horizontal and vertical lines of holes or
hollow tube impressions. Occasionally, this ornamentation is complemented with horn-like and beak-shaped attachments. Such ceramics are represented by several types: jugs,
wide-mouthed pots and four-sided vessels. Their surface is covered with engobe and
sometimes polished with sand, and the ceramic mass contains an admixture of pounded
quartzite and lime.
The closest analogies to this type are observed in the Tiszapolgár culture (TPC) and
other cultures close to it [Bognár - Kutzián 1972, XVII:9, 15; XVIII; 4; XXV:2; VIII;
I]. One may surmise that this new group of ceramics of the Bug and the Dnieper rivers
basin population appeared under the inﬂuence of representatives of the TPC. The ancient
population of the Carpathian basin was actively exchanging obsidian, as is testiﬁed to by
ﬁnds of cores and implements manufactured from this mineral in ETC settlements near
the villages of Tarashcha and Myropilla. The connections of the characterised cultures
can be traced with particular accuracy in monuments of the Vesely Kut type, where
vessels (Fig. 1, 3, 4, 7) similar to ceramics of the TPC have been discovered [Bognár Kutzián 1972:pi XVII 6,9,15; XVIII 4,10; XX4; XXV, 2; LVIII, 1; 1963:pi VI, 3,4; XII,
4; XVII 5; XLVI 2,3; L, 9; CIII 6,8; CIV, 3; CXI, 4]. The form of the large bowl-basin
with two-level loop-like handles (Fig. 6:9) was also borrowed from Eneolithic ceramics
of the discussed circle of cultures. During the same period, vessels appeared with an
incised mesh ornamentation — uncharacteristic for the CTC community (Fig. 6:11).
The closest analogies to such ornamentation can be traced in the TPC and at the early
stage of the Bodrogkeresztúr culture (BC) [Šiška 1970:271, 272, t XV; Bognár-Kutzián,
1963:CXXII; Pavúk, Šiška 1981:Fig. 7, 13; 52]. A black polished jug-amphora decorated
with ﬁne incised lines can be attributed to the beginning of the BC (Fig. 6:10).
The inﬂuence of the TPC, although not so great, is observed in the forms of some
vessels from the settlements of the Southern Bug area (Klishchiv — Fig. 6) [Zayets, Ryzhov 1992]. This phenomenon is notable in the CC settlements in Truşeşti and Hǎbǎşeşti
[Dumitrescu 1974:100:Fig. 10]. These relations became closer during the A-B Cucuteni
period. Fragments of vessels of the TPC and the BC were discovered together with pottery fragments of the Cucuteni A-B in the settlement in Reech (Transylvania) [Szekely
1964:123].
In the settlement in Traian Dyalul — Fyntynilor were discovered a vessel with body
foursided in plan [Dumitrescu 1954:Fig. 71:8], for which analogies are known in the
pottery of the BC, and a gold suspension bracket, distinctive for BC cemeteries.
The relations of CC tribes with their western neighbours have been thoroughly
investigated by V. Dumitrescu [1974:34-35], and also referred to by V.S. Titov [1971:1-8].
The chronological correlation of the Carpathian Basin cultures has been developed most
extensively by Slovak archaeologists [Šiška 1968:61-176; Pavúk, Šiška 1980:136-158;
1981:31-58]. S. Šiška united practically all the Eneolithic monuments of the Tisza basin
into the common Polgár culture, and compared its Tiszapolgár and Bodrogkeresztúr
stages with the developed TC; its Lažňany stage he compared with the late TC. Our
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F i g . 6. Imports of ceramics of the Polgár cultural circle. 1,2,3 - Veremya; 8 - Klishchiv; 4-7,9-11 - Vesely
Kut.
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conclusions concerning the contacts of representatives of the ETC with the population
of the Carpathian Basin do not seem to contradict this supposition.
It is diﬃcult to judge whether the inﬂuence of the TPC and the BC was direct or
transmitted by the Eneolithic tribes of Trans-Carpathia. Therefore, it is necessary to note
that the majority of vessels in ETC settlements with features close to those of Polgár
ceramics were manufactured from local clay. Several samples of Polgár forms were
ornamented in accordance with local traditions (Fig. 6:2, 8) or vice versa (Fig. 6:11).
The conclusions of N.V. Ryndina are especially worth noting in this context. Metal
artifacts literally connected with similar Tisza-Transylvanian specimens were found on
the south-western periphery of the CC area in the Carpathian-Dnieper region, which
formed ‘the corridor’ for the transportation of metal from the Carpathian basin towards
the east [Ryndina 1998:136]. Ceramics and other products presumably succeeded metal.
In considering the nature of the interrelations between the communities of the ETC
and the tribes of the Carpathian basin, it is worth mentioning the Eneolithic cemetery
near the village of Orlyk in the Poltava region [Lugova, Rassamakin 1985:53-57]. In the
opinion of the authors, the analogies in form and in the mass composition of the vessels
found are connected with the TPC (Fig. 5:2). One may assume that certain representatives
of the Carpathian Basin penetrated this area in order to exchange copper artifacts further
to the east, and settled in the local environment. Unfortunately, as the Eneolithic of Trans-Carpathia has not yet been thoroughly investigated, it is not possible to arrive at a more
precise understanding of the nature of interrelations of the considered historico-cultural
areas [Potushnyak 1985:291-301].
The Lower Danube area was another region which maintained relations with ETC
tribes. The beginning of contacts between the tribes of the Pre-Cucuteni — ETC and
representatives of the Boian, the Kodžadermen, the Bolgrad-Aldeni and the GC is clearly
indicated by the materials from monuments representing these cultures. In the beginning
of the Middle TC, these interrelations became more animated, both with the CC tribes,
and with the representatives of the ETC.
The inﬂuence of the GC population is reﬂected in the materials from a number of
settlements of the Bug — Dnieper rivers basin (Krasnostavka, Greblya etc.). However,
particularly notable contacts have been identiﬁed in settlements of the BI stage of the
Southern Bug local variant of the described culture. This phenomenon originated from
the local early TC. Many ﬁnds from the Alexandrivka group of settlements testify to connections with the cultures of the Gumelniţa-Karanovo circle [Burdo 1993:2T]. Materials
received recently from the excavations of the Berezivka settlement indicate that these
interrelations were continued. For example, the multi-levelled vessels found here have
equivalents in the GC, where they came through the Boian culture from the Hamangia
culture. The inhabitants of Berezivka had the closest contacts with representatives of
the Bolgrad-Aldeni culture. The initial period of the ETC coincided with the existence
of this culture. It was based on the Boian and Hamangia cultures, and generated in
the Balkan-Danube region as a variant of the GC before being distributed across the
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territory of the present-day Romania and Bulgaria. About 50 monuments are presently
known in the Danube basin of the Odesa Region in Ukraine, and several settlements in
the south of Moldova [Bibikov, Subbotin 1985:263-268]. The settlements were located
on the high bank of the Danube, the Prut and sweet-water lakes, and on gentle slopes
of small rivers, and were small in size: from 1.5 to 10 hectares. Dug-out or ground
dwellings were heated by open ﬁre-places. Similar heating constructions were discovered in the dwellings of Berezivka and other simultaneous monuments of the ETC.
Also found in Berezivka settlement was a group of ceramics with an ornamentation of
alternated polished and rough patches — a decorative feature distinctive for the Bolgrad-Aldeni culture. Vessels decorated with roust are similar in shape and manner of
ornamentation drawing as well. In monuments of the Southern Bug local variant were
found portable altars and multi-sided vessels, which have analogies among materials of
the Bolgrad-Aldeni culture. The contacts with the above-mentioned CC settlement in
Ruseşti (Moldova) took place in the same period, as ﬁnds of ﬁve and six sided vessels,
a small round table-altar on short legs and other artifacts appear to indicate [Markevich
1970:56-58].
One researcher investigating the Berezivka settlement ﬁxed the contacts of this
monument with the culture of the Gumelniţa circle [Tsybeskov 1971:187-192]. In the
archaeological complex of the Berezivka settlement there existed a signiﬁcant quantity
of copper artifacts. The tribes of the Boian culture, and then representatives of the
Bolgrad-Aldeni culture (Stoicani-Aldeni) and the GC were the ﬁrst major intermediaries
in the transportation of metal from the mountain ﬁelds in Bulgaria and in the regulation
of contacts with them. This conﬁrms and, to a certain extent, explains the particular
orientation of relations of the population of this area of the ETC.
The inﬂuence of the Lower Danube circle of cultures of the Eneolithic period is
reﬂected in the world outlook of the inhabitants of Berezivka settlement and of neighbouring sites. The cult of the moon and of the snake in its numerous representations
received the widest distribution in their environment. Religious images, related to the
last one, represented in myths and customs, are attributed by V.N. Danilenko [1974:24]
and V.G. Zbenovich [1991:20] to the formative period of the ETC.
The development of snake imagery in GC ornamentation occurred during the same
period. Portable altars testify to the practice of snake worship among the population of
the Southern Bug local variant: signs with some kind of meaning (Fig. 7:1) are incised
on the edges, and on one specimen the ideogram of a curled up snake (Fig. 7:1) appears
in the centre of a round disk. Similar altars are encountered in the Aldeni II culture,
and snake images are known on anthropomorphic clay altars of the Gradešnica culture
[Nikolov 1974:65, 67]. A further interesting ﬁnd which reveals the world outlook of the
Berezivka settlement inhabitants is that of a vessel with ornamentation representing the
most ancient lunar-solar calendar (Fig. 7:2) [Tsvek 1993:36].
A very roughly shaped anthropomorphic ﬁgurine (so-called ‘violin’ ﬁgurine) was
found in the earliest layer of the settlement in Berezivka [Tsybeskov 1971:191; Fig. 5,3V].
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F i g . 7. Imports of ceramics of the Gumelniţsa cultural circle. 1-3, 5-7 - Berezivka; 4 -Sokoltsy.
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This was presumably imported from settlements of the GC circle. Attributed to the later
layers [II-III] are anthropomorphic plastics representing a woman with her hands lifted
upwards. In connection with this form, it is worth noting the clay ﬁgurine from Sokoltsy
recently presented in a publication by N.B Burdo [1998:9]. This ﬁgurine is featured in the
position of orant and is decorated with engraved ornamentation (Fig. 7:4). N.B. Burdo
has traced analogies to this statuette in the materials of the Bolgrad-Aldeni culture of the
Danube basin, similar to the GC. Similar plastics are also encountered in the settlements
of Stoickani and Taraclia. The statuette from Sokiltsy is further evidence of the inﬂuence
of Lower Danube cultures on the TC population [Burdo 1998:9].
The ornamentation motif of the image of two snakes corresponds to the traditions of
the early settlements of the ETC and is distinctive for other categories of ceramic products
(Fig. 7:3, 5, 6). A less reﬁned version of this kind of ornamentation was wide-spread in
later monuments and in other local variants of the ETC.
The population of the Southern Bug region practised certain rituals connected with
furnaces. This is conﬁrmed by the model furnace with cult attributes revealed in the
Berezivka settlement (Fig. 7:7). The existence of similar ceremonies is characteristic
for cultures of the Danube circle, where an analogy of the Berezivka model was found
[Nikolov 1990:33; Fig. 1-2; Ovchinnikov 1994:141-l50].
The facts presented above testify to the fact that the inﬂuence of the Gumelniţa
circle of cultures, and particularly of their nearest neighbours — the population of the
Bolgrad-Aldeni II culture — endured in the religious ideas of the inhabitants of the
region under consideration during the period of the developed TC, alongside a genetic
connection with the ETC settlements.
Interrelations between representatives of the ETC and the population of the Prut and
the Dniester basins were established from the moment of its appearance, as is primarily
shown by the high quality of vessel ornamentation. It is unclear yet whether ceramics were
exported or whether they were a product used in the exchange of stone and metal artifacts.
Contacts with related CC tribes were already established from the very beginning of the
developed TC (stage B I according to Passek).
The earliest traces of these connections have been found in the materials of the
multi-layer settlement in Berezivka on the Southern Bug. Fragments of vessels imported
from CC monuments were found in the lower layer of this settlement. They displayed
dark-brown triangles painted on a whitish, occasionally pale yellow background. In the
next layer (II), the painting is of a somewhat diﬀerent type. The vessels are decorated with scallops and scrolls, painted in three colours — red, white and black — with
the black paint being used to outline the basic ﬁgure. In the opinion of V.O. Tsybeskov,
these fragments can be synchronised with Izvoare II-1ab [Tsybeskov 1971:187-192]. The
fragments of ceramics from the III layer are decorated with a white-painted S-shaped
spiral, outlined in black and underlined by a dark red colour. The IV layer revealed an
almost completely preserved pot covered with white-painted S-shaped spirals, bordered
by a black line and underlined in dark red. The surface areas which are not covered
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by the basic ﬁgure are painted red. Fragments of a thin-walled beaker were revealed
in pit I, site 2 (Fig. 8:1), the surface of which was covered with similar painting to
that described above. Also discovered in the same dwelling were some fragments featuring a ‘meander-style’ painted decoration (Fig. 8:2, 3, 5). This period can also be
compared to the monuments of the Izvoare II type. Dated to this period is the settlement in Hǎbǎşeşti, which V. Dumitrescu attributed to the CC A3 [Dumitrescu 1954].
It should be emphasised here that this period saw close contacts with the Iaşi group
of CC tribes in the region established in the location of settlements such as Izvoare
and Scânteia [Mantu 1995:115-132]. Also discovered in the penultimate later in Berezivka were imported painted ceramics and fragments of vessels with incised ‘gutter’
ornamentation. Both types of ceramics were manufactured from a ﬁne-grain ceramic
mass of ‘puriﬁed’ clay. The nearest analogies can be traced in the settlement in Polivaniv Yar III in the Dniester basin [Popova 1985:22-23]. In the uppermost layer in
Berezivka was found imported painted pottery. The design is of a dark brown colour
on a background of whitish polished engobe, and its elements are ﬁlled with a slanting
grid of ﬁne brown lines (Fig. 8:4). Similar fragments are encountered in the settlement
in Shury, in Moldova. Also discovered in the upper layers in Berezivka were several
separate fragments with traits close to those of Vasylivka. However, in our opinion,
Vasylivka was slightly later than the ﬁnal layers in Berezivka, and ceramics with ﬂutes and painting were found in Vasylivka [Shumova 1994:83] which are not present in
Berezivka.
In settlements of the Middle Bug basin at the B I stage, one can ﬁnd vessels
covered with orange engobe and decorated with incised wide-mouthed ornamentation.
This pottery is similar in form and ornamentation to utensils from monuments of the same
period in the Dniester basin (stage B I). The inhabitants of these settlements presumably
participated in the creation of this local variant of the ETC. Traces of contacts with the
Dniester tribes can also be observed in materials of the settlements in Krasnostavka and
in Onopryivka in the Southern Bug and the Dniester rivers basin. A fragment of a vessel
with a shell admixture in the ceramic mass was revealed in Krasnostavka. Its surface
was decorated with a wavy ribbon motif composed of ﬁne incised lines bordered by a
ﬁne gear stamp [Tsvek 1995:36, Fig. 1:1]. The closest equivalent to this fragment can
be found in the materials from the settlement in Shury on the Dniester.
Vessels typical for the ETC were found in CC settlements in Hǎbǎşeşti and Truşeşti
[Dumitrescu 1974:129, Fig. 135]. Their presence once again conﬁrms the interrelations
of these cultures.
Later evidence of the interrelation between the Southern Bug basin area and CC
tribes is provided by the pottery from Klishchiv. Many painted vessels from this settlement are similar to the ceramics of settlements of the Shury type, especially amphorae
decorated with white spiral ribbons outlined in black. These vessels are not imitations,
and were most probably manufactured in Klishchiv by people of Bug origin. The above
allows assumptions to be made concerning the impact of the Middle Dniester on the
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F i g . 8. Imports of ceramics of the Cucuteni circle. 1-5 - Berezivka; 6,7,8 - Shkarivka; 9,10,19 - Vesely Kut;
11-17,20 - Garbuzyn.
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Southern Bug during the second half of the B I stage and the beginning of the B I-B II
stage (CC A4 — beginning CC A-B1). Vessels with forms and ornamentive compositions
quite common for settlements of the B I stage on the Dniester were found in Klishchiv
among ceramics with incised ornamentation. The ﬁnds of painted and kitchen pottery
imported from the described monuments testify to the contacts of the Soloncheny group
of the CC with the population of the Southern Bug and the Dnieper basin local variant
of the ETC.
Having investigated the materials from Vasylivka and having attributed the monument to the CC A3 — end of the B I stage, V. Shumova indicated that the CC impact from
the Prut basin had been highly signiﬁcant in the formation of this monument [Shumova
1994:86]. Subsequently, at the B I-B II stage (CC As), this territory became part of the
settlement zone of the Soloncheny local group. An original group of vessels decorated
with “canelures” and subsequently painted in white and red colours is common to Vasylivka and the monuments of this group. Ceramics with similar ornamentation have been
discovered in settlements of the Bug and the Dnieper rivers basin, which, it should be
noted, were later than Vasylivka, Zubrykha, Shkarivka and Vesely Kut [Tsvek 1985:37,
Fig. 1, 7]. This ornamentation type was peculiar to the ceramic complex of monuments
of the Draguşei type, whence similar vessels were imported through Vasylivka and later
through the Soloncheny group to the Bug and the Dnieper river basins (Fig. 8:19).
Fragments of imported vessels found in Shkarivka, deﬁning the connection of the
local ETC population with the Zalishchyky community in the Dniester basin deserve
special attention. They include vessels with red painting and black lines on a white
background (Fig. 8:8). Equivalents to this pottery can be found among settlements on the
Middle Dniester (Glybochok, Stinka site). Also discovered in Glybochok were ceramics
with incised ornamentation made of puriﬁed clay, characteristic for monuments of the
Dniester basin. These vessels are pear-shaped, with a narrowed low part creating a kind
of ‘underbottom’. Vessels similar in form were used in Shkarivka [Tsvek 1980; 174, Fig.
3, 3]. Also revealed in Shkarivka type settlements were thin-walled beakers with a red
painted ornamentation scheme consisting of ﬁne lines, triangles and grids (Fig. 8:6, 7).
Vessels of a similar form and ornamentation technique were used in the Zalishchyky
group of monuments of the Dniester basin [Vinogradova 1983].
The connections between the population of two areas continued into the second half
of the B I-B II stage, as is shown by materials from settlements of the Vesely Kut type
of the Bug and the Dnieper rivers basin, such as examples (Fig. 8:10) imported from
settlements of the Dniester basin (e.g. Polivaniv Yar) [Passek 1961:111]. In the same
period appeared local ceramics diﬀerent from the imported pottery in terms of mass
composition and painting style. These vessels were manufactured from a ceramic mass
containing a sand admixture, and their surface was covered with poorly preserved red
paint (Fig. 8, 9), imitating the painted decoration of the Zalishchyky group. In the later
layers of the Vesely Kut settlement were discovered imported bowls’, with dark brown
paint applied directly onto the surface of the vessel. The ornamentation scheme features
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representations of scallops, leaf-shaped ﬁgures, and circles. The separate sections of the
frieze are divided by vertical bands composed of ﬁne dark red lines. Equivalents to these
vessels can be found among the materials of the Buchach settlement and the monuments
in its vicinity.
Painted pottery penetrated the territory of the Dnieper from the centres of the
Dniester region through the territory of the Bug and Dnieper local variant of the ETC
(Veremya).
These contacts also continued into the B II stage. Single items of grey polished ceramics with monochrome dark brown painting, typical for the Dnieper settlement in Rakivets were encountered in Vesely Kut. Lesser quantities of similar vessels were revealed
in later settlements such as Myropilla of the Bug and the Dnieper variant. E.K. Chernysh
dated the settlement in Rakivets and the simultaneous monuments of the Dniester basin
back to the B II stage, according to period division of T.S. Passek, and attributed it to
the Soroky-Petreny variant. In the opinion of T.A. Potapova, a more acceptable dating
for these monuments is the middle of the B II stage, which coincides with our dating
of Myropilla. At the end of the B I-II stage, the communities of the late stages of the
Zalishchyky group migrated from the Middle Dniester to the Upper Dniester. Here, V.
Kruts and S. Ryzhov distinguished a special local variant of the ETC. The incoming
communities occupied the territory of the Dniester basin from the Velyka Luka River
in the region of Nezvysko to the upper reaches of the Dniester. They formed small settlements with nest-like dwelling constructions. These peoples were attracted to the area
of the Upper Dniester basin by the large quantities of high-quality Turonian ﬂint and
numerous expositions of hydrochloric mineral sources to be found there [Kruts, Ryzhov
1997:23-32]. It is most likely that other demographic processes were occurring in the
Middle and Upper Dniester basin during this period. The Zalishchyky community, as we
have already mentioned, made contact with the ETC population at the B I-B II stage.
Their descendants, having moved on to the upper reaches of the Dniester, continued to
preserve these connections, as is indicated by the materials from Vesely Kut.
A number of settlements, such as those in Garbuzyn on the Ros, Gordashivka on
the Girsky Tikich, Lekarevo on the Velyka Vys and Trostyanchyk on the Southern Bug
appeared at the ﬁnal stage of the developed TC (the second half of the BII stage) in the
Bug basin and the Bug — Dnieper rivers basin. A comparison of the ceramic complexes
of these monuments has revealed both their similarity and their distinctiveness. In almost
all the settlements there is a large quantity of vessels decorated with painting (40-60%).
A combination of dark brown monochrome ornamentation with bright orange or red
engobe on a carefully polished surface is characteristic of this group of pottery. The
ornamentive compositions contain circles, ovals, vegetable elements, and occasionally
anthropomorphic images (Fig. 8:11-16, 18, 20). Even though this kind of pottery represents a coherent type, the vessels accompanying it feature incised ornamentation, and the
ceramics with a shell admixture possess distinctive local traits. This allows one to assume
a practically simultaneous inﬂuence from the Upper Dniester (Ryngach, Nezvysko etc.).
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In summarising, one can state that the contacts between the population of the western
and the eastern borders of the CTC community spanned the entire period of the developed
TC. However, the nature of these connections is ambiguous. In the early stages of the
ETC, the contacts between the population of the Dniester basin and the Prut basin were
based on exchange, and resulted in the import of painted pottery. Later, at the end of
the B II stage, the inﬂuence from the Upper Dniester on the territory of the ETC was
established.
In the search for new lands and raw materials, the CC tribes were unable to move
westwards, as the lands on the Prut River were already densely populated. Hence the
eastward direction of their migration, the traces of which appear primarily on the Southern
Bug (Klishchiv). In the basin of the Bug and Dnieper rivers, this process is reﬂected
in materials from locations such as the ﬁnal stage of the Vesely Kut, Myropilla and
Garbuzyn settlements. More intense relations between the tribes of the ETC and the
CC population clearly existed in this period, as is indicated by ﬁnds of bolas and clay
spheres in Myropilla. This complex process, which resulted in the assimilation of part of
the local population of the ETC by the incoming peoples from the Dniester, took place
at the end of the developed TC on the territory of the eastern region.
The ETC appeared in the middle of V millennium BC (ﬁrst half of IV millennium
conv. BC, according to traditional chronology) and lasted for more than a millennium.
The distinctions in topography, and in settlement lay-out and construction, the perfection
of techniques of dwelling building and, above all, the changes in ceramic complexes
(the creation of new categories, groups of ceramics, vessel forms and ornamentation’s
schemes, their diﬀerent percentage ratio and the disappearance of old traditions) have
made it possible to distinguish four stages of cultural development [Tsvek 1994:64-66].
The culture was formed at the ﬁrst stage (B I) and reached its height during the
second and the third (B I-II; B III), at which time the community of the ETC occupied
most of the territory between the Southern Bug and the Dnieper. By the ﬁnal stage (IV),
this territory had been signiﬁcantly reduced, and the tribes of the ETC inhabited only a
small area of the Dnieper River basin, from where they ﬁnally disappeared.
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THE TRIPOLYE-CUCUTENI AND LENGYEL-POLGÁR
CULTURES

The geo-political position of the Tripolye-Cucuteni cultures between the East and
the West and their role in the ethnological history of the adjoining territories created for
them all the necessary prerequisites to occupy a special place in the Eneolithic — Early
Bronze epochs.
The Tripolye-Cucuteni culture (TCC) is regarded in modern science as a cultural-historical community consisting (from a sociological perspective) of a range of cultures.
Its present division into two areas — eastern and western (in the course of time, the
latter came to perform a particular role) — does not reﬂect the complexity of the ancient
history of this agricultural population. To reduce the evolution of the Tripolye culture
(TC) to two parallel lines, frequently intersecting on some of the territories, does not
correspond to the reality of the development of this culture. Presently, a couple of genetic
features, which correlate with the archaeological cultures with their own speciﬁc features,
traditions, cultural-economic relations either inside the TCC community or outside it,
may be clearly determined. In our opinion, it is presently conceivable to distinguish
eight independent cultural formations: the Petreny (the Upper Prut, the Middle and the
Upper Dniester and the middle part of the Southern Bug); the Tomashivka (the Bug
and the Dniester rivers basin and, partially, the right bank of the Middle Dnieper); the
Koshylivtsy (the Middle Dniester); the Zhvaniets (the Middle Prut, the Middle Dniester);
the Soﬁevka (the Middle Dnieper territory as far as the mouth of the Teteriv in the North)
the Kosenivka (basin of the Bug and the Dnieper rivers); the Usatovo (the western part of
the Pontic steppes between the Danube, the Prut and the Southern Bug rivers basin); and
the Kolomiyshchina (basin between the Bug and the Dnieper, and the Middle Dnieper
towards the mouth of the Teteriv river in the North) [Movsha 1984:66; 1993:24-58]. The
Kolomiyshchina culture is also known under the name of Eastern TC [Tsvek 1985:31-40;
1989:106-117].
The high level of economic and cultural development of these cultures served as
a reliable guarantee of their vast connections with the surrounding and distant foreign
cultures and cultural-historical communities.
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This research work considers their interactions with some cultures of the Polgár-Lengyel cultural complex of the closest neighbouring territories.
The ﬁnds of imports and their imitations in well-dated complexes makes it possible
to give a temporally relatively accurate consideration of their connections and contacts
with particular societies. The relations of the tribes of the diﬀerent cultures of the TC
community with the populations of territories characterised by rich resources of copper
ore deposits still remains a problem which has yet to be satisfactorily examined, despite
being associated with the names of a number of researchers. The interrelations of the
population of the TC community with the cultures of the Middle Danube and the Tisza-Transylvania regions are distinctly ﬁxed in the framework of the Balkan-Carpathian
metallurgical province [Chernykh 1978a], the third and the fourth stages of the metal
processing of south- eastern Europe, with six industrial regions [Ryndina 1993:25-32].
The Tisza-Transylvanian region (including the Polgár culture (PC) of the early Tiszapolgár stage; the Lengyel culture (LC) of the 3d stage; the PC of the further stages of the
Bodrogkeresztúr I and the Bodrogkeresztúr II; and the Lengyel IV) played a particularly
important role in these interrelations. Copper ore and ready-to-use articles were imported
to the TC from the copper ore sources of these cultures.

1. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE TRIPOLYE AND THE TISZAPOLGÁR
CULTURES

The PC, distinguished by Stanislav Šiška, occupied the territory of eastern Slovakia
and the Tisza basin of eastern Hungary, north-western Romania and the territory to the
west of the Carpathian Mountains in Ukraine. The materials of the third stage of the
PC, which can be subdivided into the Tiszapolgár, the Bodrogkeresztúr and the Lažňany
chronological periods, are important with regard to connections with the TCC. There
are no Bodrogkeresztúr monuments known in Ukraine. Connections between the TCC
and the PC have been determined in the huge territory occupied by the TCC population
from the Siret River basin in the west to the middle part of the Dnieper in the east, and
from the Upper Dniester and the Upper Prut in the north to the Middle Dnieper in the
south-east. The population of the territory to the east of the area of the Carpathians —
the Upper Prut and the Upper Dnieper, i.e. the closest neighbouring territory, occupied
the primary place in the system of their connections. It is possible to assume that the
interrelations were multilateral: not only cultural-economical, but also ethnic.
The investigation of these complicated interrelations is based on both previously
available materials and on materials which have not been previously considered in this
context. They appear at certain chronological cross-sections over the entire area of the
above-mentioned territory, from west to east.
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Connections between the TCC and the population of the Carpathian basin can be
observed in Romanian Transylvania, at Ariuşd settlement on the River Rech. A vessel was
discovered there dating back to the end of the Tiszapolgár stage [Szekely 1964:121-126,
Fig. 2, 3; Dumitrescu 1969:87-100]. Connections with the PC of the Tiszapolgár culture
(TPC) stage, or a separate culture on the territory of Ukraine, have been detected on
settlements of diverse time periods of the B I stage, including Nezvysko II (according
to the materials of K.K. Chernysh) and Krasnostavka (the A3 stage of the Cucuteni). In
attributing characteristics to the pottery from Nezvysko II, the researcher paid special
attention to the thick-walled kitchen pottery produced from a poorly-stirred clay mass
with a high content of chamotte admixture: large vessels with wide mouths and conical
plates decorated with moulded bosses and ear-shaped handles with horizontal holes
[Chernysh 1962:32-36, Fig. 22:12, Fig. 1:5]. A remarkable quantity of monuments over
a comparatively large territory, extending to the area between the Bug and the Dnieper
basins (Krasnostavka), was involved in contacts with the Polgár population during the
Tiszapolgár stage at the end of the TC B I / the Cucuteni A3 stages.

1.1.

THE SOLONCHENY GROUP

The relations between the two cultures under consideration in the middle area of
the Dnieper river basin are well represented by the signiﬁcant amount of materials from
the middle layer of the Soloncheny 2 settlement in Moldova, which deserves a separate
publication. The materials from the sealed complexes of dug-outs and semi-dug-outs,
dated back to the end of the B I stage — the beginning of the B I — B II / Cucuteni A4,
A-B 1 stages, are worth special attention. A deep conical bowl made from a pink mass
with an insigniﬁcant admixture of ﬁne-grained sand, chamotte, and small and medium-sized quartz grains can possibly be attributed to the imports from monuments of the
TCP. Its external surface is lightly smoothed, whilst the inner surface, as well as the outer
surface near the mouth, is thoroughly reﬁned. The upper area is decorated on one side
by short vertical incisions. The lower area down to the very bottom is decorated with
three lines of button-shaped mouldings, located one under the other (Fig. 1:6) [Movsha
1994:45, 46]. An analogous pottery shape and ornamentation is encountered in the TCP
monuments in Hungary (particularly in Deszek) [Bognár-Kutzián 1972:Table. XXIII:2],
in Ukraine and in the Carpathians in Drysino, Mala Gora site [Potushnyak 1985:293, Fig.
76:12]: the fragments of conical bowls or bowls with rounded walls, vertical near the
edge and narrowed in a cone towards the small bottom. The external surface of the bowls
is decorated with diﬀerent mouldings or ear-shaped handles with horizontal holes. They
also have analogies in the Tibava settlement in Slovakia [Šiška 1968:Table VIII, XI], some
specimens of which bear traces of a thin covering of white paint over the entire surface.
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F i g . 1. Ceramics with elements of the Tiszapolgár culture from the Tripolye-Cucuteni settlements: 1-4
Buchach; 5 - Nezvysko II; 6 - Soloncheny 2, middle layer ; 7 - Glubochok.
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A special interest deserve the fragments of grain containers (so-called korchagi)
— large vessels produced from a roughly-mixed lumpy clay with a large admixture of
chamotte, ﬁne-grained sand, and either lime grains or a red substance. The pottery is
often evenly-baked. The colour of the surface and in the cross-sections is of diﬀerent
shades: from greyish, through light brown and reddish, to pink. The external surface is
carelessly smoothed by hand and left rough, frequently covered with an engnobe layer.
Only the external surface and the area near the edge is carefully fashioned, and occasionally polished. Two types of thick-walled grain containers can be distinguished: 1
— vessels with rounded shoulders and a curve towards a straight wide mouth; 2 —
vessels with rounded shoulders and with no curve towards the mouth. The lower parts
of the walls are sharply or slightly narrowed towards the small bottom. The lip of the
mouth is horizontal or obliquely cut. The external surface of both types of vessel is
decorated with plastic ornamentation. The shoulders and the lower area of the belly
are covered with diﬀerent types of mouldings: ﬂat and semi-circular, elongated, knobby,
beak-shaped and horn-shaped. The pottery group with large phallic and beak-shaped
mouldings, occasionally covered with bosses, is especially interesting. As a rule, they
do not possess any perforations in the bottom. A vessel wall fragment with a vertically-perforated beak-shaped moulding, and some walls with horizontal holes in the
mouldings placed on them are exceptional in this context. A comparatively small range
of fragments of large vessels are decorated with loop-shaped ear-handles with holes (Fig.
2:1-8).
The majority of the pottery examined is of local origin, and follows the traditions
of TC, B I stage / Cucuteni A4 stage ceramics, with an extensive occurrence of roughly-made kitchen pottery. At the same time, Soloncheny potters had accepted new,
foreign elements of ornamentation under the inﬂuence of the Tiszapolgár stage of the
PC of Transylvania. The beak-shaped mouldings, bosses, handles with holes and other
plastic elements of ornamentation are characteristic of the monuments of the classic
stage of the Polgár IIIb in eastern Slovakia, such as the cemetery in Tibava [Šiška
1968:Table VIII:8, 12, 14; Table X:5, 10, 13; Table XI:2, 16]. The Soloncheny handles are similar to the perforated beak-shaped handles distinctive for the TPC pottery
from Herpály III in Hungary [Titov 1984:Fig. 5:1-4, 7] and for the TPC in Hungary
in general [Bognár-Kutzián 1963; 1972]. Stanislav Šiška has synchronised the classical
stage of Polgár IIIb with the B2 stage of the TC, drawing on the similarity in shapes
and mouldings between the TC and the TPC [Šiška 1968:145]. The TPC inﬂuence was
distributed in the TC monuments on the territory of the Upper and the Middle Dnieper
basin. This data has already been partially presented in scientiﬁc literature. The settlement in the Glubochok village in the Borschiv District of Ternopil Region, dated back
to the end of the BI stage, is one of the new monuments which reﬂects such contacts
and relationships. The deep bowl-shaped form with attached ear-shaped handles was discovered there. This vessel was made from a rough paste with a chamotte admixture.
The external surface is roughly fashioned by hand, especially in its lower part (Fig. 1:7)
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F i g . 2. Ceramics with elements of the Tiszapolgár culture from the settlement in Soloncheny 2 (middle layer).
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[Sokhatskiy 1993:10; Fig. 4:6]. Analogies to this vessel can be found in the pottery
of the TPC monument in Hódmezövásárhely-Bodzáspart [Bognár-Kutzián 1972:Plate
XLIV:5].

1.2.

THE PETRENY CULTURE OF THE MIDDLE AND THE UPPER DNIESTER

The fragments of TPC vessels, decorated with button-shaped mouldings and pin
decorations, have been discovered in upper and lower Nezvysko settlements (Chernyatyn
of the B I-II stages and Viktoriv, the later periods of B II-C I stages) [Kruts, Ryzhov
1997:26].
The deep rounded cup found in the settlement of the B II stage in Nezvysko II
deserves a particular mention [Chernysh 1982:205]. It has wide vertical walls near the
brim, rounded shoulders and a lower part which narrows sharply towards a small bottom.
The external surface is rough; the internal surface smooth. The ornamentation is plastic,
covering the surface with several chequered lines. The upper part is decorated with
ear-shaped handles with horizontal holes; the lower part is covered with beak-shaped
mouldings (Fig. 3:1) [Kozłowski 1939:23, Table VII, II; Movsha 1994a:45]. The shape
of the Nezvysko vessel and the mixture of two types of plastic ornamentation are speciﬁc
features of the TPC, as further exempliﬁed by the similarly-shaped vessel from Tiszaug-Kisrétpart [Bognár-Kutzián 1972:163, Fig. 18].
The large vessel found in the Holigrady settlement (Chervonograd) is worth noting
in the context of relationships between the TC and the cultures of the Middle Danube
basin. It has high shoulders, a wide mouth, undeveloped brim and conical walls narrowed
towards the bottom. Four lines of wide handles with horizontal holes are placed in a
chess-board arrangement on the shoulders (Fig. 3:2) [Hadaczek 1914:Fig. 42]. The shape
and plastic ornamentation of the Holigrady vessel corresponds to the Chaskhal type
[Bognár-Kutzián 1972:Plate XIII:3].
The pottery from the TC settlement of Kadyivtsy-Bavky in the Kamyanets-Podilskyi
District of Khmelnytskiy Region illustrates the interactions with the population of the
TPC. According to the data of M.Y. Rudinskiy [1927:123-133], some researchers consider this settlement to be a monument of two chronologically-close layers [Vinogradova
1983:36], attributing the second layer to the B I-II stages. Passing over this question,
we will focus on an entirely-preserved vessel found in this settlement — a large grain
container (62.7 cm), which appears to be attributable to the same horizon as the painted
vessels with vertical S-shaped ornament. The grain container is produced from roughly
mixed clay, with a chamotte admixture, and is pink in colour. The external surface is
generally carelessly smoothed by hand in diﬀerent directions, only well-smoothed under
the rim. The shape is traditional, with a wide mouth, and rounded shoulders narrowing
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F i g . 3. Large vessels with elements of the Tiszapolgár and the Bodrogkeresztúr cultures from the settlements
in: 1 - Nezvysko III; 2 - Holigrady; 3 - Kadyivtsy-Bavky; 4 - Petreny.
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sharply towards a small bottom. The external surface from the broadest part of the shoulders down is decorated with plastic ornamentation in the form of wide handles and
mouldings. The handles are placed in two lines and have horizontal holes. Individual
conical-shaped mouldings are placed in the spaces between them and lower down (Fig.
3:3) [Rudinskiy 1927:123, Plate XXIX:30].
The TPC imports can be correspondingly traced in the table pottery from Buchach
in the Dniester River basin (Fig. 1-3) [Kozłowski 1924]. The connections between the representatives of this monument and the population of the Carpathian basin are conﬁrmed
by the recent excavations in this settlement held by Maryna Yagodynska and Oleksandr
Sytnyk, during which they discovered a large vessel with plastic mouldings.
In the light of this information, one could surmise that the Middle Dniester monuments, where the pottery with kind of painted and deeply incised ornamentation reveal
genetic connections with the following development of the settlement of the Ozaryntsi
type in Mogyliv-Podolia region, will play a key role in the future in solving questions
regarding contacts between the TC and the TPC. An illustrative specimen in this context is the vessel fragment with a beak-shaped attachment from ﬁeld research carried
out in the lower layer settlement in the village of Gremyach, Monashky site, in the
Kamianets-Podilskyi District [Movsha 1994a:30].

1.3.

THE KOLOMYSHCHINA CULTURE OF THE SOUTHERN BUG
AND THE DNIEPER RIVERS

The TC communities from the Bug and the Dnieper rivers basin came into contact
with the TPC at the end of the B I stage of the Tripolye / Cucuteni A3, A4. Imported
pottery produced from clay with sand, lime and quartzite admixtures, and emulations
thereof, was discovered in Krasnostavka. The vessel presented in publication by T.D.
Belanovskaya is shown here at Fig. 4:8 [Belanovskaya 1957:31-39]. TPC and TC elements
were combined [Tsvek 1985], with the former represented particularly in the handle shape
and point incisions. The TPC inﬂuence can be traced in the monuments of the following
B II stage of the TC, and is particularly present in new shapes, such as the bowls
with hole ornamentation and bowls with a double row of loop-shaped handles found in
Vesely Kut and Shkarivtsy [Tsvek 1985:39, 1989:112-114, Table 5]. Analogies to some
of these forms are to be found also in the Carpathian region (Dedovo — Khompalok
site) [Potushnyak 1985:Fig. 77:12].
The most easterly ﬁnd, connected with the Tiszapolgár stage of the PC, originates
from the cemetery in the village of Orlyk, in the Poltava Region [Lugova, Rassamakin
1985:53-57].
From the end of the B I stage of the TC / Cucuteni A4 onwards, the connections
of the TCC population with the representatives of the Carpathian basin cultures became
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F i g . 4. Pottery with elements of the Tiszapolgár and the Bodrogkeresztúr cultures from the settlement in:
1,3 - Vesely Kut; 2 - Stara Buda; 4 - Klishchiv; 5-7 -Veremya; 8 - Krasnostavka.
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constant. The artifacts from the TC settlement of the B I-B II stages (according to T.S.
Passek — B II stage) in the middle area of the Dnieper river basin are of particular
importance in the question of TC links with the region under consideration, in other
words, in determining the period of inhabitation of this territory by the TC population.
Among the artifacts discovered were not only items of pottery, but also diﬀerent shaped
axes, originating from the later settlements of northern Moldova: Brynzeny-Tsyganka
and Soroki, Michurin farm. The researchers compare these axes to the tools of the
Bodrogkeresztúr stage of the PC, which P. Patay attributes to the Sakhalkat type [Titov,
Markevich 1974:150-164]. In particular, the broadsword-axe from the Michurin farm
is compared to the broadsword-axe from the Bachokert settlement of the PC [Patay
1959:145, Fig. 41].
Evidence of the Carpathian-Transylvanian origin of a signiﬁcant amount of the
above-mentioned tools and the apparent use of metal from this region in the production
of artifacts is provided by concurrent ﬁnds of pottery featuring elements of the TPC.
Additionally, a number of artifacts originate from the same sites on the territory of the
Middle Dnieper basin as the above-mentioned metal broadsword-axes. First of all, attention should be drawn to a collection of unbroken beakers from the excavations of
V. Khvoiko. They are of two types: 1 — vessels with low, rounded shoulders, a cylindrical neck smoothly curved near the brim, and a lightly-proﬁled bottom (Veremya), 2
— vessels with slightly higher, rounded shoulders, and a conical upper part narrowing
towards a small mouth. Loop-shaped handles with vertical holes are placed in the upper part of the shoulders. Two pseudo-ﬂutes joining over the beak-shaped moulding or
hanging ear-shaped handle with horizontal hole are outlined over the handles on one
beaker and under them on the other (Fig. 6:1). On the single beaker from Veremya, the
ornamentation with pseudo-ﬂutes is placed over the beak-shaped moulding, imitating a
phallus decorated with hollow tube prints (Fig. 4:5). Analogies to this ornamentation
are present in the TPC in the Carpathian basin, including the ornamental motifs of the
vessel from Hódmezövásárhely-Bodzáspart [Bognár-Kutzián 1972:39]. Other analogous
beakers come from Deszek (Plate XX:4; XXII:6; XXVI:3; Hódmezövásárhely-Kotacpart,
grave 7, Plate XIVI:2; Ószentiván, Table VIII, grave 8, Plate IVIII:1). The vessel from
the settlement of the B II stage in Veremya village [Kozlovska 1926, Fig. 18] with a
conical, narrowed upper part is noteworthy for its shape and ornamentation in which, as
in Krasnostavka, typical Tripolyan ornamentation and Polgár elements were combined.
Two wide moulded handles are placed on the shoulders. A handle placed near the bottom
of the vessel imitates a phallus. There is a small button moulding on the shoulders (Fig.
4, 6). The beaker with low, rounded shoulders and a small, slightly concave bottom,
decorated with wide pseudo-chanellures and a horn-shaped protuberance, is horizontally
cut at the top. The surface of the beaker is covered with a thin layer of dark brown
engobe and is well smoothed and polished. The ceramic mass contained an admixture
of sand and herb ﬁbre (Fig. 6:3).
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2. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE TRIPOLYE-CUCUTENI AND THE
BODROGKERESZTÚR

The new population group of the Bodrogkeresztúr culture appeared at the end of
the B II stage of the Tripolye / Cucuteni A-B1. It occupied the territory of eastern
Hungary, western and north-western Romania, and eastern Slovakia. Several sites have
been identiﬁed in the eastern regions of the Carpathian basin in Poland. There is no data
available concerning its presence in Ukraine.
The contacts and connections between the TCC and the Bodrogkeresztúr population
are traced within the same territorial borders of the TCC as with the TPC population
of the previous stage until TC C I and Cucuteni B1 inclusive. Evidence of cultural
exchange is provided by pottery and metal artifacts. Data from the excavations in Reci in
Romania, where both TPC and Bodrogkeresztúr pottery was discovered in one complex
of the Ariuşd culture [Szekely 1964:123-124, Fig. 2; Dumitrescu 1969:87-100], testiﬁes
to the partial co-existence of monuments of two diﬀerent stages of the PC. Traces of this
phenomenon can be found in the settlement in Vesely Kut [Tsvek 1989:112-114].
The nearest contact area of direct relationships was the Ukrainian Carpathian Mountains — the Upper Prut area and the Dnieper River basin (the upper and the northern
reaches of the Middle Dnieper). Bodrogkeresztúr inﬂuence, emulation and impulses can
be observed in many settlements.
2.1.

THE BYSTRYTSA RIVER REGION IN ROMANIA. THE PETRENY CULTURE OF THE

UPPER PRUT, THE MIDDLE AND THE UPPER DNIESTER. THE TOMASHIVKA CULTURE OF THE
SOUTHERN BUG AND DNIEPER BASIN

The ﬁnd of a golden pendant and a large vessel in the Romanian settlement of
Traian-Dealul-Fântânilor III is believed to provide evidence of active relations between
the above-mentioned cultures [Dumitrescu 1969:87-103, 1976:231-232, 1981: 23-35, Fig.
1]. The vessel has high shoulders, a narrow mouth and an oblong lower part smoothly
narrowing towards the base. The external surface is carelessly smoothed and decorated
with beak-shaped mouldings with horizontal holes placed in several rows. V.S. Titov
correlated this vessel with the pottery of the Hunyadihálom group in eastern Hungary,
Lažňany in eastern Slovakia and monuments in the Carpathian Mountains. Furthermore,
basing on their distinctive handles, he outlined analogies with the Salcuţa IV and Petreşti
IV, paying special importance to the Traian ﬁnds [Titov 1971:1-7].
V. Dumitrescu has noted Bodrogkeresztúr ornamental traditions in the unique vase
with four petalled lips and two moulded ear-shaped handles from Calu Piatra Şoimului
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F i g . 5. Copper axes from the Tripolye settlements in: 1,8,9 - Shcherbanivka; 2,4,5 - Veremya; 3 - Gorodnytsa
II; 6,7 - Tripolye.
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F i g . 6. Beakers from the Tripolye culture settlements: 1 - Stayky-Zhukivtsy; 2,3 - the Middle Dnieper basin
territory with the Tiszapolgár and the Bodrogkeresztúr elements.
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settlement of the Cucuteni A-B stage. At the same time, the ornamented vessel from the
settlement in Draguşeni of the Cucuteni A4 period he attributes to the TPC [Dumitrescu
1974:Fig. 140, 1976:356].
By the B2 stage of the TC, the traditional Bodrogkeresztúr net ornamentations,
had reached the area between the Bug and the Dnieper river basins. They were used
to cover local pottery of the crater type [Tsvek 1989] (Fig. 4:1). The connections with
the Bodrogkeresztúr culture of the second stage are observed on the territory of the
Southern Bug. One notable example is a bowl/cup, with rounded shoulders and moulded
handles with horizontal holes, found in the settlement of the Tomashivka cultural group
in the village of Stara Buda [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997] (Fig. 4:2). Imported elements include
vessels of a new pear-like shape, with an undeveloped brim and a small mouth, such
as one of the vessels from the settlement of the B2 stage in Klishchiv village, which
is decorated with moulded handles placed at the broadest point of the shoulders and in
the lower part [Zayets, Ryzhov 1992] (Fig. 4:4). Pear-shaped vessels bearing imported
elements of ornamentation later became the most widely-spread vessels in settlements
of the Kolomiyshchina culture in the TCC community on the territory of the Middle
Dnieper basin. This will be discussed below.
The settlement of the Upper Prut basin which fully demonstrates inﬂuences and,
possibly, impulses of the Polgár cultural complex at the Bodrogkeresztúr stage is the
Shypintsy settlement in the Chernivtsi Region at the TC CI stage. The materials from
the upper layer of this settlement — Shypintsy B — are presented below, in accordance
with the monograph of Oleg Kandyba [1937]. They include a large vessel (72 cm high)
with a narrow mouth and rounded, conical shoulders narrowed towards the brim, and
smoothly narrowing down to the bottom. The external surface is decorated with moulded
handles with horizontal holes placed in ﬁve rows in a chess-board arrangement [Kandyba
1937:Fig. 119] (Fig. 7:8). In addition, the table pottery of TC type shapes from this
Shypintsy monument bears elements from the PC: a cup with rounded shoulders and a
lower part sharply narrowing downwards, and diverse pots decorated with four ear-shaped
handles placed in a single row are characteristic (Fig. 7:2-6).
Bodrogkeresztúr elements of ornamentation also cover the pottery of the C I stage
settlements of the adjoining territory of the Middle Dnieper River basin. Worth noting in
this context is a vessel from Melnytsa-Podilska in Ternopil Region, which has rounded
shoulders smoothly narrowing towards a wide mouth, with undeﬁned brim and bottom.
It is externally decorated with three rows of handles with horizontal holes (Fig. 7:1)
[Kruts, Ryzhov 1997]. The unique cave in Bilche Zolote (Verteba) is another example
of a Middle Dnieper monument whose pottery bears signs of Polgár cultural complex
inﬂuence. Among the parallels to the large Shypentsi vessels, O. Kandyba mentions a
large grain container (78 cm high) with ﬁve rows of moulded loop-shaped lugs [Kandyba
1937:38].
From the region close to the Carpathians there are known large vessels found in
the settlement of the C I stage in Petreny in the north of Moldova. These vessels are
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F i g . 7. Pottery with features of the Polgar inﬂuence from the settlements in the Dnieper and the Bug rivers
basins: 1 - Melnytsa-Podilska; 2,3,5,7,8 - Schypentsi; 6 - Kunysivtsi; Odaiv; 9 - Viktoriv.
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oblong in shape, with broadened, angular shoulders narrowing towards a wide mouth
with a short, slightly bent brim. Most of the external surface is decorated with four rows
of loop-shaped ears in a chess-board arrangement (Fig. 3, 4) [Shtern 1906:Table XI:3].
Finds of this sort of ceramics in the settlements of the Ukrainian Carpathians can
be partly explained by impulses from the eastern territory of the Carpathian basin, as
well as by the direct relations between the TC population from the basins of the Upper
Prut and the Upper Dniester rivers, which we attribute to the Petreny culture in the TCC
community, and the representatives of the Bodrogkeresztúr II culture.
Copper hammer-axes and cross-axes occupy an important place in studies of the
cultural and economic relations of the TCC with the cultures of the Polgár cultural
complex. In the opinion of R. Pittioni, their production was connected with the territory
of Transylvania and Slovakia [Pittioni 1953:16]. Although the majority of ﬁnds were
incidental, some of the specimens derive from monuments dated according to the pottery
presently available. The number of such axes available for research has recently increased
from fourteen to eighteen. Here, we have included the specimens from the following
settlements: Gorodnytsa II of the B II stage from Ternopil Region [Sulimirski 1961];
Zalissa I, Lysa Gora site, of the B II — beginning of the C I stage of the Kamyanets-Podilskiy District of Khmelnytskiy Region (the author of the article speciﬁes that the
axe here comes from the upper layer of the settlement); and Ryngach of the C I stage in
Chernivtsi Region [Zbenovich 1969:135-141]. There are also two tools from new sites:
an axe-adze found in the B II stage settlement in Korzhova in Ternopil Region [Maleyev,
Konopla 1985:311] and a hammer-axe from the settlement of the B II — C I stage in
Victoriv site 21 in Ivano-Frankivsk Region [Krushelnitskaya, Konopla 1985:300-301]
(Fig. 8:1-6).
To sum up, both the new and the previously-known axe-type tools originate from
TCC settlements located in the region adjoining the territory of the Transylvanian —
Carpathian copper ore basin.
According to R. Pittioni, two unbroken axes, found in two hoards discovered in
Gorodnytsa II and Brad, can be attributed to the imports from the Transylvanian or
Slovakian centres. They have been typologically compared to the cast axes with inlets,
originating from burial places of the late stage of the Bodrogkeresztúr in Decea Muresului
and Jászladány [Ryndina 1971:133-134, 138].
An axe-adze from Gorodnytsa II, reliable for dating purposes, found together with
other metal artifacts in a painted vessel, is characteristic for settlements of the B2 stage of
the TC, which, according to our studies, was a part of the Petreny culture [Movsha 1984;
1993:24-58]. The hoard also contained other copper artifacts: an adze with semicircular
blade, a knife, nine oblong barrel-shaped beads and a fragment of a diadem or neck
adornment decorated with stamp ornamentation [Sulimirski 1961:91, 92, Table 1].
The axes under consideration are attributed by scientists to the Jászladány type,
which was connected with the Bodrogkeresztúr culture. However, this opinion is considered to be erroneous, as the territory of distribution of these instruments was much
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F i g . 8. Copper hammer-axes from the Tripolye settlements.
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larger and exceeded the borders of the Bodrogkeresztúr monuments. Additionally, their
largest concentration is to be found on this territory [Bognár-Kutzián 1963:493, 494].
V.S. Titov has dated the axes with cross-shaped blade back to the B I - B II - C I stages /
Cucuteni A-B, B. They ﬁrst appeared in Hungary at the end of the TPC (V.S. Titov later
extended the dating of this culture to the C I - C II stages), and were then used during the
Bodrogkeresztúr. The lower limit of their appearance is, however, still unknown [Titov
1971:1-7].
In our opinion, it is very important that the above-mentioned axes, as well as the large
vessels and vessels of other shapes mentioned, which were discovered in the settlements
of the Petreny culture in the TCC community, such as Nezvysko III, Kadyivtsy-Bavky,
Petreny, Gorodnytsa II and Zalissa I, conﬁrm the interrelations with TCC population.

2.2.

THE KOLOMIYSHCHINA AND SOFIEVKA CULTURES OF THE MIDDLE DNIEPER

Foreign Bodrogkeresztúr elements in the Middle Dnieper basin are present on the
vessels of pear-like shapes, ﬂat or oblong with a narrow mouth and small bottom.
Their brims are of several shapes: undeveloped (Grebeny); short and cylindrical
(Kolomiyshchina I); and slightly externally bent (Veremya, Dovzhyk site) [Khvoiko 1901;
Passek 1949:Fig. 67; Tsvek 1964:Fig. 1]. The surface is covered with a layer of engobe,
and smoothed, on some vessels even polished (Grebeny). It is of a terracotta, brownish
or occasionally greyish-black colour. The ceramic mass is rough, with an admixture
of coarse-grained sand, and grains of white and red substances. The deeply incised
ornamentation traditional for the eastern region is combined on these vessels with plastic
mouldings in the form of loop-shaped handles, which decorate the upper part of the
shoulders and the lower bellies close to the bottom.
The territory of distribution of the above-mentioned type of grain containers covers
the area of the right bank of the Middle Dnieper basin. Its chronological range lies
between B II and C I. The unbroken specimens from the listed settlements represent
the entire range (Fig. 9:1-7), although there are also some interesting fragments from
the excavations of V. Khvoiko in Zhukivtsy (Fig. 9:3) and from other unidentiﬁed sites
(Fig. 9:4, 5). The large (63 cm high), round vessel (grain container?) from Grebeny
can be attributed to the early vessels. Spirals and schematic anthropomorphic elements
of ornamentation are accompanied by two rows of symmetrically-placed, loop-shaped
handles [Tsvek 1964, Fig. 1].
The two large grain containers from the Kolomiyshchina I settlement are not the
least important in terms of research into the relations of the TC population in the Dnieper
River basin and the representatives of the Polgár cultural circle at the Bodrogkeresztúr
II stage. On one of the containers, the tree of life is deeply engraved. On the other, this
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feature is more stylised and is surrounded by columns composed of short horizontal lines.
Both grain containers are decorated with two rows of ‘ears’, four in each row (Fig. 9:1-2)
[Passek 1949:Fig. 67] . The grain container from the excavations of V. Khvoiko with
solar and lunar signs has only two ‘ears’ under the brim (Fig. 9:5). The rounded vessel
from the Dovzhyk site in the village of Veremya has an ornamentation featuring complex
symbolism, and four large, symmetrically-positioned, loop-shaped handles, distinctive for
the Polgár cultural circle (Fig. 9:6). Such loop-shaped handles, this time placed in two
rows, in an asymmetric arrangement, cover the upper part of a further grain container,
decorated with lunar symbols, trees of life and wave-shaped bands, which derives from
an unknown settlement in the Dnieper basin (Fig. 9:4).
It is apparent from analysis of the above-mentioned materials of the B II and CI
stages that Polgár elements are present in many settlements on this territory. Pear-shaped
grain containers are diﬀerent in proportions, shoulder-shapes, and in the type, number
and position of handles. It is worth mentioning the less frequent occurrence here of
large loop- shaped handles, and the apparent absence of knee-shaped handles. In the
Polgár of Hungary and Slovakia, such grain containers are extremely rare. There is no
doubt that part of the grain containers from the Middle Dnieper basin were produced
by TC potters, who introduced alien traditions of the population as provider of metal.
What had been their exchange relations? It is diﬃcult to decide whether the initiative
and its realisation belonged to representatives of communities of the Carpathian basin
cultures, or whether TC people came to some locations of cultural exchange on their own
initiative. Ethnographers have distinguished two systems of exchange. In the opinion of
V.A. Shnilerman, the relations with distant neighbours, linked to the organisation of
special expeditions [Shnilerman 1986:341-345], corresponds to the second system of
exchange in locations of valuable natural resources.
According to one recently expressed opinion, the TC population of the Southern Bug
and Dnieper rivers basin accomplished an intermediary function in the process of impulse
transmission of the Polgár cultural circle to the Middle Dnieper basin [Kadrow, Kośko,
Videiko 1995:207]. In the light of this supposition, it is worth adding that communities
which had migrated from settlements in the basin of the Bug and Dnieper rivers to the
right bank of the Middle Dnieper and had founded there monuments of the B II stage
of the TC (period division of T.S. Passek) i.e. Veremya and Shcherbanivka, continued,
in turn, to preserve connections with the Polgár population. It is distinctly possible that
these links were maintained without recourse to intermediaries, with special expeditions
organised to search for metal. The ﬁnd of an extremely valuable female statuette from
the Kolomiyshchina II settlement of the B II stage testiﬁes that special worship rituals,
involving speciﬁc types of plastics, took place before the departures of such expeditions.
The Kolomiyshchina statuette is schematic, reclined, with a thin metal plate placed near
the bosom in the purposely-enlarged stomach [Movsha 1969:32].
The exchange relations may have taken place at the level of tribal government. This
institution regulated not only the relations between the communities of one population.
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F i g . 9. The Tripolye pottery with elements of the Bodrogkeresztúr II culture: 1,2 -Kolomiyshchina I; 3
Zhukivtsy; 4-5 - the Middle Dnieper basin; 6 - Dovzhyk.
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In the opinion of O.G. Kolesnikov, the functions of the tribe that left monuments of the
Kolomiyshchina culture in the TCC community included the regulation of the exchange
relations with the Volhynian population. The Kolomiyshchina population received ﬂint
and slate for use in adze and mattock production from Eastern Volhynia [Kolesnikov
1993:104, 105]. Presently, it is possible to identify a further function of this tribe in
the regulation of relations with the representatives of the Polgár cultural circle (Polgár
IV according to S. Šiška). Moreover, their predecessors of the same eastern branch of
development as Kolomiyshchina, in the Middle Dnieper basin, had already maintained
relations with the TPC population of the Polgár II stage.
This is testiﬁed to by the fragment of a carelessly made vessel with moulding near
the bottom found in the lower layer of the Gremyach settlement, Monashky site, in the
Vinkivtsi District of Khmelnytskyi Region [Movsha 1994a:30].
The inﬂuence of the Polgár cultural circle on the TC of the Middle Dnieper basin
region has also been traced at the C II stage in the pottery of the burial monuments
of the Soﬁevka culture (SC): for example, vessel shapes of the late Polgár stages of
the B and C phases encountered in Krasny Khutor, Soﬁevka, Chernin and Zavalivka.
Moreover, impulses of the Baden, Kostolac-Coţofeni II/III — Cernavoda II, Bronocice
IV cultures are observed in ﬁnds of vessels from the Hunyadihálom and the Lažňany
horizons [Kadrow, Kośko, Videiko 1995:200-213]. At the same time, the authors have
underlined that the Polgár cultural circle elements were dominant here.

3. TRIPOLYE-CUCUTENI CONNECTIONS WITH THE LENGYEL CULTURE

The relations with the LC were of great importance in the life of the TCC. The majority of the LC territory was situated in the Middle Danube and the Tisza-Transylvanian
region, whence the populating of Ukraine and Poland began. In the process of recent
research in western Volhynia and north-eastern region before the Carpathian mountains,
it has been determined that the monuments of the Kostyanets stage (Hoszcza-Werbkowice) are early, and the monuments of Zimno-Złota stage are late, which corresponds to
the period division of Y.M. Zakharuk [1962:48-52, 1971a:214-216]. At the Zimno-Złota
stage, the population extended to the basin of the Styr and had reached the upper reaches
of the Horyn river [Konopla 1990:11-17].
The Kostyanets group can be compared with the Malice group in Poland, which
is considered by Polish researchers to be a separate culture [Kadrow 1988:5, 8, 29;
1996:51-70; Zakościelna, Gurba 1997:201-209; Zakościelna 1996:5-265]. In Ukraine, it
is regarded as part of the Malice culture [Konopla 1990:17]. The monuments of western
Volhynia and Podolia bear classical features of the Rzeszów group as well as TPC
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elements, with elements of the Tiszaug group of Tiszapolgár stage A. Analogies to these
monuments are present in the B stage on the territory of Hungary and in the Pleszów
group in Poland. Hence, imports of Rzeszów stage ceramics are encountered in Hoszcza-Werbkowice settlement of Kostyanets group [Kadrow 1996:22, 24, Fig. 12:1-13]. The
Rzeszów group played the role of the ﬁrst site for the transmission of cultural inﬂuences
from the Upper Tisza area to the north and north-east of the Carpathian mountains
[Konopla 1990:17].
The concentration of late Malice settlements in the western Volhynian Highlands is
attributed by researchers to the demand for Volhynian ﬂint, which was used for exchange
[Zakościelna 1996:5-265; Kadrow 1996:26], and by the copper ore deposits in the village
of Velykiy Midsk in Rivne Region available for development [Malkowski 1931:384-402;
Konopla 1990:14].
The Zimno group of monuments appeared as the result of the second wave of
populating. It corresponds to the related Lublin-Volhynia culture on the territory of
Poland. It is a sort of symbiosis of the Malice culture and the Ludanice group (Lengyel
IV) of Slovakia [Konopla 1990:17]. A similarity has been distinguished between Zimno
group pottery and ﬂint artifacts and those of the Lublin-Volhynia culture [Zakościelna
1981:6; 1986:35-45; Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:52-65].
The monuments of the Zimno group were simultaneous with the TC B II — beginning of the C I stage, and the Bodrogkeresztúr 2 culture, Balaton — Lasinja I. The
Kościaniec and Zimno cultures were assimilated by the TC population. As a result, a
distinct TC appeared, with certain speciﬁc features of its own [Konopla 1990:17].
The earliest TC contacts with the LC (the Cucuteni contacts on the territory of Romania are unknown) have been ﬁxed in the Upper Dniester river basin in the Gorodnytsa
settlement of the B II stage, where a painted vessel was found [Zakharuk 1962:48-52],
and in the Bukivna 28 settlement [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997:27, Fig. 12]. In the Upper Prut
basin, traces of these contacts are present in the settlement of the C I stage of the Petreny
culture in Shypintsy B (Fig. 10:1) [Kandyba 1937].

3.1.

THE KOLOMIYSHCHINA CULTURE OF THE MIDDLE DNIEPER RIVER

Elements of the inﬂuence of the Polgár-Lengyel cultural complex are evident in
the monuments of the B II — C I, C II stages on the territory of the right bank of
the Middle Dnieper. This inﬂuence is revealed, above all, in the four-petalled cups and
conical bowls from the settlements of the Kolomiyshchina cultural group of diﬀerent time
periods. The earliest known cup was found in Grebeny (Fig. 10:9) [Bibikov, Shmagliy
1964], internally decorated in the area under the brim with short incisions. V.V. Khvoiko
found two cups with six semicircular juts at the brim, in the C I stage settlement in the
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village of Khalepye (Fig. 10:5, 6). The cups are of a dark brown and brown/brick-red
colour. The ceramic mass contained a sand admixture. The surface is externally covered
with a layer of engobe, and is polished. The rim is thick and bent outwards. The bottoms
are small in size, and slightly concave. The cup in Fig. 10 has an obliquely-cut rim, with
6 semicircular petalled protuberances. The external surface is smoothed in bands. The
cup in Fig. 10:6 also has semicircular protuberances, positioned in a diﬀerent manner,
i.e. both individually and in pairs on opposite sides. Internally, the cup is smoothed.
Analogies to six-petalled cups in other cultures are not well-known. The cups and bowls
with four-petalled brims were encountered in other TC settlements in the Middle Dnieper
territory. It is worth noting the cup from the Grebeny settlement, decorated inside with
short vertical incisions, and the cup from the Chapaevka settlement of the C I stage
[Kruts, Ryzhov 1997:Fig. 4:4].
The conical, four-petalled bowls are an integral constituent of the vessel goods of
cultural groups on the territory of Poland. In the Samborzec-Opatów group (Kraków
Pleszów) in Małopolska, they are found both with and without saucers [Kamieńska,
Kozłowski 1990:Table 1, 3, 5a]. Bowls of both types (with and without saucers) were
widespread in the Lublin-Volhynia culture of the late stage. They are distinctive of the
fourth group of pottery from the settlements II, III in Bronocice. The ﬁfth group of
pottery in Bronocice cemetery contains bowls with four-petalled brims, with saucers
[Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:59, 25, Fig. 12:1].
The four-petalled bowls in the Malice culture appeared in the Rzeszów phase. They
are found in the Zimno settlement, and also in the Kostyanets group [Konopla 1990].
The type of bowl with a four-petalled brim encountered in the Bükk culture [Korek
1970:Fig. 10:5] was relatively widespread in the TPC of Slovakia: a prime example being
those found in both the settlement and the cemetery in Tibava [Šiška 1968:Fig. 12:9;
13:8; 14:9, 10]. However, in contrast to the bowls depicted above, these were decorated
with beak-shaped mouldings and rectangular handles. In Ukraine, bowls with a four-petalled brim are encountered in monuments of the early Drysin stage of the PC in
the Carpathians (Drysino, Mala Gora site) [Potushnyak 1985:293, 294, Fig. 76:9]. The
researchers attributed the Cucuteni four-petalled vase from the settlement of the A-B
stage in Calu-Piatra Şoimului to Bodrogkeresztúr I [Dumitrescu 1974:135, Fig. 140].
This testiﬁes to the complexity of the interrelations between the Polgár and the Lengyel
cultures and of their relations with the TCC. Within the group of grain containers from
the Middle Dnieper, special attention is due to a large vessel of globular shape with a
short mouth, and a narrow neck decorated with plastic and deeply incised ornamentation,
from the settlement of the CI stage in Kolomiyshchina I. The ornamentation covers the
upper part of the shoulders down to their broadest part, and is underlined with four
circumferential lines. The surface is divided into metopes by vertical stripes, each stripe
consisting of four engraved lines. Externally, the stripes are outlined by small, round
die incisions. Mouldings in the form of lugs with horizontal holes are placed over the
shoulders (Fig. 10:5). The Kolomiyshchina vessel possibly has distant genetic origins in a
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F i g . 10. Ceramics with features of the Polgár and the Malice inﬂuences from the Tripolye settlements: 1 Shypintsi; 2 - Kazenna Gromada; 3 - Litky; 4 -Kolomiyshchina I; 5,6 - Khalepye; 7 - Bukivna; 8 - Chapaevka;
9 - Grebeny.
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signiﬁcantly earlier monument of the LC (Lengyel I) in Zengövárkony, in the eastern part
of the Danube basin on the territory of Hungary [Dombai 1960:Table XXXV:8; XXIV:8;
XVI]. However, there exists signiﬁcant diﬀerence between them and a substantial distance
in time. The above-mentioned grain container has certain analogies in another vessel from
Zengövárkony, decorated with paint [Dombai 1960:CVI, colour print]. In addition, the
deeply incised point elements and similar globular vessels are also encountered in the
Polgár cultural complex. For instance, the squat globular vessels with handles attached
near the brim and beneath the maximum belly diameter are distinctive to the early TPC, as
illustrated by vessels from Velké Raškovce, simultaneous to the Nitranski Hradok group
(Lengyel I) [Šiška 1968:Fig. 18:5]. The point incision elements and hollow tube prints
are indispensable features of ornamentation in the TPC in general (Tiszaug-Kisrétpart;
Debrecen-Nyulas, Fig. 18, 20, Table VII) [Bognár-Kutzián 1972]. At the same time, the
point ornamentation is similarly distinctive of the Malice culture — an ancient group
which had appeared from the Polgár-Lengyel circle (the Rzeszów phase), Rzeszów, Las
Stocki and others [Kadrow 1988:6-17, Fig. 2, 1996:Fig. 3:1, 7; 6; Zakościelna, Gurba
1997:201-209]. The elements of the ornamentation of the Kolomiyshchina grain container
as exogenous Balkan-Carpathian stylistic features appear in the burial monuments of the
later SC in the TCC community [Kadrow, Kośko, Videiko 1995:Fig. 8, 9].

3.2.

THE KOSHYLIVTSY CULTURE OF THE MIDDLE DNIESTER

LC inﬂuences can be seen in the poorly-examined original Koshylivtsy culture on
the territory of the Middle Dnieper. K.K. Chernysh has expressed an assumption that
the LC population participated in the forming of the Koshylivtsy phenomenon (usage
of white and red paint; certain ornamentation elements; the ﬁnd of an original animal
ﬁgurine with two small heads, with analogies found in LC monuments by T.M. Tkachuk
[1998:16]). The ﬁnd of a bowl with two moulded handles in the Koshylivtsy settlement
in Kunysivtsy, Ivano-Frankivsk Region, is evidence of the relations between the two
cultures (Fig. 7:6) [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997:Fig. 3, 14]. At the same time, also traced in
the Koshylivtsy monuments are the signiﬁcant inﬂuence and impulses of the Zhvaniets
population from the Middle Dniester. The Zhvaniets monuments are typologically close
to the Brynzeny monuments on the territory of the left bank of the Prut.
Certain vessel shapes, ornamentation, and anthropomorphic and zoomorphic plastics
are similar for Koshylivtsy Oboz and Zhvaniets-Schovb and Brynzeny-Tsyganka [Movsha
1990:40]. It is worth recalling that Polish researchers synchronise the Zhvaniets and
Brynzeny monuments with the most prominent settlement of the Lublin-Volhynia culture
in Bronocice of the II, III stages [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:119-120]. The transitional route
of connections with the TC is considered to have lain along the line of the Dnieper, and
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this channel was presumably used in the distribution of pottery throughout the territory
of the Bug and Dnieper basin [Peleschyshyn 1989]. Imported pottery and pottery with
foreign inﬂuence was found in Vesely Kut, Shkarivtsy in this region [Tsvek 1989:115].
According to the researcher, a cup fragment with red paint ornamentation similar to the
cup from Zimno was found in Shkarivtsy.

4. THE INFLUENCE OF THE LENGYEL-POLGÁR CIRCLE ON THE GORODSK
AND KASPERIVTSY GROUPS OF THE ZHVANIETS CULTURE AND THE SOFIEVKA
CULTURE

Signiﬁcant materials for the studies of the inﬂuences of the Polgár cultural complex and the Balkan culture have also been discovered during excavations of late TC
settlements of the C II stage in the forested-steppes and Volhynian woodlands. Relatively widespread amphorae with elbow-shaped and loop-shaped handles placed on the
shoulders have been taken from monuments of diﬀerent time periods in the following
sites: Gorodsk [Movsha 1971a:6]; Lozy [Peleshchyshyn 1973:Fig. 3:8]; Nova Chartorya
[Zakharuk 1956: Table 1, 9]; Zvenyachyn and Sandraki 2 [Zbenovich 1976:Fig. 1:12,
5:15]; and Lystvyn [Peleshchyshyn 1974a:30, 35]. Among amphorae with loop-shaped
handles, of particular note are the globular painted amphorae with a narrow cylindrical
mouth from the Tsviklivtsy settlement in the Kamyanets-Podilskiy District of Khmelnytskiy Region [Movsha 1964:Fig. 3:3]. These elbow-shaped and loop-shaped handles
frequently had single and double horn-shaped juts. They were found in Mali Virmeny,
Gorodsk [Movsha 1971a:Fig. 4:8; 6:9] and other sites (Fig. 11). Some of the loop-shaped handles are close to the Baden culture. Their typology has been developed by V.
Němejcová-Pavúková [1981:Table 4:7-17].
It is possible that the amphora from the Gorodsk excavations of 1940 was an import
from the Polgár cultural complex. It has a strongly bent brim and two elbow-shaped
handles. Two round mouldings are placed on opposite sides in the upper part of the
shoulders. The surface is brownish with black spots, occasionally polished. The ceramic
mass has an admixture of crushed burnt ﬂint (Fig. 11:2). It is presented here according to
the picture and description made by T.S. Passek. It is worth noting that the predecessors,
but not the population of the monuments of Soﬁevka and Gorodsk types were the ﬁrst to
enter into contact with the Balkan-Carpathian cultures. For the Gorodsk group, they were
genetically the representatives of monuments of the Pavoloch and Troyaniv types. The
red, white or yellow eguobe covering of the vessels from Lozy, Gorodsk and Sandraki
can presumably be considered as LC features.
The head of a horn mattock, accidentally found in a left bank suburb of Kiev, not
far from the famous cemetery in Krasny Khutor, is among the new ﬁnds related to the
SC, testifying to their interactions with the LC. The mattock is produced from a large
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F i g . 11. Ceramics with the Polgár and the Lengyel features from the late Tripolye settlements: 1 - Nova
Chartorya; 2,6 - Gorodsk; 3 - Zvenyachyn; 4 - Sandraki; 5 - Tsviklivtsy; 7, 9 - Lozy; 8 - Mali Virmeny.
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horn spur. The oblong blade is obliquely cut towards the spongy middle, was polished in
the process of work, and is of a grey-brown colour. The opposite end is semi-circularly
cut. The handle inlet is made through the middle, and bears traces of smoothing. The
artifact is 29.3 cm long; the working part 10 cm; and the inlet diameter 2 to 3 cm (Fig.
12). The closest analogies originate from the cemetery in Goyeva Gora in Zvenygorod
District [Sveshnikov 1956:Fig. 24:1; 25:12].
The cremation funeral ceremony, distinctive for the SC in the TCC community, is
of great importance to studies of the interrelations of the TCC with the above-mentioned
circle of cultures.
Recently, diverse opinions have been expressed concerning the broad cultural-chronological aspect [Kośko, Videiko 1995:247-258]. The PC, the TPC at the Polgár III stage
and Bodrogkeresztúr culture at the Polgár IV stage, as well as the Lažňany group are
considered to be the centres of distribution of the cremation ceremony in diﬀerent epochs
[Šiška 1964:339, 340; 1966:62]. In the Lažňany group, cremations comprise 35% of all
funeral ceremonies. The Baden culture, and the SC in the TCC in particular, is considered the centre of the distribution of the cremation ceremony. The cremation ceremony
is assumed to have appeared in the Middle Dnieper territory at the B II stage under the
strong inﬂuence of the TPC [Kośko, Videiko 1995:256]. In other words, it was brought
by people from Central Europe. This opinion is shared by the authors of the present work.
However, there exists an alternative interpretation, according to which the appearance of
the cremation ceremony in the cemeteries of the SC is explained by the existence of
the TC population in the Polgár environment. A similar phenomenon is characteristic
for the LC [Kruts, Ryzhov 1997:29]. Accordingly, the graves with inhumations on the
territory of the Middle Dnieper are considered to be the result of inﬁltration. Diﬀerent
opinions exist concerning the existence of the cremation ceremony in Central Europe.
The neglected hypothesis of its Asia Minor/Mesopotamian origin is worth noting in this
context [Sherbakivskiy 1926:129].
It is worth brieﬂy mentioning the origin of the monuments of the Soﬁevka group
(or ‘culture’, as deﬁned by V.M. Danilenko — an opinion which we share). The thesis of
V.G. Zbenovich concerning the certainty of the genetic connection between the Soﬁevka
and Chapaevka/Lukashi monuments [Zbenovich 1976:40] requires important additions.
The inﬁltration of the population of the diﬀerent origin took place in the period between
the existence of Chapaevka and Lukashi. Some researchers consider that the inhabitation
spread from the settlements of the Brynzeny type in the area of the Prut basin [Dergachev
1980]. The other opinion is that it began with the settlements of the Zhvaniets type,
the closest territory to the left tributaries of the Middle Dniester [Movsha 1985:235;
1994a:30-36; 1993:24-58], as indicated by the materials from Kolodyazhyn in eastern
Volhynia. The ceramic pottery and anthropomorphic plastics from Kolodyazhyn bear
speciﬁc Zhvaniets elements. It was the population of the Zhvaniets cultural group which
changed the ethnological-cultural situation in the TCC, including the North Pontic area,
eastern Volhynia and the territory of the Middle Dnieper basin. The inﬂux of the new
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F i g . 12. Horn mattock from the suburbs of Kyiv in Krasny Khutor.

population is clearly traced in the ceramic materials from the excavations of the settlement
in Bortnychi village on the left bank of the Dnieper [Amburger, Bilanovska 1956:Table
1:1-2]. In particular, the ﬁnd of clay spinners for a spindle, decorated with deeply incised
ornamentation outlined in the form of rays is noteworthy. Bortnychi reveals the process
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of the assimilation of the Kolomiyshchina population by the incoming population from
the Middle Dniester. The migration to the basin of the Sluch river took place at the end
of the B II stage. The theories expressed help to understand the Polgár cultural inﬂuences
on the material culture of the monuments of the SC local group or separate culture.

5. THE INFLUENCE OF THE TRIPOLE-CUCUTENI ON THE LENGYEL-POLGÁR
CIRCLE

The reverse inﬂuence of the TCC on the Polgár cultural circle, which initiated from
the painted ceramics environment, according to J. Bognár-Kutzián, has been mentioned
by a number of researchers [Bognár-Kutzián 1972].
Anna Zakościelna has distinguished clear TC inﬂuences on the Polgár cultural complex in the ﬂint industry, emphasising that these inﬂuences were not distributed directly,
but rather through the Malice culture communities which inhabited the territory of western Volhynia and Podolia [Zakościelna 1996]. Also established is the reverse inﬂuence
of the Koshylivtsy population (Koshylivtsy phase of the C I stage) on the Lublin-Volhynia
culture [Kamieńska, Kozłowski 1990].

6. THE CHRONOLOGY AND SYNCHRONISM OF THE TRIPOLYE-CUCUTENI
WITH THE LENGYEL-POLGÁR COMPLEX

The synchronism and chronology of the compared cultures is a key element in
determining their interrelations. One of the ﬁrst theories was proposed by J. Bognár-Kutzián, who has regarded the Polgár and the Lengyel cultures in the broad context
of central and south-eastern Europe. In the monograph published in 1972, the TPC of
the A and B stages is synchronised with the A3 and A4 stages of the Cucuteni / TC
end of the A and the B I stages, and the Bodrogkeresztúr culture with the end of the
Cucuteni A4, Cucuteni A-B, B. In the opinion of the researchers, the absolute chronology
for the TPC is from 4400/4300 to 4100/4000 BC, according to the radiocarbon method
[3600/3300-3300/3200 bc; Bognár-Kutzián 1972:202-211]. V. Dumitrescu considered
that the Tiszapolgár Csőshalom-Oborin in Hungary and Slovakia corresponds to the
Cucuteni A1-A2, the Tiszapolgár culture — to the Cucuteni A3 and the ﬁrst phase of the
Cucuteni A-B I. The ﬁrst phase (I) of the Bodrogkeresztúr culture is synchronised with the
Cucuteni A-B2, the beginning of the Cucuteni B [Dumitrescu 1976:355-362]. According
to P. Roman, the beginning of the Bodrogkeresztúr is synchronised with the end of
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the Gumelniţa culture, and the classical stage of the Bodrogkeresztúr ‘A’ is attributed
to the Cucuteni A-B — Cucuteni B, Cernavoda I, and Salcuţa II-IV [Roman, Nemeti
1978:219-220]. V.S. Titov proposed the synchronism of the TCC with the Neolithic and
Eneolithic cultures of Hungary. He attributed the imports of the early Tisza culture to
the Proto-Cucuteni and the end of the TC A. The Csőshalom-Oborin and the entire
TPC horizon occupies the chronological gap between the Tisza and the Bodrogkeresztúr.
The late phase of the TPC and the Bodrogkeresztúr culture is synchronised with the
TC B I - B II (B II stage according to T.S. Passek), C I, the Cucuteni A-B 1 and
Cucuteni B. This supposition is based on the metal artifacts, including axes with cross-shaped blades. However, the period of their appearance is questionable. This kind of
axe appeared in Hungary at the end of the TPC and was especially widespread in the
Bodrogkeresztúr culture. According to the ﬁnd of a large vessel with handles attached to
the belly, which was found in the Romanian settlement in Traian - Dealul - Fântânilor,
the researcher synchronises the TC, B II stage / the Cucuteni A-B with the eastern
Hungarian Hunyadyhálom and the eastern Slovakian Lažňany groups [Dumitrescu 1981].
V.S. Titov observes simultaneity between the Cucuteni A-B 2, Salcuţa IV and Petreşti
IV. Furthermore, he has added substantial speciﬁcations in the synchronism between
the TCC and the Copper Age culture of the Great Hungarian Plain (Alföld) — the
TPC [Titov 1971:1-7]. The new ceramic materials with typical TPC beak-shaped lugs,
found in the late TC settlements of the C I - C II stage in Costeşti IV and Brynzeny-Tsyganka, extended the dating of connections between the TCC and the TPC. Analysts
compare them with the ceramics from Gora Dedovo in the Carpathians, Tibava cemetery
in Slovakia and Tisza Polgár-Basatanya in Hungary [Titov, Markevich 1974:150-164].
V.S. Titov has also outlined a three-level division of the LC on the territory of Hungary:
from the middle of V millennium BC to the middle of IV millennium BC(the ﬁrst half
of IV millennium BC — the beginning of the III millennium BC).
With relation to the problem of the synchronisation of the cultures interrelated with
the TCC, it is worth presenting the period division of the TPC and its chronological correlation with the LC on the territories of several neighbouring countries. The Tiszapolgár
Herpály group located in the Danube basin had contacts with the LC. This is revealed
in the combination of shapes and ornamentation elements with those of the Csőshalom
group. Pottery typical of the TPC A was found in the Lucska group in Slovakia. The
decorative elements of the Lucska group were also traced in the TPC B (the TPC and
the Bodrogkeresztúr cultures are divided into two diﬀerent time phases — A and B)
[Bognár-Kutzián 1972].
The system of synchronisation of the PC and the TCC proposed by Stanislav Šiška
is worth special attention in this respect. He returned to its development on several
occasions.
Accordingly, some of the vessels from the TPC of Slovakia (bowls on high legs),
the mountain area of the Tisza basin and south-western Slovakia were compared with the
vessels of the Pre-Cucuteni stage (settlement in Izvoare II1), the TC B I (Sabatinovka),
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and the Cucuteni A3 stage (settlement in Izvoare II 2 and Hǎbǎşeşti I). Such bowls on
high legs in the Polgár-Lengyel complexes (with the exception of the Tripolye-Cucuteni)
existed until these cultures disappeared. It is worth emphasising the similarity of covers,
typical for the Polgár of the II ab stage from Lucska and Oborin vessels and the covers
from Sabatinovka I and Kadyivtsy. Also the slate axes from Kolomiyshchina II has been
analogously attributed [Šiška 1968:145, 154, parcel 354].
Certain ornamentation elements testify to the simultaneity of the TPC and the TCC:
for example, the narrow mouldings placed on the brim of the pot from Volodymyrivka;
and round mouldings on the pottery from Polivaniv Yar [Šiška 1968:145, 148]. These mouldings are supposedly similar to those on the vessels of the Proto-Tiszapolgár phase of
Lucska-Viničky, the Tiszapolgár phase of the settlements in Tibava, Csőshalom-Oborin,
cemetery in Oborin [Šiška 1968:Table VI:16, 17, 19, 20; Table VII:9] and others. Nevertheless, this similarity appears to be only external. These were not bosses moulded onto
the outside of the vessel, but ‘pearls’ squeezed out from inside, decorating the Sredni
Stog vessels of the Strilcha Skelya-Stog development branch [Movsha 1961:186-199;
1984:64-72; 1994a:46, 47]. These ‘pearls’ are an element borrowed from the Pre-Maikop culture of the Svobodne settlement type (which has been recently distinguished),
through the intermediary of representatives of monuments of the Strilcha Skelya type
[Movsha 1994a:46]. This ornamentation also became very popular in the TC: in Penyozhkovo [Himner 1933]; in Veremya [Kozlovska 1926]; in Polivaniv Yar [Passek 1961:Fig.
52:1-5] and in many sites.
The synchronism of the southern Slovakia cultures with the cultures of the Lengyel-Polgár circle has also been studied in Poland, with the LC I (Nitrianski Hrádok group)
being synchronised with the Velké Raškovce group; the LC II (the Pečeńady group) with
the Csőshalom-Oborin (the Polgár II): the LC III (the Brodzany-Nitra group) with the
TPC (the Polgár III); the LC IV (the Ludanice group) with the Bodrogkeresztúr (the
Polgár IV); and the Bajč-Retz group with the Lažňany group [Šiška 1986:251-255].

7. CONCLUSIONS

Taking into consideration the analysis of materials and existing synchronisation tables, it is possible to formulate some brief conclusions. The earliest connections with the
Polgár IIa of the Tiszapolgár cultural complex are supposedly attributed to the period of
existence of the Nezvysko settlement in the upper reaches of the Dnieper. Reliable evidence of interactions are represented in the settlement in Soloncheny 2 of the Cucuteni
A4, A-B1 stages on the territory of the Middle Dnieper basin. The pottery essentially
imitates the TPC ceramics of the classical Polgár III b stage, and bears elements typi-
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cal for the Tibava. The radiocarbon date (5355±100 BP) for the nearby settlement in
Draguşeni in Romania approximately determines the time of their interrelations. The population of the majority of monuments of the Upper and Middle Dniester basin, located
in the vicinity of the Middle Danube basin entered into relations with the communities
of the TPC culture in the second half of V millennium BC. Notable among these are the
inhabitants of Nezvysko III, Holigrady and Kadyivtsy-Bavky (the lower horizon).
The ornamentation of the pottery found in these sites displays the inﬂuence of the
classical TPC. In turn, the notable contacts and interrelations of the TPC of the Polgár
III ab stage with the LC III, which had taken place in the northern region of Slovakia,
inﬂuenced the pottery of the TC.
The ﬁrst contacts and connections with the population of the Southern Bug basin
and the Bug and Dnieper rivers basin (the settlements in Krasnostavka, Vesely Kut and
Shkarivka) appeared approximately in the end of V millennium BC.
The relations of the Middle Dnieper population with the Polgár cultural complex
began during the B II stage of the TC (Veremya, Shcherbanivka, TC, Grebeny and
others). The contacts and connections with the TPC at the Polgár IIIa and IIIb stages and
the LC III, IV stages had presumably been maintained without intermediary elements,
which were supposed to be the TC peoples from the basin of the Bug and Dnieper
rivers. The considerable quantity of copper adzes concentrated in the monuments of the
Shcherbanivka local group appears to provide evidence for this theory. It is possible that
they had been organising special expeditions in search of metal.
The population of the Bodrogkeresztúr culture of the Polgár IVa phase appeared at
a historical stage in the TC B II / Cucuteni A-B2 — about 4350-4000 BC. Its inﬂuence
is clearly visible in the pottery of monuments of practically the entire TCC. Presently,
the ceramic materials from the settlements of the CI stage located on the territory of
the Prut basin (Shypintsy B), the Dniester basin (Petreny) and the Middle Dnieper basin
(Kolomiyshchina I, Zhukivtsy, Dovzhyk and others), which synchronise with the Bodrogkeresztúr II, the Polgár IVb phase, the Bronocice II phase of the Lublin-Volhynia
culture, and the Lažňany Group (Bajč Retz), are being broadly utilised in research.
The radiocarbon dates for Chapaevka (4870±100 BP) and for Evminka (4890± 60
BP) allow these relations to be dated back to 3700-3600 BC.
The cartography of heavy metal axes-mattocks and axes with cross blades which
are connected with the Bodrogkeresztúr culture, as well as that of new ﬁnds testiﬁes to
their concentration on the territory adjoining the Carpathians basin which was mainly
connected with the Petreny culture in the TCC community. Part of the materials from
the monuments of the CI stage of the TC (Shypintsy B, Khalepye and others) testify to
the simultaneous relations of the PC of the TPC and the Bodrogkeresztúr II with the LC
circle of the Lublin-Volhynia culture at the Rzeszów phase.
The imported Tisza ceramics from the settlements located on the territory of the
left bank of the Prut (Costeşti IV, Brynzeny-Tsyganka), synchronises these monuments
with the Lublin-Volhyni culture of the end of the Bronocice II phase — the beginning of
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Bronocice III, and is dated back to approximately 3400 BC, according to the radiocarbon
dating.
The ceramics from the settlements of the ﬁnal TC of the C II stage of the Gorodsk
and the Kasperivtsy local groups are believed to provide evidence of active connections
with the population of the Polgár IV c, the cultural complex of the Pleszów group,
the late Lublin-Volhynia culture of the Bronocice III phase, the Baden Ia culture and
Cernavoda III. This hypothesis is based on the typology of handles, which have one or
two juts on the top. Taking into consideration the monuments of diﬀerent periods, the
period of relations is dated back to 3250-2950 BC.
The author of this research work regards the TCC community as a range of cultural
communities, closely interrelated with one another and simultaneously with neighbouring and distant foreign tribes of ethnically diﬀerent cultures. The artifacts reﬂect not
only the active inﬂuence of the cattle-raising societies of the Khvalynsk — Sredni Stog
community, but also the groups of the Lengyel-Polgár cultural complex.
Generally speaking, the question of the relations of the representatives of the TCC
complex with the population of the Middle Danube basin and the Carpathian Mountains
basin is an important new issue, which has only recently begun to be discussed. In this
work, we have simply made the ﬁrst attempt to simultaneously consider the available
materials of the entire territory — from the Siret in the north to the Middle Dnieper in
the east — at given chronological junctures.

Translated by Maria Ogiyenko
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ISSUES CONCERNING TRIPOLYE METALLURGY AND
THE VIRGIN COPPER OF VOLHYNIA
The metal artifacts of the Tripolye culture (TC) — the most ancient artifacts on
the territory of the right bank of the Dnieper river of Ukraine and Moldova — have
been attracting the attention of researchers for a long time. Significant success has been
achieved in the study of their morphology, with their connection to the related Balkan
and Southern Carpathian cultural centres having already been determined. Large scale
studies on spectra-analytical and metal-graphical examinations were summarised in the
exhaustive monographic review of N.V. Ryndina [1998].
These studies did not, however, resolve the question of the raw material sources of
the ancient metallurgy. This question is crucial to an understanding of the character and
orientation of the ancient population of Ukraine in relation to neighbouring territories,
as well to the reconstruction of the structures and systems of the organisation of metal
production in the different chronological and local variants of the TC.
In recent years, archaeologists and geo-chemists have co-operated in the examination
of archaeological finds of copper and bronze, and the determination of the sources
of raw materials for the production of metal artifacts. Previous studies of the element
composition of metal focussed generally on the chemical composition of the artifacts,
whereas our present aims are more extensive and include the determination of the mutual
relations between: artifact — metal — virgin copper; artifact — metal — dross — ore.
The results of the geological-chemical analyses of the copper ore expositions on the
territory of Ukraine testify to the presence in ores of certain geo-chemical specificities,
i.e. the sets of chemical elements (para-genetic combinations) characteristic for each ore
exposition, as well as their analogies observed in dross and in finished metal artifacts.
Such geo-chemical analogies have been discovered during examinations of finds made of
metal, metal ore and its dross in a range of ancient centres of non-ferrous metal industry
in Ukraine.
The examination of the virgin copper of Volhynia and the specimens of metal
artifacts from the archaeological sites of the central and western regions of Ukraine is a
characteristic example of the first stages of research into possible comparisons between
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the chemical composition of metal and copper ore raw materials. Selected for this testing
were sixteen specimens of archaeological finds, attributed according to their composition
to copper and bronze artifacts, from the excavations in the villages of (a) Glubochok and
(b) Bilche Zolote in the Borshchiv District of Ternopil Region, and also from (c) Sofievka
in the Kiev Region.
a. The settlement in Glubochok was excavated by the expedition of the Borshchiv
Museum under the management of M. P. Sokhatskiy. The settlement is multileveled: the
upper layer is attributed to the Noua culture, and the lower layer to the B I stage of
the TC (according to the period division of T.S. Passek). In the vicinity of TC dwelling
no.1, at a depth of 0.5 m, four copper artifacts were discovered among fragments of TC
pieces: a ring 35 mm in diameter, fashioned from a plate 5 mm wide and 2 mm thick
(Fig. 1:2); a 25 mm diameter ring made from a rod round in cross-section and 2 mm in
diameter (Fig. 1:4); a sickle-shaped ‘eye-hook’ (fishing hook?) — 45 mm long, up to 35
mm wide, 1.5 mm thick near the eye, and 1 mm thick in the lower part (Fig. 1:5).
A 30 mm long fragment of a four-sided awl (Fig. 1:6) was found in TC dwelling
no. 2 near the remains of an oven. A thin trapezoid plate with mirror-polished surface
was found in dwelling no.3 on the surface of the clay ground. The length of the plate is
13 mm, the width 1.5 mm (Fig. 1:7). Additionally, two fragments of pins from the Noua
culture of the Late Bronze Age have been submitted for examination (bronze artifacts).
b. The TC settlement in the village of Bilche was excavated at the end of the
XIX century. The Polish archaeologist G. Ossowski [1892] distinguished two cultural
layers there, which are presently attributed to the stages B II and C I according to the
period division of T.S. Passek. A hammer-axe was found in the settlement. This artifact
has numerous analogies among the Neolithic axes of the Carpathian region, although
damage caused by the finders makes its accurate typological determination impossible.
c. Also selected for the research work were fragments of spiral beads from the
materials of the Sofievka cemetery excavated in the suburbs of Kiev in 1947-1948,
which was attributed to the C II stage [Klochko 1995].
The geo-chemical basis for the proposed work was formed by an examination of the
element composition of specimens made of Volhynian virgin copper originally discovered
in a quarry near Rafalivka village, and obtained from the geological museum of the
Institute of Geochemistry, Mineralogy and Ore Generation of the National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine. The specimens had been found in the area of oxidisation adjacent
to the basalt strata and represented virgin metal in the form of extended plates 4-6 mm
wide (Fig. 2:2). The surface is covered with an oxidised film, occasionally with pale
green coloration attributed to the development of malachite.
The copper from the boring well in the area of Rafalivka village was also examined
in order to provide a comparison with the chemical composition of the virgin copper
selected in the quarry. It allowed possible variations to be determined in the distribution
of chemical elements of the virgin copper and their influence on the chemical composition
of the adjacent basalt strata (Fig. 2:1).
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F i g . 1. Copper artefacts of the Tripolye culture: 1 - hammer-axe (Bilche Zolote); 2 - bracelet; 3 - wide ring;
4 - thin ring; 5- ear-ring; 6 - awl; 7 - plate (Glubochok).
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Table

1.

The results of the spectral analysis of admixtures in the specimens of the virgin copper from different
fields (weight %)
Elemnts

Ukraine, Rafalivka
Volhynia Region

Ukraine
Donetsk Region

Russia, the Urals,
Sverdlov Region

Ag

0.6-0.8

0.001

>0.1

Au

0.003

—

n/o

Pd

0,002

—

n/o

Pt

0,002-0,003

—

n/o

Al.

0,03

1,5

n/o

Si

0,1-0,5

30

n/o

Ti

n/o

0,2

0,008-0,05

Cr

n/o

0,005

0,2-0,8

Fe

0,1

0,4

1,0

Co

—

—

n/o

Ni

0,001

0,003

0,03

Zn

0,05-0,1

0,006

0,003-0,03

As

—

0,005

—

Sn

0,01-0,03

0,0015

0,004

Sb

0,01-0,03

0,1

—

Pb

0,002-0,01

0,2

0,03

Bi

—

0,003

0,002

The virgin copper from the copper sandstone of the Donets basin and Volhynia has
been examined as a specimen of the geological-chemical specificity of the virgin copper
of the diverse genesis strata (Table 1). The varying fluctuations of a range of chemical elements in the virgin copper of Volhynia, determined in the process of analytical
research, have been considered in the analysis of the metals of artifacts, including the
possibility of losses in their composition during the process of fusion.
A comparative analysis of element composition, which included the determination
of chemical elements and their combinations, was carried out on the available specimens
of virgin copper (Table 1), copper and bronze articles (Table 2-3). The artifacts have been
classified into two metal types, according to their chemical composition: comparatively
pure copper and bronze (the analytical research was carried out by the Laboratory of
Physical Methods of Studies of the Institute of Geo-chemistry, Mineralogy and Ore
Generation of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine). The archaeological finds
from the excavations in Sofievka marked as nos. 16a, 23, 86, 254, 285, 380, from Bilche
Zolote no. 1 and from Glubochok nos. 3, 4, 5 can be classified as copper artifacts.
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Table

2.

The results of the spectral analysis of the copper artefacts from Sofievka, Kiev Region (weight %)
Elements

Numbers of specimens
16a

23

86

254

285

380

Ag

0,1

<0,1

>0,1

>0,1

0,001

0,1

V

0,001

—

—

—

—

—

Ti

0,005

0,006

0,06

0,05

0,001

0,02

Cr

0,4

0,04

1,0

0,9

0,006

0,7

Fe

1,0

1,0

1,0

1,0

0,01

1,0

Ni

0,001

—

<0,001

0,001

—

0,001

Zn

—

0,03

0,01

0,008

—

0,01

As

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sn

0,003

0,004

0,005

0,006

0,001

0,003

Sb

—

—

—

—

—

—

Pb

0,003

0,004

0,005

0,006

0,003

0,003

Bi

0,003

0,003

0,002

0,003

—

0,003

Taking into consideration the correlation features, the artifacts made of pure copper
can be divided into three groups:
1. The specimens nos. 3, 4 (Table 3) and 285 (Table 2) are the closest to the virgin
copper from Rafalivka in terms of chemical parameters. The absence of cobalt, arsenic
and bismuth are conclusive factors, whilst their iron content, directly correlated with
chrome, is a certain degree lower.
2. The specimens nos. 16a, 23, 86, 254, 380 (Table 2) illustrate the metal worked from
the virgin copper. It is worth noting that their chemical composition is close to that
of the Rafalivka artifacts. The distinction between these metals and the metal from the
first group is that the iron content in them is a degree higher, whilst the tin, lead and
antimony content is lower. The high content of iron in these artifacts may be linked to
its accumulation in the virgin copper, whilst the lesser content of tin, lead and antimony
may be caused by losses during the metal fusion process in the original raw materials.
Consequently, the above-mentioned peculiarities of the chemical composition of this set
of artifacts permits us to assume that both the virgin copper of Volhynia and the virgin
copper connected with the crystalline strata of the Ukrainian Continental Shield, the finds
of which are verified by certain data published in specialist literature, could have served
as the raw material for their production.
3. The specimens nos. 1, 2, 35 (Table 3) can be isolated into one group due to their
specific geo-chemical similarities with the metal from the Donets basin, obtained from
the copper ores of copper argillites, sandstone and aleurolites, in which the tin, lead
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and antimony content is almost two degrees higher than that in the copper of Volhynia
[Tatarinov 1993]. At the same time, one cannot eliminate the possibility that the metal
could have been obtained from the virgin copper which is encountered in the form of
small grains imbedded in the sedimentary strata of oxidised ores (the ore mines of the
Bakhmut and the Kalmius-Torets fields).
The virgin copper is encountered in the ore deposits and lodes in the sedimentary
crystalline strata, but its chemical composition still has certain peculiarities, which can
serve as a significant correlative feature for its identification both with copper exposition
and with ready-to-use tools made of it. For instance, a significant admixture of antimony
and lead is frequently observed in the virgin copper from sedimentary copper ores of the
Bakhmut field of the Donets basin. This feature considerably distinguishes it from the
virgin copper of Volhynia, in which the zinc content is greater and the content of arsenic,
cobalt and bismuth is either less or completely absent. In the virgin copper of the Urals,
arsenic and antimony are absent, but the content of nickel and lead is comparatively high.
The frequency of virgin copper encountered in the different copper deposits varies
significantly. In the ore strata of sedimentary genesis it is represented by small individual
nuggets (up to 159 g). The copper is more frequently represented in the form of small-scale dissemination or grains in the most oxidised parts of strata and, particularly, in
the organic substance, concentrated in the argillaceous-aleurithic strata.
A special interest deserve ore deposits of Volhynia, located in the basalt strata which,
in comaprosion to other depostits on the territory of Western Ukraine, are characterised
by the significant scale of copper mineralising. The first data concerning the discovery of
virgin copper appeared in Polish geological literature at the end of the 1920s. However,
some publications indicate that the finds of Volhynian virgin copper had already been
described in 1887.
Virgin copper was found on the outskirts of the village of Velykiy Mydsk in 1927,
and reported by the Polish geologist S. Malkowski in 1929 [Malkowski 1931]. Then, in
1935, the Polish geologist R. Krajewski [1935] discovered virgin copper in the basalt
strata of Yanova Dolyna (Janowa Dolina). The next important discovery of virgin copper
by a Polish geologist was made in 1939 by I. Wojciechowski in the volcanic glass of both
basalt and tufa strata of Volhynia [Wojciechowski 1939]. Since that time, virgin copper
has been found in many areas of Volhynia, such as Dovge Pole, Gutvin, Berestovets,
Oleksandria and Goryngorod. Some historical data show that virgin copper had already
been known to the ancient Slavs. There is evidence for this in the names of settlements
(Mydsk, Medysche etc.), actually deriving from the ancient Slavic word m’d’-med’. It is
known, moreover, from published sources that ancient ore fields have been revealed in
these places. This can be testified to by the virgin metal exposure close to the surface of
the ground. The significant weight of individual nuggets of copper, which reached 1 kg
and more, meant that it was economically profitable to excavate.
Presently, the mineralising of Volhynian virgin copper is fixed in an area 6 km wide
and 120 km long [Gurskiy et al. 1997]. This covers a part of the southern slope of
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1

2
F i g . 2. Virgin copper of the Volhynia area, the Rafalivka quarry: 1 - virgin copper in the basalt stratum; 2 plate of virgin copper.

the Brest field and the northern part of the Volhynian Palaeozoic platform [Gurskiy et
al. 1995]. Well-known ore exposures, such as Rafalivka, Dovge Pole, Velykiy Mydsk,
Gutvin, Berestovets, Oleksandria, Goryngorod, Vapnytsa, Rudavtsy, Stydni and Yanova
Dolyna are located on the territory of this belt (Fig. 3). According to their parameters,
many of these ore expositions may be large ore carriers. General reserves of Volhynian
ore are estimated at 28 million tons of metal. Besides ore, the concentrations contain
silver (up to 0.03%), gold (up to 1 g/ton), platinum (up to 0.8g/ton) and palladium (up
to 0.4 g/ton).
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F i g . 3. Territory of Volhynia copper mineralization development (1) and large basalt rocks outcroppings with
virgin copper manifestation (2).
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The morphological diversity of the virgin copper of Volhynia can be illustrated
by the example of its apportionment in the hydrothermal changes in the massive and
almond stone basalt in the Rafalivka quarry [Gurskiy et al. 1997; Kvasnitsa et al. 1995].
The processes of massive basalt processing (chlorinating, zeolitisation, quartzination,
ferrugination, potassium metasomatisation) are most intensively represented in the areas
of the tectonic origin and primary cracked structure of strata. Small grains of almond
stone basalt located among their massive analogies are subjected to similar changes, but
to a greater degree.
In the hydrothermally-processed basalt, virgin copper is found in the form of small
grain dissemination, thin crusts, small vein-shaped and large dendrite-shaped isolations,
plates and small growths, most frequently in association with quartz. The weight of some
plates reaches up to 1 kg. Calcite impressions are frequently observed on such specimens.
Copper rhombus-dodecahedrons and their accretions appear in the areas of free growth.
Almonds and cavities are filled with minerals of a hydrothermal origin (quartz,
chalcedony, calcite, chlorite, barite, ceolites etc.) which are frequently associated with the
virgin copper. Cases of the adjacent radial-radiant growth of virgin copper and chlorite are
comparatively frequent. Copper accumulations along the clefts around the circumferences
of almonds are distinctive.
The chemical composition of the Volhynian copper is very pure (up to 99%), with
admixtures of iron, silver and other elements. The colour of its non-oxidised expositions
is copper-red or copper-yellowish. The generation of a small, thin bordering of cuprite,
malachite and azurite is attributed to the oxidisation of the grains. The significant content
of zinc — up to 1000 mg/kg — and silver — 800 mg/kg; the lesser quantities of antimony
and tin — 300 mg/kg — and lead — up to 100 mg/kg; and the complete absence of
arsenic, cobalt and bismuth are significant characteristics of the chemical composition
of the Volhynian virgin copper from the Rafalivka copper deposit.
On the territory of the development of the Volhynian copper ore field, other surface
copper expositions are also known. Although the chemical composition of this copper
has not yet been investigated, we may suppose that it possesses certain distinctions from
the copper from the Rafalivka ore mine.
The territory of the Bakhmut field of the Donets basin is an example of the diversity
of chemical composition in the different ore mines, where combinations of copper + lead,
copper + zinc, copper + zinc + lead, copper + lead + arsenic are observed in the copper-bearing strata. A greater content of antimony in combination with these is less frequent.
This kind of specificity of ore mines is determined by the mineral strata composition,
by the type and intensity of the secondary processes in the oxidisation area, and by the
hypogene tectonics. Therefore, in order to obtain a complete and objective type division
of the virgin copper of Volhynia, it is necessary to investigate its analogies on the whole
territory of the copper expositions.
The next set of artifact specimens (nos. 6, 8, 9) can be attributed to bronze: arsenic — tin and arsenic — tin — antimony bronze, in which the content of major
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admixtures exceeds 1%. With regard to cobalt and antimony admixtures, their content is
negligible.
In terms of its chemical composition, the metal of specimen no. 7 can be attributed
to bronze or yellow metal. Its zinc content exceeds 1%. The higher content of arsenic,
lead and zinc most probably testifies to the diverse elementary composition of the original
ore raw material in relation to Volhynian virgin copper. According to the classification of
E.N. Chernykh, these bronze artifacts could be attributed to the Carpathian-Transylvanian
chemical group or, to a lesser degree, to that of the basin of the right bank of the Dnieper,
which are linked by the source of ore raw material located in the Carpathian region
[Chernykh 1976].
In the process of the examination of the bronze artifacts, certain problems arise
concerning the metal fusion technology, as bronze is considered to be an alloy based
on copper with different alloy admixtures, except for zinc. The final product can be
obtained by the addition of tin alloy (the most widespread admixture) to the pure copper
liquid, by the mixing of copper and tin ores before fusion or by the processing of copper
ores characterised by such a quantity of natural admixture that enable the transition into
metal and transform it into an alloy. In such cases, we can speak about bronze of both an
artificial and a natural origin. The accurate determination of the metal origin — natural
or technical — is the most difficult problem in this context.
In the process of solving this problem, it is very important to examine the elementary composition of the possible raw sources for alloy production. The examination of
the chemical composition of copper ores, genetically connected both with the crystalline
strata and with the sedimentary strata deserves special attention. As a rule, the distinctive feature of the copper ores of sedimentary genesis is a rich variety of admixtures,
including lead, zinc, tin, antimony, arsenic, bismuth and silver, which is attributed to the
polymineral composition of ores themselves (content of galena, sphalerite, arsenopyrite
and other minerals).
The examination of the ancient metallurgical centres and of the metal samples from
the archaeological monuments in Ukraine reveals that the sedimentary type copper was
used more frequently in non-ferrous metallurgy, while the pure copper (possibly virgin
copper) was used only in about 4-11% of the total quantity of articles [Bartseva 1981]. On
the territory of Ukraine, geologists have investigated sedimentary type copper expositions
in two western regions — the Dniester river basin and the cis-Carpathian area (Fig. 4),
as well as the Donets basin in the east of the country.
Within the confines of the Dniester river basin, two large copper expositions located
on the left bank of the Dniester river (Ternopil Region) are known.
1. Ivano-Zolote copper exposition located on the south-eastern side of the village of
the same name. Broadly speaking, this is characterised by deposits of aleurolites and
argillites in which copper is frequently represented by thin lentils of malachite. Copper
content is up to 9%.
2. Ustechnykov copper exposition, mainly characterised by the inter-bedding of sandstone,
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F i g . 4. Map of copper deposits locations on the territory of Ukraine (A) and archaeological sites - sources
of the geological-chemical analyses (B).

aleurolites and argillites. The maximum content of copper in these strata comprises 2.5%.
The presence of chalcopyrite, chalcocite and bornite, and occasionally pyrite, galena and
silver (up to 50 mg/kg) is recorded in the mineral composition. The ore extends up to
the daylight surface and could have been extracted by the open method.
On the territory of the Regions of Lvov and Ivano-Frankivsk, in the south-eastern
and central areas of flexure before the Carpathian mountains, one can observe copper
mineralising of the sedimentary strata of Neogene with exposures on the daylight surface
(Nadvirne, Loivskiy, Yablonevske, Kaluzhskiy and Delyatynskyy sites). Ore grains are
attributed to the sandstone strata and clays. The major copper minerals are malachite,
chalcopyrite, covellite, azurite, chalcocite, bornite and occasionally virgin copper. Lead
minerals (galena) and zinc minerals (sphalerite) are also frequently encountered. Copper
content varies from decimal points to 16%. Lenses and layers of clays with a high
quantity of herbal remains are the most copper-enriched.
The question of the possibility of producing bronze of an industrial genesis, using
virgin copper and tin fused from Volhynian ore, demands special detailed studies, in
which particular importance should be given to specialised examination. Tin ores of the
Suschano-Perzhan zone have been recorded in Volhynia. These could certainly have been
used particularly in metal, as well as in bronze fusion.
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The Volhynian ore exposition is one of the most significant in Ukraine. It is represented by cassiterite ore in which tin content reaches 1% and more. The spectral
composition of the ore shows an almost complete absence of arsenic and a high quantity
of lead, tungsten, niobium, beryllium and lithium in its composition. Regarding the range
of the other chemical elements in the tin ore, they are either completely absent or present
only in insignificant quantities, with the exception of lead [Nekhayev et al. 1986].
In addition to the commonly-accepted elementary composition analysis, also applied in the process of examination was the author’s method of spectral analysis, which
permits the element composition of multi-component heterogeneous objects of natural
and industrial origin to be examined. The advantage of this method lies in the additional option of registering of the structural connections between chemical elements which
cause the appearance and existence of solids. With the help of this method, the form of
admixture is established — differentiated as structural (idiomorphic) or mechanical.
A further result of the application of the above-mentioned method is that the typical
features of virgin copper and copper polymineral ore have been determined (such as
the presence of the basic component across several generations, formed under peculiar
thermal conditions), which correspondingly are characterised by certain set and content
of admixtures according to their thermal physical characteristics.
In addition, it is possible to determine the presence of those chalcophile elements
which are able to generate their own minerals in association with copper, such as Sn,
Pb, Zn, As, Sb and Bi. The varying quantity of these elements differentiates one copper
generation from another and determines its origin.
Finally, spectral analysis also enables us to determine the presence of the small
number of stratum-forming elements — Si, Mg, Al and Ca — which are not connected
in pairs and are not mechanical admixtures, but rather ‘element-prisoners’, being in
various states at different stages.
The virtues of this method as an instrument for the identification of the material
composition of archaeological objects seem to be unquestionable, since, in a number of
cases, the presence or absence of a particular chemical element in a certain generation
and the significant or insignificant changes of its quantity from one object to another
testify not to the ‘deficiencies’ in metallurgical production, but rather to the natural
heterogeneity of the basic raw mineral.
Spectral analysis appeared to be the most efficient method in the examination of
bronze articles, since the data obtained demonstrates that the polymineral ore raw material
could have been used in the manufacture of these articles. On this basis, the copper alloys
correspond to a greater extent to bronze of natural origin. In other words, they represent
the metal produced as a result of natural ore processing, rather than by means of a special
alloying of pure copper.
The above-mentioned research work also studied the options for the application
of this metallographic method of examining ancient metal structure, reflecting the mechanical-technical conditions of its appearance. In contrast to the problems of modern
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c

d

F i g . 5. Microstructure of virgin copper and alloys (x 480) from: a - Volhynian virgin copper; b - Donbas
virgin copper; c - structure of bronze (Glubochok site - awl, alloy); d - structure of brass (Glubochok site plate, alloy + MTO).
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b

c

d

F i g . 6. Specifics of deformational structure of the metal artefacts made of poor copper (Glubochok site): a x 480; b - x 360, bracelet; c - x 480; d - x 360 - wide ring.
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metallography, where the distinct conditions of metal production and processing, creating the structural composition of the metal and determining its solidity, rust resistance,
plasticity and other properties, are assigned in advance, this method works in reverse,
and is correspondingly more complex.
The virgin copper of Volhynia is a natural metal, whose creation is linked to high
temperature copper-bearing solutions, and which is characterised by a structure distinct
from that of the metal of copper articles. The virgin copper generated in the low temperature conditions of the oxidisation of sulphide ores possesses a significantly different
structure.
Since virgin copper of a distinct genetic type has been previously revealed in finds
together with dross wastes, one can assume that raw material of a different origin had been
used in the ancient foundry industry. The micro-structural idiosyncrasies of the virgin
copper specimens under investigation allow us to determine not only the geography of
raw material sources, but even to reconstruct the type of field which can be clearly
associated with the mineral composition.
The development of the structural criteria for the determination of virgin copper, in
this case the Volhynian copper, provides a high degree of certainty in the attribution of
the copper ingots found in the ancient centres of metal industry to a given technological
process or to the initial raw material.
However, research shows that the spectral composition and morphology of these
finds do not always represent convincing evidence of their belonging to a given technological type.
Hence the comparative analysis of the microstructures of two genetic types of virgin
copper - the Donets basin type and the Volhynian type — with precisely this purpose in
mind. The crystalline structure of these types is given in Fig. 5. The analysis of graphs
of optical microscopy shows that the virgin copper of the Donets basin (Fig. 5a) differs
from the Volhynian copper (Fig. 5b) in the degree of oxidisation. The etching pits on
the metal surface are a common feature, appearing because of the heterogeneity and
defects of structure, in this case caused by the grains of cuprite (Cu2O). In the low
temperature Donets copper, the dissemination of cuprite grains is of a dendrite form,
and the structure of grain boundaries is almost indistinguishable, in contrast to the high
temperature Volhynian copper. With regard to the possibility of using the comparative
structures of the copper artifacts and the virgin copper as a key indicator of its application
in the foundry industry, the authors consider that this problem requires a somewhat
different approach than that previously used by the Russian specialists, which has failed
to provide any positive results [Ryndina 1993]. An examination of the thin structure of
metals by means of electronic microscopy, with the help of which the difference in the
structure of the natural virgin copper and the fused virgin copper can be determined,
would certainly solve the problem. In order to determine the difference in the structure
of the virgin copper from the different origin sources with the help of metallography and
electronic microscopy, a data base needs to be created, based on a significant quantity of
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specimens of archaeological copper ore raw material from both the archaeological sites
and the contemporary ore fields.
Metallographic studies of the structure of metal articles made from pure copper
(Glubochok, Ternopil Region) (Fig. 6) showed that they had been manufactured by means
of mechanical-thermal metal processing. The specimens of the typical deformational
structures most likely formed in the process of high temperature forging, such as the
grains and doubles sizes (shown in the picture) are relatively large. It is practically
impossible to trace any connection between the raw material source and the ready-to-use
product manufactured by the deformational processing. Such a connection can be traced
between the specimens of virgin copper and ingot specimens direct from cast forms
or cast articles. Even in these cases there exist certain equivocations, but the distorting
caused by deformations is eliminated.
The results of the examination of the structure of copper-based alloys used for the
production of the archaeological articles from the village of Glubochok are shown in
figure 5. In 5a, one can see the small-grained structure of the cast, non-deformed metal.
This is obtained by means of rapid heat removal, determined by the comparatively small
cast dimensions of the article, in contrast to the slower cooling technique applied in the
case of large-scale pieces. The alloy consists of bronze CuSnAs on the base of the solid
alloy solution.
Also found in this feature was a brass plate, the structure of which is represented
in figure 5d. It has a clearly fine-grained structure, with a deformed composition, which
means that the article was possibly cast and then forged at low temperatures. The metallographic examination of the metal structure used for the production of the hammer-axe
in Bilche Zolote showed that it had been worked by the cast method out of pure copper
(Table 3). The typical structure from the different points and plains of the article’s cross
section is given in Fig. 7. The specific structural nature of this specimen consists in
its decoration with copper monoxide, generated directly in the places of heterogeneous
structure. The polycrystalline structure and boundaries of crystallites are formed from
liquid in the course of the crystallisation of the alloy. They possess different coefficients
of admixtures retaining and represent areas of heterogeneity where, under certain conditions, the first processes to occur are those of oxidisation. The absence of features of
the deformational structure of grains indicate that the surface of the hammer had not
undergone any strengthening treatment. The development of fractures in some areas of
grain boundaries, especially in the working part of the implement, most probably resulted
from its utilisation.
The metallographic method used in the structural examination of copper and bronze
articles, in combination with x-ray and spectral methods, enables the determination of
the peculiarities of the ancient technologies of metal production and processing. These
technologies may vary according to regional features, since the structural characteristics
are dependant on the thermal deformational processes which occur in the course of the
production of functional pieces by the schools of different masters. A comprehensive
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a

b

c
F i g . 7. Microstructure of the alloyed copper hammer-axe from Bilche Zolote: a - x 70 - blade, sheer
cross-section; b - x 70, surface layer of the sheer cross-section; c - x 70, central part of the sheer cross-section.
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Table

3.

The results of the spectral analysis of the artifacts from the burial place in Glubochok and in Bilche
Zolote of Borshchiv District, Ternopil Region
Number of
specimen

1

Elements

Al

Si

Fe

Co

Ni

Zn

As

Sn

Sb

Pb

Bi

0,05

1,0

—

—

0,1-0,2

0,1

0,01

—

0,01

0,02

0,001

2

0,05-0,1 0,6-1,0

3

0,05-0,2

4
5
6
7

0,1

—

0,005-0,006

—

0,01

0,03-0,05

0,3

0,02-0,04

0,02-0,03

0,1

—

0,003-0,05

—

—

0,03

0,01

0,02-0,03

0,002

0,05-0,1

>1,0
>1,0

0,1

—

0,005

0,02-0,05

—

0,01

—

0,01-0,02

—

0,04-0,05

10,

0,06

—

0,005-0,01

—

0,005

0,005-0,007

0,002

0,2

0,1-0,2

0,03-0,06

0,1-0,3

0,06-0,1

0,1

—

0,1

—

>1

0,1

0,03

0,01-0,02

>1,0

0,01-0,5

>1,0
>1,0

0,2-0,5 0,05-0,1

0,02-0,03 0,04-0,2

0,007-0,01 0,005-0,01

8

0,02

0,5

0,2

0,03

0,1

0,05

9

0,1

0,5

0,1

0,02

0,1

—

>1

0,02-0,03 0,04-0,1

>1,0
>1,0

>1,0
>1,0

>1,0

0,1

0,8

0,1

1 - hammer-axe (Glubochok); 2- large bracelet; 3 - wide ring; 4 - thin ring; 5- ear-ring; 6 - awl; 7 - plate; 8 - pin;
9 - ingot.

set of standard article metal structures and raw material sources would be necessary for
such studies to be undertaken.

CONCLUSIONS

1. From a comparison of the standard values of the chemical composition of Volhynian
virgin copper (based on the specimens from the Rafalivka open-cast mine), and of copper
and bronze work-pieces from the archaeological monuments in the villages of Sofievka,
Glubochok and Bilche Zolote, three groups of copper artifacts can be distinguished:
– the TC artifacts nos. 3, 4 (Glubochok) and 285 (Sofievka), according to the main
geological-chemical indices, correspond to the virgin copper of Volhynia;
– the copper artifacts nos. 16a, 23, 86, 254 and 380 (Sofievka) are close in terms of
their chemical composition, although they possess significant distinctions from one
another;
– there is a geo-chemical similarity in the metal of artifacts no.1 from Bilche Zolote
and nos. 2 and 5 from Glubochok, and also between these and the work-pieces,
which could have been produced from copper raw material of the sedimentary type
(possibly from the Dniester river basin). The location of these villages, 20-25 km
from the copper strata exposures, gives significant grounds for this hypothesis.
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2. The bronze artifacts from the monument in Glubochok are attributed to the later layer
of the Noa culture. This could possibly confirm that copper ore raw material was taken
from the same source. The geo-chemical peculiarities of the alloys of these artifacts
indicate the sedimentary copper ores of the oxidisation zone, close to those of Donets
in their composition.
3. A solution to the questions related to the further development of the geological-chemical criteria for the identification of the virgin copper of Volhynia and the metal
artifacts from the different archaeological monuments requires, first and foremost, the
creation of a base of analytical data of the chemical composition of the virgin copper
specimens selected from throughout the territory of the Volhynian ore field. This kind
of material can be found in industrial geological institutions and in the collections of
geological museums in both Ukraine and Poland, as Polish scientists were the initiators
of studies of Volhynian virgin copper. The examination of the virgin copper in the copper
fields of the cis-Carpathians, the Dniester river basin and the Middle Dnieper river basin
(within the boundaries of the Ukrainian Continental Shield) could present substantial
supplementary information for these studies.
4. The development of the geo-chemical indices of the virgin copper of Volhynia will
allow the resolution of important issues connected with the determination of the initial ore
raw material type used for the production of the artifacts. At the same time, similar geo-chemical characteristics of the copper ores from the Regions of Lvov, Ivano-Frankivsk
and Ternopil may provide additional information concerning their application in the
non-ferrous metallurgy on the territory of western Ukraine.
5. The most efficient approach to the examination of the virgin copper of Volhynia and
its possible connections with the non-ferrous metals of the archaeological artifacts seems
to be the complex approach, with the application of modern methods of examination,
including studies of the structural idiosyncrasies of metals and the determination of the
absolute age of the virgin copper and the copper work-pieces by means of the radio-isotope examination of levels of lead, not previously used in the Ukrainian studies.
6. The metallographic examination of copper and bronze artifacts allows us to determine
the features of the ancient technologies of metal processing, as the structural characteristics of both pure metals and their alloys greatly depend on the thermal deformational
processes occurring in the course of the production of functional work-pieces. A comprehensive set of standard metal structures of the artifacts and raw sources is undoubtedly
necessary for this to be undertaken.
7. One of the components of the examination of the microstructure of virgin copper
metal work-pieces is analysis connected with the forging of the virgin copper under a
range of different thermal conditions. This is necessary in order to specify the typical
structures that could be used as standards for the comparison of ancient metal structures.
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STATE OF RESEARCH

The stage of fundamental research into the taxonomy and chronology of the Neolithic
Danube cultures in Poland has been summed up already several times since the 1970s
[Kamieńska, Kozłowski 1970, 1990; Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1979]. Divided into the
drainages of the Vistula and Oder rivers, the descriptions included all cultural phenomena
of the southern origin from the Early and Middle Neolithic of the Polish lands (Fig. 1).
The rise of the post-linear cultures was viewed as a new wave of Near and Balcan Eastern
inﬂuences. It was then that such cultures as Gumelniţa, Cucuteni-Tripolye, Polgár and
Lengyel emerged, while gradual transformations of the western portion of the Linear
Band Pottery culture (LBPC) led to the rise of the Linear-Stroked Pottery culture (LSPC).
In Małopolska, multidirectional inﬂuences on the groups of the late phase LBPC,
primarily Lengyel but also Polgár ones, resulted in the rise of a complex of cultural
groups referred to as the ‘Lengyel-Polgár circle’. Only a slight inﬂuence on their emergence was exerted by the Linear-Stroked Pottery culture [Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa
1979:99-100]. In the case of the Samborzec group, Lengyel inﬂuences were more strongly marked, whereas the Malice group was under stronger Tisza inﬂuences. For both
groups, Linear-Stroked Pottery culture inﬂuences were less important. The source of
these inﬂuences was identical in both cases, i.e. the late groups of the Linear Band Pottery culture. Owing to the presence of red-paint ornamentation in the Samborzec group,
it was synchronised with Lengyel I and LSPC III, while the Malice group, because of its
∗
The paper was inspired by the need to argue with positions held by scholars studying the ‘western borderland of
the Tripolye culture’ and revealing a lack of a clear taxonomic interpretation of linear and post-linear groups of the Vistula
drainage [editor’s comment].
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F i g . 1. Taxonomy and chronology of Danube cultural units in Poland (after Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1979).
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characteristic white-paint pottery ornamentation, was synchronised with Lengyel II and
LSPC IV [Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1979:102].
An alternative approach suggests a cultural and settlement hiatus in western Małopolska between the decline of the LBPC and the beginning of the Samborzec-Opatów
group. Consequently, the origins of this group are sought outside Małopolska (speciﬁcally in the borderland between Moravia and western Slovakia) assuming that it appeared
on the Upper Vistula as a result of migration. What is stressed is the fact that local roots of the cultural unit cannot be found [Kaczanowska 1990:75-83]. A similar view has
been also expressed in respect of the Malice group/culture. Its syncretic character has
been emphasised by observing that it incorporated elements of the LSPC, ‘Lengyel-like’
ones and others coming from the Tisza valley [Kaczanowska 1996:20]. At the same time
emphasis was laid on great diﬃculties in establishing the type of cultural relationship
linking the Malice culture to the last mentioned area [Kaczanowska 1996:25]. Taking
the Malice group to be later than the Samborzec-Opatów group, while lacking any arguments in favour of linking the former to the local cultural environment (i.e. late LBPC
groups), implicitly suggests that its roots should be searched outside Małopolska. The
most probable place of origin of this group seems to be the borderland between Moravia
and Upper Silesia [Kozłowski 1988:48-49].
There is no argument over the participation of the western Małopolska Pleszów
and Modlnica groups in the Lengyel circle [Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1979:112-115;
Kozłowski 1989:183-186; Wojciechowski 1989:171-176], nor is there any controversy
about the fact that the Rzeszów group, located more to the east, as well as Wężerów-type
complexes, the Złotniki-Wyciąże group and the Lublin-Volhynia culture belonged to
the Polgár circle [Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1979:116-126; Kozłowski 1989:192-198].
There is no argument, either, concerning the chronological position of the above-named
cultural units (Fig. 1).
Ukrainian researchers commonly identify all the so-called Danubian cultural groups
of western origin with the Lengyel culture. At times, all the materials known from western
Ukraine are included in the ‘Lengyel culture’ without even making an attempt to distinguish smaller regional or temporal units within the culture [Konopla 1982]. More frequently, however, such materials have been classiﬁed into smaller cultural units. Thus, the
distinction of Hoszcza-Werbkowice type [Zakharuk 1971:214] was made, known also as
the Werbkowice-Kostyanets culture, contrasting it with the Zimne-Złota culture. The latter was identiﬁed as older [Peleshchyshyn 1974:112-115; 1985:269]. Later on, materials
from Golyshiv were taken to be transitional, linking the two above-mentioned units of
the Lengyel culture [Peleshchyshyn 1989:12-25]. Occasionally, the temporal sequence of
Werbkowice-Kostyanets and Zimne-Złota units was reversed. The former was treated as
being older than the Zimne-Złota culture [Konopla 1990]. Without giving up the practice
of referring to all the discussed phenomena as the Lengyel culture, some Ukrainian researchers began using Polish nomenclature of respective cultural units. Consequently, such
names as Malice culture and Lublin-Volhynia culture appeared [Konopla 1997; 1999].
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THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF A NEW OUTLINE OF THE EVOLUTION OF
DANUBIAN CULTURES NORTH OF THE CARPATHIANS

Presented in this paper, a new approach to the taxonomy and chronology of Danubian cultures in Małopolska and western Ukraine was inspired by new hypotheses of
cultural development published in recent years and a number of new discoveries that
shed new light on several crucial moments in the development of the discussed cultural
groups.
The analysis of the character and chronology of LBPC settlement in the territories of eastern outskirts of Poland and in the Ukraine [Kozłowski 1985] led to an
important conclusion. It turned out that the territory was settled mainly in the ‘music
note’ phase. In the beginning of the Želiezovce phase, in the region of Rzeszów, a disruption occurred which severed links between the development centre of the eastern
branch of the LBPC, located in south-western Slovakia, and the said territories. As
a result they were cut oﬀ from Želiezovce inﬂuences and continued the ‘music note’
development stage also in later periods yielding at the same time to ever stronger inﬂuences coming from the circle of Eastern Linear cultures [Kozłowski 1985:69]. By
subjecting certain pottery assemblages of ‘music note’ character (e.g. Kormanice, Kotovanie) to a detailed analysis, certain traits were revealed in them indicating that they
were contemporaneous with the Želiezovce phase and Bükk culture. The cited examples ﬁt into a wider context. So far, no sites related to the ﬁnal period of LBPC
development, known as Želiezovce phase III, have been discovered in Małopolska.
Stylistically the youngest assemblages of this culture, linked to Želiezovce phase IIb,
are unearthed only near Kraków [Godłowska 1982:153]. While materials from a slightly older period are observable also on the loess soils of Sandomierz and Rzeszów [Kamieńska 1964; Kadrow 1990:63, Fig. 9]. In the valley of the San River, in
the Lublin region and in the western part of the Volhynia Upland one can observe
scarce traces linked, at best, to the beginning of the Želiezovce phase [subphase I cf. Kozłowski 1985:55-60]. In the territories located farther east discoveries are made
only of sites stylistically associated with the ‘music note’ phase and sporadically older
(Fig. 2).
It has turned out that with time successive areas located north and north-east of
the arch of the Carpathians settled by LBPC populations gradually lost their ties with
the most vital centre of this culture in south-western Slovakia. The farthest areas of
settlement, located in the Dniester drainage and in Volhynia lost the ties already towards the end of the ‘music note’ phase. The western part of Małopolska was cut oﬀ
from the mentioned inﬂuences with the end of Želiezovce phase IIb. The observed phenomena set a temporal-spatial pattern (Fig. 2, 3). The more the zone of inﬂuence of
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F i g . 2. The inﬂuence range of the core of the eastern province of LBPC in south-western Slovakia in diﬀerent
development stages of the culture (from the decline of the ’music note phase’ [NIII] until the middle stage of
the Želiezovce phase [ŻIIb] in Małopolska and western Ukraine. a - circle of eastern linear cultures; b - Linear
Band Pottery culture in SW Slovakia and Moravia; c - Linear Band Pottery culture sites; d - borders between
cultural areas; e, f - major directions of inﬂuences.

the centre in south western Slovakia shrank the stronger was the impact of Eastern
Linear cultures in the form of the higher incidence of imported obsidian [Brzozowski 1986, map II; Ścibior 1992]. It accounted for as much as 30 percent of the raw
material of stone inventories [e.g. Rzeszów-Piastów estate, feature complex no. 96 cf. Kadrow 1990:47; 1990b, Fig. 14]. Another proof of mounting inﬂuence from that
direction is increased import of the pottery of the Bükk culture [about 15 percent in
pit no. 40 at Rzeszów-Piastów estate, cf. Kadrow 1990b:55], Samosz group [complex
of features no. 80, Rzeszów site, Piastów estate; - cf. Kadrow 1990:63, Fig. 14] and
the Szarvas-Érpart type [Świerszczów Kolonia, site 28 - cf. Zakościelna 1988:9, Fig.
2] and numerous examples of imports of diverse cultural groups at Nowa Huta sites [Godłowska 1982]. At the same time, the share of Jurassic ﬂint was decreasing
systematically in successive development phases of LBPC populations (from about 70
at the beginning of the ‘music note’ phase to approx. 40 percent at the end of the
Želiezovce phase at Rzeszów-Piastów estate; cf. Kadrow 1993:389) being a measure
of the waning inﬂuence of the western centres of this culture on the areas lying farther east.
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F i g . 3. Model of the inﬂuence range of the core of the eastern province of LBPC in south-western Slovakia in
diﬀerent development stages of the culture (from the decline of the ‘music note phase’ [NIII] until the middle
stage of the Želiezovce phase [ŽIIb].

In the light of the above facts, diﬀerent rates of the stylistic development of pottery in various areas, including long arrests in some of them, seem to be uncontroversial. Besides, the development occasionally progressed in many diﬀerent directions,
which is beyond argument as well. This is especially clear in the case of the population groups inhabiting the Dniester drainage and Volhynia who were attached to the
principles of pottery production typical of the ‘music note’ phase until the end of the
LBPC. The most important consequence of ascertaining the mechanism of delaying or
arresting stylistic-typological transformations of pottery should be the rejection of a possibility of making any sensible pronouncements on the chronology of settlement of a
territory, including the questions of settlement continuity and gaps, solely on the basis of ascertaining continuity or a so-called taxonomic gap (stylistic and typological).
This conclusion agrees with a pithy assertion of Lech Czerniak that ‘. . . the existence
of a taxonomic gap between the materials of the LBPC and LLPC [Late Linear Pottery culture in Kujawy] may be potentially disproved, but never conﬁrmed’ [Czerniak
1996:74].
A considerable contribution into a new understanding of the cultural situation in
the area in question is made by the theory of the Malice culture (not group!) considered
a unit having a separate taxonomic position. It is the third independent cultural unit
in the post-linear landscape next to the Lengyel culture originating with the Želiezovce
group and the Linear-Stroked Pottery culture that emerged from the western province of
the LBPC [Kaczanowska, Kamieńska, Kozłowski 1986:117-118; Kozłowski 1986:304;
Kozłowski 1988:48-49; Kozłowski 1996:154].
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A REVIEW OF DANUBIAN CULTURAL UNITS IN MAŁOPOLSKA AND
WESTERN UKRAINE

1. Linear Band Pottery culture (Fig. 4, 5)
The LBPC settlement in the area of interest to us here belongs to its so-called
eastern province. The settlement encompasses western and Sandomierz loess highlands,
the belt of Carpathian Foothill loess soils, the Lublin and Volhynia uplands, Upper
Dniester drainage and Moldavia (Fig. 4). The centre that created its stylistic image was
located in south-western Slovakia and western Małopolska. LBPC populations settled
diﬀerent regions of Małopolska already in its oldest period known as the ‘pre-music note’
phase (I). It corresponds to the complexes of the so-called Flomborn phase in Rhineland
[Richter 1969], ‘ačkova’ phase in Bohemia and Moravia [Jira 1911] and four ‘pre-music
note’ horizons of the oldest linear pottery in south-western Slovakia [Pavúk 1980]. The
phase is divided into two subphases: (a) Gniechowice and (b) Zoﬁpole. As they have
been already exhaustively characterised [Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1983, 1987, 1988],
we shall give here only the most typical examples of the settlement of those times and
some recently discovered sites. The most numerous materials from that period come
from the loess soils of western Małopolska and the vicinity of Sandomierz [Kamieńska
1964; Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1983, 1987:293-295]. The results of recent excavations
enlarge the catalogue of the oldest LBPC traces by sites located in Wieliczka Foothills
(Fig. 5; cf. Kukułka 1997:Tab. III), Rzeszów Piedmont [Kadrow 1990:Fig. 16:a-d, f-h;
1997:Fig. 8:a, d, f] and Volhynia [Uzarowiczowa 1964; Buszewicz 1990:Fig. 3:4].
The whole territory under discussion is interspersed with numerous sites yielding
materials dated to the ‘music note phase’ of the LBPC. In some locations (e.g. Rzeszów-Piastów estate) it was possible to distinguish within it chronological subphases such
as (a) early — NI, classic — NII and (c) late — NIII [cf. e.g. Kadrow 1990:60-62,
Fig. 5-7, 28], which are consistent with the development rhythm of the LBPC in south-western Slovakia [Pavúk 1969]. In other locations, e.g. Kraków-Nowa Huta, site 62, the
phase could be divided into an older and younger ‘music note’ subphases (Mogiła; cf.
Godłowska 1991, 1992:24-36). It is with this phase that a vast majority of materials from
Volhynia and the Upper Dniester drainage are connected [Zakharuk, Telegin 1985].
In the Želiezovce phase, one can observe a process of gradual waning of the inﬂuence of the centre in south-western Slovakia, which has already been mentioned above
(Fig. 2, 3). The process is manifested by a total absence of Želiezovce materials east of
the Bug and San rivers and a limited occurrence of pottery from the beginning of the classic subphase (ZIIa) in the areas west of Sandomierz and Łańcut. Artifacts from the next
subphase (ZIIb) are found only in the region of Kraków [Godłowska 1982:153] not counting occasional examples from Sandomierz-Kruków [Michalak-Ścibior, Taras 1995:Fig.
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F i g . 4. The maximum range of LBPC (1) against the background of circle of eastern linear cultures (2),
Körösz culture settlement (3) and the Bug-Dniester culture (4) (after Kozłowski, Kozłowski 1977).

39:1, 4, 8], whereas phase ZIII is observable only in Slovakia. Similarly to the ‘music
score’ phase, the assemblages of the Želiezovce phase can be divided in several cases
into subphases [e.g. Nowa Huta settlement assemblage, cf. Godłowska 1982:152-153,
Fig. 4; and on Rzeszów-Piastów estate, cf. Kadrow 1990:63, Fig. 8-9] identiﬁed earlier
in south-western Slovakia [ZI, ZIIa, ZIIb, cf. Pavúk 1969].
2. Post-linear cultural units
Whereas the questions of taxonomy and chronology of the LBPC in Małopolska
and western Ukraine ﬁt easily into classic schemata [Kozłowski 1974; Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1979; Godłowska 1982; 1992; Kadrow 1990], in the case of the post-linear
period in the development of Danubian cultures we suggest several new solutions. In
the light of the current state of research, we take as proven the diﬀerent rate of stylistic
development of pottery in diﬀerent regions of the LBPC [cf. also Kozłowski 1985] and
a very low probability of total depopulation of vast expanses of land for long periods
postulated for the sole reason of want stylistic and typological links between the LBPC
and the Samborzec-Opatów group or the Malice culture [cf. Kaczanowska 1990:Fig. 10].
Please observe that in the case of territories located east of the Bug and San rivers, the
so-called taxonomic gap is deﬁned by the end of the ‘music note’ phase of the LBPC
and the beginning of the classic phase of the MC. Thus, in terms of absolute dates the
depopulation period might have lasted as long as 200 years! Moreover, a considerable
demographic potential of the LBPC population makes us believe that LBPC people had
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F i g . 5. LBPC pottery, phase I (Gniechowice) from Gwoździec (after Kukułka 1997).
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a substantial share in the laying of foundations for a new cultural system. This solution
was suggested after considering a cultural change in the Rzeszów settlement microregion
[Kadrow 1990b:59-63].
Works published on the Samborzec-Opatów group, which was ﬁrst distinguished
by Zoﬁa Podkowińska [1953:32-44] and then deﬁned many times [Kozłowski 1966; Kamieńska 1967; Kamieńska, Kozłowski 1970; Kozłowski, Kozłowski 1977; Kaczanowska
1990; Kaczanowska, Kozłowski 1994], emphasised its division into two territorial subgroups: (a) Kraków and (b) Sandomierz ones. The Kraków subgroup is characterised
by a high share of pear-shaped beakers and beakers on a hollow foot and a high frequency of a meandering, horizontally stretched ornament and angular patterns. While in
the Sandomierz subgroup, vessels with bulging necks and thick walls are frequent, with
the dominant ornament being horizontal bands [Kaczanowska 1990:87-93; Kaczanowska, Kozłowski 1994:85-88]. In the Kraków subgroup ﬂint industry relied on Jurassic
material whereas in the Sandomierz subgroup chocolate ﬂint was used [Kaczanowska
1990:93].
In the Samborzec-Opatów group, Lengyel and stroked elements are visible. Among
the former are amphorae with globular bellies and cylindrical necks, beakers on a hollow
foot and red-paint ornaments as well as incised ones. Elements taken from the LSPC
include biconical beakers and the idea, technique and several motifs of stroked ornamentation [Kaczanowska, Kozłowski 1994:92-94]. Important for the interpretation of the
diﬀerences between the Kraków and Sandomierz subgroups was the processing of materials from site 20 in Rzeszów [Kadrow 1990a]. Next to stroked elements in the form of
biconical beakers and stroked ornamentation, characteristic of phase III of the Bohemian
LSPC [Zápotocká 1970:6], vessels with bulging necks, typical only of Samborzec-Opatów group, are recorded here [Kadrow 1990a:Fig. 2, 3]. However, there are absolutely
no elements that are believed to be typically Lengyel.
Considerable diﬀerences in the adaptation of Lengyel elements between the Kraków
and Sandomierz subgroups of the Samborzec-Opatów group and on site 20 in Rzeszów
make us consider them as separate but contemporaneous cultural units. Their contemporaneity is decided by patterns of stroked ornaments that may be synchronised with
phase III of LSPC. In the Kraków subgroup (Fig. 6), the Lengyel inﬂuences are the most
pronounced (painted ornaments and appropriate vessel forms), which — as it has already
been mentioned — are totally absent at site 20 in Rzeszów. An intermediate position
between the two is occupied by the assemblages of the Sandomierz subgroup. Thus,
legitimately, as part of the Lengyel culture can be considered only the Kraków subgroup.
The Rzeszów assemblage (Fig. 7), because of its clear aﬃnities with the classic phase of
the Malice culture (biconical beakers with a slightly ﬂared rim and a shoulder marked
only with a group of bosses and a chevron motif made using the pricking technique and
with generally richer ornamentation of pottery), facing a lack of Lengyel connections,
may be believed to be a representative of the oldest phase of the Malice culture — Ia
[Kadrow 1990a:99-102]. The transitory and mixed character of the Sandomierz subgroup
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[cf. also Kaczanowska 1990:93] does not justify its inclusion in either the Lengyel or the
Malice culture [diﬀerent positions: Kaczanowska 1990; Michalak-Ścibior 1996:47]. The
situation thus outlined does not ﬁt into any of the existing schemata of cultural taxonomy.
Below, we shall propose other solutions in this respect.
2a. Lengyel culture — (in the cultural taxonomy hitherto used) Kraków subgroup of
the Samborzec-Opatów group (Fig. 6).
The inventories of this cultural unit include three groups of pottery: (a) vessels
decorated with pricks, (b) thin-wall vessels with painted ornaments and (c) the so-called
crudely made pottery. Pottery forms are dominated by biconical forms (44.6%) and
beakers on a hollow foot (20.5%). Quite frequent are Lengyel-like, small amphorae
(6.3%). Among the ornament patterns the most popular are a horizontally stretched,
powrotny meander (52.5%) and various angular motifs (41.2%). Also characteristic is a
relatively high share of pottery made of plastic mass leaned with a large amount of sand,
which might be related to salt production [Kaczanowska 1990:87, 93; Kaczanowska,
Kozłowski 1994:85-88].
Flint industry was almost entirely based on Jurassic material. What was used was
single-platform cores with the striking surface located on the narrower side. Neither their
striking platforms nor the striking surface were subjected to overly elaborate initial treatment. The tools used include scrapers, truncated pieces, retouched blades and perforators
[Kaczanowska, Kozłowski 1994:90-91].
The Kraków subgroup was contemporaneous with phase Ia of the Lengyel culture
because of the presence of ornament patterns incised and painted with a red paint and
with phase II of Herpály culture because of the use patterns painted with a black paint
[Kaczanowska, Kozłowski 1994:97]. The majority of prick ornaments (angular motifs
and meanders) have their counterparts in phase IVa of the LSPC in Bohemia. Some of
them (bands) show also aﬃnities with phase III of the said culture. Chronologically, it
corresponds to phase Ia of the Malice culture.
2b. Early Malice-Lengyel mixed group — (in the cultural taxonomy hitherto used) the
Sandomierz subgroup of the Samborzec-Opatów group (Fig. 7).
Up till now, attention has been drawn to the Lengyel character of this subgroup
with a strong participation of Malice elements [Kaczanowska 1990:93] or to its early
Malice quality but drawing attention to evidently Lengyel elements [Michalak-Ścibior
1996:47]. Occasionally, Lengyel-like small amphorae and beakers on a hollow foot are
recorded here. These vessels as a rule are decorated with a painted ornament. Slightly
less numerous, biconical beakers usually decorated with pricks account for 36.4% of
vessels. Moreover, they have sharper proﬁles and their rims are slightly ﬂared similarly
to classic Malice assemblages. One can also ﬁnd here many vessels with bulging necks
and large vessels of the so-called crude manufacture. The ﬂint industry is based on
chocolate raw material. The technique of procuring semi-ﬁnished products and the tool
structure show close aﬃnities with the Kraków subgroup [Kaczanowska 1990:87-93;
Kaczanowska, Kozłowski 1994:88-91].
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F i g . 6. Pottery of Kraków subgroup from Kraków-Nowa Huta-Pleszów (a-ł, n-o) and Zoﬁpole (m).
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F i g . 7. Malice culture pottery, phase Ia, from Rzeszów, site 20.
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The Lengyel elements observed in the Sandomierz subgroup allow us to synchronise
it with Lengyel Ia phase. Frequently encountered, the motif of prick bands links it more
strongly, however, to phase III of the LSPC in Bohemia. Thus, it seems that its beginnings
should be dated to the time slightly earlier than the rise of the Kraków subgroup, while
its lifetime should be entirely synchronised with phase Ia of the Malice culture.
2c. Malice culture — phase Ia — early (Fig. 8).
The description of this phase relies on the inventory of site 20 in Rzeszów [Kadrow
1990a]. The most numerous group is made up of the pottery of the so-called crude manufacture sometimes decorated with appliqué bosses. The second largest group is formed
of vessels with a bulging neck. There is considerably less thin-wall pottery decorated
with pricks arranged in bands and angles. These forms bear typical Malice traits. Biconical beakers have sharper proﬁles, while belly shoulders are sometimes accented with
bosses. The necks of these vessels are slightly ﬂared in a typically Malice manner. Absolutely no pottery of clear Lengyel connections can be found. Nor any painted pottery
has been recorded yet. On record, there are, however, occurrences of tub-like vessels so
characteristic of the classic phase of the MC. A modest assemblage of ﬂint artifacts does
not diﬀer much, in terms of either raw material (chocolate ﬂint) or technology and tool
structure, from the assemblages of the Sandomierz subgroup.
Bands of pricks and simple angular motifs ﬁnd their closest equivalents in phase
III of the LSPC in Bohemia. Numerous vessels with a bulging neck make it possible to
synchronise phase Ia of the MC with the Sandomierz subgroup. This, in turn, justiﬁes
dating it contemporaneously with the Sandomierz subgroup and somewhat earlier than
the Kraków subgroup. Another reason for such dating is the direct succession of the
Želiezovce IIa phase by the early Malice settlement in the region of Rzeszów, whereas
the Kraków subgroup in the same region follows only the Želiezovce IIb phase of the
LBPC (Fig. 9). Besides site 20 in Rzeszów, this phase also comprises part of the materials
from site 2 in Ćmielów [Michalak-Ścibior 1994].
2c. Malice culture — phase Ib — classic (Fig. 10)
The phase under discussion has been identiﬁed until recently with the whole of
Malice culture (group) that was distinguished by Janusz Krzysztof Kozłowski [1966]
and Jadwiga Kamieńska [1973] primarily on the basis of materials from the eponymous
site in Malice [Kamieńska 1959, 1972].
The description of the classic phase is supplemented by the discussions of materials
of this culture from the vicinity of Rzeszów [Kadrow 1990], Nowa Huta [Kaczanowska
1996] and from the Lublin and Volhynia uplands [Zakościelna, Gurba 1997].
The domination of pottery of the so-called crude manufacture (also known as ‘kitchen pottery’), whose ceramic mass was rareﬁed with broken pottery, is readily observable. Rare painted pottery (up to 3%) is recorded only in areas where traces of the Lengyel
culture were observed earlier, i.e. in the vicinity of Kraków [Kaczanowska 1996:9] and
occasionally around Sandomierz. The designs are painted in red and white paint. Slightly
more frequent is ceramics decorated with stroked ornament made with a multi-toothed
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F i g . 8. Pottery of Sandomierz subgroup from Samborzec (a-g) and Ćmielów (h-o).
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F i g . 9. Chronological relationships between Kraków and Sandomierz subgroups and the oldest phase of the
Malice culture against the relative chronology of the LSPC and Lengyel culture.

tool [Kozłowski, Kozłowski 1977:280]. This manner of decoration was used chieﬂy on
biconical beakers, which had sharper proﬁles and slightly ﬂared rims. Belly shoulders
were quite frequently accented with small bosses. Among stroked motifs, a meander is
lacking. The pricks were made on a thin layer of slip, which was easily damaged. Besides there are also rectangular or tub-like vessels, very typical of the MC, as well as
vessels known from other cultural units, e.g. bowl-like ones, small amphorae, vessels on
a hollow foot or a pedestal and large bulbous vessels [Kamieńska 1973].
The ﬂint industry of settlement clusters in the vicinities of Sandomierz and Rzeszów
relied on chocolate ﬂint [e.g. Kadrow 1990:Fig. 26a; 1990a], whereas in the vicinity of
Kraków, Jurassic material continued to dominate [Kozłowski, Kozłowski 1977:280-282].
On the Nałęczów Plateau [Zakościelna, Gurba 1997:202], near Sandomierz [Michalak-Ścibior 1994:77-79] and Rzeszów [Kadrow 1990:Fig. 26a] a certain role was played by
the import of obsidian.
In its classic phase (Ib), the MC expanded virtually in all directions (Fig. 10). From
the Sandomierz-Kraków centre it spread to western Małopolska that had been occupied
earlier by the Kraków subgroup and further to the south-west, to Upper Silesia and northern Moravia [Košturík 1996], to eastern Slovakia [Vizdal 1973] and to Transcarpathian
Ukraine [Kaczanowska, Kamieńska, Kozłowski 1986], to the north to Kujawy [Czerniak
1980] and to the east to Volhynia and to the Upper Dniester region [Zakościelna, Gurba
1997:201-202]. Especially interesting are new reports on the classic Malice settlement
in Volhynia, because of later rather intensive settlement of this culture representing the
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F i g . 10. Malice culture pottery, phase Ib, from Las Stocki.
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next phase, i.e. the Rzeszów phase (MCIIa). Among the Volhynia sites of phase Ib of
the MC, one can name Strzyżów [Podkowińska 1960:47, tab. I:2, 4), Łuck and Myszków
[Cynkalowski 1961:31] as well as Komarno on the Upper Dniester [Zakościelna, Gurba
1997:Fig. 1].
The relationships of the MC with the Tisza drainage are very diﬃcult to determine
[Kaczanowska 1996:25]. Only aﬃnities with the LSPC allow us to establish the contemporaneity of the classic phase assemblages of the MC and phase IVb of the LSPC
[Kaczanowska 1996:25].
2c. Malice culture — phase Ic — late classic (Fig. 11)
The late classic phase of the MC was distinguished on the basis of the ceramics
inventories from pits 108 and 109 at site Rzeszów-Piastów estate [Kadrow 1990:70, Fig.
11]. The distinctive trait of this phase is a clear simpliﬁcation of stroked ornaments.
The pricks were made almost exclusively with a single tool of a round cross-section.
Decorative designs become considerably disorganised. Vessel forms continue to include
basic classes known from the previous phase. The same can be said of the general
division of pottery into ﬁne and the so-called crudely made one. A new development is
an ornament made of deep, single pricks and small round dents which were arranged into
simple ornaments (lines accenting the shoulder of the belly or separating the neck from
the belly). Apart from the vicinity of Rzeszów, sites of this phase of the MC occur on
the Nałęczów Plateau (part of the inventories from Las Stocki; cf. Zakościelna 1984), in
the Sandomierz settlement cluster [Michalak-Ścibior 1996:48; Michalak-Ścibior, Taras
1995] and on Kraków loess soils [Kadrow 1996:51].
Due to the clear isolationism of MC groups of this period, it is very diﬃcult to
place them on the relative chronology scale. Being ‘decline’ in character in relation
to the classic phase, the MC groups are believed to follow this very phase. Given the
chronological position of the MC classic and Rzeszów phases, it is acceptable to believe
that ‘late classic complexes’ should ﬁll the temporal gap between the end of the classic
phase and the point in time marking the boundary between the Neolithic and Eneolithic,
which is diﬃcult to determine in Poland.
2c. Malice culture — phase IIa — early period of the Rzeszów phase (Fig. 12).
The ‘Rzeszów type’ of pottery was distinguished by Andrzej Żaki [1962:199, Fig.
2] and it was ﬁrst described as part of the Malice culture by Jadwiga Kamieńska
[1973:100-103]. The division of ‘Rzeszów’ materials into two subphases was made
later [Kadrow 1988, 1996]. A distinctive trait of the older section is the absence of
‘Rzeszów’ ornamentation, namely ‘hanging chevrons’ or grapes made of deep pricks.
The section corresponds to a cultural unit from the Lublin and Volhynia uplands known
under several names. Among them are Hoszcza-Werbkowice [Zakharuk 1971:214] or
Werbkowice-Kostyanets [Peleshchyshyn 1974:112-115, 1985:269].
The most characteristic vessel forms include moulded bowls with incised shoulders, arc-proﬁled bowls, deep vase-shaped vessels and small goblets. Signiﬁcant as a
distinctive, phase-marking trait is the conspicuous moulding of vessels (mainly bowls)
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F i g . 11. Malice culture pottery, phase Ic, from Rzeszów, site 16.
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F i g . 12. Malice culture pottery, phase IIa, from Werbkowice.
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combined with the custom of emphasising it with a row of incisions or impressions of a
round stamp as well as a total absence of typical stroked ornaments.
MC sites of the early Rzeszów phase were recorded on the Lublin, Volhynia, and
Sandomierz-Opatów uplands and on Rzeszów-Przemyśl loess soils [Kadrow 1997, Fig. 1;
Zakościelna, Gurba 1997:Fig. 1]. Among better documented complexes of this phase are
Rzeszów, Lisia Góra [Kadrow 1988:Fig. 5], Werbkowice [Komorowski 1958], Klementowice [Uzarowiczowa 1975], and Kostyanets [Chernysh 1982:Tab. XCIV; Peleshchyshyn
1997], Listvyn [Peleshchyshyn 1997] as well as such sites as Yaroslavichi, Lyshch and
Ostrov in Volhynia that were only mentioned in passing [Konopla 1990].
The MC complexes representing phase IIa (early Rzeszów) must have stemmed
from the late classic MC as a result of processes similar to those that gave rise to the
Rössen culture and the LLPC (Brześć Kujawski type) in Kujawy. These could have been
adaptation processes improving the living conditions on a more diverse terrain than in the
case of earlier MC phases when contacts with traditional cultural centres (south-western
Slovakia, Tisza drainage, Bohemian Basin) were broken oﬀ.
Certain traits of the pottery of the phase under discussion allow us to synchronise
it with the proto-Tiszapolgár phase and phase A of the Tiszapolgár culture [Kadrow
1988:22]. These are semicircular, ﬂat bosses arranged in horizontal rows under lip rims
that can be found an early Rzeszów assemblage on the site in Rzeszów-Piastów estate,
in pit no. 16 [Moskwa 1964, Fig. 19]. Similar ornaments occur on the ceramics of the
proto-Tiszapolgár phase [Šiška 1968:Fig. 5:7, 6:5, 9] and in materials of phase A of the
Tiszapolgár culture [Šiška 1968:Fig. 9:5-12]. Equally early may be the motifs of a double
zigzag made of single, deep impressions that was recorded at the site in Rzeszów, Piastów
estate, pit no. 16 [Moskwa 1964:Fig. 19] and in Majdan Nowy, pit 3, [Bronicki, Kadrow
1988:Fig. 9:10]. Analogous ornamentation motifs are recorded in the Tisza drainage as
early as the proto-Tiszapolgár phase [Šiška 1968:76, 109].
The above-mentioned elements and the fact that the early Rzeszów phase of the MC
(IIa) immediately followed the late classic phase (Ic) make it highly probable that the
discussed phase was synchronous with the beginnings of the Tiszapolgár culture. In the
opinion of Ida Bognár-Kutzián [1972:193], they should not have lasted too long. The
problem is to ﬁnd the upper limit of the said phase. Contrary to appearances, it does not
end with the inception of the classic period of the Rzeszów phase of the MC (IIb), which
is very reliably synchronised with phase B of the Tiszapolgár culture [Kadrow 1996:68].
In frequently repeated opinions by Ukrainian scholars [e.g. Peleshchyshyn 1974:112-115,
1985:269], maintaining that the complexes of the said phase (i.e. MC IIa) are younger
than the Lublin-Volhynia culture, there is a grain of truth. The complexes of the classic
period of the Rzeszów phase (MC IIb) in the late Malice environment are recorded only
near Rzeszów in the form of the so-called ‘Rzeszów type’. Besides, its elements are
observable in various strange cultural contexts [e.g. Lublin-Volhynia culture, Modlnica
group, Ocice group and LLPC; cf. Kadrow 1996:Fig. 1]. They are concentrated only in
certain cultural centres characterised by openness to inter-regional contacts. It seems that
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in other (non-central) areas occupied by the MC, the early Rzeszów pottery style (phase
MC IIa) continued to prevail. This issue shall be discussed below, as well.
2c. Malice culture — phase IIb — classic period of the Rzeszów phase (Fig. 13, 14).
The vessel forms of this phase are closely related to the preceding phase, i.e. MC
IIa. A distinctive trait and a reﬁnement of the pottery of this period is rich ornamentation at times in the form of circular, less frequently, triangular, deep pricks arranged
in ‘hanging chevrons’, occasionally combined with incised patterns. This kind of ornamentation has strikingly close analogies in the assemblages of the Tiszaug group of the
Tiszapolgár culture [Bognár-Kutzián 1972:Fig. 20:5, 8; Tab. LXXI-LXXIII). Especially
large accumulation of this type of pottery was recorded in the vicinity of Rzeszów, in
the environment of the late MC [Kadrow 1988]. It is interesting that single ornaments
of this type are discovered in various cultural contexts, which is mentioned above (Fig.
14). The common denominator of assemblages containing pottery decorated after the
fashion of ‘classic Rzeszów’ is their contemporaneity with phase B of the Tiszapolgár
culture [Kadrow 1996:68]. Owing to the presence of the described ornamentation, for
instance, in the assemblages of the classic phase of the Lublin-Volhynia culture, it can
be synchronised with phase MC IIb or with phase IIIa of the LLPC in the Chełmno
Land [Kukawka 1996].
Dated to such a late period, the MC in the vicinity of Rzeszów blocked, as it seems,
the expansion of the Lublin-Volhynia culture into these territories.
3. Lublin-Volhynia culture (L-VC) — phase I — pre-classic (Fig. 15, 16)
To describe the oldest (I) phase of the L-VC, we can rely only on materials from
Golyshiv. This is an assemblage of vessels found during the excavations of a small
cemetery (7 graves) and a settlement [Peleshchyshyn 1998]. They can be divided into
two groups: one with links to MC Ic/MC IIa including vessels moulded where the neck
passes into the belly (Fig. 15), some of them clearly biconical (Fig. 15) and displaying a
corrugated ornament on their rims and incisions on the greatest protrusion of the belly,
which at times is accentuated by ceratoid bosses placed there (Fig. 16). The other group
comprises ﬂower-pot-like vessels with four tapered beads on their rims, a bowl of a
bow-like proﬁle (Fig. 16), a pear-shaped goblet with a clearly marked, long neck and a
deep bowl (bucket?) with a single, rectangular bead at the rim decorated with two rows
of white-paint triangles arranged in the chessboard fashion with their apexes pointing
upwards. All these forms are typical of L-VC. Acknowledging all the reservations relating
to the scarcity of information, we tend to believe that co-occurrence of elements showing
aﬃnities with MC Ic and those typical of the LV-C may determine the oldest horizon of
the formation of the LV-C, the very moment when the Malice substratum is overlaid by
impulses from the Tiszapolgár-Csőshálom-Oborin [Kadrow 1997a:276].
The above-mentioned stylistic traits of pottery quite clearly indicate its connections
with the early Rzeszów phase (IIa) of the MC, possibly also with the decline of its late
classic phase. This, in turn, means that it was contemporaneous also with phase A of
the Tiszapolgár culture. The area where the oldest L-VC traits are found is limited to a
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F i g . 13. Malice culture pottery, phase IIb, from Rzeszów, site 16.
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F i g . 14. Sites with elements of the Rzeszów phase against the range of the Tiszapolgár culture (horizontal
lines) in its phase B (vertical lines - Tiszaug group): 1 - Tiszaug-KisrŢtpart, 2 - Rzeszów, sites 16, 23, 24;
3 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Pleszów, sites 17-20; 4 - Złota, site Grodzisko II; 5 - Las Stocki; 6 - Khoriv; 7 Boguszewo; 8 - Przemyśl-Budy; 9 - Ocice, 10 - Wężerów (Tiszapolgár culture site).
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F i g . 15. Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase I, from Golyshiv.
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F i g . 16. Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase I, from Golyshiv.
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small region on the Styr River, close to easily accessible deposits of Volhynia ﬂint and
local outcrops of native copper situated between the Styr and Horyn rivers.
3. Lublin-Volhynia culture — phase II — classic (Fig. 17-23)
This phase is much better documented with materials originating in both settlements
and cemeteries. At that time, the L-VC spread to the western part of the Volhynia Upland
as far as the Wieprz River, the Nałęczów Plateau and the south-eastern part of the
Sandomierz-Opatów Upland (Fig. 17).
Among the representative sites for this phase are Złota, ‘Stronghold’ I and II [Podkowińska 1953, 1960], Las Stocki, site 7 and Wąwolnica, site 6 [Zakościelna 1987, 1996],
Strzyżów, a complex made up of an extensive settlement and a cemetery excavated in the
late 1930s by Zoﬁa Podkowińska [1960:39-60] and in the 1960s by Jerzy Głosik and Jan
Gurba [1963:358-366, Gurba 1964:56-58, Kadrow 1989:5-33], as well as materials from
a multi-cultural settlement on site 1C in Gródek Nadbużny [Gumiński 1989] and on site
‘Stronghold’ in Zimne [Peleshchyshyn 1964:18-27; Zakharuk 1971:216-219; Bronicki,
Ochrimenko, Zakościelna 1998].
The most numerous group of vessels characteristic of this phase is made up of
goblets diﬀering considerably in terms of size and wall shapes. Generally, these are
rather small vessels whose rim diameters vary from 4-5 to 10-12 cm. They usually
have more or less strongly marked necks that pass into globular or pear-shaped bellies
(Fig. 18e; 19h; 21a, b, d, h; 22b). Only on few sites did much larger goblets occur,
with globular or conical bellies and long cylindrical necks (Strzyżów, site 2A, grave
4 — Gurba, Kutyłowski 1970; Zimne — Peleshchyshyn 1985:270, Fig. 70:1, 4). It is
this group of vessels that most frequently displays an ornament characteristic of L-VC,
namely a design of white oil paint applied in a thick layer to the surface of vessels after
ﬁring. The goblets were decorated all over with geometrical patterns, primarily ‘hanging
chevrons’ with their apexes pointing downwards separated by vertical or oblique bands.
Frequently, there appears a chessboard-like combination of small and large triangles with
short and long bands (Fig. 21d, h; 22b). The ornament converges radially at the bottom
bend. Sometimes, the outer bottom surface bears the motif of a Greek cross [Strzyżów,
site 1D — Kadrow 1989, Fig. 7:9, Las Stocki, site 7 — Zakościelna 1986] or several
isosceles triangles with their apexes joined (Fig. 21h, j). An ornament painted with thin
oblique lines or small triangles appears quite often on the inner surfaces of goblets,
immediately under the rim (Fig. 21d; 22b; 23a).
Equally numerous are ﬂower-pot-like vessels (in the shape of a half of a cask) whose
walls next to the rim are parallel to the vessel axis or slightly bending inwards (Fig. 18a,
b, g; 19b; 20a). Vessels of this group very often bear characteristic ornaments in the form
of four bow-like or ceratoid beads symmetrically placed on the circumference of the rim.
Sometimes these ornaments have the form of beads only slightly raising above the rim
(Fig. 18a, b, g, etc.). From the inventories of only some sites we know of ﬂowerpot vessels
decorated with a stroked ornament arranged in triangular designs made up of three or
over a dozen quite deep pricks. These ornaments are usually found close to the rim —
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F i g . 17. The range of Lublin-Volhynia culture. a - phase III; b - phase II; c - phase I.

single or double triangles located only under a ceratoid bead of the rim (which may be
stroked from above, Fig. 19b) or running around the vessel. They are also found close
to the bottom — a double row of pricks along the bottom edge or ‘hanging chevrons’
with their apexes pointing downwards with a double row of pricks beneath them, along
the bottom edge (Fig. 18a). In addition, these ornaments are found on the outer bottom
surface — two triangles with their apexes touching (Fig. 20a). Only very rarely are the
protruding, ceratoid beads on rims decorated with impressions of a rectangular stamp
(Fig. 18g).
A numerous and diversiﬁed group of bowls comprises forms both of bow-like and
conical proﬁles (Fig. 21c, j), with the only ornament being ceratoid beads on rims (Fig.
18c). The latter, however, are much less frequent than in ﬂowerpot vessels. Few are bowls
with oval rims.
The majority of numerous S-shaped pots have their rims slightly turned outwards
which smoothly pass into narrow necks and then into gently proﬁled bellies (Fig. 23e,
24f). In rare instances, a greater deﬂection of the rim is usually combined with a short
neck (Fig. 22c). A substantial percentage of pots have a ﬁnger-nail ornament or corrugated
rim edges (Fig. 22c; 24f) and frequently a corrugation immediately underneath the inner
edge of the rim (Fig. 23b, e). Few S-shaped vessels have corrugated rims decorated with
four symmetrical protuberances. We know of a single fragment of an S-shaped pot which
was decorated where the neck meets the belly with a double band of minute pricks over
which obliquely hangs a punctated rectangle (Fig. 18d).
A substantial share of the inventories is made up of amphorae of various types and
other vessels ﬁtted with handles: ceratoid, vertically perforated, usually placed on the
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F i g . 18. Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase II, from Las Stocki (pit 19).
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F i g . 19. Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase II, from Las Stocki (pit 36).
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F i g . 20. Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase II, from Las Stocki (pit 19).
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F i g . 21. Inventory of grave 5 from Strzyżów, site 2A (a-d, i-j - pottery, e - ﬂint, f-g -bone).
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F i g . 22. Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase II, from Las Stocki (pit 5).
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F i g . 23. Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase II, from Wąwolnica (pit 2).
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greatest protrusion of the belly of large biconical amphorae (Fig. 19i; 20b); horizontally
perforated, ceratoid or semi-rectangular placed on the greatest protrusion of the belly;
rounded, placed immediately underneath the rim sometimes occurring in combination
with pairs of ceratoid bosses on the greatest protrusion of the belly (Fig. 24c). Attention
must be drawn to the fact that already in this phase, there appeared small amphorae
with two rounded handles raising above the rim edge (Fig. 22d). These vessels are
often believed to be a younger element, related only to phase III of the L-VC. So late
a chronology is justiﬁed only because of their long, slender necks, which makes them
similar to typical Bodrogkeresztúr milk vessels.
The above described types constitute the most important vessels of this phase. Much
less frequently occurring forms include beakers on hollow feet which are either gently
shaped (Fig. 18f, 23c) or conical. Their bowls have bow-like proﬁles or they resemble a
strongly ﬂared truncated cone. The beakers on a hollow foot are sometimes painted with
a white paint [Wąwolnica, site 6, pit 10, — Zakościelna 1981], decorated with a pricked
ornament (Fig. 18f) or a corrugated strip in the upper portion of the foot. Equally rarely
encountered are oval buckets with gently shaped walls (Fig. 22a) or conical ones (Fig.
21i).
It is at this time that ﬁrst copper articles appeared in the L-VC. The ﬁnds of crucible
fragments at Złota [Podkowińska 1953; Dziekoński 1962] and Las Stocki [Zakościelna
1984] testify to the beginnings of copper metallurgy.
A large number of radiocarbon dates and the overlapping of the traits of the classic
Rzeszów phase of the MC on the materials of the classic complexes of the L-VC (e.g. Las
Stocki, Złota) allow us to securely synchronise the life-time of this phase with phase B
of the Tiszapolgár culture and, hence, with the classic Rzeszów phase of the MC (IIb).
On the other hand, they are contemporaneous with phase BII of the Tripolye culture
[Kadrow 1988:22-27].
3. Lublin-Volhynia culture — phase III — late (Fig. 25-35).
Within this phase, a possibility presents itself to distinguish to chronological horizons IIIa and IIIb. It is in this period that the L-VC reached its greatest territorial range
occupying the loess soils of western Małopolska and Rzeszów area. In phase IIIb, it
must have withdrawn from the central part of the Volhynia Upland, i.e. from the area of
its birth.
For the purpose of describing horizon IIIa, we have over a dozen grave complexes from the Hrubieszów Basin [Gródek Nadbużny, site 1C - Kokowski, Zakościelna
1988:59-67] and Grzęda Hrodelska [Lasków — Gurba 1982:Pl. 281-282; Strzyżów, site
10, 26 — Zakościelna 1996a:175-179; 1997:11-15], however, we do not know of any
settlements in this region corresponding to this horizon. Meanwhile, several settlements
were excavated on the loess soils near Rzeszów [Łańcut, site 10 — Kadrow, Kłosińska
1989; Kosina — Kadrow 1992a]. The most signiﬁcant qualitative changes are an almost
total elimination of the goblet, which was the basic vessel type in phase II, and a disappearance of white paint ornaments. At the same time, long-necked amphorae with
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F i g . 24 Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase II, from Las Stocki (pit 54).
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rounded, horizontally perforated handles at the rim became more popular and a new,
hitherto unknown vessel type appeared — a beaker with Baalberg aﬃnities — with a
long funnel-shaped neck and a low, biconical belly [Kokowski, Zakościelna 1988:Fig. 6d;
Zakościelna 1996:Fig. 5c] or a gently shaped one (Fig. 25d). The rim edge of this type
of vessel is occasionally decorated with four symmetrically placed ceratoid protrusions.
Goblets were recorded only in two grave assemblages, namely Strzyżów, site 10,
grave 2, accompanied by small amphorae with handles rising above the rim [Zakościelna
1996a:185, Fig. 6d] and in grave no. 7 on site 26 in Strzyżów co-occurring with a
Baalberg type beaker. The last mentioned goblet has an ornament painted in white paint
in the form of oblique lines under the inner edge of the rim (Fig. 25b).
Judging from the analysed grave assemblages, the incidence of the remaining pottery
types did not change. A substantial share of vessels continued to be made up of ﬂowerpot
vessels with ceratoid protrusions on their rims (Fig. 26b, e; 29b, c), S-shaped pots (Fig.
25c; 26d; 27c) and diﬀerent kinds of bowls, while beakers on a hollow foot are as rare as
in phase II. While analysing grave assemblages one may get an impression that phase III
is characterised by a signiﬁcant decrease in the share of decorated vessels. In the grave
materials, no corrugation or rim edge incisions are found. However, they are found only
in small numbers in the materials from the settlements of this phase (Fig. 30) [Kadrow,
Kłosińska 1989; Gruszczyńska 1992; Kadrow 1992a].
Of utmost importance for the description of this phase is an inventory from grave
VI in Gródek Nadbużny (Fig. 28-29) consisting of a ﬂowerpot vessel with a tulip-shaped
rim, a bowl with straight walls, an amphora resembling a milk vessel with a long neck
and handles protruding from the rim and a strongly protruding belly, a bulbous vessel
with a short neck and a gently ﬂared rim decorated with an oval boss on the greatest
protrusion of the belly, and a cup with an imposing, rounded handle joining the rim to
the greatest protrusion of the belly. The cup, in our opinion, shows Baden aﬃnities (Fig.
29a). The last two mentioned vessels have a rich decoration painted in white paint, with
only the triangle motif corresponding to the ornamentation designs known from phase
II. The remaining motifs and arrangement of the ornament had not been known before.
Besides a large number of vessels, the graves of this phase contained rich and diverse
grave-goods that included macrolithic ﬂakes, retouched blades with ﬂuted retouch (Fig.
28a), scrapers on retouched blades (Fig. 31c), burins (Fig. 32d), a trapezium (Fig. 31c)
and triangular points (Fig. 25a; 32e) made of Volhynian ﬂint (point from grave 3 in
Strzyżów 26 — from chocolate ﬂint). Grave-goods also comprised antler axes, bone
awls (Fig. 32a, h), pendants made of wild boar tusks (Fig. 32f) and circular, ﬂat beads
made of shell [Zakościelna 1996a, Fig. 6f].
This phase is associated with the greatest number of copper artifacts known from
L-VC. On site no. 26 in Strzyżów, out of seven discovered graves, six features either
contained copper articles or showed traces of them in the form of greenish colouring
of bones. Among the articles dominated copper coils of small diameters usually found
next to female skulls (Fig. 32b, c). It is from Strzyżów, site 26, that the only copper
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F i g . 25. Inventory of grave 7 from Strzyżów, site 26 (a - ﬂint, b-e - pottery).
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F i g . 26. Inventory of grave 2 from Strzyżów, site 26.
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F i g . 27. Inventory of grave 4 from Strzyżów, site 26.

dagger found in a grave comes [analogous to a specimen from a grave of the Wyciąże-Złotniki group in Wyciąże — Kozłowski 1971]. By bending the base to form an eye, the
dagger was made into a pendant (Fig. 33a). Its location in the grave — it lay on a man’s
cervical vertebra — suggests that it was used as a pendant. An identical dagger was
found in a damaged grave in Lasków, next to which another grave was excavated where
two vessels, with Baalberg connections, were discovered [Gurba 1982:Pl. 281-282]. The
dagger ﬁnds from western Volhynia are supplemented by a specimen found on the surface
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F i g . 28. Inventory of grave VI from Gródek Nadbużny, site 1C (a,c - pottery, b - ﬂint).
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F i g . 29. Inventory and plan of grave VI from Gródek Nadbużny, site 1C.
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F i g . 30. Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase III, from Łańcut.
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in Stefankowice, which is slightly bigger than those described earlier but identical from
the formal point of view.
A mention should also be made of two ‘pince-nez’ pendants (Fig. 34) found on
the surface of site 12 in Janki Dolne, where a damaged L-VC grave was excavated
[Zakościelna, Gurba 1996:10-11]. Known earlier primarily from the inventories of the
Brześć Kujawski group [Czerniak 1980], such pendants show western — Lengyel —
aﬃnities [Stolhoﬀ hoard, Silesia, cf. Matuschik 1996].
The horizon of L-VC IIIb is determined by materials from a site in Bronocice (Fig.
35) comprising remains of a fortiﬁed settlement and a grave located among household
pits [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985]. The authors of the paper distinguished six groups of
vessels each of them having several varieties. Besides their formal stylistic traits, the
vessels diﬀer also in the rate of occurrence. The basic set of vessels is made up of
specimens of groups I, II, IV and V [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:63, Fig. 25].
Group I consists of large, S-shaped vessels whose bellies have very gentle proﬁles
smoothly passing into long, ﬂared or cylindrical, necks. The vessels of this group are
decorated with four ceratoid protrusions of rims and a corrugated ornament on the edge
of the rim or underneath it, on the outer side. Some of them bear an incised ornament on
the neck. Occasionally, there are two conical or ceratoid bosses located on the greatest
protrusion of the belly. Vessels of one variety are characterised by wholly roughened
surfaces [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:60].
Group II comprises vessels of amphora proportions with bulbous bellies and slender
and very slender necks that are either funnel-shaped or cylindrical. The amphorae are
decorated with symmetrically placed ceratoid bosses or four ceratoid, vertically perforated
handles placed on the greatest protrusion of the belly [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:61, Fig.
23].
Group IV is the most numerous and diversiﬁed. It is made up of ﬂowerpot vessels
and conical or bow-proﬁled bowls decorated with four ceratoid protuberances on the
rim (two most numerous varieties). Other varieties diﬀer in proportions and size and
are decorated with various combinations of corrugations and incisions of rim edges and
outer surfaces underneath the rim [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:61, Fig. 23].
To group V found their way beakers on a hollow, conical or slightly oval-shaped
foot whose bowls, usually strongly ﬂared, are decorated with ceratoid protuberances of
the rim, while some feet are embellished with a corrugated or smooth strip in their upper
portions [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:61, Fig. 23].
The vessels of the above-named groups account for 90 per cent of all reconstructed
forms in Bronocice. The share of remaining groups (III - bulbous vessels without necks
with protuberances or bosses on rim edges; VI — small conical vessels decorated with
a rim edge corrugation or bands of impressed dents underneath the rim) is very small
indeed [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:Tab. 11].
In some L-VC features, speciﬁcally in pit 15-C2, pottery related to the so-called
Pit-Comb Pottery circle was found. This pottery is believed by some scholars to be a
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F i g . 31. Inventory of grave 1 from Strzyżów, site 26 (a-e - ﬂint).
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F i g . 32. Inventory of grave 2 from Strzyżów, site 26 (a,f,h - bone; b,c - copper; d,e,g - ﬂint).
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F i g . 33. Copper daggers.

reﬂection of direct contacts between the two cultural environments [Kruk, Milisauskas
1985:64-65, Tab. VI:11-12; VII:1, 7-8]. This claim is borne out by the ﬁnd of a point
with shaft in a L-VC grave at this site (Tab. XIII:29) and by other elements of the ﬂint
industry of this culture (low trapeziums and microburin technique) which seem to be of
‘Pit-Comb’ provenance as well [Zakościelna 1996:106].
The ﬂint goods from the settlement in Bronocice are for the most part made from
Jurassic material, however, with a considerable share of Volhynian ﬂint (especially in the
tool group) and a small share of chocolate ﬂint [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:67]. The technological structure of the assemblage (low share of cores and débitage and high share of
ﬂakes and tools) testiﬁes to the non-production character of the settlement, where mainly
semi-ﬁnished products, brought from the outside, were used [Zakościelna 1996:28:Tab.
3]. In terms of the share of individual tool types, the settlement is characterised by a high
percentage of retouched blades (including retouched ﬂakes), retouched chips and scrapers, a medium one of truncated pieces and a very low percentage of burins [Zakościelna
1996:75:Tab. 29]. The low percentage of burins is the most distinctive trait that sets Bronocice apart from other L-VC sites whose ﬂint assemblages served to characterise the
ﬂint industry of this culture [Zakościelna 1996]. Taking into account the late chronology
of the settlement in Bronocice, it cannot be ruled out that the tool composition of the
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F i g . 34. Copper two-piece spiral pendants from Hrebenne.
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F i g . 35. Lublin-Volhynia culture pottery, phase III, from Bronocice (after Kruk, Milisauskas 1985).

assemblage is an indication of diachronic tendencies in the development of the L-VC
ﬂint industry. The major sign of these tendencies would be the declining role of burins
[Zakościelna 1996:98].
Phase IIIa of the L-VC can be synchronised with phase A of the Bodrogkeresztúr
culture, while phase IIIb with phase B of the same culture and Hunyadi-Halom horizon.
3a. Funeral rites of the Lublin-Volhynia culture (Fig. 25-29, 31-32)
At present, we know of 31 sites on which over 60 grave features have been discovered. Half of them are small cemeteries comprising several graves, while the other half
is made up of single graves that were accidentally discovered. The rescue character of
excavations on such sites does not allow us to rule out the possibility that they are also
part of cemeteries.
The burial grounds and settlements are variously related. We know of single graves
spread over the whole settlement, small cemeteries situated in the immediate vicinity of
settlements and features located several hundred meters away (Złota, Gródek, site 1C,
a complex of sites in Strzyżów). This suggests that we deal here with the process of
separating burial grounds from settlements, however, to substantiate this claim it would
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be necessary to make a detailed analysis of chronological relations between settlement
and burial features.
The L-VC cemeteries consist usually of several graves (7-8 at most) but occupy
large areas because graves are situated several up to almost twenty meters apart. It is
diﬃcult to tell anything about the arrangement of graves in cemeteries as only one of
them, related to the L-VC IIIa, was excavated in full [Strzyżów, site 26 — Zakościelna
1997:11-15]. It occupies an area of about 16 x 24 m marked out by eight graves situated in pairs in the corners [Zakościelna 1997:Fig. 1]. Inside, there was an empty space
whose centre may have served as a sacred ground marked by, for instance, an earth
mound. The hypothetical existence of an earth mound may have been the reason why
people inhabiting the area of the site at the turn of the 2nd century A.D. chose to bury
there their deceased [Zakościelna 1997:Fig. 1]. This layout of the cemetery was not repeated on any other feature that yielded a comparable number of graves [Strzyżów, site
2A — Kutyłowski 1965; Gródek, site 1C — Gauda 1996:25, Zwenihorod — Sveshnikov 1956:57-68]. What is similar, however, is the considerable distances that separate
individual inhumations.
The dead were interred in rather shallow, at present, grave pits whose outlines are
usually indeterminable. Only in few cases was it possible to trace the oval or semi-rectangular shapes of pits. The inhumations are usually single, though double or triple
do occur, and contain skeletons lying on their side in a ﬂexed position, with their hands
placed next to the face and the head pointing south. A large number of anthropological
analyses carried out recently show that women were placed on their left side, while men
on the right [Gauda 1996:32-34].
It was a common custom in the L-VC to bury the dead with rich and diverse grave-goods. The most numerous grave-goods were vessels of which 2 to 15 were placed in
a grave [Lubcze, site 27, grave II — Koman 1997:40-43]. The most frequently occurring vessel types were goblets, ﬂowerpot vessels, bowls, large biconical amphorae with
ceratoid handles on the belly, small pear-shaped amphorae with handles at the rim and
S-shaped vessels. In Phase IIIa a common grave-good is the Baalberg-type beaker [Lasków — Gurba 1982:Pl. 281-282, Gródek, site 1C, grave I — Kokowski, Zakościelna
1988:Fig. 6d, Strzyżów, site 10, grave 1 — Zakościelna 1997:Fig. 5c, Strzyżów, site 26,
graves 5 and 7 - Zakościelna 1997:Fig. 2d]. Vessels were placed by the head or legs of
the deceased or, at times, along and in front of the body. A frequently observed practice
is the placing of single goblets in ﬂowerpot vessels or several goblets in larger vessels,
mainly bowls.
As frequently as vessels, ﬂakes and ﬂint tools were placed in graves. These are
usually macrolithic specimens that seem to have been carefully selected [Zakościelna
1996:44-45]. Among them are retouched blades, scrapers, burins, truncated pieces, trapeziums and triangular points which were placed close to the head, hands or the pelvis.
The set of tools known from grave assemblages is supplemented by rather numerous bone
awls, infrequent antler axes [Strzyżów, site 26, grave 2 and 4 — Zakościelna 1996:Fig.
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4e] and very rare daggers [Strzyżów, site 2 A, grave 3 — Gurba, Kutyłowski 1970:Pl.
151-153].
Ornaments, as pendants of wild boar tusks, are few. They were found in Husynne,
grave 1 [Zakościelna 1996:Fig. 2i], Strzyżów, site 26, grave 2, Gródek, site 1A, grave 1,
Moniatycze Kolonia grave I [Gauda 1996:46].
Shell ornaments are quite common. They are encountered as either beads of various
shapes or perforated whole shells of Spondylus, Potamides or Turritella. The richest sets
of shell ornaments were found in grave no. 7 in Nieledwia, grave no. 2 on site 1A in
Gródek and grave no. V on site 1C in the same locality [Gauda 1996:46-47].
Copper goods comprise only ornaments whose diversiﬁcation is limited to copper
wire coils [usually found in pairs in female graves next to skulls — Gródek 1C, graves
IV and V — Gauda 1996:Fig. 6, Strzyżów 1A, grave 1, Strzyżów 26, graves 2 and
3 — Zakościelna 1997:14], bracelets made from copper wire or band [Stefankowice
Kolonia 3, grave 1 — Gauda 1996:Fig. 11, Żuków, grave III — unpublished materials
held by Lublin Museum] and fragments of copper wire and plates. The only utensil
discovered so far is a small copper hook found in the surface layer of soil on the
cemetery in Strzyżów 26. The hook must have belonged to the grave-goods of a damaged
grave.
The only feature of this kind in Bronocice is clearly set apart from a few dozen
known L-VC graves by its construction, arrangement of skeletons and the location of
grave-goods. A two-level structure consisting of the grave pit proper, where two people
were buried, the sitting position of the man, and the division of grave-goods into two
groups are elements hitherto unknown in the funerary ritual of the L-VC. One group
of grave goods was placed next to the skeletons, while the other was placed on a clay-timber structure that closed the unﬁlled lower pit and served as the ﬂoor for the upper
one [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:30-41].
3b. Lublin-Volhynia culture flint industry
The ﬂint industry of the L-VC has been recently described on the basis of over a
dozen of rich settlement assemblages and several dozen smaller ones coming from all
the settlement centres of the L-VC [Zakościelna 1996].
1. Raw material.
In the whole range of the L-VC, of the greatest signiﬁcance were Volhynian and
chocolate kinds of ﬂint. A considerable variety of used kinds of ﬂint follows from
the proximity principle holding that these kinds of rock are used whose deposits are
the closest to settlement areas, provided that the given kind meets basic technological and economic requirements. As far as the use of raw material is concerned, two
zones can be clearly seen: eastern, covering the Volhynia-Podolia Uplands, where Volhynian ﬂint absolutely dominated and western encompassing the Lublin, Sandomierz
and Miechów Uplands as well as Rzeszów Piedmont, where the main role was played
by chocolate ﬂint, while locally (Miechów Uplands) Jurassic ﬂint was important. The
abundance and excellent technological qualities of Volhynian ﬂint were the reasons why
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the populations of the eastern zone showed no interest in other silica minerals. Only
in the western fringes of this zone (Hrubieszów Basin) did chocolate ﬂint appear (the
most distant place from its deposits where it was found is the settlement in Zimne
— approx. 240 km as the crow ﬂies). It is in this region that the boundary between
the two raw material supply zones may run. The western zone is characterised by a
wide variety of raw materials used because it lacked or could not take advantage of
Świeciechów and variety G Jurassic kinds of ﬂint [Zakościelna 1996:78-79], so technologically excellent material as Volhynian ﬂint in the east. With chocolate ﬂint being
dominant (a low share of this material was recorded only in Bronocice which lies in
the Jurassic ﬂint zone), in the western zone three to ﬁve other kinds of ﬂint (Jurassic,
Volhynian, Święciechów, Gościeradów and erratic) were used, obviously, to a smaller
extent.
On all the sites of this zone, regardless of the distance to the deposits of raw
materials of vital economic importance, a very important role was played by Volhynian
ﬂint, imported in the form of ﬂakes, which satisﬁed the demand for macrolithic semi-ﬁnished products. Within the L-VC range, this material spread over the largest distances
— the maximum distance — approx. 240 km as the crow ﬂies - is established by its
presence in the settlement in Bronocice.
Settlements were supplied with ﬂint by organising direct expeditions to deposit areas
where the mineral was extracted, preliminarily selected and worked. One can speak of
certain forms of ownership of ﬂint deposits. This refers to Volhynian ﬂint in stages LV-C
I, LV-C II and partially L-VC IIIa, chocolate ﬂint in stages L-VC II, especially IIIa,
and Jurassic ﬂint in stage LV-C IIIb, which is testiﬁed to by the scale of production
for the use by one’s own settlement centres and by FBC communities or in the case of
Volhynian ﬂint by the communities of the Tiszapolgár and Bodrogkeresztúr cultures. In
the case of chocolate ﬂint, the L-VC ﬂint industry supplied it to the Bodrogkeresztúr
culture, beginning with phase B, and to Lažňany and Hunyadi-Halom groups. The two
last mentioned groups were also supplied with Jurassic ﬂint [Zakościelna 1996:85-89].
All this required good extraction and processing skills as well as complex distribution
systems.
2. Survey of the ﬂint industry
The ﬂint industry was limited to the working of single-platform cores, the preliminary working of which was restricted to a minimum (preparing of striking platforms and removing of uneven places on the striking surface), which was possible
owing to the regular shape of lumps of both basic kinds of material used. It was
to them that forms of cores were frequently adjusted. The ﬂint industry was deﬁnitely set to produce ﬂake semi-ﬁnished products of possibly the greatest length. Their
‘post-metric turning-point’ nature is revealed in all settlement centres, regardless of
the kind of ﬂint raw material used. The metric turning-point in the ﬂint industry is
understood here as a tendency to produce ﬂakes of possibly the greatest length vis-à-vis the possibilities oﬀered by a speciﬁc kind of ﬂint. In this approach the ‘post-me-
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tric turning point’ nature of the LV-C ﬂint industry is determined, on the one hand,
by export of macrolithic ﬂakes, from its own production centres located on the deposits of Volhynian ﬂint, to the western zone of raw material supply and, on the other
hand, by the skilful taking of the greatest advantage of the possibilities oﬀered by the
kinds of ﬂint occurring in this zone. As regards chocolate ﬂint specimens, the maximum size is set by a retouched blade from Zaliszcze (156 x 29 x 10 mm) and a
ﬂake from Złota (169 x 28 x 8 mm), as far as Jurassic ﬂint is concerned a ﬂake
from Łańcut is the largest (123 x 35 x 9 mm), and, ﬁnally, in the case of Gościeradów ﬂint also a ﬂake from Łańcut (119 x 28 x 7 mm) sets the maximum size. In
the whole range of the L-VC, the size of ﬂake semi-ﬁnished products varies considerably. Next to very long ﬂakes, short and medium ones were in use. In addition, for the
sake of some tools microlithic ﬂakes were intentionally produced as well [Zakościelna
1996:90-91].
3. Tools
The assortment of tools comprises over a dozen groups that occur on all sites. A
clear typological value can be assigned to scrapers, burins, truncated and backed pieces,
retouched blades, points, perforators and borers, combination tools and trapeziums. Percentage-wise, on the majority of sites retouched blades dominated (from 31.2 to 36.6%).
A similar incidence was shown by burins (from 16.9 to 34.1%), while next positions
were taken by scrapers and truncated pieces (from 12.6 to 25.0% and from 8.4 to 16.6%,
respectively). The remaining tools had a much lower share, yet it must be stressed that
trapeziums, especially typical of assemblages from the Nałęczów Plateau in Wąwolnica,
accounted for 11.7% of all tools [Zakościelna 1996:Tab. 30]. The typological-statistical
structure of tools on individual sites varied considerably. What did not change was the
set of tools as listed above and the dominant position of retouched blades. Also stable
but lower than suggested earlier [Balcer 1983:108, 112-115] was the incidence of burins which at some sites ran very low. Moreover, almost each site oﬀered a diﬀerent
typological-statistical picture. The analysed materials showed that there were at least ﬁve
varieties [Zakościelna 1996:75].
1. Assemblage with a high share of retouched blades and truncated pieces and a
medium share of burins and scrapers (Las Stocki, site 7);
2. Assemblage with a high share of retouched blades, a low share of burins, a medium
share of scrapers and truncated pieces and a high share of trapeziums (Wąwolnica,
site 6);
3. Assemblage with a high (stable) share of retouched blades and burins, a high share
of scrapers and a low share of truncated pieces (Antopol);
4. Assemblage with a high (stable) share of retouched blades and burins, a very low
share of scrapers, a low share of truncated pieces and a higher share of combination
tools (Łańcut),
5. Assemblage with a high (stable) share of retouched blades and burins, a high share
of scrapers and a low share of truncated pieces (Strzyżów, site 1D).
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One of the basic techniques of tool production was oblique covering parallel retouching. It was used to shape basically all retouched blades and triangular points, but
also a large part of truncated pieces, scrapers and even some perforators. Owing to this
retouching technique, some tools are diagnostically important for the L-VC. These are
truncated pieces of the Las Stocki type, retouched blades and triangular points.
Diﬀerences in the ﬂint industry between raw material supply zones are observed in
the use made of raw material, morphometry of cores and ﬂakes but are absent in the
group of tools [Zakościelna 1996:95-99, Tab. LVI]. The uniforming role was played by
the oblique covering parallel retouch that was present in all the development stages and
territorial groups of the L-VC. In the ﬂint industry of this culture, as a rule no internal
diversiﬁcation, due to evolution in time, is observed. Perhaps, only a low share of burins
in assemblages from Bronocice is a reﬂection of a certain tendency. However, it must
be made absolutely clear that a relatively low share of burins in the whole of L-VC,
next to other important traits of this culture’s ﬂint industry, does not justify its inclusion
in the so-called Sąspów industry [Zakościelna 1996:101-107; opposing view cf. Balcer
1983:115-116].
In the ﬂint industry of the L-VC three topogenetic elements may be distinguished
[Zakościelna 1996:101-107]: (a) Malice — representing southern ﬂint industry, (b) Tripolye — the metric turning-point, oblique covering parallel retouching, the idea of a
retouched blade and a harvesting tool with a uniform, long insert, (c) quasi Mesolithic
— low trapeziums, backed pieces [Zakościelna 1985; the latter was acquired in L-VC II
as a result of contacts with Forest-zone units].
3c. Lublin-Volhynia culture fortified settlements
From several diﬀerent L-VC settlement clusters, there comes evidence of the existence of defence structures surrounding settlements or their parts. In this context, one
may mention such sites as Zimne, Gródek Nadbużny, Złota and Bronocice. Only the
last-mentioned site was excavated in the extent enabling a description of such structures
in any greater detail.
The settlement in Bronocice was surrounded by a defence system that can be reconstructed as follows. An oval space measuring 210 x 168 m was encircled by a V-shaped
ditch about 2.5 m deep and wide. On its inner side stood a rampart of a similar height
and about 4-5 m wide at the foot. The rampart was crowned with a palisade made from
stakes approx. 20 cm in diameter [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:41-51].
A possibility cannot be ruled out that every L-VC settlement cluster had at least one
fortiﬁed settlement functioning as a centre for the settlement District which served it.
The maintenance of fortiﬁed settlements was justiﬁed by the accumulation of relatively
great wealth (local copper metallurgy) amid alien cultural environments (late phases of
the MC and FBC).
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ATTEMPT TO RECONSTRUCT THE SOCIO-CULTURAL PROCESSES

Being theoretically the most probable and best substantiated by materials, the model
assuming the migration of the oldest groups of farmers from Moravia and south-western
Slovakia to the highland-loess areas of Małoposka seems to us be the most convincing
[Kozłowski, Kozłowski 1977:264]. In a relatively narrow time horizon (Gniechowice)
- at the beginning of the 6th millennium BC — the ﬁrst farmers penetrated virtually
all favourable settlement zones and permanently settled selected microregions of western Małopolska, the vicinity of Sandomierz and Rzeszów and the Western Volhynian
Uplands. Until the end of the ‘music note’ phase of the LBPC, the early agriculturalist
populations inhabiting Małopolska and western Ukraine maintained close ties with the
cradle of its eastern province, i.e. with south-western Slovakia.
At the beginning of the Želiezovce phase (ZI), the centre in south-western Slovakia
did not exert anymore any impact on the vast areas of the Dniester drainage and the
Volhynian Upland. Only very weak inﬂuence of the centre is observable in the Lublin
province, on the western fringe of the Volhynian Highlands and on the San River [Kozłowski 1985]. At the beginning of the classic Želiezovce phase (ZIIa), the sphere of
inﬂuence of the main centre shrank to loess regions in the vicinities of Kraków, Sandomierz and Rzeszów only to narrow down even further somewhat later (i.e. in phase
ZIIb) limiting itself to the surroundings of Kraków (Fig. 2, 3).
The dwindling of the sphere of inﬂuence of the oldest agricultural civilisation in this
part of Europe (i.e. in south-western Slovakia) brought about far-reaching consequences
for the cultural development of the post-linear era in the areas of interest to us here
during the next millennium. It turned out that cultural units belonging to the Lengyel
cultural circle throve only on the loess soils of western Małopolska, i.e. in the areas
where inﬂuence from south-western Slovakia could still be felt in phase ZIIb. Whereas
populations settling regions east of the San and Vistula rivers — in other words those
that were virtually deprived of any stronger Želiezovce impact — did not take any active
part in the rise of new, post-linear cultural units. Meanwhile, as a passive factor, they
oﬀered a demographic base for the cultural expansion of the newly emerged units to
the territories that hand been settled at least from the beginning of the ‘music note’
phase of the LBPC. It is worth stressing that their range of settlement and penetration
by post-linear groups never crossed — in the north, east and south-east — the limits of
settlement zones of the LBPC.
Besides external factors, such as the already mentioned process of dwindling and
ever shrinking range of the cultural impact of the centre of the LBPC’s eastern province in
south-western Slovakia and intensifying contacts between the populations of the culture
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in question and groups of people from the circle of eastern linear cultures (Fig. 2), an
important impact on the course of the cultural change was exerted by internal processes.
One of their detectable elements is the increasing role of groups of people living in a
single house (an extended family?) in the organisation of external, often far-reaching
contacts. One purpose of setting up such contacts was to ensure supply of ﬂint raw
material. The results of the analysis of the Rzeszów settlement microregion show that as
late as the ‘music note’ phase there were no diﬀerences in the raw material structure of
ﬂint artifacts found in features linked to diﬀerent households. However, such diﬀerences
were noticeable between settlements of the same region, for instance, between large
settlements on the Piastów estate and Staromieście sites, on the one hand, and the WSK
site in Rzeszów, on the other. Only on the last mentioned site, was a substantial share
of obsidian recorded accompanied by imports of Tiszadob group pottery. The situation
did change in the Želiezovce phase. On the Piastów estate site, nearly every complex of
buried features being traces of individual households has a diﬀerent raw material structure
and a diﬀerent percentage of alien pottery imports. Some feature complexes contained
particularly large amounts of obsidian and Bükk culture pottery, others rendered pottery
of the Samosz group or a signiﬁcant amount of Volhynian ﬂint, still others relied chieﬂy
on Jurassic material with no ceramic imports whatsoever [Kadrow 1990b].
The inﬂux of ﬂint raw material and culturally alien pottery from diverse directions
[see also Godłowska 1982] in the Želiezovce phase of the LBPC is a reﬂection of a
process that with some exaggeration could be called ‘competition in the search for ever
more exotic partners’ to perform certain vital socio-cultural functions of human groups.
If our presumption is correct than one can suspect that the described developments are a
reﬂection of a considerably advanced diversiﬁcation of social microstructures (primarily
of extended families and local groups) within the LBPC.
The substratum of socio-cultural processes as outlined above (diminishing attractiveness of one’s own traditions combined with the increasing desire to leave a mark of
one’s own group personality by establishing ‘exotic’ contacts) triggered a cultural change
that is clearly observable only in pottery form and ornamentation and, in some regions,
in raw material sources. However, in settlement structures or zones and inevitably related economic foundations and basic principles of social organisation no such clearly
discernible changes can be observed in the period of the LBPC decline and the rise of
post-linear units.
Admittedly, chronological studies based on pottery typology suggest a large hiatus
between the mentioned cultural developments and, as a consequence, make some scholars
adopt a thesis about a relationship between the cultural change and the coming of a new
wave of colonists from the south. Yet, all other arguments justify an opposite thesis. It
emphasises the continuity of settlement in Małopolska and western Ukraine. This ﬁnds
no contradiction in the growing number of radiocarbon dates or serious arguments of
the so-called traditional chronology or the logic of settlement processes on the regional
scale.
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Ca. 5000 BC
At the dawn of a new, post-linear cultural structure in Małopolska, a central position
was occupied by loess areas in the vicinities of Sandomierz and Rzeszów. They were
close enough to the old cultural centres to absorb still strong early Želiezovce impulses
(ZI and ZIIa) and distant enough not to assimilate the inﬂuences of the ﬁnal periods of the
Želiezovce phase, i.e. ZIIb and ZIII, while intensifying contacts with alien cultural circles.
Gained in this way, the independence from hitherto prevailing inﬂuences from south-western Slovakia and the ‘feverish’ atmosphere of establishing new contacts explain the
sudden shift in external contacts. A new partner — of crucial importance for the direction
of cultural transformations — was found in LSPC communities inhabiting the Bohemian
Basin (Fig. 36). In the stylistically oldest assemblage of the new cultural unit from site
20 in Rzeszów, one can ﬁnd stroked ornamentation (bands and chevrons) reminding of
phase III of the LSPC in Bohemia. There are no elements whatsoever attributable to the
Lengyel culture. A local contribution to the emergence of this unit was the vessel with
a bulging neck. The discussed assemblage represents the oldest phase of the MC (Ia).
It was then, too, that a clear shift in the supply of raw materials took place (Fig. 37).
The import of Jurassic ﬂint ceased almost entirely in favour of chocolate ﬂint [Kadrow
1990b, 1993]. This occurrence is an ample illustration of the declining importance of
those directions (i.e. south-western Slovakian and closely related western Małopolska
ones) that had inspired the cultural evolution over large expanses of Małopolska until
then.
A more complex situation prevailed around Sandomierz at that time. On the developments known already from the vicinity of Rzeszów, there were imposed rather
weak but clear inﬂuences of the Lengyel culture. They must have used the trail blazed
by the last phase of Želiezovce inﬂuences of phase ZIIb, which are detectable on the
Sandomierz-Kruków site. The Sandomierz subgroup, representing the oldest phase of
the MC [Michalak-Ścibior 1996], at the same time displays many traits typical of the
Samborzec-Opatów group, which is traditionally deﬁned as part of the Lengyel culture.
A great variety of meander patterns suggests inﬂuences from the beginning of phase IV
of the LSPC. Such inﬂuences may be synchronised with Lengyel Ia with its distinctive
red paint ornament.
The Kraków subgroup of the Samborzec-Opatów group, which must have developed slightly later than the Sandomierz subgroup and the early phase of the MC (Fig. 9),
displays the greatest selection of elements taken from the Lengyel environment. Nevertheless, it cannot be claimed that it could be an eﬀect of migration of groups of people
from the south. Its positively local character makes one look for its roots where it was
found. Also in this case, the stylistic image of this subgroup is determined in the ﬁrst
place by LSPC inﬂuences from early phase IV and not by less important early Malice
elements like the vessels with bulbous necks mentioned earlier.
In the light of the above discussion, a deconstruction of the Samborzec-Opatów
group (of the Lengyel culture) seems to be necessary. It consists of two segments of which
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F i g . 36. Cultural relationships ca 5000 BC. a - decline of phase III of LSPC in Bohemia and early LSPC in
Silesia; b - Lengyel culture Ia; c - Kraków subgroup; d - Malice culture, phase Ia; e - Sandomierz subgroup;
f-h - directions of inﬂuences.

only the Kraków subgroup forms a part of the Lengyel complex with the Sandomierz
subgroup being of mixed Malice-Lengyel character. It was one of the major branches
(next to the Rzeszów settlement microregion) of the successive evolution of the MC.
Western Małopolska, on the other hand, became a springboard for the development of
a sequence of local cultural units maintaining close ties with the Lengyel circle. The
Lengyel sequence in the vicinity of Kraków looks as follows: (a) Kraków subgroup —
(a gap related to the expansion of the classic MC) — Pleszów group — Modlnica group
(with Polgár intrusions in the form of the Złotniki-Wyciąże group and Wężerów type
complexes) and as such shall not be discussed here any further.
The third (next to the L-VC and LSPC) post-linear cultural unit, namely the MC,
developed on the basis of the populations of the LBPC of the early Želiezovce phase as
an eﬀect of the intensifying process of their internal diversiﬁcation and reorientation of
traditional cultural ties. The cultural change was then — which must be stressed again
— of purely superﬁcial character. It concerned the sphere of pottery production. The
most important segments of the material and social culture remained intact.
Ca. 4800 BC
In the next stage, synchronous with LSPC IVb and with the Lengyel culture, phase
Ib, the MC entered its classic phase (MC Ib) and spreading from its centres located
on Sandomierz and Rzeszów loess soils, reached the greatest territorial range (except
the eastern direction) in its whole lifetime (Fig. 38). In western Małopolska, it stymied
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the development of the early Lengyel Kraków subgroup and reached as far as Upper
Silesia and north-eastern Moravia. Up north, it emerged in Kujawy. Another direction
of temporary expansion was eastern Slovakia and Transcarpathian Ukraine. A stable
direction of expansion of the MC was also the Lublin and Volhynian uplands. We believe
that the expansion of the MC in this area consisted chieﬂy in exerting an acculturating
impact on clusters of linear people still living there. The impact was aided by the old
tradition of ties holding between these areas and the settlement centres of the LBPC of
the ‘music note’ phase located on the Upper Vistula and in the San drainage. It was
owing to these circumstances that the expansion left so permanent a trace. MC traces in
other mentioned areas were rather a result of migration of small groups of people into
the communities of other post-linear populations. These traces are noticeable only in
short periods of time and as such they did not bring about any serious consequences for
the successive cultural development of the territories aﬀected by the migrations (Kujawy,
western Małopolska, eastern Slovakia and north-eastern Moravia).
East of the Nida and Wisłoka rivers, the classic phase MC settlement was rather
long-lived. Only in some parts of the vast range of this culture (the vicinity of Rzeszów,
the Nałęczów Plateau) is discernible a slow evolution of ceramics assemblages in the
direction of the late classic phase (MC Ic). Its distinctive trait is a disintegration of the
rich stroked ornamentation and its considerable simpliﬁcation. In its long life, in the
classical phase, the MC experienced a period of consolidation and developed according
to its peculiar rules. External inﬂuences, so important in the formative period, lost their
meaning. This was a period of persistence and stability.
Ca.4200 BC
Around the above-given date at the latest, we encounter a new cultural quality on
the loess expanses of central and eastern Małopolska. For one thing, going with the
tide of general central European changes (rising of the Rössen culture and the LLPC),
MC communities, adapting better to local conditions, carried out a kind of internal
colonisation of territories that had already been penetrated earlier (Fig. 39). Also around
that time, changes must have taken place in social structures whereby the traditional
Early Neolithic organisation of large local groups made up of extended families must
have yielded to smaller social units that could survive in a much more diversiﬁed natural
environment. To a certain extent, elements of the economy must have changed, too.
This is shown by changes in the ﬂint industry. It was then that the ﬁrst macrolithic
stone assemblages appeared, in particular in areas relying on Volhynian raw material.
This process was accompanied by changes in pottery ornamentation. Classic stroked
ornamentation disappeared altogether only to be replaced by incisions, single, deep pricks
and reliefs. Generally speaking, another stage of ornament simpliﬁcation took place. This
period is called the early Rzeszów phase (IIa) in the development of the MC. Ukrainian
archaeologists classiﬁed materials of this type as belonging to separate cultural units
(known as Hoszcza-Werbkowice or Werbkowice-Kostyanets). There was a substantial
increase in the number of known MC sites. The centre of gravity of MC settlement
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F i g . 37. Frequency of Jurassic (a) and chocolate (b) ﬂint in Rzeszów, site 16, from the beginning of ‘music
note’ phase of LBPC (NI) until the Rzeszów phase of MC (MCIIb).

moved east then, to the drainages of the Styr and Horyn rivers. Settlement became more
intensive also in the western portion of the Volhynian Highlands and on Sandomierz and
Rzeszów loess soils.
The above described changes coincided with an extremely important civilizational
transition which took place in the Carpathian Basin or, more precisely, in the Tisza drainage and on the Lower Danube. What is meant here is the beginning of the Eneolithic
when interrelated economic, social, settlement and cultural transformations generated a
huge demand for copper and top quality ﬂint. An area that oﬀered these goods was
the central part of Volhynia with easily accessible outcrops of native copper and Volhynian ﬂint (Fig. 39). Therefore, already in the earliest phase of the Eneolithic, this
area may have been penetrated by the representatives of the proto-Tiszapolgár phase
of the new socio-cultural system on the Tisza. Impulses from the south took root in
Volhynia. Among dynamically developing MC populations of the early Rzeszów phase
in this region, certain groups of people reacted strongly to the impulses by modifying
their cultural system and, as a result, producing the Lublin-Volhynia culture. The oldest,
archaeologically perceivable, stage of this process may be represented by materials from
Holeszów connected with the early phase of the culture under discussion (Fig. 15-16,
39). They combine certain traits of the L-VC and the early Rzeszów phase of the MC
with certain elements still typical of the late classic stage of the MC and the postulated
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F i g . 38. Cultural relationships ca 4800 BC. a - Malice culture phase Ib; b - Malice culture, phase Ia; c Kraków subgroup; d - sites of the MC phase I a; e - sites of LC phase I; f - directions of inﬂuences.

(the idea of painting pottery with a white paint) legacy of the Tiszapolgár-Csőshálom-Oborín group on the Tisza. Obviously, there are also Tripolye traits in the form oblique
covering parallel retouch.
Ca. 4000 BC
At that time, the new cultural system had already set in. In the beginning of the
classic phase (L-VC II), all the basic traits of this culture were in place. It was then that the
custom of decorating pottery with a white paint ﬂourished. The L-VC ﬂint industry was
then decisively of macrolithic character. There is also evidence of local copper metallurgy.
The process of gradual acculturation of late Malice societies by the Lublin-Volhynia
culture began in areas traditionally occupied by the MC, i.e. on the western fringe of the
Volhynia Upland, the Nałęczów Plateau and on Sandomierz loess soils (Fig. 17). It was
also there that contacts, albeit isolated for the time being, could have taken place with the
oldest FBC populations inﬁltrating south-east Poland from the Lowlands. A trace of these
oldest penetrations is, for instance, a pottery assemblage from Turkowice [Gurba 1989,
Tab. XXIX]. Because of too large a civilizational and cultural distance, these contacts did
not bring forth any acculturation processes that would be noticeable today. The L-VC,
without losing its own unique character, acquired then, albeit rather superﬁcially and
similarly to many other cultural units of this period, many elements typical of phase B
of the Tiszapolgár culture. One of such elements is the distinctive manner of pottery
ornamentation with deep pricks arranged in ‘hanging chevrons’ (Fig. 18-20). In addition,
a majority of copper ornaments have their prototypes in the said culture.
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F i g . 39. Cultural relationships ca 4200 BC. a - Malice culture in transition from phase Ic to phase IIa; b outcrops of the highest quality Volhynia ﬂint ; c - local groups of the Lengyel culture in western Małopolska
and Silesia and (e) the Late Linear Pottery culture in Wielkopolska and Kujawy; d - outcrops of native copper;
f - Golyshiv Wołyński; g - direction of inﬂuence.

The penetrations of the northern piedmont of the Carpathian Mts. by Tiszapolgár
culture people, which is evidenced, for instance, by Wężerów type complexes, led to
yet another form of acculturation of late Malice communities. Namely, in the vicinity of
Rzeszów, induced by a very shallow adaptation of Tiszapolgár inﬂuences, there developed
the so-called Rzeszów type of late Malice pottery. This designation is synonymous with
the late Rzeszów phase of the MC (IIb), which is restricted in occurrence in the late
Malice context only to this small area. Let us remember that in the same temporal
horizon, Tiszapolgár inﬂuences are superimposed also on the classic L-VC complexes
and on a number of other cultural groups (Fig. 14).
As it has already been mentioned, during the classic phase of the L-VC, Małopolska
was penetrated by FBC people of the Lowlands origin in all probability [e.g. Kraków-Nowa Huta, site 49 and Turkowice; cf. Burchard, Jastrzębski, Kruk 1991:97, Fig. 2, 3].
Before long their presence drew a response from the local late Malice population (early
Rzeszów phase of the MC), which began to succumb to the acculturation impact of the
newcomers from the north. An archaeologically perceptible trace of this process is an
assemblage (5-B6) from Bronocice [Kruk, Milisauskas 1983:Fig. 9] in which artifacts
displaying clear traits of the incipient south-eastern group of the FBC accompany still
readily observable late Malice elements [Kadrow 1988:27]. Similar conclusions may be
drawn from the analysis of some ﬂint assemblages [e.g. from Majdan Nowy; cf. Bronicki,
Kadrow 1988, Bronicki 1995].
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F i g . 40. Cultural relationships between 3800 and 3600 BC; L-VC - Lublin-Volhynia culture; FBC - Funnel
Beaker culture; LC - Lengyel culture; BC - Bodrogkeresztúr culture; TC - Tripolye culture. a - Bodrogkeresztúr
culture, b - Tripolye culture, c - Lublin-Volhynia culture, d - Lengyel culture, e - II phase of L-VC, f - I phase
of L-VC, g - SE border of FBC.

Thus, in the early 4th millennium BC, we would be dealing with two diﬀerent trends
acculturating late Malice communities in Małopolska. One of them originated from the
L-VC moving slowly west, while the other from the Lowlands FBC penetrating loess
areas in the south. As a result of the ﬁrst, the most active late Malice groups joined the
processes of intensive eneolithization becoming part of the L-VC. The other trend of
acculturation resulted in the rise of south-eastern group of the FBC in which the most
active Beaker element took over the rest of late Malice populations creating thus a more
extensive model of eneolithisation lacking many of its essential attributes, for instance,
copper metallurgy, circulation of prestige objects and — which is most signiﬁcant —
greater sensitivity to the processes of spontaneous, internal diﬀerentiation of society.
Ca. 3800 BC
This date heralds the onset of the decline of the L-VC, the last link of Danubian
cultures in Małopolska, except for the contemporaneous Wyciąże-Złotniki group from
western Małopolska. The L-VC preserved its individual character discernible mainly
in pottery production and the system of settlement. The latter was based on several
distinct settlement agglomerations with fortiﬁed settlements serving as central localities.
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F i g . 41. Frequency of Volhynia, (a) chocolate (b) and Jurassic (c) kinds of ﬂint in the assemblages of the
Polgár cultures of the Carpathian Basin. (1 - Tiszapolgár, 2 - Bodrogkeresztúr, 3 - Lažňany).

In pottery ornamentation (‘hanging chevrons’ built of three shallow, circular dents) and
some of its forms (milk pots), inﬂuences of the Bodrogkeresztúr culture are readily
observable. Almost entirely dependent on these inﬂuences — in terms of designs — was
copper metallurgy which especially well developed in this very period. Besides quite
numerous ornaments (Fig. 33), daggers appeared then (Fig. 33). The ﬁrst horizon of their
occurrence is dated contemporaneously with the development of the Bodrogkeresztúr
culture, which means that it is also contemporaneous with the late phase of the L-VC
(III) synchronised with the second phase of copper metallurgy in southern Germany
[Mutuschik 1997, 1998].
The strength of the Bodrogkeresztúr impact was reinforced by the penetrations of
the areas located north of the Carpathians by small groups of people of this culture [e.g.
Albigowa; cf. Kadrow 1992]. Closer contacts of L-VC populations with the societies
of the classic phase of the FBC took place then as well [e.g. Gródek Nadbużny; cf.
Jastrzębski 1991]. Such contacts, however, as a rule did not give rise to mixed character
complexes. Both cultures, despite several centuries of living next to one another [cf.
also the case of Bronocice; Kruk, Milisauskas 1983] kept their individual character
uncontaminated by the neighbour’s inﬂuence. The L-VC, vis-à-vis FBC, continued to
monopolise (similarly to the relations holding between L-VC and MC) the prestigious
and lucrative contacts with the civilizational centres of the Carpathian Basin and in a way
also with the Tripolye culture. Slowly, the centre of gravity of the L-VC settlement was
moving farther west until it reached Bronocice [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985] and Iwanowice
(unpublished materials from Góra Klin site). An excellent illustration of the western
expansion of the L-VC and the simultaneous functioning of its populations as the chief
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F i g . 42. Settlement clusters of the Lublin-Volhynia culture (a) against the maximum range of this culture (b).

suppliers of top quality ﬂint raw material to the Carpathian Basin are the changes in the
structure of ﬂint material found in the assemblages of Polgár cultures. The changes reﬂect
the moving of the centre of gravity of the L-VC settlement from areas with Volhynian
ﬂint to the areas featuring chocolate and Jurassic ﬂint outcrops (Fig. 41).
The Lublin-Volhynia culture disappeared at the same time as the cultures of the
Polgár circle which justiﬁed its existence by taking from its people top quality kinds
of ﬂint. However, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd out what happened to the substantial population
of this culture. We do not have any archaeological evidence of its leaving Małopolska
or being assimilated (acculturated) by the population of the south-eastern group of the
FBC, who was already past its heyday at that time anyhow.
Thus, together with the emergence of the L-VC, a new socio-cultural system coalesced. On the one hand, the MC continued to develop, albeit in a simpliﬁed form —
known as the Rzeszów phase, but capable of settling also less productive territories.
This was one of the extensive models of eneolithization continuing to large extent old
Neolithic traditions. On the other hand, there appeared the L-VC representing the proper,
intensive variety of the process in question. The L-VC attracted only the most active part
of early Eneolithic society that was undergoing internal diﬀerentiation and participated
in the inter-regional division of labour. It specialised in supplying the societies of the
Carpathian Basin with high quality kinds of ﬂint, originally Volhynian and later chocolate
and Jurassic (Fig. 41). The population concentrated in several settlement agglomerations
(Fig. 42), the background of which, in the early and classic phases, was the settlement
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F i g . 43. Radiocarbon dates of selected assemblages of the late classic phase of the Malice culture and classic
and late phases of the Lublin-Volhynia culture; Sw28 - Świerszczów, site 28, LS7 - Las Stocki, site 7, W6 Wąwolnica, site 6, St26 - Strzyżów, site 26.

of the late phases of the MC, while towards the end of the classic phase and especially
in the late phase, of the FBC. It must be stressed that L-VC settlement clusters always
stayed at a certain distance from the Tripolye, Lengyel and Polgár cultures (Fig. 40).
With this attempt to outline the major socio-cultural processes in the period spanning
approx. two millennia, we end our discussion leaving - as demanding too much space
— the questions of absolute chronology (Fig. 43-44) and copper metallurgy (Fig. 33-34)
to next publications. Comparing the point of departure of this paper (Fig. 1) with the
outline of achieved results (Fig. 45), we wish to emphasise strongly that — except for
the period of the LBPC — we had to modify in all other cases the existing schemata of
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F i g . 44. Absolute chronology of the sequence of phases of the Malice (MC) and Lublin-Volhynia (L-VC)
cultures against the chronology of the LSPC and LC in Austria and LSPC in Silesia and Šarka phase (Ssz)
of the LBPC in Silesia; ST-26 - Strzyżów, site 26 (sum of 14C dates); LS-7 - Las Stocki, site 7 (sum of 14C
dates for the Malice culture, phase Ic, and the Lublin -Volhynia culture, phase II). LC - Lengyel culture in
Austria, LSPC 1 - Šarka type in Bohemia, LSPC 2 - Lower Silesia, LSPC 3 - Austria.
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F i g . 45. Taxonomy and chronology of the Danubian cultural units in Małopolska and Volhynia.
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cultural taxonomy or put forward entirely new solutions in this respect. Among the more
important detailed results of this paper are, on the one hand, the drawing of attention to
the importance of the ﬁrst wave of colonisation of Małopolska and western Ukraine by
the populations of the LBPC, which drew a tentative outline of the limits of development
of later Danube cultural units, while on the other, the rejection of the thesis connecting
any cultural developments east of the Vistula and San rivers with the Lengyel culture.
The decisive role was played here by the Malice culture together with its evolutionary
extension — the Lublin-Volhynia culture, to which we have devoted so much space for
this very reason.
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FLINT WORKING OF THE SOUTH-EASTERN GROUP OF
THE FUNNEL BEAKER CULTURE: EXEMPLARY RECEPTION
OF CHALCOLITHIC SOCIO-ECONOMIC PATTERNS OF THE
PONTIC ZONE
Already the ﬁrst modern analyses of Neolithic ﬂint inventories, carried out in the
early 1960s by A. Dzieduszycka-Machnikowa [1961], revealed that the beginning of the
Chalcolithic period in many Central European cultural traditions coincided with signiﬁcant changes in blade production technology. These were most apparent in morphometry,
namely in a considerable macrolithization of blades. This development was described as
a’ metrical breakthrough’ and recognized as an important chronological marker.
At the time interpretations of these facts in prehistoric terms seemed pretty straightforward. It was assumed that the characteristic features of the Chalcolithic include
[Kozłowski 1975:134].
(a) the emergence of specialized ﬂint working relying on mining exploitation of this raw
material;
(b) the related fundamental change of the raw materials use structure, brought about
by intensifying exchange involving distinct ﬂint production centers; (c) analogies between the developing exchange of ﬂint raw materials and the roughly contemporaneous
intensiﬁcation of copper artifacts proliferation.
The ﬁrst full publication of the ﬂint industry of Funnel Beaker culture (FBC) communities from the loess uplands of south-eastern Poland was written in this vein [Balcer
1975]. It featured a detailed system for describing the ﬂint inventories of this culture and
contained also an analysis of ﬂint raw materials economy emphasizing the role of group
specialization in production and the signiﬁcance of long-range distribution of artifacts.
The author interpreted his observations relying on his personal convictions rather than on
material evidence. He concluded that, “the booming exploitation of deposits of high-quality raw materials and mass-scale production of macrolithic tools (. . . ) was due mainly
to the demand for tools used to further develop the production economy, and vegetable
production in particular. The basic role here was played by ﬂint axes and sickles ﬁtted
with inserts made from maximally long blades, forming a monolithic cutting edge. Only
the best raw material could be used to produce such implements, and this was to be found
only in certain areas. This was the reason for the increasing signiﬁcance of exchange and
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the development of specialization in the production of implements that were the object
of exchange” [Balcer 1975:210-211].
The early 1980s saw a series of publications promoting these views [Balcer 1980;
1981; 1981b]. Regrettably, instead of qualitatively new explanations, they only brought
propositions increasingly valuating in character. The period of macrolithic ﬂint industries
was ﬁnally interpreted as, “marking the culmination of the role of ﬂint working in
production economy development” [Balcer 1983:293-294]. An important contribution to
our understanding of the ﬂint industry of FBC communities in south-eastern Poland was
the demonstration of its strong ties to the Tripolye industry [Balcer 1981a].
During the past decade signiﬁcant progress was made in determining the development dynamics and chronology of the FBC in Małopolska, the south-eastern province
of the country [Kruk, Milisauskas 1983, 1990; Jastrzębski 1991; Burchard et al. 1991].
However, there were only modest additions to the existing ﬂint material evidence. None
of the major sites were described in full and reliably, and the only publications that
were brought out dealt with scant materials from several small settlements [Libera 1982;
Jastrzębski, Ślusarska 1982; Bronicki, Kadrow 1987; Czopek, Kadrow 1988] and with a
number of depots and cult deposits of macrolithic blades [Kadrow 1989a; Bronicki 1993;
Zakościelna 1997a]. Valuable results were produced by extensive surface surveys of the
surroundings of deposits of the basic ﬂint raw materials [Budziszewski, Michniak 1984;
Budziszewski 1996; Libera, Zakościelna 1987; Bargieł, Florek 1987; Kopacz, Pelisiak
1991]. Important additions were also made to our knowledge about long-range distribution of Little-Poland raw materials [Prinke, Rachmajda 1989; Wojciechowski 1988;
Bronowicki, Wojciechowski 1993].
More and more publications from those years began questioning the conception of
FBC ﬂint working which emerged in the’ 70s, both as regards evidence material analysis
and prehistoric interpretation. To begin with, S. Sałaciński [1983/1989, 1987] demonstrated the inadequacy of the existing classiﬁcation system when applied to retouched blades,
one of the most important tool groups, which turned out to be highly polymorphous and
inhomogeneous, probably comprising several morphologically distinct tool categories.
This analysis was followed slightly later by a series of publications casting new light
on ﬂint distribution among FBC communities in Małopolska [Kruk, Milisauskas 1989;
Midgley 1992]. The entire issue is yet to be reexamined in full, however.
Interpretations of Chalcolithic ﬂint working in the broader Central European context
proceeded at an entirely diﬀerent pace. The 1980s saw a number of publications verifying
the views on the nature of ﬂint working of that period mentioned above. It turned out that
ﬂint mining probably began already in the Middle Palaeolithic [Vermeersch et al. 1997]
and that the development of this activity throughout the Neolithic is well documented
[Lech 1981; Schild et al. 1985]. Moreover, it was demonstrated that the technologies of
copper and ﬂint mining were entirely unrelated [Weisgerber 1987]. Another discovery
was that many of the early agricultural communities operated systems of long-range
distribution of ﬂint artifacts over distances greater than covered by the distribution systems
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of most Chalcolithic communities [Lech 1987; Sherratt 1987]. The situation emerging
from the new ﬁndings was reviewed some years ago by J. Lech [1991] who laid bare
our interpretational impotency by presenting meticulously accumulated data from across
Europe. It became clear that the impasse required a new look at the data in hand, focusing
in particular on the speciﬁc regional and chronological character thereof. The ﬁrst attempt
of this kind was M. E. T. de Grooth’s [1991] analysis of the Limburg ﬂint production
center.
The beginnings of FBC settlement in Małopolska date to the ﬁrst centuries of the
4th millennium BC. Materials from those times are so scarce and poorly analyzed that
the origins of the FBC in the area are still a matter for discussion [Burchard et al.
1991]. The ﬂint materials from the period are yet to be published, and so do nothing to
contribute to this discussion.
The Małopolska FBC is known well in its developed form (phases II and III in the
Bronocice settlement) [Kruk, Milisauskas 1983, 1990] dating to 3650-3350-3100 BC, a
time coinciding with one of the coldest (Rotmoos 2 = Piora 2) and most humid (Chalain)
periods of the Holocene [Magny 1995]. The FBC settlement extends over loess uplands,
forming four large regions: the Kraków, Sandomierz, Volhynia and Lublin (Fig. 1). In all
but the last of these the basic element of the settlement network were large, homogeneous
microregions with a hierarchical structure, formed around sprawling central settlements,
several hectares in area, which were ringed by a network of smaller permanent settlements and campsites. The FBC settlement in the Lublin region was equally intense but
apparently lacking the huge central settlements. The traces of settlement beyond the loess
concentrations and in the Carpathian foothills are entirely diﬀerent, being less permanent
in character. The clear hierarchy apparent in the settlement structure on the loess uplands
additionally hinders the analysis of some aspects of ﬂint working, with some of the observed diﬀerences possibly being due to diﬀerent positions of the studied settlements
within the settlement structure.
None of the Małopolska FBC sites explored on a large scale have been comprehensively published, and the best known ﬂint materials are those from the Sandomierz
settlement region. Inventories from three central settlements – Gawroniec in Ćmielów,
Pieczyska in Zawichost, and Skała in Kamień Łukawski – were analyzed in detail [Balcer
1975].
The ﬂint industry of FBC communities in the Sandomierz Upland comprised two
largely non-overlapping technology cyrcles, one geared to the production of macrolithic
blades, and the other turning out large, quadrangular, wedge-shaped tools, traditionally
described in Polish archaeological literature as axes. The blade production relied on
one kind of raw material – Świeciechów ﬂint from deposits on the right bank of the
middle Vistula (Fig. 1) [Libera, Zakościelna 1987]. The blades were struck oﬀ ﬂat,
single-platform cores with a carefully prepared striking platform and wide ﬂaking face
formed by lateral crests (Fig. 2A). Exploitation started from the crest and proceeded
towards the ﬂaking face center (Fig. 2B). Cores of a diﬀerent type, featuring a rounded
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F i g . 1. South-eastern group of FBC settlement. Sites mentioned in the text: Sandomierz region: 1. Ćmielów,
Ostrowiec Świętokrzyski District, ”Gawroniec” site; 2. Zawichost, Sandomierz District, ”Pieczyska” site; 3.
Kamień Łukawski, Sandomierz District, ”Skała” site; 4. Lasocin, Opatów District, site 4; 5. Ruda Kościelna,
Ostrowiec Świętokrzyski District, ”Osiedlisko przy zrobach” site; Volhynian region: 6. Gródek Nadbużny,
Hrubieszów District, site 1C; 7. Zimne, Vlodymyr Volhynskyi District (Ukraine), ”Grodzisko” site; Cracow
region: 8. Bronocice, Pińczów District; 9. Niedźwiedź, Kraków District; 10. Dzierążnia, Pińczów District;
11. Klucze, Olkusz District; Lublin region: 12. Klementowice, Puławy District, site B; 13. Lublin-Sławinek,
Lublin District; 14. Chruszczów Kolonia, Puławy District; 15. Krężnica Jara, Lublin District; 16. Pawlin, Lublin
District, site 1; 17. Weremowice, Chełm District, site 19. A. loess areas; B. Świeciechów ﬂint deposits; C.
striped ﬂint deposits; D. Volhynian ﬂint deposits; E. Jurassic ﬂint (G variant) deposits.

ﬂaking surface, extending over almost the entire circumference of the piece, are quite
exceptional [Balcer 1975:Fig. 31d]. Knappers strove to produce blades exceeding 16 cm
in length, with ca. 20 cm being the preferred dimension. The longest specimen known
today is 30 cm long (Fig. 2D). The blades usually feature a pronounced arch in their
middle (Fig. 2C) and their butts are gable roof-shaped. This suggests they were made
using copper-tipped punches. Fully exploited cores were sometimes fashioned into large
wedge-shaped tools (Fig. 3B, D), but in most cases they were used as hammerstones.
The wedge-shaped tools were made from both Świeciechów and striped ﬂint. Deposits of the latter occur along the lower Kamienna River (Fig. 1) [Budziszewski, Michniak
1984]. Several kinds of these tools were produced, but all had a quadrilateral transverse
section and a relatively thick, indistinct and rather carelessly executed head. Specimens
belonging to two types were most frequent. One of these is represented by forms gra-
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F i g . 2. Funnel Beaker culture ﬂint industry in south-eastern Poland. A. core for blades; B. blade reﬁtting
illustrating core exploitation manner; C.-D. blades. All specimens made from Świeciechów ﬂint. A.-B. Ćmielów;
C. Gródek Nadbużny; D. Radziejów Kujawski, District loco. A-C after Balcer 1975; D after Balcer 1983.
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F i g . 3. Funnel Beaker culture ﬂint industry in south-eastern Poland. A.-B. type-A wedge-shaped tools; C.-D.
type-B wedge-shaped tools; E. reutilized wedge-shaped tool; F. hammerstone/anvil made from a wedge-shaped
tool; G. core for ﬂakes made from a wedge-shaped tool; H. Type-C wedge-shaped tool; I. chisel. A. Klementowice; B. Zawichost; C., H.-I. Kamień Łukawski; D., F.-G. Gródek Nadbużny; E. Mydłów, Opatów District.
All specimens made from Świeciechów ﬂint, after Balcer 1975.
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dually tapering from the cutting edge towards the head (Fig. 3A, B), about 16 cm long,
with blades just over 5 cm long, and thickness not exceeding 3 cm [Balcer 1975:Tab.
7]. This is also the dominant form among striped ﬂint specimens [Borkowski, Migal
1996]. The ﬁnishing process in their case involved grinding of the wider surfaces, with
the lateral faces remaining unprocessed. The other copiously produced type of wedge-shaped tool featured cutting edges narrower than or equal to the maximum width of the
tool, occurring at a point one-third down the length of the specimen (Fig. 3C, D). These
implements are usually slightly thicker than the previous type, and they have slightly
narrower cutting edges. It seems they are the slightly more numerous category among
the Świeciechów ﬂint ﬁnds [Balcer 1975]. Grinding of the specimens made from this
raw material was conﬁned to parts of their wider surfaces next to the cutting edge. Damaged tools were repeatedly repaired (Fig. 3E) and then converted into ﬂake cores (Fig.
3G), hammerstones (Fig. 3F), pressers (Fig. 5I) or splintered pieces. A type much less
frequent than the two just described is represented by small wedge-shaped implements
(ca. 10 cm long, ca. 1.5 cm thick, with cutting edges less than 4 cm in length), described
as small axes (Fig. 3H) or chisels (Fig. 3I).
Only one type of blade tool utilized the maximum parameters of unprocessed specimens, namely ordinary blade knives used as monolithic sickle inserts. The Polish
archaeological literature sometimes describes them as ‘sierpiec’. The ﬁrst stage of their
processing was limited to reshaping their distal and/or proximal end to make them ﬁt
better in a handle (Fig. 4A, B). During use, their corn gloss-blunted cutting edge was
rejuvenated several times, initially with ﬁne denticulated retouch (Fig. 4C), and subsequently with regular simple retouch (Fig. 4D). Worn-out specimens were reshaped into
other tools. In many cases these were knives of similar form with massive edges formed
with abrupt retouch, intended for diﬀerent purposes (Fig. 4E, F), as well as tools of a different type, featuring a long, symmetric point, sometimes described as daggers (Fig. 4G,
H). The latter implements also occur as implements originally produced in this forms,
and in this case they are usually made from shorter blades (Fig. 4I). Short blades or even
ﬂakes were used to make asymmetric knives (Fig. 4J, K), while massive, thick crested
blades became speciﬁc lateral pressers (Fig. 4L, M). There are also extremely rare blade
tools bearing the oblique covering parallel retouch typical for the Tripolye culture.
The most numerous morphological category of tools were end-scrapers. Detailed
analyses of specimens recovered from the Ćmielów settlement revealed a very high degree
of morphometric features standardization, a fact enabling a precise deﬁnition of the tool’s
typical form [Sałaciński 1983/1989; 1987]. The average width of the end-scrapers was
30.6 mm, and their length-to-width ratio was 1.8 to 1.9. These metric characteristics
indicate that it was not important for tool makers whether they were fashioning their
end-scrapers from used-up blade tools (Fig. 5A, B), broken-oﬀ blade fragments, or even
ﬂakes (Fig. 5C). About a third of the end-scrapers were made on ﬂakes. Waste of all kind
was likewise used to make other small tools, including borers (Fig. 5D-F), pressers (Fig.
5G-I), splintered pieces (Fig. 5L-N), as well as micro-axes (Fig. 5J) and micro-chisels
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F i g . 4. FBC ﬂint industry in south-eastern Poland. A.-D. type-A blade knives (sickle inserts); E.-F. type-B
blade knives; G.-I. daggers; J.-K. asymmetric knives; L.-M. type-B pressers. A.-C., F., H.-I. Kamień Łukawski;
D. Klucze; E. Klementowice; G. Zawichost; J.-K. Ćmielów; L.-M. Stryczowice, Ostrowiec Świętokrzyski
District. All specimens made from Świeciechów ﬂint. K. after Sałaciński 1983/1989; all other after Balcer
1975.
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(Fig. 5K). A peculiar feature of inventories from the Sandomierz loess area is the large
number of workshop implements: denticulated tools (Fig. 5O), bifacial tools (Fig. 5P),
hammerstones and anvils.
The organization of ﬂint production is usually analyzed by looking at diﬀerences in
the structure of inventories from various assemblages. A comparison of this kind for the
principal sites in the Sandomierz loess area was already made by B. Balcer [1975:Tab.
19-24]. Using his information together with reports from explorations of the individual
settlement sites, we can give numerical data illustrating the tools-to-production waste
ratios not only for inventories from entire sites, but also from various parts thereof
(Fig. 6A-F). This reveals clear diﬀerences between the various settlement parts featuring
copious ﬂint production evidence. It would be worthwhile to examine this picture by
comparing the absolute volumes of inventories. The best way of doing this would be to
determine the number and weight of artifacts made from the various raw materials per
unit volume of the explored cultural layer. Regrettably, we lack suﬃcient data to perform
this analysis. The only approximate indicator we can have at this stage is the number of
artifacts per area unit of the studied surface (number of ﬂint artifacts per are). Suitably
processed data from B. Balcer [1975, 1995] show that diﬀerences in absolute numbers
of ﬂint artifacts between various parts of workshop settlements are much greater than
the same diﬀerences between settlements (Fig. 7). Given that the analyzed settlement
fragments do not diﬀer with regard to the kind or abundance of permanent features [e.g.
Balcer 1989], we must conclude that the mass-scale ﬂint production in FBC communities
inhabiting the Sandomierz loess area was characterized by universal individual specialization (of individual households). A comparison of the diagrams in Fig. 6 and 7 shows
a fairly close dependence between the number of artifacts from the various central settlements and the proportion of production waste in their respective inventories (Fig. 8).
If we accept that the scale of local ﬂint production is precisely indicated by the number
of artifacts comprising the recovered assemblages, it would be interesting to know if this
scale aﬀects the numbers of tools of the various categories. Estimates for the three principal tool forms – large wedge-shaped artifacts, blade knives and end-scrapers – show
that their numbers are completely unrelated to production scale (Fig. 9). In fact, we may
say that their respective numbers are practically identical in all the analyzed settlements,
although we must not forget about the unreliability of the estimates involved.
Artifacts numbers and inventory structures illustrate diﬀerences in ﬂint production
among individual settlements or parts thereof. However, a wider context is needed to
reconstruct the organization of this production. Studies of areas around deposits of the
used raw materials are of key importance here. Surface surveys in the vicinity of Świeciechów ﬂint exploitation points (performed by the author and researchers from the Lublin
center) [Libera, Zakościelna 1987; Bargieł, Florek 1987] led to discoveries of a number
of sites displaying a speciﬁc inventory structure within about 15 kilometers from the
outcrops. A good example is provided by materials from site 4 in Lasocin, covering an
area exceeding one hectare. More than 200 ﬂint artifacts were recovered from the sur-
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F i g . 5. FBC ﬂint industry in south-eastern Poland. A.-C. end-scrapers; D.-F. borers; G.-I. type-A pressers
(strikers?); J. micro-axe; K. micro-chisel; L.-N. splintered pieces; O. denticulated tool; P. bifacial tool. A., E.
Kamień Łukawski; B. Gródek Nadbużny; C.-D., M., O. Ćmielów; F., H.-L., N., P. Zawichost; G. Ptkanów,
Opatów District. C. striped ﬂint; all other ? Świeciechów ﬂint. C.-D. after Sałaciński 1983/1989; all other after
Balcer 1975.
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F i g . 6. Tools-to-production waste ratio in individual FBC settlements or parts thereof. See Fig. 7 for letter
code of sites.

face of this site, along with just 15 pottery fragments. More than 90% of the ﬂint ﬁnds
were made from Świeciechów ﬂint, a few percent from local raw materials of inferior
quality, and less than 1% from striped ﬂint. Upwards of 90% of the inventory are ﬂakes
which were accompanied by a relatively large number of workshop tools, including hammerstones. Only trace quantities of home tools were in evidence: four blade tools, two
fragments of destroyed wedge-shaped forms, and two splintered pieces. Although none
of the sites discussed here were excavated, their surface inventories are characteristic
enough to warrant interpretation. Both the ratio of pottery shards to ﬂint artifacts and
the ﬂint inventory structure indicate that these are not traces of dwelling sites. What
we have here are probably remains of a succession of numerous ﬂint workshops that
were transitory processing facilities. The existence of such workshops casts new light
on inventories from the excavated central settlements, suggesting that dwellers from all
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F i g . 7. Relative quantities of ﬂint artefacts recovered from individual FBC sites or parts thereof. A. Ćmielów,
”Gawroniec” site, northern part; B. Ćmielów, ”Gawroniec” site, central part; C. Ćmielów, ”Gawroniec” site,
southern part; D. Zawichost, ”Pieczyska” site, excavation IV; E. Zawichost, ”Pieczyska” site, excavations I and
II; F. Kamień Łukawski, ”Skała” site; G. Gródek Nadbużny, site 1C, part of excavation I; H. Gródek Nadbużny,
site 1C, excavation II; I. Zimne, ”Grodzisko” site; J. Bronocice, phase II; K. Bronocice, phase III.
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over the Sandomierz Upland had free access to the Świeciechów raw material, and that
diﬀerences in the structure of inventories from the various settlements are due to differences in production organization. Residents of settlements close to the deposits (e.g.
in Zawichost) processed their raw material in their settlements, whereas knappers from
more distant places performed much of their production activities in workshops not far
from the outcrops.
Identical surface surveys carried out around striped ﬂint outcrops by the author and
the Krzemionki team of the State Archaeological Museum in Warszawa revealed an entirely diﬀerent situation. There were no sites which could be interpreted as transitory ﬂint
processing facilities. Although it has been suggested in the literature that the “Osiedlisko
przy zrobach” site in Ruda Kościelna was related to striped ﬂint processing by FBC
workshops [Zalewski, Borkowski 1996], the structure of the site’s inventory (abundant
ceramics and ﬂint tools of home character, diverse raw materials) suggests that this was
an ordinary small settlement belonging to the Ćmielów settlement microregion. The data
we have today therefore suggest that striped ﬂint processing was organized entirely differently than in the case of Świeciechów ﬂint. Namely, it was the work of inhabitants
of the Ćmielów microregion exclusively, or perhaps even of the Gawroniec settlement in
Ćmielów alone.
Diﬀerences in the organization of ﬂint production utilizing the two varieties of
raw material are also illustrated by the numbers of artifacts discovered in various sites.
The diagram in Fig. 10A-F also emphasizes the exceptional position of Ćmielów in the
area of ﬂint processing. The inhabitants of this settlement not only had exclusive use of
striped ﬂint, but they also left the most copious waste from Świeciechów ﬂint processing,
although the distance to the outcrops of this latter raw material exceeds 20 kilometers.
The Volhynian FBC settlement concentration is explored much more poorly. The
only data comparable to the information discussed above come from the settlement in
Gródek Nadbużny [Balcer 1975; Jastrzębski 1991]. Materials from another large settlement, the Grodzisko in Zimne, are currently being prepared for publication [Bronicki et
al. 1998]. The data made available to date refer to just a small fragment of the site, and
in many respects is not ﬁt to be compared with the data discussed above [Zakościelna
1998]. Information about inventories from other settlements is still more enigmatic [Jazdowska-Król 1961; Bronicki, Kadrow 1988].
The ﬂint industry of FBC communities being part of the Volhynian settlement concentration was similar to that known from the Sandomierz region. Here too we have
macrolithic blades and quadrangular wedge-shaped tools. Raw materials came from the
least distant Volhynian ﬂint deposits (Fig. 1). It appears however that the Volhynian ﬂint
blades were obtained diﬀerently than in the Sandomierz region. The single-platform cores
for blades in Volhynia carry less traces of preparation and feature more rounded ﬂaking
faces. We sometimes have two opposite-lying ﬂaking faces, while in other cases exploitation proceeded around the perimeter of the piece. Other technological traits apparent
in the production of Volhynian ﬂint blades indicate that the Świeciechów ﬂint specimens
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F i g . 8. Relationships between ﬂint artefact numbers and percentage of production waste in inventories from
individual FBC settlements or parts thereof. See Fig. 7 for letter code of sites.
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F i g . 9. Relative quantities of the basic ﬂint tools in FBC settlements in south-eastern Poland. See Fig. 7 for
letter code of sites.
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F i g . 10. Dependence between numbers of artefacts (made from the various ﬂint varieties) recovered from
FBC settlements and distances from raw material deposits. See Fig. 7 for letter code of sites.

were acquired already in ﬁnished form. The tool set in Volhynian sites also resembles
that from the Sandomierz loess region (Fig. 11A-D). Needless to say, there are small
diﬀerences of various nature. The Volhynian concentration appears to contain a smaller proportion of micro-axes and micro-chisels made from blades and ﬂakes; they also
yielded triangular arrowheads (Fig. 11G-I) resembling forms known from the Tripolye
culture. A speciﬁcally Volhynian feature appears to be the more frequent combination of
end-scraper with borer (Fig. 11E-F).
Unlike the Sandomierz loess sites, the settlements in Gródek Nadbużny and Zimne
lie far from ﬂint outcrops. The ﬂint exploitation points in the Świętokrzyskie Mountains
region are 150 to 195 kilometers away, and even the distance to the closest Volhynian
ﬂint deposits exceeds 50 kilometers (Fig. 1). Nonetheless, both sites yielded relatively
abundant Volhynian ﬂint waste (Figs. 6, 7, 10G-I), which is interesting considering that
only part of the production cyrcle was being completed there. The lack of cortical ﬂakes
suggests that pre-cores or cores were being brought to the sites.
The large quantities of production waste in Gródek Nadbużny and Zimne (Fig.
10G-I) shows that ﬂint production organization was aﬀected by social organization factors
much more than by distance from raw material deposits. Materials recovered from Gródek
Nadbużny exhibit one other peculiarity: although raw materials from the Świętokrzyskie
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F i g . 11. Flint materials from the Volhynian and Cracow settlement regions of the FBC. A., J. wedge-shaped
tools; B.-C., N. type-A blade knives; D., K. daggers; E.-F. end-scrapers with borers; G.-I. triangular arrowheads;
L. core for blades; M. type-B blade knife reutilized as borer. A.-I. Gródek Nadbużny: F. Świeciechów ﬂint, H.
striped ﬂint, all other ? Volhynian ﬂint. (after Gumiński 1989); J.-N. Bronocice: Jurassic ﬂint, G variant (after
Balcer 1983).
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Mountains region account for just a small part of the inventory there (close to 9% of
Świeciechów ﬂint and almost 1% of striped ﬂint), they nevertheless play the leading
role in the production of the principal tool forms. Of the 32 large wedge-shaped tools
discovered on this site, only ten were made from Volhynian ﬂint, with 11 representing
the Świeciechów raw material, and another six the striped variety [Balcer 1975:Tab.
25]. The same is true of blade knives: as many as 55% are made from Świeciechów
ﬂint, and just 41% from the Volhynian material [Balcer 1975:Tab. 25]. The latter gains
the upper hand only among the smaller tools, although more than 40% of end-scrapers
continue to be made from Świeciechów ﬂint. So, despite intense local ﬂint processing,
tools production relied mainly on imports from the Sandomierz region. Two major issues
arise here. The ﬁrst question is, what was happening with artifacts made from Volhynian
ﬂint? Were they being used locally in other settlements of the microregion, or were
they objects of long-distance exchange? If the latter were the case, what was the export
direction? Possible export destinations include the Kraków or Lublin loess regions, given
that Volhynian ﬂint implements are quite rare in the Sandomierz area. This leads to the
related issue: what was being given in exchange for the Sandomierz ﬂint? We will be
coming back to this problem later.
The situation in Gródek Nadbużny today appears to be exceptional. In all the other
sites in the region the percentage of the Świętokrzyskie Mountains raw materials is
several times lower, with these being practically limited to Świeciechów ﬂint. What is
more, artifacts made from this ﬂint appear to play an adequately small role in tool
production. Interestingly, the distribution of the large wedge-shaped tools appears to play
a larger role in the remaining settlements, in contrast to the situation in Gródek Nadbużny
[Zakościelna 1998; Bronicki, Kadrow 1988; Jazdowska-Król 1961].
Research into the FBC ﬂint industry in the Kraków loess region is even less advanced
than in the case of the Volhynia industry. In addition to fragmentary information about
inventories, provided by both extensive explorations and accidental ﬁnds, all that we have
is a comparison of the presence of various raw materials in just one central settlement,
in Bronocice [Kruk, Milisauskas 1989]. These are the only materials from Małopolska
contributing to our knowledge of the chronological variability of the FBC ﬂint industry.
However, these materials were described diﬀerently than the inventories discussed above,
and their comparisons would require suitable processing of data which at times would
have to rely on rough estimates alone.
The FBC ﬂint industry in the Kraków loess region is also similar to that known
from the Sandomierz area. Both here and there the macrolithic blades and large wedge-shaped tools were of fundamental importance. It seems that the local blade production
was reminiscent of the Volhynian traditions. The single-platform blade cores featured
rounded ﬂaking faces and were exploited around their circumference (Fig. 11L). The tool
set is similar to those seen in all the previously described regions (Figs. 11J-K, M-N).
The Bronocice settlement lies far from ﬂint outcrops: 105-125 kilometers from
the Świętokrzyskie Mountains ﬂint deposits, 300-330 kilometers from Volhynian ﬂint
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outcrops, and still some 45 kilometers from the closest Jurassic ﬂint (G variety) deposits
(Fig. 1) [Pelisiak 1987; Kopacz, Pelisiak 1991].
The concentration of ﬂint artifacts in phase II of the Bronocice settlement is just
under 40 ﬁnds per are (Fig. 7J). This is strikingly little when compared with all the sites
mentioned so far, and is a good indication of just how little ﬂint could have suﬃced
in the economic activity of the settlement inhabitants. The bulk of the inventory (close
to 76%) is accounted for by Jurassic ﬂint, with the Świętokrzyskie Mountains varieties
also visibly present (17% of Świeciechów ﬂint and 2.5% of striped ﬂint). There is also
a trace presence of Volhynian ﬂint specimens, imports of which were more prominently
apparent in the settlement’s earlier phase. Based on quantitative data, J. Kruk and S.
Milisauskas [1989] concluded that raw material imports played a minor role on this
site. One cannot agree with this. As we could see in Gródek Nadbużny, even the small
percentage of ﬁnds accounted for by raw materials from the Świętokrzyskie Mountains
did not stop them from being the number one material in the production of the basic tool
forms. The published data in fact encourage the hypothesis that, despite their modest
quantity in Bronocice, the Świętokrzyskie Mountains ﬂints nevertheless predominated
in the production of the basic tools, with Jurassic ﬂint being just a supplementary raw
material.
The size of the Bronocice ﬂint inventory goes up sharply in phase III of the settlement, with numbers of ﬁnds approaching those in the known Volhynian settlements (Fig.
7K, 10K). However, close to 80% of the artifacts come from just one ﬂint workshop
producing large wedge-shaped tools using Jurassic ﬂints [Kruk, Milisauskas 1989:153].
This workshop marks the emergence of a distinct center of specialized ﬂint production
relying on local raw material deposits, providing still more evidence that this kind of
activity involved individual specialization. The launch of local production did nothing to
eliminate imports of the Sandomierz raw materials; quite the contrary in fact, the volume
of these materials clearly increased. The detailed analysis of relationships between the
development of local ﬂint production and exchange mechanisms in the ‘market’ emerges as one of the most interesting research problems suggested by the materials from
Bronocice.
The important role of Świętokrzyskie Mountains ﬂints in the economy of FBC communities inhabiting the Kraków loess region is also conﬁrmed by the smaller settlement
in Niedźwiedź which is dated to the same period [Burchard 1991; Balcer 1975:316,
1983:151]. The role of Świeciechów ﬂint imports is additionally documented by hoards
of choice blades and blade knives discovered in Dzierążnia and Klucze [Balcer 1975:Fig.
51]. Judging by the Bronocice ﬁnds, it may be surmised that the Volhynian ﬂint blade
hoards being discovered in this region (Świątniki, Balice) date to slightly earlier times.
The same may be true of the Zawarża settlement, for the same reasons [Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1988a; Balcer 1983:Tab. 25].
Flint materials published to date from the Lublin region come from sites of a
diﬀerent type, namely settlements or camps much smaller in area. For this reason, we
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cannot be sure whether diﬀerences between the Lublin region assemblages and those
described above are due to regional characteristics or a diﬀerent position in the settlement
network structure. The problem is further complicated by the fact that the FBC occupation
of the Lublin region appears to lack the vast central settlements.
Compared to all the sites discussed so far, Klementowice [Kowalczyk 1957; Balcer
1975:Tab. 28] and Lublin-Sławinek [Jastrzębski, Ślusarska 1982] yielded incommensurably fewer ﬁnds: around ten artifacts per are. The inventory from Chruszczów Kolonia
[Libera 1982] is only slightly richer, but the character of the site is not entirely clear
[Gurba 1957]. The paucity of inventories cannot be explained by distance to ﬂint deposits. The region is indeed deprived of its own deposits of good-quality raw materials, but
it is relatively close to outcrops of Świętokrzyskie Mountains ﬂint (Fig. 1) and moreover
lies on the same side of the Vistula that Świeciechów ﬂint was exploited. The latter raw
material predominates in most of the known sites (Chruszczów Kolonia, Krężnica Jara,
Pawlin) [Libera 1982], but there are exceptions: most of the artifacts in Klementowice
are made from striped ﬂint [Balcer 1975:Tab. 28], while the Volhynian raw material
prevails in Lublin-Sławinek [Jastrzębski, Ślusarska 1982]. This last case is even more
surprising, considering that the distance to Volhynian ﬂint deposits is almost three times
greater than to the outcrops in Świeciechów.
Materials from the Lublin region include all the basic tools occurring in the remaining FBC settlement areas in Małopolska. However, due to the paucity of raw materials
in the region, there was a lot more of reutilization and refashioning of used-up tools.
The result is that the tool sets we are recovering from these sites are composed mostly
of splintered pieces which usually comprise more than half of the tool forms. The ﬂint
production of FBC communities in the Lublin region generally appears to represent a
diﬀerent quality, both in terms of knapping skills and habitual ways of using ﬂint in fashioning tools. Although the same forms are in use here – the large wedge-shaped tools
and macrolithic blades (Fig. 3A, 4E) – they appear to have been brought to the region in
ﬁnished form, while the local knapping skills were probably limited to the ﬁnal shaping
of blade tools and meticulous remodeling of worn-out forms into increasingly smaller
implements. If the ﬂint industry picture we are seeing here is not a result of insuﬃcient
material evidence, the Lublin region must be recognized as the farthest and borderline
province of the Małopolska center. In many respects this industry is in between that
of the settlement concentrations described above and the industry of FBC communities
from the Lowland. Only trace quantities of the choice implements manufactured by the
Świętokrzyskie Mountains and Volhynian centers were reaching the Lowland [Balcer
1975:289-291; Balcer, Kowalski 1978; Lech, Małecka-Kukawka 1987] where the local
ﬂint working was of an entirely diﬀerent character [Małecka-Kukawka 1992]. The FBC
communities from the Lublin region appear to be a bridge between the two provinces.
A speciﬁc characteristic of FBC tool production in Małopolska is the fact that most
of the small implements were made by refashioning worn-out tools of other kinds, or
using waste material from initial processing. A situation of this kind has a signiﬁcant
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impact on analyses, since the diagrams of individual tool class frequencies which are
usually employed to compare assemblages no longer have sense. What they illustrate
is the degree of frugality in raw material economy rather than the actual frequency of
the diverse tool categories. It seems that descriptions of assemblages of this kind must
include also precise morphometric deﬁnitions of the various tool classes [Sałaciński
1983/1989, 1987] as well as diagrams showing the place of the various forms in the
refashioning cyrcle [Budziszewski 1995:Fig. 10].
A special role in industries like this must have been played by tools at the beginning
of the reutilization cyrcle. In the FBC in Małopolska these were the large wedge-shaped
tools and blade knives used as monolithic sickle inserts. B. Balcer [1975:210-211] assumed that these latter tools were exceptionally eﬀective and that their emergence “was
connected with the development of production economy, and of vegetable production in
particular.” Balcer’s hypothesis is untenable. Experimental veriﬁcation of the eﬀectiveness of diverse types of sickles with lithic blades showed that the implement’s eﬃciency
depends to a considerable extent on blade length and edge preparation using ﬁne denticulated retouch [Korobkova 1981]. Comparisons of FBC sickles with Early Neolithic
implements show that although the former were ﬁtted with macrolithic blades, their cutting edge was not necessarily longer than in the latter (Fig. 12B, C). Also, the monolithic
and frequently curved insert required a handle that was more diﬃcult to make, with the
entire tool being less handy. On the whole, the FBC sickles appear to be anything but
more eﬀective. Like the other sickles utilizing monolithic inserts which were typical for
the 4th and 3rd millennia BC, the FBC sickles appear to be an aberration rather than
a positive development of the tool form (Fig. 12). Worth noting is that the FBC sickle
inserts were sharpened with ﬁne denticulate retouch only after the cutting edges were
ﬁrst blunted by corn gloss, which means that the advantage gained from a better cutting
edge was valued less than longer exploitation of the blade. Considering that the sickle
inserts were the only forms fully utilizing the blade parameters, we must suspect that
functionality was not the only reason for their macrolithization. This in turn leads us
to the surprising conclusion that blade production in the FBC ﬂint industry cannot be
treated as a production of blanks. The production of macrolithic blades was a goal in
itself. This claim about their special, supra-utilitarian role is also supported by other
observations: macrolithic ﬂint blades comprised a cult bog deposit in Weremowice [Bronicki 1993]; in hoards and depots unprocessed blades are accompanied by blade knives
processed in a way that did not severely alter the parameters of the unprocessed pieces.
Similar reservations may be voiced with regard to the utilitarian interpretations
of wedge-shaped tools. The Polish literature treats all these forms en bloc, despite a
complete lack of use wear analyses of these ﬁnds. In the context of the FBC they are
believed to be axes associated with tree felling and the development of the slash-and-burn economy. This is no doubt an excessively simplistic interpretation, as indicated
by both the context in which these implements made their appearance along the lower
Danube some 500 years previously, and by their subsequent history. The slash-and-burn
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F i g . 12. Reconstruction of FBC sickles from Little Poland proposed in B. Balcer 1975 (C) compared with
completely preserved Neolithic and Bronze Age sickles and sickle knives. A. Nahal Heimar cave (Israel),
PPNB - 7th millennium BC (Bar - Yosef 1987); B. Karanovo (Bulgaria), Karanovo II - mid-6th millennium
BC (Mikov 1939, Georgiev 1961); D. Egolzwil 3 (Switzerland), Egolzwil culture - end of 5th millennium
BC (Wyss 1994); E. Egolzwil 5 (Switzerland), Cortaillod culture - ﬁrst half of 4th millennium BC (Wyss
1976); F. Egolzwil 2 (Switzerland), Cortaillod culture - ﬁrst half of 4th millennium BC (Müller-Beck 1965);
G. Niederwill (Switzerland), Pfyn culture - ﬁrst half of 4th millennium BC (Müller-Beck 1991); H. Twann
(Switzerland), Horgen culture - end of 4th millennium BC (Furger 1981); I. Solferino (Italy), Early Bronze Age
- ﬁrst half of 2nd millennium BC (Perini 1987); J. Fiavé (Italy), Middle Bronze Age - mid-2nd millennium
BC (Perini 1987); K. Auvernier (Switzerland), Final Bronze Age - bronze sickle from the early 1st millennium
BC (Egloﬀ 1984).
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economy certainly played no role whatsoever in the Late Neolithic Globular Amphorae
and Corded Ware cultures which produced even greater numbers of the large wedge-shaped tools. Bearing in mind the wider chronological and territorial context in which
these forms occur, we may assume, like in the case of the macrolithic blades, that they
had a supra-utilitarian symbolic signiﬁcance – if not all of them, then at least the most
impressive specimens. Their functional interpretation requires detailed morphometric and
use-wear analyses leading to a reconstruction of their original formal diﬀerentiation and
their no doubt complex and multi-stage usage history. Worth noting here is that the only
FBC wedge-shaped tools from Małopolska whose function is well deﬁned by the context
in which they were discovered were used in a bone processing workshop [Kowalczyk
1958:315-316].
The conclusion from the above remarks is that the signiﬁcance of the basic implements of the FBC ﬂint industry in Małopolska, namely macrolithic blades and large wedge-shaped tools, was non-utilitarian. They were probably prestige goods, with symbolic
considerations rather than functional needs being mostly responsible for their parameters.
The FBC ﬂint industry in Małopolska involved a multi-level and structured system
of specialization, in evidence on the various levels of regions, settlements and individual
households. Specialization on regional level is well illustrated by relationships between
individual settlement concentrations and local raw material deposits. Worth noting is
the leading, supra-regional signiﬁcance of artifacts made from Świętokrzyskie Mountains raw materials which were being distributed in quantity from the Sandomierz loess
region to Volhynia, the Lublin region and the Kraków loess area. Specialization on individual settlement level is documented by the unprecedentedly copious materials from the
“Gawroniec” site in Ćmielów. The clearly distinct workshop areas, seen not only in the
Ćmielów settlement but also in settlements less involved in ﬂint processing (Zawichost,
Bronocice), reliably testify to the existence of individual specialization.
The FBC assemblages we know from the Sandomierz region reveal the complex
nature of the system of raw material procurement and processing, and of implements
distribution. Not only do we see diﬀerent implements being made from Świeciechów
and from striped ﬂint, but there are also diﬀerences in access to deposits and processing
organization. Worth stressing once again in this context is the special signiﬁcance of
the Ćmielów settlement in the processing of both the local raw materials. Distribution
was likewise a complex process, diﬀerent not only in the case of the two raw materials
but also for the various implements classes. We are still far from unraveling this complex arrangement, with our knowledge being limited to isolated observations. The most
interesting of these have to do with imports of implements made from Świętokrzyskie
Mountains ﬂints to settlements in the Volhynian region. The various assemblages there
not only diﬀer in the quantities of imported artifacts, but also with regard to the kinds
of implement and raw materials used to make them. Special among the settlements is
Gródek Nadbużny, with its rich assemblage and unique raw material composition of the
imported artifacts. This is the only site apart from Ćmielów in which the large wedge-
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-shaped tools made from striped ﬂint are almost as numerous as those made from other
raw materials. Implements of this kind were most certainly distributed diﬀerently than
blades. The latter are relatively frequently found comprising hoards and depots – and they
are never accompanied by the large wedge-shaped tools. Another highly noteworthy observation is that the diﬀerences in core processing apparent in the various regions prove
that only ﬁnished implements were being distributed – without the relevant know-how
accompanying them.
An issue widely discussed in the context of ﬂint artifacts distribution is that of
exchange equivalents. The data in hand prove that this was not ﬂint-for-ﬂint exchange,
and it also appears that standard agricultural produce could not have been involved,
contrary to the usual explanations. These theories fail to account for the considerable
diﬀerences in access to imported ﬂint artifacts between settlements of like character. The
most probable explanation appears to be that ﬂint artifacts were circulating largely as
part of exchanges of prestige goods. One of the equivalents in such exchanges could
have been Tripolye ceramics, plentiful in Volhynian FBC settlements and found even
beyond the left bank of the Vistula [Kempisty 1968]. A diﬀerent possibility can be
suggested for Gródek Nadbużny which yielded more copper artifacts than all the other
Małopolska sites combined [Gumiński 1989:166-171]. The accumulation there of the
extraordinary quantities of artifacts made from Świętokrzyskie Mountains ﬂints could
have been possible thanks to the distribution of copper obtained from the Tripolye people.
This theory is supported by the fact that the only traces of copper smelting in loess areas
on the left bank of the Vistula were discovered in the Ćmielów settlement [Krzak 1963].
The rich inventories in both the unusual settlements suggest that those proﬁting from
distribution of prestige goods were mostly inhabitants of settlements playing key roles
in distribution rather than dwellers of ﬂint production settlements. The minute quantities
of Małopolska artifacts reaching the Lowland suggests that the prestige goods exchange
‘market’ was developing mainly within the existing system. Priceless insights into rules
of the system’s evolution should be provided by analyses of changes occurring during
the development of the Bronocice settlement.
The hypotheses discussed above appear to indicate that the FBC ﬂint industry in
Little Poland divides into two segments operating according to diﬀerent principles. On
the one hand we have centers producing prestigious ﬂint artifacts, run by specialist
knappers, while on the other there emerged a speciﬁc form of “home” ﬂint working,
involving meticulous, multi-stage refashioning of products supplied by the specialized
workshops into implements for everyday use. Flint production would thus cease to be an
important indicator of social identity, manifesting itself in considerable uniformization
of ﬂint processing methods, also among communities inhabiting extensive territories.
The available data suggest that the split between the two types of ﬂint working in FBC
communities in Małopolska was not due to limitations in access to raw material deposits,
but rather to restrictions in access to ﬂint knapping skills and perhaps also to knowledge
about mining techniques. The described organization of ﬂint production has profound
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implications in material evidence analysis. The concept of ﬂint industry ascribed to a
speciﬁc community – the mainstay of Stone Age prehistory – become blurred. Diverse
production centers could have functioned within any given Chalcolithic community, and
home industries could also have diﬀered one from another depending on the manner
of acquiring raw materials. The interpretation of all the nuances apparent in the ﬂint
industry of FBC communities in Małopolska will require much more detailed studies.
In a wider context, we already know that in areas receiving tiny quantities of artifacts
from the Małopolska centers, quite insuﬃcient to satisfy the economic needs there, the
ﬂint industry adapted itself to local raw materials supplies, usually undergoing severe
simpliﬁcation [Małecka-Kukawka 1992]. The existing single industry was being replaced
by numerous regional variants, often displaying considerable variety.
It is impossible to demonstrate a local origin of the above transformations in Little
Poland. The ﬁrst ﬂint industries employing macrolithic blade technologies emerged here
already at the turn of the 5th and 4th millenium BC. These are known from inventories of
the Wyciąże-Złotniki group and from the younger phase of the Lublin-Volhynia culture
[Kamieńska, Kozłowski 1990:79-85; Zakościelna 1996]. Materials of both these groups
display a strong aﬃnity to the Bodrogkeresztúr culture as well as to the Tripolye culture
(numerous imports of Volhynian ﬂint). Formally, their ﬂint inventories diﬀer radically
from the FBC materials described here. They completely lack the ﬂint wedge-shaped
tools, and blade tool production is also diﬀerent. Burins are most plentiful, and sickles
usually feature inserts just a few centimeters long. The best described inventory from
those times, recovered in Kosina (Łańcut District), suggests that a special role in the
tool set, analogous to that of the monolithic sickle inserts in the FBC, was played
by large blade daggers [Kadrow 1992:Fig. 2a-b]. Industries in which these implements
had a special signiﬁcance emerged in the second half of the 5th millenium BC in the
steppes of the Black Sea lowlands [Telegin 1973, 1991; Rassamakin 1994]. Their impact
becomes apparent in assemblages of the Tripolye culture [Videiko 1994] and in the
Carpathian Basin towards the end of the 5th millenium BC when the ﬁrst so called ochre
graves horizons make their appearance [Popescu 1941; Lichardus, Lichardus-Itten 1993;
Movsha, Chebotarenko 1969; Kovács 1944; Ecsedy 1973].
The formal similarity between the Małopolska FBC ﬂint industry and that of the late
groups of the Tripolye culture was noted on numerous occasions [Balcer 1981a; 1983;
Budziszewski 1995]. In fact the resemblance is so great that one gets the impression that
the ﬂint industry of the FBC communities in Małopolska was more related to the Tripolye
culture than to the other FBC groups. Unfortunately, the dynamics of the relationships
involved here cannot be recreated today. Most of the Tripolye materials indicated till now
as analogies of the Małopolska inventories, such as those from Listvin [Peleshchyshyn
1998a] or the Soﬁevka sites [Budziszewski 1995], turned out to be much younger than the
latter. This encourages caution in formulating conclusions, and suggests that discussions
of the issues involved here should be put oﬀ until the systematics of the Tripolye culture
becomes based a reliable absolute age determinations. The optimistic news is that work on
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these determinations has recently gained impressive momentum [Wechler 1994; Mantu
1995; Burdo, Videiko 1998; Videiko, Tripolye. . . , in this volume].
All the problems listed above notwithstanding, there is no doubt that the key to understanding the evolution of ﬂint processing in Małopolska leading up to the emergence
of the industry of south-eastern FBC group presented in detail above is the evolution
of the ﬂint industry of the Tripolye culture. Research into the issue cannot be limited
to descriptions of obvious facts illustrating macrolithization in blade production or the
appearance of special categories of tools, such as blade daggers, monolithic sickle inserts
or the large wedge-shaped tools. The analysis must also include a broader consideration
of the socio-economic aspects of the discerned evolution. An important role here will be
played by studies of tool production organization and of ﬂint artifacts distribution, as well
as of the formal and organizational relationships between those systems and metallurgical
production [Ryndina 1971; Klochko 1994]. No less important will be the consideration
of ﬂint industry analysis results in the wider context of the economy as a whole, among
others in relation to changes in settlement systems, well discernible in archaeological evidence, leading up to striking phenomena such as the gigantic settlements [Videiko 1998].
The facts emerging from materials of the Tripolye culture cannot be fully comprehended without reference to transformations of a similar nature taking place in adjacent
territories. The culture’s relationships with the Sredni Stog communities belonging to
the cultural tradition of the Black Sea lowland steppes are of particular signiﬁcance in
this context [Rassamakin 1994; Videiko 1994]. No less important appears to be the comparison of processes taking place in the Tripolye culture with similar transformations
occurring slightly earlier in Eneolithic communities south of the lower Danube [Todorova 1995; Boyadžiev 1995]. The Karanovo VI-Kodžadermen-Gumelniţa-Varna-Aldeni
II group of related cultures emerged there around the middle of the 5th millenium BC,
and its metallurgical production was so proliﬁc and diverse that the period is often being described as the “metal boom period” [Chernykh 1978; Gale et al. 1991]. Copper
was used not only to produce small tools and ornaments (which were often made from
gold) but also a wide range of large tools: diverse wedge-shaped forms and shaft-hole
axes which were no doubt prestigious objects [Todorova 1981]. The metal production
was accompanied by a dynamic development of ﬂint processing, relying primarily on
the macrolithic blade industry [Ivanov 1991]. The oldest wedge-shaped ﬂint tools in this
part of Europe coexist here with bifacial points [Marinescu-Bîlcu 1965; Lichardus, Lichardus-Itten 1995]. The exploration of mutual relationships shaping the ﬂint economy
in Chalcolithic communities inhabiting the Circum-Carpathian zone in the 5th and 4th
millenia BC, as well as of the dynamics of diversities among these communities appears
to be among the most attractive research tasks of our day.
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PAINTED POTTERY AS A SYMPTOM OF TRIPOLYE
‘INFLUENCE’ IN THE CIRCLE OF NEOLITHIC VISTULA
CULTURES
In the catalogue of indicators of Tripolye culture (TC) ‘inﬂuences’ on local (‘non-Danubian’) cultures in the Vistula drainage an important role is assumed by the reception
of pottery dyes. What is speciﬁcally meant is painted patterns recorded on the pottery of
the Funnel Beaker culture (FBC), the Globular Amphora culture (GAC) and the Corded
Ware culture (CWC). We exclude, thus, from our discussion the question of the so-called
imports of TC vessels recorded in FBC assemblages, more precisely, primarily in the
territory of the Bug group of the FBC [Jastrzębski 1985:72-74; Gumiński 1989:97ﬀ].

1. STATE OF RESEARCH

1.1.

FUNNEL BEAKER CULTURE

The ﬁrst observations of the use by FBC of painted designs were made in Gródek Nadbużny in the zone — bordering on the TC — of the already cited Bug group
[Poklewski 1958] (Fig. 1:1A). In a comprehensive presentation of pottery from this site
‘non-Tripolye painted pottery’ is regarded as an ‘imitation of painted TC pottery’ displaying some morphological aﬃnities with the Jaszczów group of the Lengyel-Polgár
circle, to the so-called Zawisznia type pottery [Gumiński 1989:97]. Designs on the pottery were made almost exclusively with a red pigment covering ‘either the whole surface
of a vessel or applying curvilinear or geometric patterns’. In one case white pigment was
identiﬁed [Gumiński 1989:97]. Describing the phenomenon in a spatially broader context
[cf. Kośko 1981:116, footnote 281], J. Ścibior calls the colour ‘black’ and continues by
saying that ‘pottery fragments were also found. . . painted all over with a red-brownish
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F i g . 1. The ranges of adaptation of Tripolye culture patterns in the drainages of the Vistula and Oder rivers.
Key: 1 - Funnel Beaker culture (A - upper Bug drainage; B - upper Vistula drainage; C - zone of Kujawy,
Chełmno Land and northern Wielkopolska); 2 - Tripolye culture; 3 - Funnel Beaker culture sites with painted
pottery; 4 - Globular Amphora culture sites with painted pottery.

dye’ [Ścibior 1994:34]. A complete catalogue of the ‘Zawisznia type pottery’ in the
range of the mentioned FBC group is not available, nor is available an estimate of its
chronological position within this taxon [Gumiński 1989:173ﬀ; cf. Ścibior 1994]. Neither
can we say anything about technological peculiarities of ‘Bug’ pigments.
A signiﬁcant breakthrough in the assessment of the range of the use of ceramics dyes
among the Vistula FBC (Fig. 1:1B) was made in the 1970s when the knowledge of them
was recorded among communities settling Western Małopolska loess soils (in such locations as Bronocice-1 and Stryczowice) and in Kujawy black earth (sites: Opatowice-12,
Inowrocław-Mątwy-1, Papros-6B, 6G) [Kośko 1981:116-117]. On the ﬁrst of the mentioned sites a single fragment of pottery with red pigment was recorded and linked to phase
BR II (3640-3480 BC) as well as 15 fragments with a black pigment dated to phases
BR III and IV (ca. 3480-2880 BC); in both cases these were designs of ‘vertical and
slanting bands’ [Kruk, Milisauskas 1981:16; 1981a:98; 1983:310; phase dating following
Kruk, Milisauskas 1999]. Observations from Stryczowice are much more meagre. All we
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know is that one pottery fragment decorated with a black dye was discovered [Informator
1976:45ﬀ] which may be related to 4400±240 BP (3055±325 BC)1 and 4250±180 BP
(2880±270 BC) [Uzarowicz-Chmielewska 1989]. We do not know the chemical composition, i.e. the nature of the pigments used. In Opatowice, a single fragment of a vessel
was found which bore an ornament of a horizontal band made with a red dye on the
bend of the lip and belly [Grygiel 1979:45, Fig. 4,47]. Of two 14 C dates obtained for
the feature from which the mentioned fragment comes, considerably more reliable is the
older one: 4620±120 BP /Lod 394/, i.e. 3340±190 BC [Rybicka 1995:60-62; cf. Kośko
1988:96]. In this case, too, we lack any data to determine the character of the pigment. In
Inowrocław-Mątwy - 1, one fragment of a rim of a vessel decorated with a red pigment
was recorded. The design was linked to stage B of the settlement use, i.e. ca. 3500/3350
— 3150/3050 BC [Kośko 1988:81]. Papros yielded altogether three fragments of pottery
decorated with a black dye. They were recorded on the surface of campsites from phase
IVB [Kośko 1987:50]. The pigments from the latter two sites were subjected to chemical
analyses (see below).
A signiﬁcant increase in observations pointing to the use of pottery pigments by
the FBC took place in the 1980s and ’90s. What sets these investigations apart is the
use of analyses to determine the chemical composition of pigments. This, however,
applies only to a portion of materials from Kujawy [Langer, Kośko 1992; 1998]. The
increase concerned both (a) Kujawy [Kośko 1988:95-96] and (b) the Chełmno Land
[Wawrzykowska 1981:115; Kukawka 1991:100] as well as (c) Wielkopolska [Tetzlaﬀ
1991] (Fig. 1:1C). However, there was no similar increase in available data concerning
the Upper Vistula drainage, i.e. in the Old Highlands.
a. Hypothetical pottery dyes have been recorded so far on ten sites from phases IIIA
— IVB (Fig. 1:3). Some cases of alleged ‘pigments’ (speciﬁc pieces of pottery) were
subjected — as a representative sample — to a chemical analysis. The results that have
been obtained until now justify distinguishing four types of substances used in decorating
FBC pottery [Langer, Kośko 1992; 1998]:
(aa) mineral pigments — red and black,
(ab) organic (tar) pigments — black,
(ac) tar binders (adhesives) fastening hypothetical birch bark patterns to vessel surfaces,
and
(ad) bituminous pigments.
Of the above mentioned substances, only the ﬁrst one (‘aa’) has relatively close
technological analogies in the TC [Langer, Kośko 1992; cf. Stos-Fertner, Rook 1981].
As a relative innovation may be treated the use of blood admixtures by the FBC (types
‘aa’ — black and ‘ab’- part), which has not been found so far in the TC. However, it
could be an eﬀect of a ‘methodology threshold’. Mineral pigments were recorded at two
sites: Opatowice-33 (black) and Inowrocław-Mątwy-1 (red) dated to phases IIIB-IIIC
(ca. 3650-3250 BC).
1

All calibration foll. Weninger & Joris 1998.
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The other substances (‘ab’, ‘ac’, ‘ad’) can be hardly interpreted for the time being
as an indisputable manifestation of TC ‘inﬂuences’.
ab. Tar pigments appear in the transition period between the Neolithic and Eneolithic
in the Carpathian Basin (Upper Tisza basin?) [Langer, Kośko 1998; Kośko 2000; 2000a].
For the time being, there is no evidence of their use in the TC, but because of the limited
scope, both quantitative and spatial, of analyses of this taxon’s pottery dyes carried out
so far, such a possibility cannot be excluded. It is also necessary to examine the nature
of black dyes found on FBC pottery of the Bug group, i.e. the pottery of the ‘Zawisznia
type’, where a mineral-organic raw-material substitution might have taken place. The
catalogue of vessels decorated with the use of this technique continues to grow, but the
poor condition of preservation of the surfaces of Lowlands FBC vessels often prevents
macroscopic observations. Tar pigments occur mainly on pottery from the early periods of
phase V (VA) and IIIC/IVA-IVB (e.g. Inowrocław-Mątwy-5: 4470±60 BP /Bln-2186/,
i.e. 3175±125 BC; Opatowice-42: 4460±80 BP /Gd-2764/, i.e. 3172±142 BC) [cf.
Kośko 1999].
ac. Tar binders used for sticking birch bark decorations on vessels were recorded
in the Alps zone (Cortaillod culture), at “palaﬁte” sites. At the settlement of Jezuicka
Struga-17, pottery with visible streaks of binder, documenting the arrangement of hypothetical bark patterns, was discovered. The Kujawy site should be associated with phase
IIIA [Prinke 1988].
ad. So far, a single instance of the use of such a pigment has been recorded on
site Kuczkowo-5, dated to phase VA. For the time being it is rather diﬃcult to oﬀer a
comprehensive interpretation of the Neolithic technologies of its production, consequently, great caution must be exercised in determining the territory from which this type
of pigment may have originated. Bearing in mind, however, the geography of surface
availability of bituminous raw-materials, one may not exclude the Dniester TC centres
as potential ‘inventors’ of this ornamentation technique. It should be stressed at the same
time that marsh gases, having chemical properties conducive to the development of this
technique, did occur on the Lowlands [cf. Kośko 2000a; Langer, Pietrzak 2000].
b. Hypothetical pottery dyes were recorded on two sites. In Brąchnówko-1 (4860±
110 BP /Gd-4024/, i.e. 3650±130 BC; 4770±80 BP /Gd-2521/, i.e. 3525±105 BC) a
discovery of ‘several ﬁne fragments’. . . ‘painted with a white paint’ was made. However,
a qualiﬁcation was added leaving the answer ‘whether, in fact, it was a trace of painting
to chemical analysis’ [Wawrzykowska 1981:115; Kukawka 1997:Fig. 20]. In the other
case, in Lisewo-31 (phase II?: ca. 3850-3600 BC), ‘fragments of a vessel painted with
a black dye’ were recorded [Kukawka 1991:100, expressing certain doubts concerning
the homogeneity of the set; 1997:Fig. 2]. In neither case there are any data available
on the chemical composition of the substances, which prevents any categorization of the
raw-material used (see a.).
c. The hypothetical dye was recorded on a single site of the Wielkopolska FBC, in
Śrem-8 [Tetzlaﬀ 1991]. According to an oral communication with W. Tetzlaﬀ [conference
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on the FBC in Poznań on 10 Feb. 1987], there was found a fragment of a vessel with the
ornament of a grid and a horizontal line made with a pigment of ‘steel’ colour. For the
settlement in Śrem we have a 14 C date of 4350±80 BP (Gd-4163), i.e. 3045±135 BC.

1.2.

GLOBULAR AMPHORA CULTURE

We have already ﬁrst examples of the use of pottery dyes by GAC societies. These
are vessels with traces of intentional colouring of the outer surface identiﬁed within
the Kujawy GAC agglomeration [Szmyt 1999] (Fig. 1:4). The assemblage of sources
currently consists of fragments of six vessels recorded on four archaeological sites dated
to phases IIb and IIIa. The sites are Bożejewice-22, Kuczkowo-1, Piecki-8, Żegotki-2.
The pottery was subjected to physicochemical analyses that helped identify the dyes and
their properties [Langer, Pietrzak 2000; Langer, Szmyt 2000]. The contexts of each ﬁnd
has been presented in detail in source publications [Szmyt 1998; 2000].
Bearing in mind the classiﬁcation of raw-material types (aa — ad) made in sect.
1.1.a, the examples identiﬁed in the GAC prove the use of the following dyes:
(aa) mineral, and
(ae) other organic ones (i.e., other than tar or bituminous) which for the time being are
diﬃcult to identify.
aa. Mineral dyes, red or brownish-red, were identiﬁed in materials from GAC settlements dated to phase IIb (one fragment in Bożejewice-22, feature A2, a 14 C date from
the same feature: /Ki-6914/ 4305±45 BP, i.e. 2945±55 BC) and IIb-IIIa (2 fragments
from Żegotki-2, trench B1a; 14 C dates from the settlement:/Ki-6220/ 4150±45 BP, i.e.
2745±95 BC, /Ki-6221/ 4030±60 BP, i.e. 2550±100 BC) and in the ﬁlling of a human
grave from phase IIIa (Piecki-8, feature 18, a 14 C date for the burial: /Ki-6513/ 4105±40
BP, i.e. 2710±110 BC). As a result of physicochemical analyses, it has been determined that these are ferric dyes [Langer, Szmyt 1999] similar to those recorded in the TC
[Stos-Fertner, Rook 1981].
ae. Black organic dyes were identiﬁed on two pieces of pottery found in features
linked to phase IIb: Kuczkowo-1 (one fragment in the ﬁlling of feature A136 — a ritual
feature containing a cow burial; a series of ﬁve dates obtained from a bone sets a terminus
ante quem of ca. 3020 BC) [Szmyt 2000] and Bożejewice-22 (one fragment from feature
A10; a series of 14 C dates from other features sets the chronology of the settlement
at 2965±55 BC — 2880±60 BC; see item aa. above) [Szmyt 2000]. Describing the
raw-material of both samples, it has been found out that ’these substances have a low
content of organic compounds built of saturated hydrocarbon groups. (. . . ) probably
largely charred organic substances ‘ which ’greatly diﬀer in their properties from typical
tar samples’ although they were produced in ‘processes similar to those in which tar
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is obtained’ [Langer, Pietrzak 2000]. At present, it is not possible to give a broader
interpretation of the presented results.
Analyzing separately the chronology of the instances of the organic and mineral dye
use by Kujawy GAC societies, one should observe the time diﬀerences between them. Organic dyes have been identiﬁed so far only in the materials from phase IIb (Kuczkowo-1,
Bożejewice-22), while mineral ones have been recorded in pottery assemblages from
phases IIb and IIIa (Bożejewice-22, Piecki-8, Żegotki-2).

1.3.

CORDED WARE CULTURE

The ﬁrst accounts of this type of ornamentation date back to the 1920s and refer to
the Małopolska CWC (Smroków) [Kozłowski 1924:180; Antoniewicz 1925:50:Fig. 36].
Due to the wartime scattering of the collections of the Archaeological Museum in Kraków, these accounts could not be veriﬁed for many years [Machnik 1966:222]. They were
borne out only in the 1970s by excavations carried out in Żerniki Górne [Włodarczak
1998:36-37]. Grave 140, where an amphora decorated with a painted design had been
found, obtained a 14 C date of 4160-50 BP /Ki-5065/, i.e. 2754±99 BC [Włodarczak
1998:34, 49]. Both cases involve red dyes. The dye from Żerniki Górne has not been
analyzed yet. In the Lower Vistula drainage, there are no data on the use of pottery dyes
by the CWC.

2. TYPES OF RECEPTION — CHRONOLOGY

The observations from Kujawy suggest the existence of two types/trends of pottery
dye adaptation in the Vistula region:
A — reception of mineral dyes (red and black) from the TC circle, and
B — hypothetical substitution of mineral dyes with organic dyes (tar — black) that
could have taken place in Kujawy — phases IIIC/IVA-IVB of the FBC, on the Upper
Bug — FBC or in the Dniester region — TC [cf. Kośko 2000a].
Type/trend A can be observed in the FBC, GAC and CWC whereas type/trend B
has been identiﬁed so far in the FBC and GAC and only in Kujawy.
This observation can only partially be transposed to Małopolska on the assumption
that all the red pottery dyes represent type/trend A. Other materials from this area must be
temporarily (until appropriate chemical analyses are made) considered as unidentiﬁable,
i.e. of type A-B. An absolute chronology of both types/trends is shown in chapter 1.
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3. AREAS OF TRIPOLYE ENEOLITHIZATION (‘TRIPOLYENIZATION’) OF
VISTULA DRAINAGE CULTURES IN THE CONTEXT OF POTTERY DYE USE

All the outlined instances of the reception of pottery dyes by the societies of the
FBC, GAC and CWC can be placed within the framework of several existing theories of
‘Baltic-Pontic’ cultural relations in the 4th-3rd millennium BC. These are: (a) the ‘phase
of central European occidental migration’ [Kośko 1981:116ﬀ]; (b) ‘line of inﬂuence’
along the Seret/Dniester/Southern Bug — Bug — Lublin Highlands — Nałęczów Plateau
— region between the Vistula and Warta rivers — Kujawy — Wielkopolska — the mouth
of the Oder [Gumiński 1989:175-177]; (c) the phenomenon of ‘return current’ among
the central European societies inhabiting the circumpontic zone [Kośko 1991:244ﬀ].
a. This model of transmission may also serve to explain the reception of pottery
dyes in FBC communities. What may have to be corrected is the chronological and
topogenetic identiﬁcation of the Tripolye phase, preceding the central European one,
of the occidental migration. Its division into subphases: Gorodsk-Volhynia (older) and
Podolia-Volhynia (younger) seems to lose any justiﬁcation [cf. Kośko 1981:115-116].
This is so because the links with the Dniester TC are readily observable already in the
FBC ‘stage’, that is earlier than it was originally assumed [Gumiński 1989:175ﬀ; Kośko
2000]. In 3640-2880 BC the ‘Tripolyenization’ of FBC societies in the Upper Vistula
drainage would aﬀect those societies that are particularly strongly linked to the circle of
circum-Carpathian, ‘typically’ Eneolithic cultures without reaching the enclaves (?) of
‘para-Plain’ societies [cf. Czopek, Kadrow 1988; Bronicki, Kadrow 1988; Nowak 1996
— no comments on painted ornamentation; although one may not exclude the time factor
in this case]. Also in Kujawy and the Chełmno Land, and generally on the Plains, this
process embraced those FBC groups that were the most strongly Eneolithisized (Mątwy
and Radziejów groups, ‘Brąchnówko type assemblages’).
b-c. It seems that a stabilization of a certain axis of movement — a prologue of a
later trail from the Crimea to Jutland [Kośko 1991:250-251] — suggested in model ‘b’
— occurred especially after 2700-2600 BC. The circulation of patterns and people along
the ‘axis’ seems to have been initiated by the reverse direction of the movements of the
Dniester-Seret GAC settlement [cf. Szmyt 1999a], which was inspired by the occidental
migration of the YC [cf. Budzhak group in: Klochko, Kośko, Szmyt 1999:Fig.1]. The
range of the ‘reverse’ GAC penetration is supposed to be determined by the network of
its genetic ties in the Vistula drainage.
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